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Abstract 

Title: Oriental Influences in Swahili: A Study in Language and Culture 
Contacts 
Author: Abdulaziz Yusuf Lodhi 
University of Gothenburg, Department of Oriental and African Languages, 
African Linguistics Section. 

Linking historical and linguistic sources, starting with a background survey 
of Swahili lexicon of Oriental origin, theories of language and culture 
contact and a history of such contacts in the Western Indian Ocean, this 
study attempts at presenting a description of Oriental influences in Eastem 
Africa. 

The first part (Ch. 1-6) deals with the historical background of the 
Oriental contributors in East Africa (i.e. Arabians, Iranians, Indians, Turks, 
Indonesians and Chinese in descending order of importance). The study of 
Arabic linguistic elements is limited to an in-depth description of Arabic 
grammatical and structural loans in Swahili, which is followed by a 
sociological description of Persian and Indian descendants in East Africa 
and their influences in Swahili. A description of culinary influences from 
the Oriental contacts and a phonological analysis of Indic items concludes 
this part. 

The second part (Ch. 7) consists of a cumulative, updated and annotated 
list of Persian, Indian, Turkish, Indonesian and Chinese loanwords in 
Swahili, with suggested alternative etymologies where necessary. This list 
includes a number of previously unidentified Oriental loans, corrected or 
additional definitions, and relevant linguistic or historical discussions. 

The main conclusions drawn from the present study are: l )  that Oriental 
loans in Swahili are not satisfactorily documented, and further research is 
needed to assess their currency in the modern usage, and their socio-cultural 
importance in Eastem Africa; 2) that Oriental elements are of high 
frequency and are found in all areas of activity; 3) that contrary to earlier 
assumptions, Persian and lndic loans in Swahili occur also as verbs, 
adjectives and adverbs; 4) that most of the Indian loans in Swahili are from 
Cutchi/Sindhi and Gujarati, rather than from Hindi; 5) that traditional 
Swahili culture is an Afro-Oriental member of the North-Westem Indian 
Ocean civilisation at !arge. 

Keywords: Swahili, loanwords, borrowing, language contact, culture 
contact, Oriental influences, Arabic loans, grammatical loans, structural 
borrowing, Persian, Balochi, Indian languages, Turkish, Chinese, 
Indonesian. 



And I must borrow every changing shape 

To find expression 

................................................... (T. S. Eliot, Portrait of a Lady) 

Neither a borrower, nor a lender be 

This above all: To thine own self be true 
(Shakespeare, Hamlet) 

This thesis is presented in the rational spirit of Eliot, 
not in the ideal spirit of Shakespeare! 

Tena lazima niazime kila muundo mbadilifu 
ili nipate kujieleza 
................................................... (T. S. Eliot, Portrait of a Lady) 

Usiwe mkopaji, wala si mkopeshaji 

Ni hayo tu: Uwe mkweli kwako nafsi yako mwenyewe 
(Shakespeare, Ham/et) 

Tasnifu hii imetayarishwa kwa fikra razini ya Eliot, 
siyo kwajikra udhanifu ya Shakespeare! 
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1. Introduction

1.1. Aims and Scope 

Swahili, a Bantu language, is the most widespread African language south 
of the Sahara, and about 32-40% of its current vocabulary is of non-Bantu 
origin (Bertoncini 1973, Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993, Bosha 1993). For 
obvious reasons, most ofthe earlier non-Bantu borrowings are from Persian 
and Arabic (the largest mother tongue in Africa) - Persian and Arabic are 
the Greek and Latin respectively of the languages of Muslims in many parts 
of Asia, Africa and Eastem Europe; and on the East African littoral the 
Swahili are a good example of an Afro-Islamic culture that has blended well 
Persian, Arab-Islamic, and western and southem Indian elements. 

Arabic is by far the largest (Oriental) contributor to Swahili. Most of the 
recent loanwords in Swahili are from English, especially in the fields of 
modem education, science and technology, sports and modem 
entertainment. The lesser contributors to the Swahili lexicon are Persian, the 
Indo-Aryan languages (of Cutchi/Kachchi, Gujarati, Hindi, Sanskrit), 
Portuguese, Turkish, Gem1an and French in descending order of importance. 

As far as the Arabic linguistic influence in Swahili is concemed, 
emphasis in this study has been laid on the aspect of grammar rather than 
lexicon. Arabic lexical items have been described and analysed by several 
writers from the middle of the twentieth century (Johnson 1939, Krumm 
1940, Bosha 1993) but no researcher has paid much attention to the question 
of Arabic structural loans, or grammatical intrusion or interference, in 
Swahili. Therefore, the development of hypotactic structures, adverbs, 
conjunctions and prepositions in Swahili with the help of Arabic or mixed 
Bantu-Arabic constructions is described and analysed here. Many Arabic 
lexical and grammatical loans are further spread to other languages of 
Eastem Africa as indirect Arabic loans. 

Most loanwords in Swahili from Persian, Arabic, English are well 
identified and documented, but about Indic loans the knowledge is rather 
limited and their source is usually traced to Hindi. It will be shown below 
that many Indic lexical loans in Swahili are not from Hindi or Gujarati but 
rather from Cutchi, an eastem dialect of Sindhi, which is seldom mentioned 
as an Indic contributor. 

This study aims on the one hand at surveying the linguistic and cultural 
influence of the Asian/Oriental minorities in Eastem Africa, who came over 
the Indian Ocean over a period of more than two millennia, by identifying 
the Oriental loans in Swahili, and establishing their correct etymology. On 
the other hand this will also be a way of describing in short the history ofthe 
Persians, Arabs, Indians, Indonesians and Chinese in the region and 
assessing their cultural contribution. 

Eastem Africans of Oriental/Asian origin (including those who identify 
themselves as Arabs and Shirazi in some social contexts) constitute about 
1% of the total population of Eastem Africa. Their history, and economic 
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and intellectual efforts have been well-documented together with their 
earlier political involvement and dominant role vis å vis their later (political) 
isolation and significant marginalization. Govemment efforts to minimize 
their economic strength have often been described, but their linguistic and 
social/cultural importance to the societies of Eastem Africa has not been 
studied in satisfactory detail. This applies to all the Oriental donor groups 
and languages except for Arabs and Arabic, and it is particularly so in the 
case ofthe Indic languages, a major Oriental contributor. 

For a variety of reasons people from different cultures, as individuals or 
groups, come in contact with one another and interact in various situations. 
Such contacts and interactions, their conditions and results, are frequently 
studied and described as culture diffusion, culture exchange, culture 
leaming, or simply acculturation. One culture may influence another at 
abstract levels of religion, philosophy, ideology or legal code, and at 
concrete levets oftechnology, architecture, agriculture, food and clothing. A 
certain amount of word-borrowing would thus take place. At any level, 
transfer of leaming (i.e. borrowing) depends on the conditions prevailing 
during the period of contact. To determine the period of culture contact and 
word-borrowing, their identification and directionality, and the quantity of 
culture leaming between the two groups involved, we need to search for 
convincing evidence of the interaction, whether direct or indirect via a third 
group. A partial aim ofthis study is thus also to recognise loanwords as such 
evidence, and present a holistic view of the linguistic, historical and socio
economic aspects of the phenomenon of borrowing among the coastal 
societies of East Africa. 

1.2. Methodology and analysis of data 
In this work, I have attempted first to list all available Arabic grammatical 
loans and Persian and Indic lexical toans in Swahili from both documented 
sources, common literature and oral usage, and to define their precise 
meaning in Swahili. My data on oral usage was collecteded by fieldwork 
along coastal Kenya and Tanzania <luring several study visits, and also using 
the Swahili Data Base at the Department of Linguistics and the Department 
of Asian and African Studies in Helsinki, Finland, during June 1997. The 
fieldwork was conducted <luring June-July 1975, December-February 1978-
79, December-January 1979-80, June-July 1981, 1983, 1987, 1991, 
December-January 1992-93, July-August 1994 and June-July 1998. A 
number of informants were involved in verifying the data <luring the 
different periods: several members of the staff of the Institute of Kiswahili 
Research/IKR (Taasisi ya Uchunguzi wa Kiswahili/TUKf) in Daressalaam, 
and the Institute of Kiswahili and Foreign Languages/IKFL (Taasisi ya 
Kiswahili na Lugha za Kigeni!TAKILUKJ) in Zanzibar; Sheikh Ismail 
Mohamed Lotat, Maalim Haji Chum, Mr. Feisal Saleh Mbambat, Seyyid 
Omar Zahran El-Hajjt, Maalim Abdul Bakit and Maalim Ahmed Mgeni of 
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Zanzibar, Maalim Shihabdin Chiraghdint, Maalim Mohamed Kamal Khant, 
Sheikh Ahmad Sheikh Nabhany, and Ustadh Ahmad Nassir Juma Bhalo of 
Mombasa, Professor Mohamed Hassan Abdulaziz and Dr. Mohamed Omar 
of Nairobi, Sheikh Said Iliyast of Zanzibar/Daressalaam, Bwana Lowlli 
Wichie Hamisi-Kitumboyt, Sheikh Salim Ali Kibao, Sheikh Saadan Abdu 
Kandoro, Mr. Yohana Mganga, Sheikh Hamis Akida, Dr. Tigiti S. Y. 
Sengo, my matemal uncle Ustaadh Mitut, alias Ayoub Ahmed Ayoub 
Rangooni of Daressalaam, and my patemal uncle Ismail S. Lodhi of Lind i. 
A number of female members of the households of these male informants, 
other female relatives and female acquaintances, particularly elderly ladies 
including Bi Salma Omar Zahran and Bi Asya Haidar Jabir of Zanzibar, Bi 
Saada Abdulrahman Abdullah of Lamu/Nairobi, Bi Zainab Himid of 
Zanzibar/Comoro, my father's aunt Maa Khatija Lodhit and my eldest sister 
Kulsum Lodhi, have also been equally helpful in verifing my data and 
making important contributions. Short wordlists were presented to about 
half of the in formants for their comments, others were contacted orally to 
comment on some selected glossary whenever the opportunity arose, at 
different social gatherings as well as weddings and funerals. Much 
information was also collected from informal discussions with individuals 
during different meetings, Jectures and seminars. Additionally, as a primary 
speaker of Swahili, being an eighth generation Zanzibari belonging to a 
multi-ethnic and pluri-lingual household of long standing, I have relied 
much on my own intimate knowledge and long experience of the traditional 
Swahili language and culture. 

This research is however also based on printed texts and manuscripts in 
the archives of the University of Daressalaam. Radio broadcasts from 
various stations in East Africa, the BBC and the Voice of America 
supplemented with the intensive debates of the Zanzinet network during the 
years 1996-97 have also been used as unpublished and oral sources. (See 
section 2.3 The Problems ofusing dictionaries.) 

Since I embarked on my research in 1977, several prominant research ers 
of Swahili have published their findings related to this field, e.g. Zawawi 
(1979) on loaned nouns in Swahili, Knappert (1983) on Persian and Turkish 
loans in Swahili, Bertoncini ( 1985) on a quantitative analysis of Swahili 
vocabulary, Polome (1987) on Indian loanwords in Swahili, Bosha (1993) 
on Arabic loans in Swahili and Nurse and Hinnebusch (1993) on Swahili 
historical Jinguistics. This last work contains a wealth of data on the Sabaki 
group of North-Eastem Bantu languages, on Swahili and its dialects and a 
68 pages long chapter on the question of loans in Swahili and problems 
connected with them. 

Most of the Oriental loans in Swahili have been identified and 
documented by the major Swahili lexicographers, and in general I have 
accepted this; those which I have myself identified as Ioans, have been 
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singled out by their 'un-Bantu' (or foreign sounding) phonological structure 
and/or semantics, e.g. Arabic loans taffiri (to annoy) with a long /ff/, ta/rika 
(be annoyed) with the consonantal combination /fri, hususan (especially) 
with the Arabic suffix -an, dhidi ya (against) with the interdental /dh/, and 
lndic gudu/ia (jug) with the final syllable -fia which in Swahili is in fäet a 
derivative suffix marking the applied form of a verb. In a few cases of lndic 
and Persian loans, I had previous knowledge of these from my close 
acquaintance with the Persian and Indian cultures, the Persian language and 
the Indian languages Cutchi/Sindhi, Gujarati, Hindi and Urdu spoken by the 
Indians of East Africa, e.g. chakramu (mad, crazy), jira (cumin seed) and 
kotimiri (coriander leaves). Other loans such as karafim (cloves) and 
tangawizi (ginger) were originally singled out by me (following the 
suggestion of Dr. Ruth Walden, a specialist on Tamil studies at Uppsala 
University) because of their being tropical plants belonging to the South 
East Asian food complex, comparatively recently introduced in East Africa. 
Similarly, the Arabic loan thaumulthomulthumu (garlic) was identified as an 
indirect Chinese loan (Hasan 1978:93-95). Until the later part of the 
twentieth century, cloves, ginger, garlic and other products of the Asian 
food complex were unknown or unused by the non-Muslim coastal and 
inland peoples of East Africa, but they were important ingredients of the 
Muslim Swahili cuisine, which is a part of the lslamic Indian Ocean 
civilization; and the names of these items in the inland languages of East 
Africa are all derived from Swahili as indirect Oriental loans (see section 
4. 7). In the identification process, linguistic, phonological, semantic,
botanical, historical, geographical, sociological and cultural-anthropological
considerations have been taken.

In this study, little quantitative analysis of Oriental toans has been made. 
The interested reader is referred to Bertoncini (1973 and 1985), Zawawi 
(1979) and Nurse and Hinnebusch (1993) for this type of data. Fieldwork 
during several visits to Zanzibar, Arusha, Bagamoyo, Daressalaam, Lindi, 
Morogoro, Moshi, Mtwara, Tanga, Mombasa and Nairobi also yielded a 
number of new or undocumented Indic items in use such as in the nominal 
phrase maziwa moro (unsweetened milk), gadero (ass, alcoholic) and 
gabacholi (swindler, corrupt person, swindling, corruption). 

1.3. Arrangement 

The first chapter of this study, the Introduction, deals with the aims and 
scope, arrangement of the text, methodology and analysis of data, and gives 
a survey ofrelevant sources and Jiterature, as well as definitions ofthe tenns 
used. Chapter 2 concentrates on the theoretical aspects of borrowing, loan 
phonology and foreign influence. In Chapter 3 I have tried to identify the 
problems associated with lexical borrowing in Swahili, its linguistic, 
cultural and historical implications, and the question of the Swahili culture 
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as an Afro-Oriental member of the western Indian Ocean civilization at 
!arge. Chapter 4 is devoted to a short history of the various Oriental donors
during different politico-economic periods up to the present, their linguistic
background, the present day situation of the Oriental languages in East
Africa, and a description of the Swahili cuisine as a reflection of the Indian
Ocean food culture. Chapter 5 deals primarily with the question of Arabic
grammatical loans, or grammatical intrusion, since (reasonably) much has
already been written on Arabic lexical items. Chapter 6 is an examination
and analysis of the Indic loans in Swahili. This is followed by Chapter 7
which consists of a cumulative list of Persian, lndic, Turkish, Chinese and
Jndonesian/Malay lexical items with their meanings, documented sources
and suggested etymologies. Finally, in summing up, Chapter 8 focuses on
the socio-cultural aspects of the contributions of various peoples who came
to Uswahilini, Swahililand, the Afro-Oriental coastal settlements of East
Africa, over the Ocean and their interactions with the indigenous peoples.

In the present volume, section 4.3. on the historical background of Arabs, 
Arabic and the spread of Islam in Eastem Africa, is based on four previously 
published articles (Lodhi 1986a, 1986c, 1994a and 1994b); whereas section 
4.5. dealing with the history and linguistic background of Asians in East 
Africa, is based on my Indology Seminars held in Uppsala during November 
1986 and January 1987. Section 4.9. on Swahili food culture is based on a 
previously published paper (Lodhi 1982b) read at the Svetan Seminar on 
Food and Nutrition in Tanzania, Stockholm 27 March 1982). Section 5.2 is 
an updated version of one previously published article on the status of 
Arabic in East Africa (Lodhi 1986a). Section 5.4 is a rewritten and 
expanded version of another previously published article on the question of 
Arabic grammatical intrusion and structural toans in Swahili (Lodhi 1994b), 
specifically adverbs and adverbials, conjunctions, and prepositions and 
prepositional concepts. Section 6.2 on an analysis of Indic toans in Swahili 
is based on a previously published article (Lodhi 1982a). Section 7 .2 
includes a previously published list of lndic loans (Lodhi 1984a). 

A general outline of Arabic grammatical influences in Swahili was 
originally presented in partial fulfilment of Ph.D. preparatory studies at a 
seminar at the Dept. of Asian and African Languages, Uppsala University, 
in Oct. 1990 under the title Notes On Arabic Adverbs, Conjunctions and 
Prepositions in Swahili. Findings on Arabic syntactic intrusion in Swahili 
were presented in the paper From Paratax to Hypotax in Swahili - the Case 
of 'kabla' at the 22nd Annual Conference of African Linguistics, Nairobi, 
July 1991. A preliminary paper on the subject was published under the title 
"Arabic Grammatical Loans in the Languages of Eastem Africa" in Working 
Pappers in linguistics No. 22 1994, pp. 60-74, Dept. of Linguistics, 
University of Trondheim, Norway. The preliminary findings on Arabic loan 
verbs and their extensions were presented at the 2nd World Congress of 
African Linguistics, Leipzig, July 1997; and a revised version of the paper 
was presented at a Guest Seminar in Daressalaam, June 1998. I am thankful 
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for the constructive cnt1c1sm received from the part1c1pants of these 
gatherings, especially Professors Ragia Effat of Cairo, Mohamed Hassan 
Abdulaziz of Nairobi, Abdu Mtakuja Khamisi of Daressalaam and Sergio 
Baldi ofNaples. 

This work represents, as far as I know, the first systematic attempt, to 
collect and analyse, according to modem linguistic principles, some 
structural changes brought about by Arabic in Swahili, an inventory of 
Arabic grammatical toans in Swahili, and an inventory of Persian, lndic, 
Turkish, Chinese and Malay loanwords in Swahili; and as such it is not 
without shortcomings. This dissertation is not primarily concemed with the 
theories or methodology of linguistic and cultural borrowing in general or 
the processes of structural change, whether through foreign influence or 
through interna! systemic causes; rather it is a survey of the cultural 
influences reflected by the loanwords with an inventory of the words. 
However, this being a sort of pioneer work in Swahili, I have given a short 
general survey of the phenomenon of linguistic borrowing and the 
theoretical aspects of language contact and methodology as expounded by 
various researchers in their writings which have been consulted here. 

1.4. Survey of previous research and documentation 
The following is a short survey and analysis of the few studies on Oriental 
toans in Swahili, some of which deal primarily with Arabic items. 
Generally, the dictionaries mark loanwords by an initial asterisk(*). 

Ludwig Krapf (1882) is the first ever dictionary of the Swahili language, 
with a comprehensive grammar, and as such it has many shortcomings 
which can be expected of a sizable pioneering work compiled between 1845 
and 1860. Understandably, Krapf does not mark toan entries but gives 
etymological information in most cases. He gives Arabic etymologies of 
most of the Arabic borrowings he collected, and he assigns Arabic source 
also to many non-Arabic items, e.g. Persian shali and sambusa. He leaves 
out many Indic loanwords such as besera, bepari, chakramu, handa, 
kachala and ka/asia; but he includes tamb1111 and topi. The exclusion of 
items such as kachara/kachala does not necessarily imply that these items 
did not already exist in the Swahili lexicon. It is probable that they were not 
common in the usage of the speech community of Mombasa, the dialect of 
which Krapf studied and documented. Persian, Arabic and Indian influences 
were more common in Zanzibar and the Tanganyika coast <luring Krapfs 
stay in East Africa than they were along the Kenya coast. The omission of 
the words karafuu (cloves), mkarafim (clove tree), gundi (gum copal) and 
mtwana (slave) from this dictionary further illustrates his overwhelming 
reliance on the northem dialects of the Kenya coast. During this period, 
cloves, ivory and gum were the most important items of export from 
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Zanzibar (Sheriff 1987: 129), and slavery was still an integral part of the 
stratified Swahili society and culture, though soon to be abolished fonnally 
in 1890. About half of the slaves were employed on clove and other 
plantations of the islands of Zanzibar and Pemba; around Mombasa, a 
quarter of them worked in the ports, gum cleaning workshops and oil milis, 
while a quarter were domestic servants in the coastal urban centres where 
there was the largest concentration of Swahili speakers and people of 
Oriental descent. 

Krapf is more concemed about mentioning his own informants (i.e. his 
missionary contemporaries Erhardt, Rebmann, Sparhott and Steere) and the 
various Swahili dialects or neighbouring Bantu languages which also have 
the words he lists, rather than giving the correct etymological source. In this 
respect it is worth noting that refering to Krapfs Swahili dictionary of 1882, 
Binns (I 925) quoted by Krumm (1940:32) states "I should think that nearly 
half of the words in this dictionary one hardly ever hears." But then both Binns 
and Krumm spent most of their missionary years in the interior, away from 
centres of Swahili language and culture on the coast! One of the few 
typographical errata met with is "M'mugmmie" (bottle gourd pumpkin 
Lagenaria vulgaris) which should read mmumunye. 

A. C. Madan's English-Swahili Dictionary (1901) was the first of its kind,
and followed by his Swahili-English Dictionary in 1903, reprinted in 1931. 
They are based on Krapf (1892), Bishop Edward Steer's A Handbook oj the 
Swahili Language as Spoken at Zanzibar (1870) and Father Charles 
Sacleux 's first lex i eon Dictionaire fran<;ais-swahili (1891 ). As such, it was a 
pioneering attempt at producing a British 'standard' Swahili lexicon before 
the official British standardization of Swahili of the 1920s. Quite a few of 
the shortcomings of his predecessors are repeated in this work, including the 
absence of very common items such as kachala and karafiw as in Krapfs 
dictionary. Madan also marks his loan entries with an asterisk. In his 
orthography, he does not properly distinguish between the Swahili inter
dentals /0/ and föl which are spelt as 'th' (with an ltalic t) and 'th' (with a 
plain 't') respectively, and in this he is quite inconsistent, e.g. Swahili 
/öa'miri/ (conscience) is entered as /0a'miri/ and /0a'mani/ (value, price) is 
entered as /öa'mani/. However, he spells Swahili ly/ as the current standard 
'gh' (not as Sacleux's /R/), and mentions 21 items (plus their derivatives) 
with the Arabic loaned consonant /x/, e.g. khabari (news, infonnation), 
khafifu (weak, of low quality), khofu (fear) and khutuba (speech, lecture). 
The /x/ has been reduced in Standard Swahili orthography to 'h' though it is 
a phoneme commonly used by native speakers of Swahili and frequently 
heard on the radio and television in Tanzania and Kenya. There are also a 
few errata such as "mmunina (a true believer, i.e. Mohammedan)" which 
should read m1111mina, muuminina, which are also entered by Johnson 
( 1939). The current standard form is muumini (pi. waumini). 
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Carl Velten's Suaheli-Deutsch dictionary of 1910 was the first volume of 
Suaheli-Wörterbuch followed by his Deutsch-Suaheli in 1933. It is based on 
Krapf (1882), Carl G. Bilttner's pioneering work in German, the 
Wörterbuch der Suaheli-Sprache (1891), Sacleux's Fran,;ais-Swahilii 

( 1891 ), and Madan ( 190 l and 1903). Velten includes alm ost all the Oriental 
items identified by his predecessors, and also many alternative forms, e.g. 
chandarualchendarua (mosquito net, excluding the 'upcountry' fonn 
chanda/ua), sarujilseruji (cement) and serma/alseramala (carpenter, 
excluding the more common form seremala). He also includes a number of 
alternative items which are not Swahili, e.g. "karamfu, garafuu, garofuu" for 
karafim (cloves, probably from the usage of Arab traders), and "samani, 
semani, samini" for thamani (value, probably from the usage of Zaramo 
speakers from the Daressalaam-Bagamoyo area). Contrary to many Swahili 
dictionary compilers, Velten gives more than 50 entries with the consonant 
(-)kh- instead of reducing it to a simple (-)h-. A couple of terms such as 
"Mdeutschi" (a German) have mistakenly crept in as 'upcountry' Swahili 
words probably from German usage; the swahilized forms Wadoichi and 
Wadachi were already in use at the tum of the century as witnessed by the 
epic about the German occupation of the Tanganyika coast Utenzi wa Vita 
vya Wadachi kutamalaki Mrima (el Buhriy 1955). 

The Standard Swahili-English Dictionary by Frederick Johnson (1939) is 
based on Madan (1903), and he repeats many of Madan's shortcomings. 
Johnson's has been reprinted at Jeast 35 times over the years without being 
revised or updated even once, and it is being persistently used as the point of 
departure for Swahili Jexical studies. Up to this day, it continues to be the 
most frequently used dictionary; it has achieved sort of a 'Bible' status and 
therefore in this study it has been subjected to a more detailed analysis than 
the other dictionaries. 

Johnson gives altogether 3006 toans (Zawawi 1979:37) of which 2534 
items are listed as Arabic, 160 as Persian, 105 as Hindi, 135 as English, 59 
as Portuguese, 14 Turkish, 3 German, 2 French, and 73 without etymology. 
Furthermore, 79 words are assigned double provenience. For the 105 Indic 
toans included, Johnson gives a definite source or suggests a possible 
source. Johnson's Indic entries may be classified as 
a. Hindi: ankra, aste, bajia, bali, bangili, banyani, bepari, binda, etc.
b. suggested Hindi source: Badala, (h)iliki, kalua, li/am, pesa, etc.
c. suggested Hindi/Arabic source: bati
d. suggested Hindi/Persian source: achari, tambuu, etc.
e. suggested Hindi/Portuguese source: almari
f. suggested Persian/Portuguese source: meza
g. suggested Arabic source: bindo

Charles Sacleux (1939) also based his Swahili-French dictionary on 
Krapf ( l  882), Madan (1903), and his own fieldwork. Sacleux marks his Joan 
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entries with a t. He gives almost all the loans as Johnson does, and adds 
some more; and on the whole, this dictionary is more extensive with much 
infonnation on Swahili dialects. However, Sacleux indudes also a number 
of items which are rarely found today. 

Sacleux does not always mark an entry as a loan even though Krapf did 
so, e.g. baniani (Hindu) and mangiri (cross-pi,ece for securing a cable, 
anchor or rope at the bow of a vessel); and he does not always give the 
foreign source after marking the loan with a t, e.g. buchari (!arge knife ), 
banduru (bilge, ship's well) and ha/11/i (purgative). As for giving or 
suggesting etymologies, Sacleux follows closely Johnson, and repeats a lot 
of Madan's errors as Johnson does, giving as indigenous/inherited words a 
number of loanwords, e.g. Portuguese almaria (embroidery) and Indk jeta 
(lazy/feckless person). Frequently he attempts to give multiple sources or 
traces the source through other languages, e.g. bafta ,�thin bleached calico) 
as Arabic < Hindi, or bahati (luck) as Arabic < Persian < Hindi. Some of his 
etyrnologies are certainly not correct, e.g. go/a111/g11lam (slave) < Hindi 
(which is Persian), and kachiri (hotchpotch) < Bantu (whkh is Indic). 

Bemard Krumm (1940) is a study of Oriental loans in Swahili based on 
Johnson and Sacleux. Krumm gives "Hindustani" and "Gujarati" 
etymologies of Indic loans, but compared to Johnson, SacJeux and 
Rechenbach, Krumm has fewer Indic entries, which can be seen from the 
list in the later part ofthis study. On page 136 he says, "When a word occurs 
in Persian and Hindustani, then I give Persian as the origin, as we rnay assume that 
Hindustani - being a rnixed language - acquired the word from Persian." He 
however regrettably admitts that "he is not acquaint,ed with the noritlhern dialects 
of Swahili, and that he is not widely conversant with Indian languages" (p. 7, Note 

I). 
Of the about 1500 entries of loans listed by Krumm (not including 

derivatives with the prefixes ki-, ku-, u- and the suffix 7ji,), the 
overwhelming majority are Arabic loans; only 82 .are 'liist,ed as Persian Ioans., 
I O as Hindu stan i, 5 as Gujarati, and 12 as "Indian" since, according to him, 
they are found both in Hindustani and Gujarati. Altogether 35 loans are 
claimed to have common Arabic-Persian origin; he leaves out dini (religion) 
and diana (theology), and 20 items are given common [ndic-Persian origin. 
There are 18 loans of "unknown origin". Unfortunately, Krumm does not 
seem to know the excluding difference between 'Mohamedan' and 'Hindu' 
as he defines khoja as a "Mohamedan Hindu" - Mohamedan c.annot lbe a 
Hindu, and vice versa; Mohamedan and Hindu are two completely different 
communities, unless by 'Hindu' Krumm means 'Indian'. Also he describes a 
Meman (a Sunni Hanafi Muslim trading ,community of 
Sindhi/Cutchi/Gujarati origin) as a "Shia sect of Hanafi rite" - Hanafi is a 
denomination within the Sunni school of Islam as opposed to the Shia 
school! 
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Karel F. Ruzitka (1953) is a good introduction 1to the qu,estion of both 
Oriental and European loans in Swahili, 22 pages long. However, he does 
not add much new material and repeats some of the shortcomings of his 
predecessors. 

Hildegard Höftmann ( 1963), compiled with the ass4.stance of Stephen 
Mhando, is the most used Swahili-German dictionary based on the materials 
of Krapf, Madan, Velten and Johnson (ibid. p. v). As .such, Höftmanrn 
repeats (both the statements and also) the shortcom ings of her predecessors, 
and marks also the loanwords, e.g. Arabic -taali (to exa11t) is erroneousty
defined as "to leam" which is correctly called -talii (to leam through study 
visits or attending lessons given by scholars in different pLaces). Moreover, 
bringing up to date the Swahili lexicon, she has genemusly induded a 1large 
number of tenns current in contemporary Swahili usage; some of these are 
met with in common use today and in Standard Swahi:li, ·whereas others .ar,e 
non-standard and/or are not met with in native Swahili usage. In the former 
category many modem English loans are included, e.g. Atlantiki (Atlantic), 
atomiki (atomic energy), breki (brakes), burashi ('bmsh) and alternative 
forms from Mombasan and Zanzibari usage, while the fauer category 
includes some 'arabisms', e.g. Ajami (Persia) and altematives uncommon in 
today's usage, e.g. the adawa for uadui (enmity) and taarifu for taarifa 
(report, official statement). Regrettably, Höftmann includes alternative 
fonns ofmany English and Oriental Ioans which belong to the usage of East 
Africans with native tongues other than Swahili, e.g. English > *pistola and 
*hafisi for bastola (pistol) and afisi/ofisi (office) respectivey, Portuguese
*halmaria instead of almaria (cupboard), Arabic *at,ia, for hatia (guilt,
violation), *aza for waza (think, reflect, meditate, conjecture), *wahadi for
ahadi (promise, vow, agrrement), *hasharati for asharati (1. adultery, 2.
immorality) and *hashiki for ashiki (passionate desire). In nat,iv,e and
Standard Swahili, there are only a couple of cases of initial a- in Arabic
loans becoming initial ha-, e.g. arusi/harusi (marriage, weddoing),
alzeti/halzeti (olive oil, erroneously used by non-native speakers of Swahili
to mean any cooking oil), and ha- being reduced toa- as in Arabic heb11/ebu
(Well then!, Come then!, I say, ... !), Arabic-Perian Habedari/Abedari!
(Watch/Look out!); there is only one case of Arabic initial wa- being
reduced to a- in loans in native Swahili, i.e. wajiki/afiki (be reconcded,
reach a settlement), but Höftmann has several such non-native and non
Standard entries. However, this phenomenon does occur in several ,oth.er
languages of East Africa.

In the fourth revised edition of this dictionary published in 1989 (in 
cooperation with Irmtraud Herrns) a number of non-Swahilli altematives
given in the original edition of 1963 are excluded (e.g. *adawa, •afdha]ii and 
•hafisi), but not entries such as *atia, *pistola, *sawadii and * wahadi. It
however contains many recent English loans (e.g. bilioni billion), Arabic
loans (e.g. hadhira auditorium, hojaji questionaire) and indigenous derived
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fonns (e.g kipimajoto thermometer). Several Persian and lndic toans omitted 
in the earlier editions are also included here but only a few of these are 
marked as loans (e.g. bepari capitalist, ubepari capitalism); the unmarked 
entries include iliki (cardemon), kachumbari (sallad of tomatoes, onions, 
salt, chillies, lime or Jemon juice) , kotimiri (coriander leaves), masala 
(curry powder) and medanilmidani (field, battle-field). Some of these are 
included in the 16 pages Jong appendix. 

Charles W. Rechenbach (1967) is based on Johnson, with starred 
loanword entries following the common practice. "The present dictionary has 
critically reappraised the cntire word-stock of the language, modernising and 
augmenting from many sources. It brings the vocabulary up to date, including thc 
fantastic developments since World War Il" (ibid. p. v). 

In a way, it is an updated version of Johnson that contains many new 
entries, many English loans, including some non-standard items ( e.g. 
•komiti and •kompania, for kamati and kampuni respectively) and a few
Oriental loans not included by Johnson, e.g. Persian barasati (multi
coloured woven fabric) and dulabu (steering wheel). He gives also a number
of alternative items such as fadha - •fazaa, fedheha - •fedeha, ghafi -
*gafi,jahili - *jahiri, laghai - •raghai - •ragai, mzuhali - •mzuhari, which
are not found in the usage of tirst language speakers of Swahili. He omits
words such as zohalika, zohalisha; and several times he gives wrong
etymotogies, e.g. Engtish source for suruali (trousers, from Persian
'sarwät'), Portuguese source for kariakoo (carrier corps, from Engtish),
Arabic source for zelabialzilabia (sweet spirat-formed saffron-coloured
cookie, from Indic 'jhatebi'); he gives a non-existent alternative •mrajis
(registrar) to the common term rais (president); and he erroneously defines
the Arabic toan mufti as "modem, elegant, fashionable, stylish ( of clothes)"
just as Johnson's wrong definition "superior, pleasing, elegant, of clothes".
However, the English Joan-verb -rajisi (to register) is occasionally used in
Swahili as a synonym of the Arabic Joan -sajili. The noun mrajis means
only 'registrar' and is a synonym of msajili (see KAMUSI below).
Rechenbach repeats most of Johnson's shortcomings. It appears Rechenbach
did not have assistants who were traditional native speakers of Swahili, and
thus a number of items from the Swahili usage of native speakers of other
East African languages, including obvious misconceptions of Swahili, have
been unduly included in his dictionary. For the Indic Joans Rechenbach uses
the abbreviation "Ind." which he defines as "Indian (Hindi, Gujerati, etc.)"
and for other borrowed items he gives only the source tanguage as Arabic,
Persian, etc. He gives etymological infomation in only a few cases, and
often it is the same as Johnson 's etymology.

D. F. McCall (1969) is a detailed critique of Krumm (1940). This 46
pages Jong chapter by McCall is a pioneering effort "in the historical-Iinguistic 
study of Swahili" which gives "some insights inta the general historical 
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development on the East African coast'' (McCall 1969:62). (Further references 
to McCall are made in Chapter 2.) 

Jan Knappert ( 1970) is a richly illustrated 11 page chapter on loanwords 
and cultural history of Africa, with emphasis on Swahili and other languages 
of Bantu Africa. Knappert discusses also the problem of identifying loans, 
waming us "that loanwords may suffer a great deal on their long journeys from 
language to language" (op. cit.:82). Some of his stated etymologies are not 
convincing, e.g. Swahili ngarawa, ngalawa (out-rigger) < Greek 'karabos', 
which is most probably from lndonesian gadava. 

Sharifa Zawawi (1979) deals with many problems of grammar, loans, 
etymology, etc. in her Ph.D. thesis. She mentions only a couple of "Hindi" 
words. Some of her suggested Arabic etyma, e.g. for mota (fire) and moyo 
(heart) are definitely Bantu, and not "Indian Ocean Arabic" (op.cit. p. 124). 
Zawawi's work deals in detail with loaned nouns and their classification, 
particulary nouns of Arabic origin. Because of their near-total assimilation 
into Swahili, Zawawi argues that Arabic toans "should not be considered 
'foreign' elements in Swahili simply on the basis of their etymology, since it is 
partly due to their adoption and adaptation into the Swahili language that 
morphological changes have occurred" (op.cit: 140). Zawawi identifies as 
Arabic toans several words previously believed to be of Bantu origin, e.g. 
Arabic 'quzi' (silk) > Swahili uzi (thread), and Arabic 'hufrä' (crack) > 
Swahili 11/a (crack). 

KAMUS/ ya Kiswahili Sanifu ( 1981 ), is the official monolingual Swahili 
dictionary from the University of Daressalam. "It is the first Dictionary that 
encompasses the present state of standard Swahili, having a collection of nearly 
20,000 headwords, with a total of not less than 50,000 vocabulary items" (Back 
cover). The KAMUSI does not mark loanwords at all, however, in a handful 
of cases, entries with three or more connotations are marked C or CH in the 
KAMUS/ 'which separate words having different meanings and/or origins' (p. xii), 
and it includes almost all the Oriental items documented by Johnson and 
Sacleux above, and a number of other Oriental items not mentioned by 
them. In a number of cases the KAMUSI gives different or additional 
varieties of loans not given by Johnson, e.g. Johnson gives kauri (cowrie 
shell), the KAMUSI gives kaurilkaure, Johnson enters majununi (mad, 
crazy), the KAMUSI enters majinuni. It does not include for example Arabic 
tawafa (candle) given by Johnson, but Arabic tawafu (to die/dying, of a 
prophet) not given by Johnson. In very many instances, contrary to Johnson, 
the KAMUSI does not give cross-references between the root form and its 
derivatives, e.g. jilisi (to sit together) and majilisi (sitting, meeting), kusudi, 
kusudia (to intend) with several derivatives and the original loan makusudi 
(intension, intentionally), which are listed as separate independent entries. 
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The KAMUSI defines mufti correctly as 1. one with superior knowledge 
of especially lslamic sharia (law), one who can issue a fatwa (religious 
decree), 2. scholar, professor; 3. (adj.) attractive, stylish, fine. The third 
meaning is by extension, i.e. a highly placed person is attractively, 
expensively and/or stylishly dressed in fine clothes. However, this last 
meaning is found in the usage of native speakers of Swahili only as a simile, 
and it is not an accepted connotation of the term mufti. Both Johnson and 
Rechenbach claim English etymology of mufti; and also give only the third 
meaning given by the KAMUS/. Since Johnson and Rechenbach precede the 
KAMUSI by a number of years, the third definition of mufti has been 
erroneously included in the KAMUSI by those adhering to Standard Swahili. 
Throughout the history of compiling the KAMUSI, as has been generally the 
case with the standardization of Swahili and compilation of Swahili 
dictionaries and wordlists, a majority of the compilers and their 
lexicographical assistants were other than first speakers of Swahili, with 
inadequate personal experience of the traditional Swahili culture, and even 
less knowledge of Islam and the Oriental languages and cultures that have 
affected the Swahili civilization (see Mwasi et al. 1983). 

Oriental items identified by me but not identified earlier as toans, together 
with loan items not included in the dictionaries of Johnson, Sacleux or 
Rechenbach, but found by me in Zanzibari and Mombasan usage, were 
submitted by me to compilers of the KAMUSI (1981) and a num ber of them 
are included in it. The items or definitions collected during my research, and 
some of which are included in the KAMUS/, are marked with AL in the list 
ofOriental loans other than Arabic in section 7.2. 

K. K. Virmani ( 1982) is a short article of eight pages on Indian influences 
in the Swahili culture, containing short lists of altogether 57 words from 
"Indian languages" including many Persian (e.g. jemadar general, kima 
minced meat), some Arabic (e.g. sahib Sir) and Portuguese (Ingreza 
English). The etyma given by Virmani under the label of "Indian languages" 
are in fäet Hindi words. Some of these have been borrowed into Swahili 
from specifically Cutchi and/or Gujarati which can be seen from the 
following (see the List in Chapter 7): 

Swahili 

ankra 
bajia 

binda 
embe 
godoro 
kalasia 
papai 
sukari guru 

Virmani's Cutchi/Gujarati 
"Indian languages" 
ank, ankre änkrä/änlqä (bill, invoice) 
bhujia bhajiä/bhajiä (fötters ofbeans, peas, etc.) 
bhindi bhin<thäfbhind,.ä (okra/lady-finger) 
aam ämä/ambä (mango) 
gudri gädhlö/gödhrö (mattress) 
kalas karsiä/karsiä (brass vessel, ca. Yi I) 
papeeta papäi/pappai, papayyä (pawpaw) 
gud gur/gör (unrefined sugar) 
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Jan Knappert (1983) is a 33 pages long article, including a 20 pages long 
list of Persian and Turkish loans in Swahili. For many items he gives no 
specific source but "the writer's own lexical studies, based on Swahili liternture 
and, later, fieldwork on the Kenya and Tanganyika coast in 1961-64, 1969 and 
1973." Many of these items existed in my own vocabulary and they were 
also encountered during my own fieldwork for this thesis. Knappert states 
he has refrained from relying on etymologies of Johnson (1939), "which are 
so often erroneous that much timc can be wasted looking for a word in the dictionary 
that is placed under its prcsumed but incorrect 'original' form. lndeed Johnson 
sometimes invented or composed Persian words that are not in Steingass (1892), 
which he evidently used" (op. cit.: 113). 

Knappert's list contains the largest number of Persian and Turkish items; 
however, for a number of items he gives both Persian and Urdu etymology, 
e.g. babu (grandfather), bima (insurance), birinjali (aubergine), cheti (note,
certificate), embe (mango), or Persian and Hindi, e.g. hangi (marijuana) and
handuwara (hatch), Persian and Arabic, e.g. baraza (council), jehu
(woman's breast ornament), suheli (south, Canopus in the southern sky),
Turkish and Urdu, e.g. hunduki (gun), Persian and Turkish, e.g. fishangi
(cartridge), or Persian, Urdu and Sanskrit pilipili (pepper). Altogether 18 
items related to shipbuilding and sailing given by Knappert as Persian toans
in 1983 appear also in Nabhany's 217 quartrains long poem Sambo ya
Kiwandeo: The Ship oj Lamu-ls/and, published in 1979.

Arguing strongly against Persian etymology of for example Swahili 
darahi (rose apple) and -dara (to hold) on basis of similarity by 
coincidence, Knappert prematurely adds that "Apart from this, no Swahili verbs 
of Persian or Turkish origin have been found" (op. cit.: 113). However, the 
current research provides contrary evidence. 

Edgar C. Polome ( 1987) is a ten pages long analys is of Indian loans in 
Swahili. This is a follow-up of his chapter on toans in Swahili included in 
his 'classical' study of Swahili published in 1967. Though he mentions 
Sindhi, Marathi and Gujarati as other possible Indic specific contributors, he 
almost consistently gives Hindi etyma, like his predecessors. (The 1958 
Census of Zanzibar counted only one Marathi family in Zanzibar, and only 
the grandparents in this extenteded family, who were bom in lndia, spoke 
Marathi with one another - the children and the grand children bom in 
Zanzibar spoke Gujarati at home, with Cutchi and Swahili at play.) 1 

Salim K. Bakhress·a (1992) is a "Swahili Dictionary of definition and 
usage" (Subtitle in English). It is a monolingual dictionary of current usage 
with about 9000 entries and 12000 sentences. Compared to the KAMUSI, 
about 90 entries between -nyafua and nyo/11- are missing in this dictionary 
(p. 293). These include some words of high frequency such as nyama 

1 Information collected pcrsonally as an Enumerator in thc 1958 Census ofZanzibar. 
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(meat), nyani (monkey), nyanya (tomato, matemal grandmother), nyasi 
(grass), -nyesha (to rain), -nyenyekevu (humble), nyika (bush, wildemess), 
nyinyi (you) and -nyoa (to shave). 

Bakhressa does not give his entries as headwords, hence there are neither 
cross references nor derivations under the entries. This is a first ever Swahili 
dictionary of the type and by a native speaker. It contains many English 
loans in current usage. A number of common Oriental loans included by 
KAMUSI such as amiri-jeshi, chokora, duriani, mkunazi and uma/aya are 
not included by Bakhressa. This may be because the dictionary is compiled 
for use particularly in the primary and secondary schools (of Kenya), and 
because a large number of Oriental loans which are of rather low frequency 
today are of little cultural importance to a majority of Kenyans. Almost a 
third ofthe edition ofthis dictionary has however been sold in Tanzania.2

Ibrahim Bosha (I 993) is a trilingual Swahili-Arabic-English d ictionary, a 
result of his doctoral research in Daressalaam. In almost all cases Bosha 
gives the correct Arabic source. However, he does not always relate the 
different loans having the common Arabic source. He even misses out some 
common words, e.g. -abudu (to worship), though he includes ibada 
(worship). 

It is the most extensive work on Arabic loans in Swahili comprising more 
than 2240 entries including rare items such as istiwai (equator), jazra 
(island), kipti (Copt), simsim (sesame seeds) and alternative forms idiliddi 
(Islamic holiday), rutbalrutuba (soil fertility), sa/ilswali (to pray to God} but 
not hasalhassa (specially), hata/hatta (even, even so), or saji/swafi (clean, 
clear, bright}, and Persian, Greek, Latin and lndic indirect loans via Arabic. 
He includes also more than 1100 extended forms ofthe verb entries. In this 
he is rather inconsistent, listing some extended forms as headwords such as 
the causative extension -aibisha (to disgrace) having the extension -aibika 
(be disgraced) instead of giving cross-references to aibu (disgrace} or giving 
both of them under the headword aibu. Other examples of extensions listed 
as headwords and taken at random are the stative -bahatika (be fortunate) 
and the causative -bahatisha (to take a chance}, the stative -fadhaika (be 
disturbed, confused) and causative -fadhaisha (to disturb, confuse), the noun 
haraka (haste, hurry) and the causative -harakisha (urge, press on), and 
kusudi and makusudi (as with the KAMUSI above). At times he gives the 
cross reference only one way, e.g. lukuki (countless) is referred to /aki (a 
hundred thousand) but not the other way round. He also omits derivatives of 
several headwords, for examples he gives nadhifu (neat, tidy) but not the 
causative extension -nadhifisha (to clean, to purify). Bosha also confuses the 
etymology of certain items, e.g. msalihina (devout, religious person} from 
the root salihi (ofhonorable, unblemished character) and msalimina (gentle, 
peaceful person) from the root sa/anm (greetings, good wishes} through the 

2 pc Manager ofOxford University Press, Daressalaam, Junc 1998. 
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stem -sa/imu (express good wishes). This is probably because the 
characteristic features ofboth msalihina and msalimina can be interpreted as 
equal - a gentle and peaceful person is also understood as being honorable 
and of unblemished character. 

Bosha's indirect loans via Arabic comprise 30 Persian including three 
given also as Hindi: bunduki (gun), chai (tea), laki (hundred thousand), two 
only as Hindi: afyuni (opium), lumbako (tobacco), three Turkish: afande 
(Sir/Master), baruti (ammunition), zahanati (dispendary), three Sanskrit: 
kafuri (camphor), kisukari (diabetes), sukari (sugar), one Sanskrit/Latin: 

jinsiljinsia (genus), one Latin: dinari (dinar), three Greek: falsafa 
(philosophy), dirham (drachma), karatasi (paper), one Aramaic: kanisa 
(church) and one Chinese: mchai (the tea plant). These are included by him 
as "They may nevertheless havc been borrowed by Swahili through Arabic" (Bosha 
1993: 17). It will be seen later that the Turkish items have been borrowed 
through Persian, and mchai could impossibly be borrowed via Arabic since 
the consonant It! does not occur in the dialects of Arabic which have had 
contact with East Africa. 

Some of the items marked as "rare" by Bosha, e.g. -tas/ihi (to fast, to 
abstain from eating and drinking), -tawakali (rely on God), sarafa (coins), 
-stihizai (dishonour), tajamala (embellishment), and -tajamali (embellish)
are included in Johnson, Sacleux and the KAMUSI as standard items.
Altogether Bosha's data (1993:32) shows that 44.3% of the vocabulary of
Swahili is of Arabic origin. This closely tallies with an analysis of some
randomly taken pages by me from different writings of Shaaban Robert, the
'Shakespeare' of Swahili, in November 1998 at a seminar in Trondheim,
Norway, which showed that he used an average of 30% Oriental 'words' in
his (secular) prose and 43% in his poems, all written in Standard Swahili.

Elena Bertoncini (1973) is a Swahili frequency list, the first of its kind in 
Swahili. It is an analysis of altogether 40,000 occurrences of 3700 roots in 
selected texts which have been presented by her according to the following 
breakdown (p. 302-303): 

Bantu Oriental European 
Mean values in % 48.61 40.90 10.49 
Ancient texts % 37.30 62.42 00.28 
Modem literary texts % 53.49 42.18 04.33 
Joumalistic texts % 46.40 31.84 21.76 
Miscellaneous 
contemporary texts % 51.01 36.03 12.96 

Of the first 100 words in her frequency list, 84 are Bantu, 15 Oriental and 
only I European, i.e. gazeli (newspaper). Of the first 1000 words, 555 are 
Bantu, 367 Oriental and 78 European. The Oriental loans are not further 
classified specifically as Arabic, Indian, or Persian, nor are the European 
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words classified in such a manner. The first Indic word, viz. gari (vehicle, 
cart, car, wagon) has the rank 110. The high mean value (10.49%) of the 
European stock is because of the large number of English loaned nouns in 
joumalistic and miscellaneous contemporary texts, in the fields of 
advertising, sports, medicine and modem science and technology used in the 
media. This study has a follow-up which throws more light on the subject 
(Bertoncini 1985). 

According to Nurse and Hinnebusch (1993 :325-326), for the IOO-word 
list (of basic words) the mean average for Swahili (including its dialects) is 
81 % inherited stock, 17% foreign/non-African, and local (Swahili dialects 
and neighbouring Bantu languages). For the 1000-word list, 
Unguja/Standard Swahili has 65.5% inherited, 22% toans, 2% Swahili
specific and I 0% unknown. Though "it is remarkable, incidentally, that 
there are almost no identifiable Malagasy toans in Swahili" (op. cit.:332). 
However, I am inclined to propose that some items ofthis 'unknown' source 
could be Malagasy. 

Comparison between the I 00-word list and the I 000-word list for Swahili 
shows that "the proportion of inhcrited words drops, dramatically in the northern 
dialccts, and less so for the southern dialects, south of Mombasa, and the proportion 
of foreign loans rises for both groups of dialects " (op. cit.:327). These two 
writers further claim that "Loans from neighbouring Bantu languages are most 
evident in the rural dialects of Zanzibar! The general level of lexical penetration of 
the dialects south of Mombasa by toans from neighbouring languages is almost 
identical to that of the mainland languages of the coastal group." ... The northem 
dialects ... "are closely adjacent and were relatively isolated, whereas the southerly 
dialects cover a wider stretch of coast and islands and were more open to 
neighbouring language communities" (op.cit.:326). The linguistic and cultural 
influence of a !arge number of slaves brought from the interior to the 
Swahili coast from Mombasa southwards over a long period of time and 
assimilated in the rural districts, especially of Unguja and Pemba islands, 
may be suggested here as the main reason for the clear evidence of more 
Bantu elements in the rural dialects of Unguja and Pemba, spoken in the 
plantation areas of Zanzibar and around Mombasa and the northem 
Tanganyika coast. A similar influence may be detected in the rural Janguage 
use in the Comoros where a number of slaves were brought regularly from 
the East African interior. 

Another study of borrowing in Swahili also worth special mention is 
Cassels ( 1984) on vowel intrusion (anaptyctic and paragogic vowels) in 
Arabic toans in Swahili, again almost exclusively in nouns. Imberg's two 
essays ( 1975, 1977) treat Arabic toans in Swahili in general and specifically 
in Swahili religious texts. Effat ( 1996) deals with semantic and syntactic 
aspects of modality in Arabic and campares it with Swahili. She presents a 
contrastive analysis with suggestions for leamers/students of Arabic who 
have Swahili as their primary language. Another paper by Effat (1997) is on 
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aspects of culture in Arabic loans in Swahili. As for my own earlier studies, 
see section 1.3. 

Generally, a number of Oriental loans are not identified or included in the 
sources consulted, even old ones, e.g. Indic chila (pancakes) and jinjiroo 
(anklet with small bells) and Portuguese kaptani (captain) and komodori 
(commodore, commander). Many loans are not directly from the source 
language but via a third language, e.g. English noti and afisa via Indic 
languages. A good example is the Swahili equivalent of English 'madam' or 
'lady', mamsab, memsab, or memsabu (also used affectionately to refer to 
one's wife) which is borrowed from Hindustani, and it is an Anglo-Indian 
tenn of English-Arabic origin developed in British India, i.e. Anglo
lndian/Hindustani 'Madam-sahib' (a title originally used in India for wives 
of British colonial officers)> 'mem-sahib' > 'memsaab' > 'memsab'. The 
noun 'sahib/sahab' is an Arabic loan and in lndia it has connotations such as 
'Sir', 'master' or 'ruler'. 

In one, several or all of the above studies there are many omissions of 
commonly used Oriental loans such as Arabic arbuni (deposit, originally 
25%), -tafiril-tafrisha (to annoy), tafrani (annoyance, and adj. annoyed), 
111aak11/ilmaakulati (food), banati (daughters), maasuma (innocent), -saili (to 
ask), ratlilratili (a pound weight), or Indic jangiri (poacher), chakramu 
(mad, crazy), etc. 

In many cases of Oriental loans documented and identified by 
lexicographers, a connotation has been ommitted in the definition, e.g. 
Johnson and the KAMUSI do not give kashata (confectionary of coconut 
flakes, ground nuts, sesame seeds) the extended meaning of 
'diamond/lozenge shape', and sambusa (triangular pastry, pirogue/piroshki) 
the connotations 'triangle/triangular design/pattem '; or an author may give a 
completely different denotation from the others, e.g. Bosha erroneously 
defines Persian roshani as 'storey' instead of 'balcony, verandah'. 

Johnson and Krumm do not always include the same words; for example 
Johnson does not enter kojalkhoja (Indian Muslims of the Shia Ismaili or 
Ithnaasheri denomination), and Krumm does not include bajialbadia 
(fritters made of flour of beans/peas or hulled grain of mung beans). Some 
very common items such as the Swahili titles of address and honour such as 
sheikh (also shehe, sheh) and ustaad of Arabic and Persian origin 
respectively, are missing in Johnson, however he includes the non-Swahili 
*sheik and •sheki; he omits also dozens of items common in daily usage,
e.g. besarlbisar (son of a concubine), chila (rice pancake), insani (human
being),panka (fan, mudguard) and vinjari (double crossing).

From the above survey, it can been seen that I) much has been written 
about Arabic loanwords, 2) even for Arabic and European borrowings, work 
remains to be done, and 3) as for Indic and other Oriental loans, there are 
few studies. Different compilers and their assistants have produced 
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dictionaries and wordlists for different audiences, for different purposes, and 
have had varying, and often insufficient, cultural background and language 
skills. Thus there are many shortcomings in the dictionaries, which however 
are sufficient for the comparative work undertaken here. 

1.5. The problem of identifying loanwords in Swahili 

The question, and indeed the problems, of identifying loanwords in a 
language has been discussed al length. The problem is aggravated in 
languages which do not have sufficiently long literary tradition to have 
synchronically documented (or documented at all) earlier loans. The range 
of förmal and non-formal criteria for the identification of borrowings in 
Swahili is rather wide considering both the synchronic and diachronic 
conceptions of linguistic organization though the latter has limited use due 
to the paucity of (surviving) texts which are not older than about 400 years. 

"The question of identification of loans is shown to be primarily a historical 
analysis" (Haugen 1950:231). Wilfred W. Whiteley, a respected scholar of 
Swahili studies, also supports this view adding that it is not only 
unimportant, but may even be impossible, to determine what words are 
borrowed, if the linguist is primarily concemed with disceming a corpus 
collected, during a particular period, or which is presumed to be in common 
use. He further argues that borrowings are "distinguished neither by their 
phonology nor their morphology from the stock of native itcms. Such borrowings or 
loans may be regarded as the legitimate interest of historical or sociologi ca I linguists 
rather than ofthose concemed with descriptive problems" (Whiteley 1967: 125). 

Myers-Scotton among others however also argues that a borrowed 
element can easily be distinguished by its frequency and availability in the 
general body of speakers of the host language, while embedded fonns of 
language/code mixing cannot be easily identified. "Criteria relying on 
phonological, morphological, or syntactic integration are not reliable to distinguish 
borrowing" (Myers-Scotton 1987:70). 

Nevertheless, a descriptive approach may be fruitful in identifying loans. 
These could be items which are not in complete accord with the structure of 
the language in question and which are regarded by its native speakers as 
'foreign '. This approach however has the disadvantage of not being able to 
easily distinguish items which have undergone total assimilation and have 
been integrated into the phonetic and structural pattem of a language, and 
have been a common part of its stock for generations, even centuries. 

On the other hand, there could be native items which sound foreign since 
they deviate in some way from the general pattern of the language. The 
structural irregularities in a language may lead one to wrongly identify such 
native items as loans. Zawawi ( 1979) for example mistakenly suggests 
Arabic etymology for the Swahili word maji (water) which is a very 
common Bantu tenn. "Word counts have shown that pattems vary in frequency 
from the extremely common to the extremely rare, with no absolute boundary 
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between the two. Pattems ofhigh frequency are certain not to sound 'queer' to native 
speakers" (Haugen, 1950:29-30). 

As Ho Iden (I 972: 17) says, a considerable length of time may pass before 
a loanword is felt to belong to the native vocabulary of the language system. 
This is demonstrated for example also by Owrang for Persian, who states 
that "Native speakers do not necessarily recognise 'foreignness'; they recognise 
'newness' and it is this 'newness' which is significant in a descriptive analysis ..... I 
will argue that when Persian speakers acquire a new lexical ilem (whethcr it is 
'foreign' in origin or in fäet an obscure old Persian root), they treat it differently 
from 'old words' when applying morpho-syntactic rules, and assume that it should 
be treated aecording to their generative rules. Most toans are not immediately 
assimilatcd and deforeignised ..... The established foreign words which are now 
widely used and not recognised as 'new' words by native speakers, were presumably 
treated as new words when they entered the language. To analyse the behaviour of 
these words in comparison with those which are new lo native speakers can help to 
describe diachronic process of language by synchronic fäets" (Owrang, 1981 :59). 

In this study of loans, wherever possible, dictionaries are used to identify 
'foreign' and 'new' words. Few dictionaries however include data on 
borrowing, etymology, the social status of loans, etc. In the case of the 
lesser documented languages like Swahili, though having an appreciable 
length of literary tradion, the lexicographical data is only a few generations 
old as related earlier, the first ever Swahili (Swahili-English) dictionary was 
completed by L. Krapf in I 882; it was followed by A. C. Madan 1894 
(English-Swahili) and 1903 (Swahili-English). 

There are no infallible ways to discover loanwords; historical and 
synchronic considerations are both necessary, and must complement each 
other. 

J.6. The problems ofusing Swahili dictionaries
Most vocabulary studies in Swahili are based on F. Johnson's A Standard
Swahili-English Dictionary of 1939. Johnson does identify most of the loans
in his dictionary, which is extensive for Arabic loans, but he does not pay
much attention to the phonetic and grammatical forms of the original words.
In my present study, Johnson was my point of departure, supplemented with
Sacleux (1939) which is generally a more extensive work. Further, during
the 23 years this research has been going on, almost all major Swahili
dictionaries and a couple of thousand Swahili publications of a variety,
together with a !arge body of Swahili newspapers and journals have been
scrutinised.

All Swahili dictionaries reviewed have serious deficiencies - most of the 
Swahili poem collections contain pages of glossaries of items not found in 
any dictionary, e.g. Abedi (1953) and Lodhi (1986b). All later Swahili 
dictionaries are based on the pioneering Jexicographical works of Krapf, 
Madan, Sacleux and Johnson, reproducing the shortcomings of these four, 
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with minor additions; and this is regrettably also true of the KAMUS/, the 
official monolingual dictionary of Standard Swahili (Kiswahili Sanifu) 
compiled by the Institute of Kiswahili Research in Daressalaam and 
published in 1981. This was demonstrated by a 30 pages long critique ofthe 
K_1MUS1 by James D. Mwasi, Augustin J. Kajigili and Peter S. Kirumbi in 
1983. 

The lexicographical problem in Swahili is more serious than in other 
literary languages because of clear differences between the impoverished 
written form of Swahili standardised by foreign colonial authorities (to be 
used primarily by Christian non-native speakers) and the rich spoken forms 
of the traditionally Muslim native-speakers whose syntax and vocabulary 
are much wider than what has been prescribed in the standard form (Mazrui 
and Shariff 1994). 

P. J. Devlieger's findings about the Bantu languages of Zone L in the 
Congo region have almost universal application to the lexicographical 
problems in A frica: 

"An examination of contemporary tenninology as listed in dictionaries adds another 
dimension to our task. Unlike other media, such as television, newspapers, or 
magazines, dictionaries as communication devices eapture a large time-depth 
because they solicit meanings on a higher abstraction level with the aim to explain 
and are intended to exist for longer periods. In some cases, changes of meaning over 
time are listed under different entries and in cases of revisions, meanings to the same 
rnay be added or subtracted. Ultimately, terms are added and subtracted, thus giving 
a testirnony to changes in a language over tirne. The dictionaries on one hand have 
severe !imitations because they were constructed by outsiders, mostly missionaries 
or colonial officers, who used vastly different methods of developing the dictionary 
and have different levels of training. The result is a set of materials that was well
intentioned but uneven in quality" (Devlieger 1998:55). 

Though he deals here specifically with the question of 'disability' terms, 
there is reason enough to believe that Devlieger's conclusions would be true 
also for other registers of terminology and for many African languages. 

Devlieger rightly argues that the absence of specialised vocabulary of 
socio-cultural nature, especially generic language, in contemporary African 
languages is partly due to the fäet that they have not benefitted much from 
language exchange since "the tremendous import of ideas and practices, both 
during the colonial and post-colonial times, has mostly occured in the official 
languages .... Through the use of material that is preserved in language we can 
appreciate the history (of disablement) in lime categories that are beyond the usual 
assumptions. Language can provide insight in a tirne-depth where no ethnographic 
information can be available" (1998:53). 

In the words of Devlieger ( 1998:54 ), "African countries that use non-African 
languages in govemment, education and service development are not stimulated to 
reflect on their own language use .... these conditions explain that an interest in local 
language development has not been given due attention. The wealth of content and 
history that is embedded in African languages has not been explorcd. Such 
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exploration, however, should be ofbenefit to both African nations and understancling 
of the role of culture in defining (disability)," for example social and ethnic 
prejudices and relations. 

My study of corpora other than dictionaries did lead to the discovery and 
identification of a few more Indian loanwords in the novells of Adam Shafi
Adam, such as puta (cardboard, mill board) in Kasri Ya Mwinyi Fuad 

( 1978), karko (pauper) and chordho (heavily drunk) in Kuli ([ 979), natiki 
(drama, play, theatre) used by Shaaban Robert in his Wasifu wa Siti binti 
Saad (I 960), godori (thin mattress) in Sayyid Abdulla hin Nasir's Al 
Jnkishafi ( 1926 ed. and trans. by W. Hichens) and chordo (unab'le to stan.d 
on ones own feet) in Hadithi ya Bi Mahira of Suleiman Omar Said Baa1(awy
( 1969); or alternative forms were gained from the oorpus of Zanzinet 
(September 1996 - November 1997), e.g. two instances of kichri ( 1. 
hotchpotch, 2. mess, muddle) instead of kichiri by the lawyer/politician 
Ismail Jussa Ladhu of Zanzibar and the dent,ist Dr. AH Yussuf of 
Copenhagen. All these words, together with a numlber of Persian items such
as chambuki (whip) and nuna/i (kerchief) which ar,e included by Knappert 
in his list of 1983, were also collected from oral usage and did exist in my 
own active vocabulary. As for the Arabic toans, several doz,en items not 
found in Swahili dictionaries were identified just in the Zanzinet corpus. A 
study of Swahili poetry publications and lslamic wr ,itings would certainly 
yield several hundred Arabic items not included in any Swahili dictionary. 
Only one new Persian item was found in the dailly pr,ess, viz. kharubini
(microscope) suggested by a reader to distinguish it from the Persian loan 
darubini (telescope, microscope) (Daily News 23/10/82). 

One of the aims of this research is to contribute to an improved study of 
Swahili lexicon and to future production of tenninoJogy registers and 
dictionaries. 

1. 7. Definitions

The term Swahili is used here both as the ethnonym ofthe people (originally
ofthe East African coast) who traditionally speak what is generally accepted
as the (Ki)Swahili language including all its dialects and sub-dial,ects, and
the name of the language itself, as used by Prins ( 1965), Lodhi (1973 },
Nurse and Spear (1985), Middleton (1992), Allen (1993), and Mazrui and
Shariff (1994). The adjective Swahili is used to mean 'pertaining to the
Swahili-speaking people and their physical environment, society, culture,
etc.' The term Swahililand referes to the coastal areas of East Africa where
Swahili was and is traditionally spoken as the native tongue. Traditionally
(from around the end of the föst millenium), native or primary spealkers of
Swahili are Muslims, culturally oriented more towards the northwestern
parts of the Indian Ocean and the Middle East, than the African interim·.
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Several million people may speak Swahili as their mother-tongue or primary 
language, and approximately 100 million use it as their lingua franca or 
operative language (such as official, national, intellectual, school, market, 
trade, port, railways, church, mosque, police, army, or hospital language). I 
distinguish the fonner as 'Swahili-speakers', and the latter as 'speakers of 
Swahili'. 

The tenn 'Arab' generally referes to a person who speaks Arabic as 
her/his mother tongue. In the context of Eastern Africa, Arabs are also those 
who perceive themselves and/or identify themselves as Arab, whether they 
speak Arabic as their primary language or not. The variants of Arabic 
involved in this study are both classical/Koranic Arabic, and the dialects of 
the southem coasts of the Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf area, which 
Zawawi (l 979) aptly calls "Indian Ocean Arabic". The tenn Arabic is used 
here for the Janguage without making any distinctions between the classical 
form and the various dialects of the Red Sea, Oman (Muscat, Dhofar, etc.), 
Yemen (Aden, Hadhramaut, Sokotra) and the Gulf region. The adjective 
Arabic is used to mean 'pertaining to the Arabic language or the Arabic
speaking people', whereas the tenn Arabian is used to mean 'pertaining to 
the Arabian Peninsula'. 

In this study, the tenn lndic includes both the lndo-Aryan lexical 
elements and the few Dravidian items. Indic (languages) referred to here are 
Cutchi/Sindhi, Gujarati, Hindi/Urdu, Konkani, Marathi and Punjabi. I have 
generally refrained from using the tenn 'Indian' in connection with the 
languages of the Indian sub-continent. Indian is used here to mean 
'pertaining to the Indian sub-continent', at times 'pertaining to 
colonial/imperial lndia', and later to 'the modem independent state of India 
after the Partition in 1947'. By Indians I mean people originating in the 
Indian sub-continent, as was the literary practice earlier; however, in 
literature from the post-1947 period conceming Indians in Eastem Africa, 
the tenn Asians is used as a rule to mean people from today's India, 
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, the Maldives and Bunna and/or their 
descendants in Eastem Africa. 

Similarly, the narrow linguistic definition of the tenn 'Bantu' in this 
study includes the Swahili and other North-East coast languages of the 
Sabaki group of Bantu languages and some adjacent Bantu languages which 
have undergone common, or sim ilar, sound shifts and changes. Bantu is also 
occasionally used here to refer to people speaking Bantu Janguages. 
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2. Theoretical Issues and Dynamics of Borrowing:

Loanword Phonology and Foreign lnfluence

Borrowing "is concemcd with the transfer of fealurcs from onc language 
into another language" (Haugen 1992: 197). 

All languages undergo phonological, lexical and syntactic change, 
obeying language specific rules or rules of substantial universality. The 
changes are mostly regular and account for much of the development in any 
language. That part of a language which remains unaccounted for by sound 
laws may be 'borrowed' or be influenced by outside/foreign elements. The 
influence of one language on another is commonly described as the 
contribution of the former to the latter. It is generally tenn ed 'borrowing' by 
the latter from the former. 'Loans' are mostly 'lexical items', generally 
known as 'lexical borrowings', or more commonly known as 'loanwords'. 
These metaphors, though misleading, since they imply temporary possession 
and repayment, have their equivalents in many languages e.g Gennan 
'Lehnwort' from which the English 'loanword' and the Swedish 'lånord' are 
translated. 

Swahili does not use any of these metaphors, instead it has defining 
expressions such as maneno yenye asili ya kigeni (words of foreign origin) 
and maneno yenye asili ya Kiarabu (words of Arabic origin, Arabic toans). 
The Swahili 'loan-translation' ofthe intemationally generally accepted term 
'loanword' is maneno ya kuazima (borrowed words), or the compound 
maneno-azima. The latter expressions were opposed to by most of the 
participants of the First UNESCO Seminar of Swahili Writers in 
Daressalaam in 1980, and these terms have been subsequently discarded 
from Swahili usage. 3

Borrowing on a !arge scale involves 'extended borrowing' of linguistic 
features other than just individual lexical items. This kind of extended 
borrowing is generally termed 'grammatical loans' or 'structural 
borrowing'. This does not imply development of 'pidgins' and 'creoles'; 
however, we may safely assert that borrowing is a universal feature of 
language, and all Janguages borrow from one another as a direct and natura! 
consequence of contact between people speaking different languages and 
practising different cultures. A study of language contact is thus necessarily 
a parallel study of culture contact. The case of language contact between 
Swahili and Arabic is similar to several other cases of Muslim societies 
involving Arabic, e.g. Persian and other lranian languages, in which obvious 
'grammatical intrusion' has taken place, changing some · grammatical 
pattems; it is thus more than just borrowing of grammatical forms. 

3 lnfonnation collected during the First UNESCO Seminar of Swahili Writers, TUKI,
University ofDaressalaam, July 1980. 
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'Loanwords' are usually contrasted with 'toan formations' (Gennan 
'Lehnbildungen '), which are terms and constructions resulting from foreign 
influence, and they have been variously classified into 'toan-translations', 
'loan-transfers', 'loan-creations ', 'loan-expressions ', 'loan-meanings' and 
'toan-syntax'. Haugen (1950 and 1953), a well known authority on the 
question ofborrowing and loans, however, distinguishes only three kinds of 
loans, viz. 'loan words', 'loan blends' and 'loan shifts', according to the 
relation between morphemic importation and the substitution of native 
equivalents. Loan shifts include loan translations and also 'semantic 
borrowings'. Invariably, borrowing is also termed 'interference', classified 
either as 'phonic', 'grammatical' or 'lexical'. 

A special aspect of borrowing (which is very demonstrative of closer 
language contact, common among bilinguals and trilinguals, the educated, 
and also immigrants in different contexts) is 'language switching' or 'code 
sw itching', whereby a speaker changes into another language. Studies on 
code switching usually deal with 'intrasentential' switches taking place 
within the boundaries of single sentences; and the phenomenon is also 
termed 'language mixing' or 'code mixing'. Code switching in East Africa 
is usually from other East African languages to Swahili or English (Myers
Scotton 1993), from Swahili and North Indian languages to English, and to a 
lesser extent between Swahili and Arabic, and Swahili and Balochi. Code 
mixing on the other hand is mixing of items from two or more languages 
when the speaker does not master the primary language of communication 
in a given situation, where a mixture of individual words or incomplete 
phrases and sentences occurs, instead of a shift between complete phrases 
and sentences from one language to another (Legere 1992, Fredriksson 
1998). 

Borrowings or toans occur between a 'donating language' (also called 
'donor', 'source' or 'embedded language'), and one 'host language' (also 
called 'receiving', 'recepient' or 'matrix language'). It is a process that takes 
place between an 'intruding' or 'penetrating culture' and one 'recepient' or 
'host culture', leading to different degrees of incorporation of elements of an 
embedded language (EL) in the matrix language (ML), and may be defined 
ideally as code switching or borrowing depending on the degree of 
integration. Boyd et al (1997:260-1) define these two types of language 
interaction as follows: 

"BORROWING is ideally incorporation of EL material in ML discourse such that 
the EL material is (a) phonologically, (b) morphologically, and (c) syntactically 
intcgrated into the ML; and (d) use of the same EL material, integrated in sim ilar 
ways, and occuring in similar contexts is widesprcad in the ML speech community, 
including among ML monolinguals, who may be unawarc of its origins in EL. 
Furhermore, (e) borrowing is often limited to one lexeme. 

CODESWITCH!NG is ideally incorporation of EL material in ML discourse such 
that the EL material is not (a) phonologically, (b) morphologically or (c) 
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syntactically integrated into ML. (That is, the phonology, morphology and syntax of 
the EL follows EL grammar, not ML grammar). Also, (d) no claims .ar.e made as to 
recurrence of switching in thc wider community; and (e) codeswitclhing oftcn 
involves longer stretchcs of spccch in EL, but in a limiting case rnay also be appl,ied 
to single words." 

Code switching is thus a linguistic behaviour dependent on who the 
bilingual is talking to, or where and when, and about wlrnt; and it is not to be 
confused with borrowing (Crystal 1991 :59-60).4 

Loans may be single or independent items or they may be compounds. 
Uncompounded items and compounds adapted to nafrv,e compounds are 
easy to recognise, trace and explain, whereas compounded items composed 
of both native and foreign elements may be difficuJt to recogn.ise and are 
known as 'loanblends'. These include also derivatives and deverbatives 
produced by adding affixes which themselves may also be borrowed - new 
words/terms may thus be coined by analogy. Occasi·onally, this type of 
words are also called 'loanshifts' or 'calques'. 5 

A good example observed in Standard Swahili, borrowed from Kikuyu., is 
that of the Kenyan political slogan Harambee! which is from an eadier 
Swahili form Halambee! (quickly and forward, march ahead/forward) 
constructed by Arabic toan halaa + Swahili mbele with loss of the 
intervocalic /1/. The Arabic /1/ in the Nairobi variant of Swahili is con.v,erted 
to /r/ through the influence of Kikuyu, the mother t,ongue of the late Mzee 
Jomo Kenyatta, national father and first President of Kenya, who 
popularised this slogan. 

There are hundreds of Arabic roots that have given rise to Swahi1li items, 
sometimes unrecognisable to the native Arabic speak,er (lmberg 1974, 
Cassels 1984 ), e.g. 

Arabic 
intihiin 

kitäb 
al walii 
wähed wa a�arä 
juhu� 
ijtihii� 

walad innäs 

> Swahili
mtihani/mitihani (exam/exams)
mtahini/mtahiniwa ( examiner/examinee)
kutahini/kutahiniwa (to examine/to be examined)
kitabulvitabu (book/books)
liwa/ilmaliwali (mayor/mayors)
hedashara (eleven)
juhudi (effort, endeavour, exertion, hard work)
jitihadaljitihadi (effort, endeavour, hard work)
kujitahidi (to make an effort, try hard)
kujitahidisha (to make great etfort)
wadinasi (freeman/men)

• For code switching and code mixing, see also Gumperz and Hymes 1972:Chs. I, 17;
Bolinger and Sears 1981:Ch. 7; Lyans 1977: Ch. 14, and Myers-Scotton 1993 which has
particular emphasis on Eastern Africa.
5 See Haugen 1992: 197-200, and Healh 1994:383-94 for details.
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Foreign pronunciation of a loanword is also referred to as 'codeshift'. [n 
educated native Swahili it is commonly met with in connecfion with Arabic 
Joans (and in a few cases in lndic toans), and it isat times frowned upo1il by 
non-native speakers ofSwahili in East Africa as snobb;ish arabism.

Loans are deliberately resisted in several Janguages, e.g. generally in 
Icelandic, and specifically English toans in French. [n the case of other 
Ianguages such as Turkish and Hindi there have been concerted efforts to 
'purify' or 'nationalise' their standard forms by removal of Arabk and 
Persian Joans, which were usualty of Jow frequency, belonged to the wr,itten 
language and were almost exclusively used by male speakers (Heyd 
1954:97-107) In Swahili, established toans are pref:erred to newly coined 
loanblends, Ioanshifts, etc. For example, the English adaptation televisheni 

was taken by Baraza la Kiswahili la Taifa (BAK[TA/National Swalrili 
Council in Tanzania), as a standard Swahili tenn instead of ,the toan 
translation kiona-mbali proposed by Maalim Shaaban Sa.lim Komba of 
Radio Tanzania-Daressalaam. However, to avoid the obviously close 
similarity between friji (fridge, refrigerator) and frizi/friza (freezer), the 
abbreviated toan translation jokofu (joko la barafit, lit. oven of ke), .also 
coined by Maalim Komba, was preferred to replace the popular friza whk:h 
is still in use among those who know English.6 The word barafu is borrowed 
from Persian. 

Once borrowed or adapted, the loans become an integral part of the 
matrix language. Often the adaptation is incomplete and therefore it may 
add new sounds/phonemes to the repertoire of the recipient Ianguage. Loans 
may result in homonyms and synonyms. An example is the Swahrn 

homonym mbuni (pi. mbuni) with a plosive aspirated /b'/ (1. ,ostrich, or 2. 
coffee beans); the word meaning 'coffee beans' is iborrowed from Aralbic. 

The word mbuni with an implosive /6/ is also a homonym meaning I. 
inventor (pi. wabuni) and 2. coffee plant (pi. mibuni). The latte.r word is 
also borrowed from Arabic, and it has the synonym mkahawa (pil. 
mikahawa) which also has the connotations of 'coffee-house', 'tea-house' or 
'cafeteria'. Another example in Swahili is the altemat,ives wali and wari 
(virgin girls), contrasted with wali (cooked rice), and allso wari from [ndic
'wäl' (yard, unit of length). 

Examples of synonyms in Swahili created by Arabic lloains are plentiful
and it would suffice to illustrate it here with an example from Polome 
(1967: 166). 

Mlinzi aliumizwa na mwombaji. (Purely Bantu construction) 
Bawabu alijeruhiwa na maskini. (With Arahic toans in bold face) 

6 Personal communication wilh Maalim Komba of Radio Tanzania/Daressalaam in July 1966

during an interview at lhe Chang'ombe 'ITC, Daressalaam. 
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The guard/doorkeeper was injured by the beggar. 

Synonyms of this kind in literature as well as general usage may aeit as 
good indicators of the existence in the past oftwo ethnic ,or language groups 
in Swahili society during the period of assimilation when total integration 
had not taken place yet. In the case of the English langt1age for example, Sir 
Walter Scott in his lvanhoe Jets the Jester make such a distinction betwe,en 
ox and beef, calf and veal, etc., suggesting dual language t1se in England of 
that time (McCall 1969:41 ). 

The main reason for borrowing is the newly or gradually created need of 
a suitable term in the recipient language for some previously unknown 
object, idea, process or phenomenon. Sometimes wmds are borrowed 
simply because they are considered by the speakers to be prestigious or 
novel, especially if the speakers feel politically, technologically, socially, 
culturally or economically inferior to the speakers of the other la.nguages 
they are exposed to (as has been the case in many anglophone, francophone, 
luzophone, arabophone, iranophone and swahiliphone ,countries in Asia and 
Africa where large numbers of people have at different times consider,ed 
other dominant cultural or language groups as teclmologically advanc.ed or 
superior). After Uhuru, Independence, in East Africa, hundreds of Arabic 
and English loans of low frequency were officially removed from Swahilli 
usage, e.g. English parliamenti (parliament), gavamenti (govemrnent), 
presidenti (president), and Arabic majlisi (council), siha (health), ziraa 
(agriculture), iktisadi (economy/economics) in favour of the more popularly 
known 'interna! loans' from other East Afrkan fanguages Bunge 
(Parliament) and lkulu (State House), Persian loans serikali (govemment) 
and baraza (council), Arabic loans Rais (President) and afya (bealth), and 
native Swahili (or "inherited terms" as Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993 call 
them) kilimo (agriculture, from the verb kulima, to fann/plough/till) and 
uchumi (economy/economics from the verb kuchuma, to pkk fruit, to eam). 
An 'intemal loan' is a borrowing from a dialect of the borrowing language 
or from a language which belongs to the same branch or cluster as the 
borrowing language. In the case of Swahili, 'interna! loans' as define,d by 
BAKITA (National Swahili Council) include also borrowings from East 
African languages not related to Swahili, i.e. the Nilotic and Cushitic 
languages. 

Loans may even cause native words and expressions t,o appear inadequate 
and gradually become redundant, e.g. Arabic asali (honey) and samaki 
(fish) replacing Bantu uki and insi respectively. Some items may be 
borrowed to distinguish nuances, e.g. in the Swahili usage ofZanzibar City, 
the Arabic loan kitabu means book in general or a book wri,tten/printed in 
the Arabic script or language, whereas the English loan buku ,implies a book 
written/printed in the Roman/Latin script and the contents ,of which are of a 
secular nature. The original Swahili word chuo for 'book' or 'school' has in 
modem Swahili acquired connotations of a special school, college, 
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university, etc. in different nouns and phrases, e.g. the locative Chuoni (the 
Koran School), Chuo Cha Waalimu (Teachers' Training College), Chuo Cha 
Kilimo (Agricultural College), Chuo Kikuu (Universi,ty) and mwanachuoni 
(schalar). 

"Words borrowed from one language into another are typically aliter,ed lo eon form ,to 
the phonological canons of the borrowing language, in ways that r.ange from changes 
in individual segments to more global deformations of structLJ,re. Loan phonology is 
often quite revealing of the grammatical constraints and processes of the borrowing 
language. Complete systematicity is not to be expected, however, since 1loanwords 
may enter a language either through orthography or through pronunciation, they may 
be borrowed at different points in the history of a language; and they may be affccted 
by such factors as the degree of bilingualism in the bormwing community, or the 
similarity of the loanword to taboo words in the recipient 'language .... borrow,ing 
languages commonly enforce restrictions on possible word structure ..... also tend to 
trans late the prosodic structure of the loanword into native prosod,ic configurations" 
(Broselow 1992:200-20 I). 

The most common change effected in toans is obviously in prommciation, 
usually by replacing single segments. This 'phoneme substitution' means 
applying restrictions on possible phonemes and their distribution by 
replacement or reduction of phonemes, e.g. in Swahili the Arabic personal 
male name /xo'mi:s - 'xo:mis/ is reproduced as /ha'mi:si/ and /muha'mmad/ 
as /mha'mmad/, /mha'ma:di/, or /ma'ma:di/, and most commonly spelt as 
{Mohamed} or {Mohammed}; similarly in many W.est Aföican languag,es 4t 
is spelt as {Mamadu} or {Mamadou}, and {Mamdu} in the Indian 
languages Cutchi and Gujarati. The Arabic velar /q/ is reduced to Swah;ili 
unaspirated /k/, the back palatal or velar friucative /y/ is reduced to /g/, and 

the interdentals /e/ and /öl are reduced to /s/ and lzl respectively wlhen 

indirectly borrowed from Swahili into many other languages ,of Eastem 
Africa. The allophonic restrictions and similarities be,nveen tlhe interacting 
languages also detennine the form and pronunciati,on of tihe lloan in the 
recipient tongue. 

The choice of a replacement phoneme (a conson.ant, an anaptyctic or 
epenthetic vowel) may be detennined by phonetic similarity or d,issimilarity 
or rules ofvowel hannony. This is quite evident in foreign loans in Swahili_, 
and even more so in Swahili (direct and indirect) loans in the other 
languages of Eastem Africa, e.g. French 'champ' (field) > Omani Arabic 
'fänba' > Swahili shamba (fann, plantation);7 Persian 'piilläd' (steel) > 
Swahili (chwna cha) pua (with loss of intervocalic m and final /d/; Ch.inese 
·�ung' (garlic) > Arabic 'Siin' > 'Saum' (Hasan 1978:95) > Swahili thaumu,
thomu, thumu > saumu, somu, sumu in many other language.s of Eastem

7 Swahili shamba is then borrowed into Hadrami Arabic as sanba witll itlle denotation o.f 'a 
small garden in the compound or backyard, or a small cultivated field' (AI-Aidaroos 1996, 
1997, 1998). 
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Africa (Lodhi l 982d:93). In the Swahili usage of non-nafive speakers, the 
Arabic reduced loan sum11 thus becomes a homonym of the original Swahili 
swm, (poison, something extremely bitter) and the Arabic reduced loan 
saumu becomes the homonym of the Arabic loan saumu (fast/fästing, 
avoiding food and drink). Other examples are IncHc 'kacfä' (rubbish) and 

'c"andarwä' (canopy, mosquito net) > Swahili kachala, kachara .and 
chandarua, chandalua respectively; Arabic 'safr' (to/a trave}) > Swahili 
safari (a trave!) and -safiri (lo travel); and English 'mud guard' > Swahili 
madigadi (sing. digadi), 'film' > filam, filamu, 'driver' > draiva, dreva, 
dereva and 'screw' > skrubu, skurubu, or sukurubu in many other languag,es 
of Eastem Africa. 

Other less common features encountered in the proc,ess of borrowing are 
'deletion of a consonant', e.g. loss of the Greek /p/ in the English 
pronunciation of words like 'psychology' and 'psychiatry', and 'metathesis' 
or 'reordering of segments', e.g. Spanish 'vanma' > Swahili lavani, or 
Arabic 'ruhm' (pity) > Swahili hwwna instead of *ruhuma. [ncidentally, the 
forms rehma and rehema (mercy, compassion, used as girls' names too) .also 
occur in Swahili along with the personal names Rahim (male), Rahiima and 
Rahma (female), all derived from the same Arabic root. 

Analysis of recasting of loans into shapes which are consistent with the 
phonological possibilities of the recipient Janguage may explain or shed 
more light on the grammatical pattems of that language. "Thus 1Joari 
phonology may provide evidence for the productivity of grammatical processes or 
constraints that are bascd on distributional fäets, but that are not supported by 
alternations in the native vocabulary" (Broselow 1992:201). Swahili and other 
languages in Eastern Africa provide ample evidence ,in support of ,this 
possibility. 

Phonological aspects of word-borrowing are often studied syst,ematically 
and in detail (e.g. Josephs 1970 and Cassels 1984) but the socio-cu1tural 
aspects of the phenomenon are not dealt with as satisfactorily. A major 
reason for this may be "that not all ofwhat is learned by one culture from another 
and not all of the process of word-borrowing are reflected in borrowed words" 
(Higa 1979:277). 

Word-borrowing is not a random or unsystematic process as suggested by 
Gleason (1955). Several studies (e.g. Haugen 1950 and 1953, Higa 1970 and 
1974) have convincingly shown that there are clear tendencies iin the process 
of word-borrowing and the borrowed words themseilves "which .seem to 
indicate the directionality, content and amount of culture leaming between two given 
cultures toa significant extent" (Higa 1979:278). 

In studying Joans it is essential to know about the hist,ory and the social 
relations of the different groups in contact, since contact necessarily leads to 
cultural change (Hoijer 1948); and this kind of stmdy may lead to a better 
understanding of the historical and present day relations ,of ,communities 
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interacting with each other. This aspect is discus·sed at same lengtih in 
section 3.3.8 

s Fora further discussion on lexical borrowing, lexical change and etymology, s·ee I-lock .and 
Joseph (1996:253-317). 
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3. Loamvords in Swahili

3.1. lntroduction 
The peoples of the East African coastlands developed an Afro-Oriental 
maritime Swahili civilization which increasingly became dominated by 
descendants of those who came from across the Indian Ocean. By the end of 
the 1800s, numerous migrations and intensive and extensive culture contact 
had enabled the urban sections of the Swahili culture to be finn ly based on 
compradorial mercantilism and feudalism. This chapter describes the 
Swahili culture as an Afro-Oriental member of the Muslim western Indian 
Ocean civilization at large. I have tried to identify the problems associated 
with lexical borrowings resulting from these contacts, and their Iinguistic, 
cultural and historical implications.9 

3.2. The Swahili language and literature 

3.2.1. Language. Swahili is the traditional mother tongue of the coastal 
peoples in East Africa from Mogadishu in the north in Somalia, southwards 
through Kenya and Tanzania to the northern shores of Mozambique, 
including all the islands (the Bajuni group in southern Somalia, the Lamu 
Archipelago in northern Kenya, the autonomous state of Zanzibar/Unguja 
and Pemba group, Mafia Island in Tanzania, and the Kerimba group in 
Mozambique). Fourteen dialects and several subdialects of Swahili are 
identified on the coast, and one inland dialect (Kingwana) in Eastern Congo, 
Burundi and Rwanda. Four closely related dialects of Comorian are spaken 
on the different islands of the Comoro group (Nurse and Hinnebusch 
1993). 10 

Swahili belongs to the Sabaki cluster of the North-Eastem branch of the 
Bantu sub-group of the Niger-Congo language family (Nurse and Spear 
1985, Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993). It is now generally accepted by both 
linguists and historians (Mazrui and Shariff 1994, Al\en 1993, Middleton 
1992) that Swahili developed as an urban Ianguage during the middle of the 
first millenium AD and its position was strengthened by the early 
introduction of Islam along the coast. The Swahili civilization developed as 
an Afro-Muslim, mercantile culture with a string of agricu!tural and fishing 
communities, enriching its material culture and its 'biological stock' with 
contributions from all around the Indian Ocean, the Persian Gulf and the 
southem parts of the Red Sea. This is conspicuously evidenced in various 
degrees by the deeply rooted Islamic faith of the Sunni Shafiite school, 

9 There is an abundance of literarure relating 10 section 3.2.1 of lhis chapter. I have freely 
used lhe phraseology of lhe original aulhors in compiling the text of lhis section, lherefore I 
have refrained from redundant citing. A nine pages long Bibliography by John Kelly is 

included in the 1993 edition of Whiteley (1969). and lhe reader is referred to lhis and 
Polome (1967:1-35) for furlher details. 
1
° Fora synopsis of Swahili grammar. see !EL 2:99-106. 
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literature, music, architecture, dress, cuisine, customs and traditions along 
the coasts of East Africa (Lodhi 1980b, 1982b, Lodhi and Westerlund 1994 
and 1999). 

Swahili appears to have been primarily a spoken language until well into 
this millenium since Arabic was the liturgical and literary language of the 
Muslim societies of the Indian Ocean. The earliest surviving Swahili 
document, which is in the Arabic script, is the 480 couplets long poem 
Hamziyah dated AD 1652, by Sheikh Aidarus bin Uthaima of Pate in 
Kenya, about the life of the Prophet Muhammad (Knappert 1979:22 and 

102). 
During the second half of the 18th century, Swahili slowly but surely 

penetrated into the interior of Eastem Africa to the great lakes, especially 
with the expansion of the caravan trade and traffic in slaves, with increased 
demand for ivory in the West and the demand for agricultural and domestic 
slaves due to the growth of plantations along the coast (Whiteley 1969). The 
growth of urban areas, ports and trade, plantation agriculture and the feudal 
lifestyle connected with it, al) required increased and cheap Iabour. 

In the 19th century, Arab, Swahili and local Bantu traders introduced and 
used Swahili further into Central Africa and in the Congo region. European 
Colonization, Christian missionary activity and increased Commerce (the 3 
Cs advocated by the missionary explorer Dr. David Livingstone) further 
spread Swahili beyond the lakes as the lingua franca of east-central Africa, 
and numerous pidgin forms developed in different parts of this vast region. 
After World War I, the British felt the need for a standard variant of the 
Ianguage to be used in administration and education in their East African 
territories. Standardization of the written language was effectively carried 
out with the replacement of the traditional classical Arabic and Swahili
Arabic scripts by the Roman alphabet as the initial step. This was a process 
started in the 1850s by the first (German) missionary Ludwig Krapf in the 
service of the Church Missionary Society (CMS), who reduced the Kim vita 
dialect of Mombasa to a Roman orthographic system. By the tum of the 
century, more than a dozen grammars and dictionaries had been produced 
and the Bible translated into Swahili, one version of it being both in the 
Roman and Arabic script facing one another. 11 

Following World War I, political mobilization gained momentum with 
the spread of education and further growth of urban areas. Swahili became 
the vehicle of mass communication in Zanzibar, Tanganyika and Kenya 
where it was ultimately given the legal status of the National Language, 
competing with English as the second language and the language of higher 
Iearning, business and intemational communication. The leaders of all 
political parties were instrumental in bringing about this development 
(Whiteley 1969, Mbaabu 1985). 

11 For a history ofBible translations in Swahili see Knappert ( 1990) and Lind fors ( 1999); for 
the Swahili translations of the Koran see Lacunza-Balda (1997), and for Swahili translations of 
English fiction see Olsson (l 998). 
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The standardization of Swahili was carried out by the British coloniial 
Jnter-Territorial Language Committee, later renamed the East African 
Swahili Committee, which ceased to exist in 1964 when it was tr:ansformed 
into the Institute of Kiswahili Research/lKR (Taasisi ya Uchunguzi wa 
Kiswahili/TUK[) at the University College of Daressalaam, University of 
East Africa. The dissolution of the East African Community in the early 
1970s created separate universities for the three member states of Kenya, 
Tanzania and Uganda. TUKI thus became a Tanzanian institution at the 
University of Daressalaam. Similar academic insititutions have since 
developed in Zanzibar City, Nairobi and Kampala. However, the work of 
coordinating the development of Swahili as a language of mass 
communication was taken over in Mainland Tanzania by the National 
Swahili Council (Baraza la Kiswahili la Taifa/BAK/TA) whkh has sister 
organizations in Zanzibar (BAKIZA), Kenya (BAKIKE) an<l Uganda 
(BAKIU). There are similar Swahili Language Committe-es in the republics 
of Comoro, Congo/Kinshasa, Burundi and Rwanda. 

The basis of Standard Swahili (Kiswahili Sanifi,) is the dialect of 
Kiunguja of Zanzibar City and western Unguja/Zanzibar .island with 
features both from the Daressalaam area on the main'land opposite, and 
Mombasa on the southem coast of Kenya. But the ideo1logkal, social, 
economic and cultural differences between Kenya and Tanzania hav,e 
determined a somewhat different development in the two cmmtrfos even in 
the case of neologisms. A similar situation has developed in the Swahili 
dialect Kingwana, or 'Congo Swahili', which has borrow,ed much from 
French but little from Arabic and English (Polome 1967:27-27, 166-176 .and 
Whiteley 1973:5, 72-76). In the current Kenyan usage one finds banki 
(bank), ledi (lead) and matatu (city/town bus) vis å vis the Tanzanian forms 
benki, risasi and datadata respectively. 12 

With the spread of Swahili, many urban centres up-country have 
developed several inland social dialects among non-nativ ,e speak,ers of 
Swahili in their inter-ethnic environment in and around the .urban cen!'res. 
The Swahili used here by the non-native speakers is to various degrees 
mixed with the local languages. This phenomenon is not borrowing since 
primary speakers of Swahili are not actively involved here, and almost no 
grammatical or lexical Jeans are added to the basic 1language of the nativ,e 
speakers of Swahili; the phenomenon is strictly that of code mixing, or 
code/language switching, which in the words of Rodolfo Jacobson 
( 1998:51) is simply "conveying a broader message through bHingua 1I 
intercourse." 13 

12 The Kenya Association of the Blinds uses the term wasioona (lit. those who do not see) for 
the blinds, whereas the Tanzanian Association of the Blinds uses wapof11 (Cllass 2 not1n 
denoting humans in plural), and its sister association in Zanz,ibar correcHy uses ihe 1erm 
vipofit (class 8 noun) which has the nuance of being disabled. 
13 This present srudy is not concemed with the phenomenon of mi:t,ing of any Eastern A frican 
language or colonial/metropolitan language with Swahili by second or third language speakers 
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Code or language mixing/switching and code alltemation wJth regard 1to
Swahili is found in all parts of Eastern Africa, but to a lesser extent in 
Tanzania where Swahili has been the medium of instruction in the primary 
schools since 1960 and where the centre of the political cuhure, 
Daressalaam, was <luring the colonial period, and still is, in native 
Swahililand greatly intluenced by its proximity to Zanzibar, the centre of 
political culture in the pre-colonial era. Language pllanning and development
in Tanzania has enjoyed full participation of the stat,e and party apparatus, 
regional and local authorities, and the native speakers, both experts an,d 
laymen, a situation not fully developed in Kenya where too Swabili ,is the 
national language, but where the political centre Nairobi lies ;jn the heart of
Kikuyuland, several hundred kilometers from the coast, and where <luring 
the colonial period English, the language of a sizeable European s·ett1ler 
population, was present as a formidable rival to the spread of Sw.abilli. This
has probably been the major obstacle to efficient nationalization of Swahffi 
in Kenya. Discussing at length the question of the 'nationalization' of 
Swahili in Kenya, Harries {I 984: 122) concludes: "The standard of competence 
(in Swahili) is only as high as the limited contact with first speakers of the .language 
allows." 

On the other hand, the role and status of East African Janguages other 
than Swahili (and English) is not either properly investigated or defined. 
Mkude (1979: 11) justly states "While accepting that 1tocal languages ar,e part of 
our cultural heritage, we have also to admit, very painfol'ly, that ,the,rc is simpJy .no 
comfortable place for them in our vision of society." Msanjila (I 990:46-54) 
addresses this issue at some length taking as his point of departure the 
'centre-periphery' hypothesis of socio-politico-economic dev,elopmen,t 
framework advanced by Khubchandani (1983:99). 

The present situation of Swahili in East Africa may best be described in 
the words of Khamis: "Swahili has since Independence made significant stddes 
towards its being fully national and official language, but certaililly a ,much more 
unfaultering language policy is needed to ensure ils rightföl development lowards the 
realization ofthat goal. No such policy seems to be forthcoming, and regarding what 
has already been attained (that greatly contradicts w,ith the present attil!ude, 
especially the contradiction between English and Swahili in Tarizania), one would 
hope that a proper language policy, and the one that wHI be favourable to Swahili, 
will be taken in the near futurc. Only when such an action has been taken, can we 
expect a brighter future for Swahili; not only in East Africa, but perhaps the who'le 
world" (Khamis 1993 :278-9). 14 

3.2.2. Literature. Modem Swahili literature, both prose, poetry and drama, is 
written in Standard Swahili based on the Kiunguja dialect of Zanzibar which 
has the largest number of native speakers. Classical liiteratuire in Swahili was 
written in the northem dialects of Lamu (Kiamu), Pate (Kipate) and 

of Swahili, or mixing of anothcr langauge by first speakers of Smrhili; the slated concern is 
only with genuine or defacto borrowing by primary/lirst/native .speakers ofSwahili. 
u See Lodhi (1992) for language maintenance in the case ofSwahili i11 Zanzibar in particular. 
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Mombasa (Kimvita) in Kenya (Allen 1961, Harries 1962, Knappert 1971 
and 1967, Lodhi et al. 1974, Lodhi and Ahrenberg 1985, Mulokozi and 
Sengo 1995). In his review article on Abdulaziz (1974) and Knappert 
(1979), James Allen ( 1982) discusses at length the question of East African 
history and Swahili literature. 

Most of the literary works of the period before 1890, when East Africa 
was finally colonised by the European powers, is poetry in bound and 
balanced verse (mashairi ya vina). This form is dominant even today. The 
Swahili metric forms are based on the number of syllables (mizani) in a 
stanza (ubetilbaiti) which may have 2, 3, 4, or 5 rhyming lines 
(mistarilvipande), with a caesura (kit110/mkato) usually in the long measure 
of 16 syllables per line. Many old poems, generally known as tendiltenzi, 
are quite long, some epics having several thousand stanzas, such as Utenzi 
wa Rasi l'ghuli of Mgeni bin Faqihi (1979) which has 4584 quartrains; 
another famous work is Chuo cha Herkali (The Epic of Heraklios) which 
has 1728 quatrains. These poems are religious, didactic, narrative, historical 
and secular. The modem long poems deal with themes such as the German 
occupation of the Tanganyika coast, World War Il, the Zanzibar Revolution 
and the Liberation of Mozambique. 

Ngonjera are educational poems of rhyming verses, used as dramatic 
poetry, sometimes called 'the poetry of the Arusha Declaration' as it was 
used much in political campaigns <luring the 1960s and 70s. To sing 
ngonjera is to teach through poetry as Sheikh Mathiasi E. Mnyampala 
describes it in his poem Ngonjera ni kitu gani? (Mnyampala 1970: I). 

Mashairi are topical poems in response to current events and are 
published in the Swahili dailies of Tanzania and Kenya. The Tanzanian 
moming paper UHURU as a rule has at least one full page of such poems, 
often composed as letters to the Editor. These poems may still be written in 
the Swahili-Arabic script if their contents are lslamic, and they may be 
circulated privately by the poet or her/his relatives and friends, though 
seldom published in the Swahili-Arabic script. Mashairi usually have 
stanzas of 4 lines of 12-16 syllables with the fourth line, or part of it, 
reappearing as the refrain (Lodhi et al. 1974: 1-10, Knappert 1979:51-59). 

The oldest surviving prose document in Swahili is a correspondence dated 
1710-1711 in Kilwa, southem Tanzania, sent to the Portuguese govemor in 
Goa in India, and it is preserved in the State Archives in Panjim in Goa. The 
Kilwa letters are in the Kimvita dialect, infused much with Arabisms, as was 
the literary nonn of the period. Almost all the chronicles found along the 
East African littoral are in the Kiamu or Kimvita dialects. Today, the plain 
and poor lyrics of much pop music and TV shows, mostly written by non
native speakers of Swahili, are a major threat to (traditional) Swahili poetry 
which is increasingly becoming an academic subject instead ofmaintaing its 
cultural and artistic importance and its functions in entertainment and 
education of the young. Zhukov (1997) also stresses the importance of 
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classical works in Swahili for a better understanding of the literary history 
of Swahili and the East African coast. 

Almost all prose in Swahili of the last 120 years is in the Kiunguja dialect 
of Zanzibar. Western literature has had much influence on the development 
ofSwahili prose beginning with the translation ofthe Bible into Swahili and 
the production of textbooks for use in the mission and govemment schools 
(Knappert 1990, Olsson 1998, Lindfors 1999). During the post
Independence period, the late Julius K. Nyerere, the first President of 
Tanzania for a quarter of a century, was instrumental in the process of the 
rise of Swahili as a national language, as an educational language, as a 
political language and also as a literary language, through his many political 
publications and Swahili translations of Shakespeare (Lodhi 1974). 

The production of short stories, novels and plays in Swahili is rather low, 
and several writers in East Africa prefer to write in English, primarily 
because they do not master Swahili that well.15 However, during the 1970s,
in the spirit of socialism, a number of historical and political plays were 
produced by Ebrahim Hussein and Penina Mhando Mlama, both of the 
University of Daressalaam. 

The most widely read prose works in Swahili, and which are in the 
standard variant, are those of Shaaban Robert, e.g. his two utopias 
Kufikirika and Kusadikika (written in 1946-7 and 1948 respectively and first 
published by Thomas Nelson in 1951 ), and the first modem novel Utubora 
Mkulima (1968), published posthumously, which all have traces of the 
didactic and narrative elements of Swahili poetry (Gibbe 1980:2). In the 
prose of the modem period, i.e. after 1960, one finds themes such as the 
confrontation between the old and the new, traditional culture versus 
Western culture, colonial oppression and the struggle against it, etc. The 
post-Independence situation with corruption and alienated bureaucracy, etc. 
is described well especially by E. Kezilahabi (of Ukerewe island, Lake 
Victoria) in his novels, and Mohamed Said Abdulla (Zanzibar) has produced 
several detective navels with his Zanzibari counterparts of Sherlock Holmes 
and Dr. Watson (Ohly 1981 ). The other Swahili writers from Zanzibar, 
Mohamed Suleiman Mohamed, Ahmada Shafi Adam and Said Ahmed 
Mohamed (Khamis), need particular mention as narrators of conditions in 
Zanzibar dealing with political mobilization, feudalism, liberation, moral 
decay of the city, trade union activities and the urban proletariate; in very 
rich language they document part of the history of East Africa of the crucial 
years just before and after Independence (Lodhi l 982c:91-2, 1984b: 105-8). 
The recent works of S. A. M. Khamis and M. S. Mohamed are 
psychological novels dealing with relations within the family, the plight of 
the woman, etc. 

15 This opinion was expressed by Ngugi Wa Thiongo, who himself has now gone over to 
writing in his mother tongue Kikuyu, and is having his works translated first in Swahili then 
in English. Personal communication with Ngugi about 10 years ago and also on 20.4.1999, in 
Uppsala. 
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The Bible needs particular mention in any description of modem Swahili 
literature since the history of modem Swahili prose literature starts with the 
translation of the Bible into Swahili. Up to 1950, approximately 400 titles of 
prose were produced in Swahili, almost all of them translated or written by 
Europeans, including a translation of the Koran. None of these publications 
were more pervasive and had more effect than the Bible. The few non
European writings in Swahili of this period exhibit striking para lie Is to the 
biblical narrative style, e.g. Samuel Sehoza's Mwaka katika Minyororo ('A 
Year in Chains', 1921) which has been suggested by Rollins (19859) as the 
progenitor ofthe Swahili novel. 

Native Swahili speakers have lost much control over the development of 
their mother tongue and they have been politically marginalised, particularly 
in Kenya. 16 Their language has gained the status and prestige that other
languages in East Africa with larger numbers of first speakers would like to 
enjoy for their own language. The very people who, like the colonialists 
before them, had once wanted to dismiss Swahili as 'a dialect of Arabic' or 
'a bastard language', today take pride in leaming and using it and call it 
their National Language. They claim Swahili does not belong to any ethnic 
group, and it belongs to all, a misconception upon which the dramatic and 
unexpected development and spread of modem Swahili is based. 

3.3. Loanwords and History on the Swahili Coast 
"The borrowing of words by one language from another is a well-recognised 
indicator of culture contact which specifies not only the provenience of the 
borrowing but also the nature of the culture eontact" (McCall 1969:28). The 
degree or amount of culture contact is thus frequently measured through 
(quantitative) analysis of loanwords. Nonetheless, Lehmann (1970:2) for 
example recommends "that language (should) be used only as a diacritic, not a 
primary source of reconstruction of early culture." In reconstructing the 
evolution of language and culture contact, Fox (1995:326) expresses the 
view that "we can accept the method as a possible source of information, but must 
be cautious in interpreting the results in historical terms." 

When loanwords in a language are categorised or classified, they can 
indicate attributes of the speakers of the donor language, their social, 
political and economic influence and importance, and also testify to 
differences between the recipient culture and the donating, intruding or 
penetrating culture. 

"The peoples newly in contact may be from unrelated streams of culture and 
language, or they may be closely related in one or both of these areas but separated 

16 For deeper discussions on this see Mazrui and Shariff (1993). Allen ( 1993:240-262}, and 
for Zanzibar see Lodhi (1992b). 
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long enough for innovation to have oc curred. The time required for cultural 
evolution inevitably produces also some linguistic change. The difTerence between 
the two languages may be small or great .... The greater the cu ltural difference, the 
greater the linguistic difference is likely to be also, for the development of cultural 
innovation requires lime, and the lapse of time inevitably sees linguistic change" 
(McCall 1969:32). 

Contacts that took place on the East African littoral were from unrelated 
streams of culture and language - between Bantu/Swahili on the one hand 
and Cushitic, Arabic, Persian, Indian and Indonesian on the other hand. 
Despite the great dissimilarity of basic cultures and languages involved, in 
the beginning Swahili borrowed much from all these sources primarily 
because of the common maritime activities of the people involved, and later 
because of the common Muslim faith that carne to dominate most of the 
interacting peoples of the northem and western Indian Ocean. On the other 
hand, the relative ease which phonological similarity lends to the process of 
borrowing, may be negated if the intruding culture is too dissimilar and/or 
too aggressive, as was the case of Portuguese influence in East Africa -
Portuguese and Swahili are totally unrelated but their phonetic systems are 
in great accord (Tucker 1946:857, 1947:230). However, the violent 
aggression of the Portuguese and their Christian religion discouraged the 
Muslim Swahili from borrowing much from the intruding Portuguese 'un
believers' though they were in Swahililand for more than two centuries as 
the dominant power in the Indian Ocean. 

There were probably more Portuguese loanwords in use in Swahili during 
the 16th and 17th centuries than those which survive and are identified 
today (Prata 1961: 133-175). Portuguese loans, as English loans of this 
century, are swahilized with syllabic /a/, /i/ or /u/; diphthongs are reduced, 
and nasalization not transfered lo Swahili. Further, in English loans in 
Swahili, the voiced fricative /y is reduced to /J/ as in televisheni. English 
loans in Swahili are based mostly on pronunciation (e.g. kipilefti, a 'Keep
left', traffic round-about, saikolojia psychology and madigadi mud-guard) 
and seldom on spelling (e.g. kamera camera); even the loan malaria is spelt 
in this international way but is frequently pronounced /ma'lerja/ or /me'lerja/ 
with penultimate stress. In Arabic loans in Swahili, the Arabic consonants 
f!!/ and /x/ are usually reduced to a simple /h/, and the Arabic interdentals /öl 
and /8/ are occasionally reduced to /z/ and /s/ respectively. T his reduction 
takes place as a rule in most Bantu languages of East Africa when Arabic 
items are indirectly loaned from Swahili. Nouns of Arabic origin are found 
in all noun classes in Swahili based on their semantic categorization such as 
human/animate, title, profession and abstract or concrete noun, or on 
phonetic basis, i.e. initial syllable (Zawawi 1979), e.g. mwalimu (pi. 
waalimu, walimu) Cl. 1-2, mkasi (pi. mikasi) Cl. 3-4, rafiki (pi. marajiki) Cl. 
5-6, kitabu (pi. vitabu) Cl. 7-8, binadamu Cl. 9-10, and uh11r11 Cl. I 1.
Arabic broken plurals are also used in Swahili though not generally included
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in the Swahili dictionaries and studies on loanwords in Swahili, e.g. awlad 
(children, offsprings), as-haba (friends, companions), banati (daughters), 
and aha/i (kinsmen) (see sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). Arabic loan verbs are 
found in all extended verb forms in Swahili and they come from different 
Arabic verb forms. See section 5.5 for details. 

When a foreign language is the liturgical language of the host culture, or 
it enjoys prestige of some kind, special care is taken by the borrowing 
people to maintain the correct and original pronunciation. This explains why 
Arabic loans in Swahili have suffered only a minimum oftransmogrification 
and most Arabic Ioanwords, and even customs, are easily recognisable in 
Eastern Africa. This is so to such an extent that early European visitors to 
East Africa misconceived that the Swahili spoken by the people on the coast 
was a dialect of Arabic, and it is misconceived so even today by many up
country East Africans who have poor competence in Swahili and almost no 
contact with traditional Swahili culture. 17 

There are often sizeable differences between Ioanwords and their original 
forms and meanings in the donor language, e.g. lndic 'äwära' (vagabond) > 
Swahili hawara (paramour), Portuguese 'danguree' (dance hall) and 
'garrissa' (garrison) > Swahili danguro, danguroni (brothel) and gereza 
(prison) respectively, English 'wireless' (radio or radio station) > Swahili 
wailesi (broadcasting mast, antenna). The various changes between the 
languages are a necessary "part of the mark of recognition of their relationship" 
(McCall 1969:36). 

The Arabic word 'samn' (cooking fat) was first borrowed in Swahili as 
samni, and then through the process of 'dissimilation' it became sam/i. 
Through another process of 'misrepresentation', Arabic loans bia (sell) and 
shara (buy) were compounded to form the Swahili biashara (business, 
commerce). Other Swahili compounds with Arabic elements 18 such as 
usawazishaji wa irabu (vowel hannony, lit. balancing the vowels), mkabili 

shamsi (sunflower, i.e. that which faces the sun), rasilma/i (capita!) and 
rejareja (retail trade, from Ar. 'raja'i'a' to retum) 19 would not be easily 
recognisable by an Arabic speaker since in Arabic their equivalent terms are 
quite different. There are also cases of 'opposition of meaning' whereby the 
Arabic loan sakafu (originally meaning ceiling) is defined in Swahili as both 

17 During the 1970s, several of my srudents at Uppsala University who had already been
living and working in Eastern Africa for some years as Christian missionaries were 
convinced that there were no Swahili people as such and that the "islamised" people of the 
coas1 were • Arabs" and "half-Arabs", and the "islamised black Africans" were praciising 
"the Arabic culrure"! This misconception regrettably cominues to survive in some circles. 
To da1e, there is no evidence 10 prove that Swahili developed as a pidgin and creole 
language, since "early Swahili was not a comact language" (Nursel996:280). 
IB Arabic segments are given in bold face. 

19 rejareja is originally an adjective meaning rerurnable, i.e. in the expression biashara ya 

rejareja (retail lrade), and the NP k1111z.a kwa rejareja (of selling retail), whereby goods were 
obtained by the retailer on the underslanding that lhe items unsold may be returned lo the 
producer or importer. 
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ceiling and floor as sakafu ya chini (the lower saka/11) and sakafu ya juu (the 
upper sakafu), since the ceiling of the lower/ground floor becomes the floor 
of the upper storey. The Arabic loan shubaka (window) on the other hand 
has acquired the connotations of 'niche in a wall, blind window, inbuilt 
cupboard or wardrobe, light-hole, port-hole' - window in Swahili is called 
dirisha which is a Persian loan. Other toans unrecognisable to the speaker of 
the donor language may have changed through the process of opposition of 
numbers, e.g. Arabic sahaba, sahibu (friend, companion, particularly of the 
Prophet Mohammed) gets the Swahili plurals masahaba, masahibu; the 
Arabic equivalent form here is the broken plural as-haba, used in Swahili 
only in religious contexts. 

Sometimes sound and meaning may be quite similar in two languages, but 
the item in question may not be a loanword, e.g. Arabic 'mä'i' (water) and 
Swahili maji, mayi, mai (Zulu amanzi), or Persian 'buz' (goat) and Swahili 
buzi, mbuzi (Zulu imbuzi). The Zulu fonns for example substantiate that the 
Standard Swahili maji and mbuzi are of Bantu origin. Similarities of this 
type are simply coincidental, and they are not Indian Ocean Arabic as 
suggested by Zawawi (1979). Fox (1995:314) convincingly argues that "lfa 
term is found throughout the languages ofthe family, then it clearly may be regarded 
as original, and ascribed to the proto-language. We may also assume that, if a term is 
found in widely scattered areas, then it will also be original, these being relics of a 
previously widespread usage." Conversely, it may be argued that the Swahili 
word binda (loin cloth) is not of Bantu origin but of Indian origin since it is 
found only in Bantu languages immediately adjacent to Swahili which seem 
to have borrowed it from Swahili. Guthrie (1971) does not give any Proto
Bantu root meaning 'loin cloth' in his lndices. See binda in section 7.2. 

In our attempt to understand the nature of the problems of borrowing, and 
how to solve them, we not only have to ask "What was borrowed?" and 
"From where? From whom?" but also "Under what circumstances did 
borrowing take place? And why? Who were the specific borrowers, and 
donors? How were the items borrowed? What is their frequency in the host 
language?" and frnally "When did the borrowing occur?" We will not be 
able always to answer as satisfactorily particularly the last question as 
would generally be the case with the other questions. However, often we 
will find linguistic evidence, also in literature and orature, to suggest a 
plausible period of culture contact and word borrowing. Linguistic data can 
shed more light on the shadowy part of history, and linguistic scrutiny of 
historical texts can shed more light on linguistics. For example, in the lndic 
and Swahili usage of both the swahilized and non-swahilized Indians of the 
coast of East Africa, pigeon peas (known as kongo/gongo beans/peas in 

West Indies and North America) are called barazi (with aspirated Jb•I), 

whereas in all the dialects of Swahili the fonn in use is mbaazi (also with 

aspirated /b'/) with a progressively assimilated initial /n/ in nouns of classes 

9-10 and loss of the intervocalic fri. Similarly, modem Swahili chooko
(mung beans, called also pojo in Mombasa) are called choroko in coastal
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lndian/Asian Swahili. The third example is the Swahili word waanga or 
wanga for starch or arrowroot (used in the preparation of hal11a, turkish 
delight or sweet meat) which is pronounced waranga by the Asians of the 
coast. The pronunciation of these three Swahili words by the Indian 
descendants of coastal East Africa tells us that these words were leamt by 
them before the Swahili language developed the phonetic rule of the loss of 
the intervocalic liquids fri and /1/, usually in the ultimate syllable, that the 
Indians on the coast started speaking Swahili and/or were settled on the 
Swahili coast before this phonetic change was effectively carried out, and 
that in the past pigeon peas, rnung beans and arrowroot were items of trade 
between India and East Africa, and items of daily consumption. These 
phonetic changes took place some centuries ago. It has been suggested that 
this occurred "not 100 long before AD 1700, and was ongoing throughout the 18th 
century" (Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993:104).20 

The famous Moroccan traveller lbn Batuta gives the lndic/Sanskrit word 
'tanbul' as the Swahili for bete) Jeaf or the Indian 'paan'.21 The modern 
Swahili form of the word is tamb1111 with assimilated /n/ > !ml preceding a 
labial, loss of intervocalic /1/ and addition of a final vowel. The form 
recorded by Batuta tells us that loss of the intervocalic /1/ had not taken 
place in the speech of the Swahili when he visited East Africa in AD 133 I; 
however, since in the Arabic orthography, the Ini preceding a labial is 
spelled as an /n/ but pronounced as /m/, regrettably we have no (written) 
evidence ofthis assimilation in Swahili at that time. 

The Jndic toans karafim (cloves) and tangawizi (ginger) in Swahili are 
similarly important indicators. The Sanskrit 'karanfiil' was borrowed 
directly, swahilized to karanfitlu and later reduced to karafim - it is not an 
Arabic toan as given by Johnson (1939), nor is it a Greek word via Arabic as 
claimed by Sacleux (1939), Krumm (1940) and Bosha (1993). The Swahili 
form has developed through the same sound changes mentioned above - as 
a rule, /n/ in front of /f/, and the intervocalic liquid in the ultimate syllable 
are dropped and a final vowel is added. The word karafim must also be as 
old a loan as tamb1111 since it is an ingredient of the Indian 'paan' and a 
common spice in the Indian Ocean cuisine.22 

Swahili tangawizi is derived from Indic 'rangavira' (also 'srangavera', 
'sringavera'). The Swahili loan appears to have developed through several 
sound changes: rangawira > rangawiri > rangawizi > tangawizi. These 
sound changes are met with in many languages of East Africa (Guthrie 

zo Also personal communication with T. Hinnebusch in Gainesville/Florida, March 1996, and 
D. Nurse in Leipzig/Germany, July 1997. 
21 ta111bu11, leaf of the be1el plant, or a mixrure of betel/areca nut (of areca palm) and sweet
spices wrapped in the belel leaf, is chewed after a meal. It is called 'paan' in lndia and 

Pakistan and is used all around the Indian Ocean, mosUy by people of Indian origin. During
his three months long visit 10 East Africa, Baruta was often offered a ta111b1111 afler the meal

he was invited to.
22 See section 1.4 on Krapf (1882).
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1967, Nurse and Spear 1985, Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993). Again we can 
surmise that tangawizi was borrowed, and it was an important spice in 
Swahililand, before these sound changes took place on the East Coast, since 
if it were a later or recent loan, the Swahili would have pronounced it as 
*rangawira or *shangawira. The spice name tangawizi thus can not be a
Bantu word originally as given by Johnson (1939:452); and it is a spice
rarely found in the cuisine of East Africans other than the Swahili and
Asians.23 Moreover, recent research has established that ginger belongs to
the South-East Asian food complex.24 

Looking at the loans, one soon finds out that they are prominent or more 
common in some categories or areas of activity such as legal or religious 
terms, handicraft and industry, architecture, commerce or poetry. For 
example, the English loans in Swahili are mostly in the fields of modem 
science, innovations and technology; and most of them are 'international' 
loans, i.e. they belong to registers of new coinage mostly in English, usually 
of Graeco-Latin, French or German origin, a common phenomenon today in 
most languages. 

Many times a native tenn is used to name a foreign concept or object, or a 
foreign term replaces a native term because of greater prestige or economic 
importance. For example 'airplane' in Swahili is called ndege, originally 
meaning 'bird', and 'train' is called garimoshi (smoking wagon). We can 
compare these to the Amerindian equivalents of 'iron bird' and 'iron horse' 
respectively which were used in early Hollywood films about 'Cowboys and 
Indians'. 

The Arabic loans asa/i (honey) and samaki (fish) in Swahili replaced the 
Bantu terms uki and insilisi respectively because of their economic 
importance in the import-export trade of the coast. The words uki and insi 
do continue to exist in the northem dialects of Swahili parallel to the Arabic 
loans, and Uki also occurs as a male name. 

Dried fish (samaki wakavu) was a major import commodity brought to 
East Africa from northem Somalia, southem Arabia and the Gulf region, 
e.g. papa shark, nguru kingfish, ngonda scavenger (Lethrinus spp. with,
more than a dozen varieties, and other fish), and bumbla (Bombay duckfish,
a delicacy from the western coast of India). The visitors were selling
(Arabic) 'samak' (fish) to the Swahili. This dry fish was also reexported in
!arge quantities by the Swahili to the interior, hence the word samaki is
found also in the languages of all inland people who were trading partners
ofthe coastal Swahili. Similarly, the Arabs were buying 'asal' (honey) from
the Swahili who in tum were getting most of it from the people in the

n On Swahili cookery and food culrure, see section 4.7, and Lodhi 1982b:77-80. 
H For a deeper discusion on ginger, see Ruthström 1998:242-60. The English 'ginger', 
Swedish 'ingefära' and their equivalents in many languages in Europe are derived from the 
lndic word. It is also mentioned in the Koran as an item of luxury (The Holy Koran 76:7). 
The other spice mentioned in the Koran (76:5), also of Persian origin, is camphor ('k f r' in 
Arabic and kaf11ri in Swahili). 
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interior. Later from the middle of the 1700s the Swahilis, Arabs and Indians 
were also penetrating the interior themselves with their caravans and mixing 
Arabic with Swahili. Honey production and export were among the 
important activities connected with foreign trade in East Africa and the 
Arabic loan asali is used even by the Gogo, Kamba, Nyamwezi, Sukuma, 
the Nyika and Taita, all major producers of honey. In Swahili the honey 
producers are called warina asa/i, not *warina uki or *wauki as one might 
expect. 

The English loan supu (soup) however, through a process of 
generalization, replaced the Swahili term senva (of Arabic origin) not 
because of its higher social prestige or economic importance, but rather 
because it became an institutional meal or subcourse in the Police and Anny 
canteens, prisons, hospitals and boarding schools. The word serwa has 
however, through a process of specialization, developed the specific 
connotation of 'broth/clear soup'. Replacement of vocabulary is a universal 
phenomenon; and basic words can be easily replaced "Since, however, the 
vocabulary of languages is highly susceptiblc to replacement by borrowing" (Fox 
1995:281). 

Sometimes the loanword is a slang expression or has a special history of 
its own. The Indic loan ka/ua is derived from Cutchi/Gujarati 'khärwä' 
(Indian salt workers who were also engaged in fishing and dry fish trade). In 
Swahili it has the connotations of 'boat boys' or Indian sailors on East 
African ships. Indian sailors in general in East Africa are called badala (pi. 
mabadala), and they were almost all Cutchi-speaking Muslims from the 
Cutch or Karachi region. Badala is a Cutchi Muslim caste, members of 
which are found spread in East Africa, working even in the inland ports and 
the railways. 

The Arabic toan uledi (cabin boy, kitchen boy, originally on an Arabian 
sailing ship) is derived from the Arabic 'walad' (child, boy, son) in which, 
according to the Arabic phonetic rules, the short /al vowel following a /w/ or 
/1/ is produced as half open /El, hence Arabic /'wded/ > Swahili we/edi > 
11/edi. The word weledi with this meaning is not identified by any writer on 
Arabic loans in Swahili. However, the form waladi meaning 'boy' or 'son' is 
included in the KAMUSI (1981 ), but not by Johnson ( 1939), nor Sacleux 
( 1939). 

The Swahili expression alijojo means I) a kite blown away and lost 
(hence it is nobody's property and it eventually betongs to anyone who 
picks it up), and by analogy, 2) a divorced young woman (a derogatory 
reference to a woman who is assumed to be readily available as a temporary 
lover). According to both Sheikh Hamisi Akida of Daressalaam and the late 
Mzee lsmail Lota of Fumba/Miembeni in Zanzibar, the expression 
developed when towards the end of the last century some Gujarati speaking 
children were flying kites at the Maisara grounds (the former Cooper's 
Naval lnstitute) in Zanzibar, and one of their kites broke off and started 
flying away, the owner of the kite called his friend in Gujarati, 'Aree, jo jo!' 
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(You please, look, look!) or 'Ali, jo jo!' (Ali, please check where the kite 
falls!) The Swahili children on the field perceived this cry as a/ijojo and 
understood this as 'a kite which was lost and could be picked up by 
anyone'.25

Some slang expressions of foreign origin, as well as native origin, are 
shortlived for various reasons, primarily because of their limited social or 
regional use in time and space. The Gujarati loan gadero (donkey), a 
derogative tenn of reference by Hindus for alcoholics, was used in Zanzibar 
City in the 60s and 70s to refer to those who drank home-distilled alcohol 
which was illegally sold and consumed in dark hidden places. Similarly the 
lndic loanword soo (pi. masoo) for a hundred, pronounced as it is spelt in 
lndic Janguages and Swahili, was used in the Daressalaam area during the 
60s and 70s for the new I 00/- shillings notes. Another, rnore popular, name 
for the I 00/- shillings note is the transfer term masa i because one side of the 
note represents a Maasai warrior with his spear and cattle. Swahili slang is 
full of such tranfers and analogous terms (Polome 1983/4:73-75). Some 
children even used masai as a plural form (rneaning hundreds) and derived 
the singular form sai (hundred), getting a synonym for the standard term 
mia of Arabic origin. 

Of the handfill of French toans in Swahili, shamba is of very high 
frequency, is overloaded and has spread to rnany other languages of Eastem 
Africa that I have checked. The word shamba is derived from the French 
'champ' (field, open space) via the 18th century Indian Ocean Arabic 
·�anba' (plantation). The French cleared fields and introduced plantation
agriculture with slave or contracted labour in Mauritius and Seychelles
during the later part of the 1700s. The systern was adopted by the Ornanis
and Swahilis along the coast and also at sorne inland centres such as Tabora,
Kigoma and Ujiji in Tanganyika where much food for caravans was
produced and stored (Sheriff 1987: 186). From its original denotation of
plantation in Swahili, shamba has developed connotations such as 'farm'
and 'small holding', the locative plural mashambani meaning 'the
countryside', the Class 1-2 noun mshamba (pi. washamba) meaning 'an
uncultivated person', 'a country fool, simpleton'; the adjective -a kishamba

15 Personal communication with Sheikh Hamisi Akida and Sheikh Ismail Lota in 
Daressalaam, 1975. Another interesting etymology provided by Sheikh Lota was for the old 
Swahili ethnonym Wangozi, the citizens of Ngozi/Ngovi, the Swahili kingdom of antiquity 
on the Kenya coast, and Kingozi/Kingovi, the parent language Old Swahili. According to 
Sheikh Lota, Wangozi/Wangovi were those who practiced male circumcision, and 
Kingozi/Kingovi was the name of their language. In his leamed opinion, though ngozi and 
ngovi are synonyms, originally 11gozi was skin or leather in general, but ngovi was 
specifically prepuce which has to be ritually removed and buried. He further believed that 
the Swahilis practised male circumcision already in pre-Islamic times. This ecymology 
appears 10 be more convincing than that forwarded by Knappen (1979:73, 104, 107-8) that 
Kingozi was "parchment language". the language written on goatskin, and Wangozi were 
the people who spoke it and hence !heir urban centre came to be known as Ngozi! 
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derogatively meaning 'rural'; and Kishamba meaning 'unsophisticated 
speech'. 

The French toan shamba appears also in the Swahili proverb Jogoo la 
shamba haliwiki mjini! (A country cock does not crow in town ! ). Its earl i er 
tight formulation was Jogoo la shambani, haliwiki mujini! (Lodhi 
I 980a:86). We do not have to dive too deep into the dark waters of 
historical linguistics to conclude that this proverb must have developed after 
the French system of plantation agriculture was introduced in East Africa, 
i.e. towards the end of the 1700s, and that the dichotomy of the elite 'fine'
town versus the 'uncouth' country upheld by an absentee feudal class
thriving on squatters or slave labour was not a centuries-old phenomenon in
East Africa as it is claimed by historians. Moreover, shamba does not occur
in Swahili writings before the establishment of the Omani sultanate rule in
1821 ! Studies of such data in Swahili to list indicators of chronology in the
history of the East Coast of Africa are grossly lacking. Krumm (I 940)
however argues, without any historical reference, that shamba is derived
from the tribal name Shambala/Shambaa, "the people of the forest", in
north-east Tanzania mainland. Krapf (1882:328) defines shamba as
cultivated land distinct from kiunga which contains fruit trees.

The once common French borrowing diva i, from French 'du vin' for 
imported wines and spirits, has almost disappeared from Swahili usage. The 
very widely spread intemational tenn 'alcohol', which is of Arabic origin, 
however does not exist in Swahili in spite of the very close proximity of the 
Swahili to the Arabic language and culture! The Arabic loan khamra/hamra 
for wine is occasionally heard in the arabised usage of the educated Muslim 
Swahili. The Arabic loan hamira in Swahili however denotes only 'yeast' or 
sour coconut milk used for fermentation. The common Portuguese toan 
mvinyo denotes 'bottled wine' and the native Swahili tenn tembo 
specifically means 'palm-wine', which is also used to ferment sweetened 
dough to make the maandazi doughnuts which are also called hamrilkhamri 
(pi. mahamrilmakhamri) along the coast in Kenya and Somalia. Distilled 
alcohol in Swahili is generally known as 11/evi and an intoxicant or a drug as 
kileo (pi. vileo) which are all derived from the verb kulewa (to be 
intoxicated, drugged). It is also called !ende (dates) as it was originally 
distilled from old dates and date syrup on the date plantations of Oman. In 
Swahili slang it has transfer synonyms such as moshi (smoke), mvuke 
(steam) and gongo {pole/stick to hold on to and raise or straighten oneself), 
and interna! Bantu toans such as kangara. 

As these examples show, a comparative study of loans or terms for 
related concepts or a narrow field of activity can tel1 us a lot about the 
culture history of a people and their interaction with others. This is 
corroborated well by Knappert ( 1970). In the foregoing, for example, we 
can discem that alcohol was not a trading item of the Oriental partners of the 
Swahili, that the French did deal with it, but their predecessors the 
Portuguese had already introduced bottled wine and even founded wine-
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drinking houses (in Swahili called vijumba hasara, houses causing loss, 
Lodhi l 980a:89), and that the Swahili by tradition, though being Muslim, 
were not strangers to the practice of drinking wine.26 Similarly, the other 
words treated earlier provide information about different aspects of Swahili 
history. 

In his "Do Pygmies have a history?" Jan Vansina (1986, referred to by 
Devlieger 1998) addresses assumptions that lead in the direction of a 
timeless people; his question thus seeks to show meaning in historical 
contexts, in periods for which there exist few or no documents.27 Similarly, 
one can ask "Do Swahili words, like words in other languages, have a 
history?" And if so, "What is their history?" 

Linguistic data can to a great extent support, verify and expand historical 
accounts, and where there is insufficient documentation, the available and 
discernible linguistic data can provide useful and reliable historical 
information. For most of sub-Saharan Africa, a clear picture of the 
phenomenon of culture contact is undoubtedly dependent on linguistic 
research. In writing African history, one cannot avoid taking into 
consideration any available linguistic data of historical significance and that 
which can be discerned from an unbiased scrutiny and inter-disciplinary 
analysis of the Ianguages involved. While studies of this type are common 
in the case of the Indo-European and Semitic languages, regrettably litt1e 
has been done in this respect for African languages (Dalby 1970). However, 
much preliminary work has already been done on loanwords in Swahili, and 
on the history of Swahililand there is extensive literature easily available. 
One aim ofthe present work is to present information ofthis kind. 

26 Wine drinking and wine houses seem to be common in the pons of the Indian Ocean. A 
Tamil poem of the second cenlUry AD gives a good accoum of night life and wine-drinlcing 
in lhe southem Indian pons. 111ere exists at least one old poem in Swahili praising wine, 
wine-drinlcing and the wine-tapper, supposed to have been composed by Fumo Liyongo 
himself, the legendary anacreon and national hero of the Swahili, who lived during lhe early 
Jslamic period along the Kenya coast (Knappen 1979:68-69). 

J7 I am indebted to Birgitta Jennische, Carolina Library, Uppsala University, for these 
references to Vansina (1986) and Devlieger (1998). 
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4. Historical, Linguistic and Cultural Background
of Orientals in Eastern Africa

4.1. lntroduction 
Historians of the East African coast have had the tendency to view the 
Swahili coast as a tabula rasa onto which a lot of Asiatic influences have 
been super-imposed. This bias has painted a distorted historical picture of 
the East African coast, over-emphasising the Persian, Arab, Indian and the 
Far Eastern influences, and under-emphasising, or even ignoring, the 
geographical and cultural unity of the East African coastal civilization and 
the movement of Asian goods and ideas in the north-south direction along 
the littoral, and east-west direction into the interior, albeit as part of the 
North-Westem Indian Ocean corridor. In this view of East African history, 
there is alm ost a total disregard of the other frontier of East Africa, viz. the 
interior or the hinterland - the historians' preoccupation being the ever
changing horizons ofthe Indian Ocean, the only frontier. 

Few historians have succeeded in defining the African foundations on 
which the supposed Asiatic influences were impressed. A just model of 
medieval Swahili history and pre-colonial East African history should 
properly define the Eastem African Interior, the Coast, and Asia as three 
cultural and commercial regions, with the Coast as the active focal, or 
transient, region where the lateral Continental and Oceanic regions 
intersected and interacted through the somewhat orientalized coastalists. 

Because of the stated linguistic purpose and limited historical focus of 
this thesis, the present chapter will deal primarily with the Asiatic/Oceanic 
region.28 

4.2. The Swahili Coast And The Indian Ocean
29 

The earliest known document describing the East African coast is the 
much quoted Periplus oj the Erythrean Sea, written by the Roman sailor 
Hippalus of Egypt who is believed to have visited East Africa in AD 45. 
The peoples of the northem Indian Ocean lands, together with the Persian 
Gulf and the Red Sea, and even of the Mediterranean and the China Sea, 
had rather intensive maritime contacts with the western Indian Ocean, i.e. 
with the East African coastal peoples, for more than a thousand years 
before the western Europeans headed by the Portuguese arrived from the 
Atlantic at the end ofthe 1400s (Nicolls 1971, Connag 1987, Allen 1993). 

21 For an elaboratc critique ofthe Asiatic bias in the historiography ofthe East African coast, 
see Amiji (1984). 
29 Allen (1993:21-37, 55-76, 193-212) describes in detail early settlements, early trade and 
trade routes, and early Islam among the Swahili, and poses provocative questions at tlle end 
of his very eltllaustive work, which is his posthumously published 'thesis'; it is also a most 

convincing history of tJ1c Swahili peoples and their cultural origins, both material and non
material. See Prins (1967), Allen (1981) and Middleton (1992) for details on tlle cultural 
histrory and anthropology of the Swahili-speaking peoples. 
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Maritime and mercantile terminology in the languages of East Africa 
consists mostly of contributions from other languages of the Indian Ocean 
(Prins 1970, Baldi 1976). 

The earliest peoples to trade in the Indian Ocean are believed to have 
been the dwellers of the city-states of the lower Tigris-Euphrates and those 
of the Jndus River who might have ventured southwards to Eastern Africa 
with the help of the regular and reliable Monsoon winds (Coupland 1938, 
Chaudhuri 1990, Middleton l 992, Allen 1993).30 

There is a good reason to believe that the Egyptians explored the east 
African coasts during the 5th to the 18th dynasty (ca. 2200-1500 B.C.) 
followed by the Phoenicians who controlled the Egyptian trade. Around 
I 000 B.C., the Sabaeans of southem Arabia controlled and regulated trade 
in the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, Sindh in lndia and East Africa. After the 
conquest of Egypt by Persia in 526 B.C., more Persian influence began to 
be felt in the Indian Ocean, especially after the famous 3rd Achaemenid 
ruler Darius who sent naval expeditions to the Indus, the Red Sea, across 
the desert westwards to the Nile, and probably to Eastern Africa. During 
the short Greek domination of Persia and the early Roman period, Greeks 
and Syrians became familiar with India, and indirectly Eastem Africa. 
Soon the Persians were again the dominating power in the northem and 
western Indian Ocean waterways. The classical Greek writers 
Agatharkides (2"d century BC) and Strabo ( I st century AD), and later the 
Arab historians AI-Masudi (c. 915 AD), AI-Jahiz (c. 815 AD) and Al
Idrisi (c. 1150 AD) mention in their works the Swahili Coast and its 
commercial activities. 

During all these periods, numerous trading posts and settlements of 
reasonable size were founded on the African coasts by the various peoples 
involved, and culturally related societies developed. South Arabian 
presence on the African shores increased with the diminishing influence of 
the Persians in the beginning of the Christian era. The Persians appeared 
again in the northwestem Indian Ocean in AD 570 to aid the south 
Arabian 'idol worshippers' and the Jews against the Christian Romans, 
extending their influence to the settlements on the Somali coast. Persian 
influence and their presence in the area subsided with the rise of Islam 
(when the waves of all kinds of development went mostly eastwards, 
westwards and northwards from Arabia). But in the tenth century AD, a 
(arge number of Arabic-speaking Muslims from Shiraz and Siraf in Persia 
fled to the Swahili Coast in East Africa under the leadership of the 
legendary sultan Hassan bin Ali who established dynastic rule along the 
Tanzania coast, the most famous and dominant centre being Kilwa starting 
AD 950 (Oliver and Mathew 1963, Chaudhuri 1990).31 Several other 
subsequent !arge immigrations from Arabia and Persia in the north to East 

J-O Sce Hourani ( 1995) and Ricks (1970) for details on seafaring in the Pcrsian Gulf and lhe 
Indian Ocean. 

31 On Shia influence, see Rizwi 1975; Freeman Grenville 1962. 
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Africa in the south took place because of floods, famine, epidemics or civil 
wars. The last, and probably the largest immigration from Arabia and 
Persia, combined this time, took place with the invasion of East Africa in 
the 1820s by the Omani ruler Seyyid Said bin Sultan Al-Busaidi. Today, 
most descendants of the Arabs and lranians are defacto Swahilis; and 
Arab, Omani, Hadrami, Jrani, Baluchi, Bahraini and at times Indian, etc. 
are ethnic terms of reference in narrow social contexts or they are used to 
identify agnatic descent or patrilineal group belonging (Middleton and 
Campbell 1965). 

Seyyid Said, the political ruler and Imam (religious leader) of Oman 
during the first half of the 19 1h century, was a merchant prince, and among 
his favourite queens were an Indian princess who lived in Muscat and also 
a Persian princess who lived in Zanzibar for a period. As merchant 
princes, Seyyid Said and his successors were deeply involved in trade with 
India which had flourished for very long time (Nicolls 1971 ). The Periplus 
describes this flourishing trade and the trading places in Arabia, Persia, 
India and East Africa. In AD 400, Indian trading and settlements were 
well-established in Malaya and Indonesia (Polome 1987:325). When Ibn 
Batuta of Tunisia visited East Africa in 133 I, most of the coastal 
settlements around the Indian Ocean were Muslim and Arabic was their 
literary and commercial language. lbn Batuta mentions a couple of Indic 
loanwords in use in East Africa during the 1330s (Hamdun and King 
1975:1-22). 

Though early Arabian and Syrian traders, including Jewish and 
Christian, sailed to lndia and Ceylon, and later Muslim Arabian traders 
settled in Malaya and Indonesia, trade between India and Swahililand 
developed early in the second millenium AD as almost an Indian 
monopoly - Indian merchant houses owned many sailing ships and few of 
their sailors were Africans. Arab, Persian and African ships had mixed 
crew. Much sailing between India and the south Arabian ports was also in 
Indian hands, whereas Arab and, Persian merchants catered for the trade 
between the ports of the Red Sea and northem Persian Gulf; and Arab, 
Persian and Swahili catered for the direct trade between the south Arabian, 
Persian and the Swahili ports. Not coincidentally, the captain who piloted 
Vasco da Gama from East Africa to India in 1498 was a Muslim Cutchi 
Indian living in Malindi, Kenya (Gray 1962). 32 

The ancestors of the Malagasy of Madagascar moved westward from 
Indonesia, cutting across the ocean or following a northem route via India 
and later southwards to East Africa. These people must have come from 
non-Hindu and non-Buddist areas, and before the spread of Islam, which is 
substantiated by the absence of Hindu, Buddhist or Muslim features in 
their religion and culture, and also the absence of Indian or Persian words 

n Haji Mohamed Rukn-al-din of Daybul in lndia, with the arabised sumame al-Dabuli, was 

the puppet Sultan of Kilwa in 1506 (Allen 1993:245). 
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in their Janguage. The small number of Arabic loans in modem Malagasy 
can be traced to the much later growth of Muslim communities in the 
northem and northwestem coastal areas of the island where the Arabic 
script was used until the beginning of the twentieth century (Munthe 
1987). The lndonesians brought the outrigger ngalawa to East Africa and 
several fruits and vegetables (Jones 1971 ). 

During about two centuries of Portuguese dominance in the Indian 
Ocean from around AD 1500, the Swahili coast was ravaged, its polities 
weakened and its people impoverished. After the definite ousting of the 
Portuguese in 1729 with the help of a fleet from Muscat in Oman, Omani 
Arab protectorate rule was established in all the major coastal settlements. 
The southem Arabian protectors became gradually swahilized (and 
africanised), contributing more Arabic features to the Swahili language 
and culture, and developed independent city and island states free from 
Muscat. Consequently, in 1817 Oman invaded East Africa with a rented 
fleet from Iran, and the East African coast became part of the Omani 
empire, later with its seat moved to Zanzibar in 1840. Arabic, Persian and 
Indian influences in East Africa thus increased and were consolidated 
tremendously <luring the first half of the 19th century. The Oman-Zanzibar 
sultanate lasted upto 1856 when after the death of Seyyid Said, Oman and 
East Africa were separated into two states with the help of the British in 
Bombay. The state of Zanzibar was gradually reduced by European 
colonization to its present size and became itself a British Protectorate in 
1891 after the Heligoland Treaty signed between Britain and Germany 
(Gray 1962, Prins 1961, Bennett 1978). Zanzibar became independent in 
December 1963, and after a republican revolution a month later, it united 
with mainland Tanganyika in April 1964 to form the present United 
Republic ofTanzania (Lofchie 1964). 

Seyyid Said invited Indian merchant houses to finance the expanding 
caravan trade with the interior of Eastem Africa, and to help him 
administer the state apparatus, especially the seaports and collect customs 
dues (Gray 1962). The largest concentration of Orientals (mainly Oman i 
Arabs and northwest Indians) in East Africa, before the coming of the 
British and the Germans, was in Zanzibar City which was largely built 
with Indian money and by Indian artisans. The Indian settlers along the 
East African coast were mostly Muslim, both Sunni and Shia, from Sindh, 
Cutch and Gujarat (Sheriff 1987: 148). Towards the end of the last century, 
the British brought from Jndia to Kenya and Uganda tens of thousands of 
railway builders and workers who were joined by many more arriving as 
soldiers of the British lndia Army who defeated the Germans in 
Tanganyika during World War I. The British brought more educated 
Indians during the inter-war years to serve in their expanding colonial 
administration, the arrny, police, prisons, etc. (Bharati 1972, Lodhi et al 
1979). Among the British Indians of the 1890s there was also a group of 
Gujarati-speaking Indian Parsee (Zoroastrians) who settled in Zanzibar, 
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built there the first Zoroastrian temple in Eastern Africa, and who were 
bureaucratically and socially placed with the British.33 Almost all of the 
contracted arrivals from lndia were Punjabi-speaking Sikh, Hindus and 
Muslims, Gujarati-speaking Hindus and Muslims and Konkani-speaking 
Catholic Goans (Middleton and Campbell 1965). Most Cutchi and Sindhi 

speakers (mostly Muslim with a few Hindus belonging to the Banya and 
Bhatia castes) arrived on their own as was their age-old tradition. A few 
Konkani and Urdu-speaking Muslims of Goa (known in East Africa as 
Kukni) also immigrated independently and settled in different parts of East 
Africa. 

Most of the Indian settlement <luring the British period beginn ing 1882 
was in the interior away from Swahililand, the great majority of them were 
not Muslim, and their cultural contact with native Swahili-speakers was 
minimal. On the other hand, almost all of the early (pre-British) Indians 
settled in East Africa before European colonization were Muslim, their 
speech and culture contained a large number of Arabic and Persian 
elements comparable to those in Swahili, and they were settled along the 
coast. Many of them, usually and naturally men, interrnarried with Arab, 
Swahili or other East Africans and were well integrated into the Swahili 
societies. Therefore, few Iinguistic or cultural influences in Swahili can be 
attributed to the later Indians of the British period (see section 4.5.7.). In 
1891 for example, the first British primary school with Gujarati and 
English medium, with teachers imported from British India, opened in 
Zanzibar City for Indian children, was closed down after a few months as 
"no Indian child spoke any Indian language at home or at play" (Bennett 
1978: 172); and there was no Arabic-medium school in the country. Most 
of these Indians oriiginated in the non-British 'Native States' in Sindh and 
Cutch. 

4.3. Arabs and Arabic in Eastern Afriea 

4.3.1. The early period. It has been claimed by many writers that Zanzibar 
was the political and Islamic cultural centre of Eastem Africa dominated by 
'Arabs' (Coupland 1961, Gray 1962, Oliver and Mathew 1963, Prins 1967, 
Were and Wilson 1968/1984, Ogot and Kieran eds. 1968) and it has "too 
much history and too little geography".34 The maritime handbook Periplus 

of the first century AD tells of an already ancient trading system between 
East Africa on the one hand and the Middle East, India and the Far East on 

33 The Parsees, lhough a very small minority, were also politically active. Mr. Rustam
Sidhwa, a fom1er Town Clerk, was an Afro-Shirazi Pany leader, and Mr. Rati Bulsara, 
journalist and publisher of che leftist paper Ada/ lnsafwas with lhe Zanzibar Nationalist Pany 
and was for some time detained by the British togelher wilh che Marxist leader Abdulrahman 
Mohamed Babu. One of Rati Bulsara's nephews, Faridun (Fardi) Bulsara, later became 
fämous as lhe British artist Freddie Mercury of the rock group Queen. 
3t Niwong 1984:24 quoting a speech by A. Y. Lodhi. 5-2-1984, Stockholm. 
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the other, made possible by the regular Monsoon winds, in which Arabic 
speaking peoples were involved. The trade was largely in ivory, 
tortoise-shell, rhinoceros horn, and later, gold, slaves, ambergris and crystal 
rock (Horton 1986 and 1987). People from southern Arabia, the Persian 
Gulf and lndia were familiar with Zanji-bar, the Black Coast, spoke the 
language of the natives and intermarried with them (Freeman Grenville 
1962 and 1963, Alpers 1967, Chittick 1969, Masao and Mutoro 1988:586-
615). 

During the 7th to the I 0th centuries, civil wars and natura I catastrophies 
in Persia and Arabia caused several migrations to the East African coast. 
The most notable migration occured in AD 950 when Hassan Bin Ali, the 
Sultan of Shiraz in Persia, sailed with his six sons and followers and raised 
settlements on the East African coast and islands. This marked the 
beginning of the legendary Zenj or Zanj Empire dominated by Kilwa until 
the coming ofthe Portuguese in the beginning of the 16th century. The Zenj 
Empire was mercantile rather than political, consisting of more than 20 city 
states and islands, sometimes at war with one another. 

Little is known of the period up to 133 I when lbn Batuta visited East 
Africa, but traditions claim that the coastal settlements were of mixed 
African, Arab, Persian and Indian origin and of pre-Islamic times. lbn 
Batuta was struck by their Muslim African character. However, the people 
of Tumbatu and Unguja islands still celebrate the pre-lslamic Persian 
Zoroastrian new year 'Nau Roz' (Nairuzi or Mwaka Kogwa in Swahili) and 
perform some rites connected with it. It is probable that the Nairuzi 
celebration was reintroduced in Zanzibar, or made popular there, with the 
fresh arrival of the lranians in the 1820s (Gray 1955, Tominaga 1990, All en 
1993:245). However, the oldest fimctioning architectural evidence in East 
Africa is a mosque at Kizimkazi in the predominantly Shirazi part of 
southern Unguja dated AD 1107. 

The southem parts of the island of Unguja were probably settled during 
the 5th or 6th century AD by people from the Tanzanian coast. Later from 
the I 0th century onwards they were joined by fresh immigrants, at first 
directly from Persia and Arabia, and later from the coastal settlements in 
Somalia, Kenya, Tanzania and Mozambique. These later arrivals could have 
been of a mixed African-Persian-Arab stock and they consolidated the 
tradition of Persian or Shirazi origins of the peoples of Unguja, Pemba, 
Tumbatu and Mafia islands along the coast of Tanzania (Allen 1993). 

At Unguja Ukuu, in the south-west of Unguja island, a centralised 
kingdom was established probably towards the end of the I 0th century AD 
with its own system of local government at the village leve!. The ruler was a 
king (the Mwinyi Mk1111, the Great One) or a queen (Mwana wa Mwana, 
Daughter of the Daughter), but the administrative head was an appointed 
male minister, the Diwani (pi. Madiwani), whose office also tended to be 
hereditary. 
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On Tumbatu island, a similar situation existed. The Tumbatu people had 
spread to the northem parts of Unguja and southem Pemba with their ruler 
in Tumbatu. The rest of Pemba island was ruled by an elected triumvirate of 
Madiwani. When the Portuguese arrived in East Africa, they found an 
African sultan ruling at Unguja Ukuu. The Shangani peninsula in the 
west-central part of Unguja was a lesser port regularly visited by merchants 
from Asia. There were some Arab and Indian settlements (Jumbe 1979). 

Vasco da Gama arrived in East Africa in 1498, and within ten years the 
Portuguese, with their superior weaponry and aggressive tactics, had 
subdued the warring cities. During the Portuguese period that fo llowed, 
Shangani (today's Stone Town) grew into a non-African port with Arab, 
Persian and Indian residents ruled by a Portuguese garrison housed in a fort. 
After two centuries, an Omani fleet ousted the Portuguese in 1698 from 
their headquarters in Mombasa, Kenya, and from Kilwa and Pemba during 
the following year. The Portuguese regained Mombasa in 1727 only to lose 
it for good two years later. The retreat of the Portuguese to the Ruvuma river 
in the south (which today marks the horder between Tanzania and 
Mozambique) was realised with help from Oman. Omani presence thus 
replaced the hitherto traditional artisto-theocracy consisting of the Sheikhs of 
Swahili-Yemeni origin. Omanis were appointed as govemors and high 
officials in the anny and administration. Shangani, or Zanzibar Town/City, 
was the last Portuguese stronghold to fall into Omani hands. With the fall of 
Zanzibar Town, the history of the East African Coast began to be written 
anew. Zanzibar Town achieved the status of an autonomous city state with an 
Omani govemor; Arab, Persian and Indian settlement all along the coast 
increased thereafter. 

Oman's domestic problems enabled the coastal towns and islands to enjoy 
virtual independence under the rule of well-established Oman i fämilies who 
became increasingly africanised. Mombasa gradually took the dominant role 
among them under the Mazrui family. In the meantime, the Yorubi dynasty of 
Oman ( 1711-44) was replaced by the Busa id i dan headed by Ahmad bin Said 
who died in 1784. 

The Mazruis of Mombasa had not fully accepted the Busaidis of Oman. The 
local ruters of Pemba towns, the Madiwani, dominated by the Mazruis ,  in 
1821 asked for Omani help in overthrowing the Mazrui govemor in Pemba. In 
1822, the Imam of Oman, Seyyid Said bin Sultan, conquered Pemba. In 1828 
he led an expedition to Mombasa and finally took it in 1837 with a !arge 
Persian fleet of mercenaries from lranian Baluchistan and bodyguards from 
Sindh and Cutch in India on whom he relied much after establishing himself as 
the sole ruler of Oman and Muscat. In 1840 Seyyid decided to move his 
capita! from Muscat to Zanzibar Town to bring the whole East African littoral 
under his direct rule. Jaziratul-Khadhra (the Green Island, Unguja/Zanzibar) 
thus became an Arab Sultanate, the centre of an Omani East African empire. 
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4.3.2. The Omani Sultanate, 1831-1890. Seyyid Said arid the British had 
fought together against pirates in the northem waters of tihe Indian Ooean to 
make them safer for the trading vessels to and from the Persian Gulf, [ndia 
and the Far East. Britain had by this time colonized or brought under ils 
intluence most of lndia and was the dominant European power in the [ndian 
Ocean. Seyyid Said had good contacts with the British. He introduced the 
clove plantation system in Zanzibar which he had copied from the French in 
Mauritius and Seychelles; he invited Indian financiers to sett!e in East Africa 
and encouraged the inland caravan trade going up to the lakes in central 
Africa. Soon the USA ( 1836), followed by Brita in (1841 ), and later France 
and Gennany, opened their diplomatic missions in Zanz,ibar. Seyyid Said 
established an impressive empire and a sphere of influence from the soutihem 
parts of the Persian Gulf to lndia, the Indian Ocean islands and far inito the 
interior of Eastem Africa. It was during his reign, because of the systematic 
expansion of the clove plantations and other cash crops, that the silave ttade 
was escalated and Zanzibar port became the slave market for East Africa 
(Ehret 1988:516-642). Many slaves passing through Zanzibar were however 
shipped to Asia to be sold as domestic slaves, soldiers, body-guar,ds and 
concubines. 

Before the coming of Seyyid Said to Zanzibar, the Omani setdement and 
rule in Zanzibar was limited to the port city. The Unguja/Hadirnu and the 
Tumbatu kingdoms paid tribute to the Omani govemor as they had done to 
the Portuguese. The Hadirnu had moved their capita! from U'1guja Ukuu in 
south Unguja to the much safer inland town of Dunga in central Un,gt1ja. The 
western part of Unguja north of the port was uninhabit.ed for,est wihich tihe 
Omanis had already started occupying. Seyyid Sa,id launched a full-scale 
occupation of the forest lands and the fertile areas adjacent to them and 
distributed them to his Omani followers and prominent Shiraz,i to start clove 
and coconut plantations (Lofchie 1964:44-46, Lodhi J 986c). 

Seyyid Said soon came to be recognised by the European powers, especiaUy 
Britain, as the Sultan of Oman and the East African Dominions. Zanzibar 
town and port became 'The Pearl of the Indian Ocean', and it was ratiher 
fancifully claimed that 'when the flute was played on Zanzibar, people danced 
along the lakes in the interior of Africa' (Lodhi et al 1979:56).35 

When Seyyid Said died in 1856, leaving more than a dozen sons (of Arab, 
African, Indian, Persian and European mothers) as equal heirs ito his throne, 
his dominions were divided between his eldest sons Majid (of Ethiopian 
mother) in Zanzibar, and Thwain (of Georgian mother) in Oman. This dual 
succession (called 'The Canning Award' after Lo�d Cann'ing, the British 
Viceroy in lndia) marked the pennanent political separat,ion ofEast Africa and 
Oman, brought about with British intervention, making British interests in 
Zanzibar and East Africa paramount. 

35 ''When one pipes in Zanzibar, they dance on the lakes" (Hollingsworth ,1953:6).
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During Seyyid Majid's time inland centres were started by Arabs, Swahilis 
and Indians at Tabora, Ujiji and Kigoma and the caravan trade began to 
approach what was later to be called Lake Victoria by the British explorer 
Speke. Majid ruled up to 1870 and was succeeded by his brother Bai:ghash 
(also ofEthiopian mother) who ruled up till 1888. 

Seyyid Barghash had lived in exile in Bombay for about five years where he 
developed a taste for Indian art, cuisine, music and architecture and was ev,en 
married to an Indian wife. He brought the indigenous people of Unguja, the 
Tumbatu and Hadimu, under effective Omani rule espwiaUy after the death of 
the last local ruler, the heirless Mwinyi Mkuu of Dunga in central Zanzibar, in 
1873. Around the same time, the Madiwani triumvirate rulership became 
defunct in Pemba, and the Tumbatu royal house came to a natura I end with the 
death of the heirless queen Mwana Khadija. Barghash thus brought Unguja, 
Pemba and Tumbatu under his direct rule with the central g,ovemment in 
Zanzibar Town. Under Barghash, Zanzibar enjoyed great opulence and 
intemational forne, and contacts with lndia and Br1tain increased because of 
his long exile in Bombay <luring the reign of Majid and his official visit to 
Britain. 

However, in 1885 Barghash was forced by the Gennans to relinquish a ilarge 
part of his mainland territories. The 1886 Delimitation Trea,ty between Britain 
and Germany, signed without Barghash's acquiescence, further reduced the 
size of the Zanzibar Sultanate to a ten-mile wide coastal strip running from the 
river Tana in the north (in Kenya) to the river Ruvuma .in tihe s·outh, including 
the islands of Unguja, Pemba, Mafia, Lamu and the islets surrounding them. 
Beyond this coastal strip, the British and the Germans d.iv,ided the lands among 
themselves creating British Kenya Colony and ,the German Tanganyika 
Protectorate (including the coasta\ strip). The ltalians on their part colonised 
the ports of Somalia, the Belgians annexed the Zanzföar s:phere of influence in 
Earstem Congo, and the French tightened their grip on Madagascar and the 
Comoro Islands. 

Barghash was succeeded by two of his brothers and six other su[tans who 
were all direct descendents of Seyyid Said (Bennett 1'978). The la·st Sultan and 
constitutional monarch, Seyyid Jamshid, was deposed by a vio

l

len:t coup ,in 
January 1964 (Lofchie 1964). 

4.3.3. The British Protectorate 1890-1963. Zanzibar became a British 
Protectorate in 1890 which was also the year of the sigrning of the Brussels Act 
which provided for the suppression of the slave trade and the importa,tion of 
alcohol, ammunition and fire-anns into the Sultan's territories in East Africa. 
An intemational bureau run by the British was set up ,in Zanzibar in the same 
year to enforce the Act. 

Since the first Anti-Slave Trade Treaty of 1832., the Morseby Treaty, 
intemational opinion against the East African slave trade had been mounting, 
and after a long confrontation with the European abolitionists and many 
threats from the British, Zanzibar signed a treaty on June 5, I '873, that finally 
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made the slave trade illegal in the Sultan's dominions .. But Vhe legal statlls of 
slavery, which was also an African institution, was not abolished in Zanzibar 
until 1909 (and 1904 in Kenya and 1919 in Tangany,ika). 

After 1890, slaves in Zanzibar could buy their freedom but fow could afford 
to do so. In 1897, the British govemment in Zanzibar agreed to pay 
compensation to slave owners for manumission of male sllaves wbile
concubines were to become legal wives and their ch,illdren legit,imate heir.s.
Altogether 4278 slaves thus became free. The vagrancy 1Iaws (which demanded 
every inhabitant of the islands to have employment, home, etc.), Åntimidat.ion 
from some sia.ve owners and the wish among many slaves to reta.in the right to 
cultivate plots on plantations also hindered many from becoming fre.e (Lodhi 
1973: 18-25). But the legal status of slavery was finally abo'lished in 1909 and 
compensation for freed slaves could not be paid a:fter 1'911. Fonnally, 
altogether 17,293 slaves were freed for a total of f32,502 as compensation t-o 
slave owners. No statistics were kept on the aged slaves or conculbines and
their children who automatically became free. In place of the dosed slave 
market in Zanzibar Stone Town, Bishop E. Steer,e (who al.so wrote a 
comprehensive grammar of Swahili in 1870) built the large Anglican 
Cathedral in the midst of the Muslims (Lodhi et al 1979:64-'66). 

Contrary to the horrors associated with the sia.ve trade, (particularly the 
Atlantic slave trade, and the brutal punishments infäcted on disobedient or 
runaway slaves on plantations in the Americas), slavery ,in East Africa is 
known to have been comparatively benign. A freed sia.ve, mhuru, ,c,ould r,ise to 
any position in the Swahili society. Of the six successive g,ovemors of 
Zanzibar (and the East African coast) appointed by Seyy,id Said during his 
absence, two were ex-slaves of Ethiopian origin, Yaqut and Ambar. This may 
explain why no mass uprising by slaves occured in Zanzibar and, contrary to 
British, Arab and Indian fears, the emancipation of slaves did not result in 
lawlessness or the disruption of the plantation economy; in fäet, during the 
years following the abolition of slavery, clove pmduction rose and the 
prosperity of Zanzibar did not seriously decline (Sa.lim 1972, Lodhi 1973 ). 

However, this !arge presence of slaves and their descendants ,in the Swanili 
communities on the coast and the interior centres has left allmost no ,traces of 
the numerous Bantu and Cushitic languages they spoke; this is probably 
because of the socio-cultural dynamics of Afro-Oriental systems of slavery 
and related institutions where the subservient strata of the society ha.ving 
foreign origin is effectively integrated culturally and linguistically. The 
integration is also easily facilitated by the lslamic re'ligion and the social 
mobility inherent in the system. Whereas on the culrural side, slaves (most of 
whom were Bantu speakers) contributed to the wealth of Swahilä culture a 
number of dances, wedding songs and customs connected wifä them, or they 
rejuvinated these. 

After Abolition, the pattem of life on the plantations did not drnnge 
substantially (Lodhi et al 1979:66-68). Slaves were emancipated b,ut most of 
the plantations in Unguja remained the prope11y of the Arabs and Indians, and 
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to some extent the Shirazi. The ex-slaves were thus landless and most ofthem 
became squatters gradually becoming assimilated in the general population 
and thus they cannot be distinguished anymore today. However, the squatter
landlord relationship based on the old slave-master system continued with 
varying degrees of bondage and attachment for more than half a century until 
January 1964 when the republican Revolution changed the social and 
economic equilibrium. Zanzibar was declared a People's Republic which 
emphasised its African character.36 

The anti-Arab, anti-Persian and anti-Indian overtones of the early 1960s, 
which emphasized the 'africanness' of the coastal Swahili in general and the 
Zanzibaris in particular, were soon replaced by close contacts with Egypt, 
Algeria, lndia, Pakistan, China and lndonesia; and with the rise of the oil 
economies of the Gulf states, Malaysia and lndonesia, the development of 
Egypt, lndia, Pakistan and Turkey as industrial nations, and the lslarnic 
Revolution in Iran, East Africa (and particularly Tanzania) has come even 
doser to the Orient. 

4.4. Iranians and the Persian language in Eastern Africa

4.4.1. Persian, Bahraini and Balochi presence. The important role that 
lranian influence has played in the development of the Swahili civilization 
and culture "preceded by several centuries the purely Arabic cultural predominance 
which began on c.1700" (Knappert I 983: 112). This predominance was mainly 
from Hadramaut, Oman and the Persian Gulf area. 

lranian presence on the East African coast is ageold and much has been 
written and debated about Iranian cultural and linguistic influences and the 
identity of the legendary Shirazi people of Zanzibar and the East African 
coast. Even the tenn Zanzibar (altematively Zangibar, Zanjibar, Zenjibar, 
Zinjibar, Zanj, Zenj and Zinj), originally referring to the Swahili coast, i.e. 
the coastlands of southem Somalia through Kenya and Tanzania to northem 
Mozambique, has been an issue and subject of much research and 
documentation, and it continues to be paid much attention even today 
(Akasheh and Izady 1997).37 Some 19th century gravestones on Mafia Island 

36 See Lodhi (1973) and Lodhi et al. (1979) for a detailed description of the institution of
slavery in Zanzibar and its abolition in East AFrica. See also Lofchie (1964) and Cooper 
(1977 and 1980). 
37 lbn Balllla (1331) refers to the northem Swahili coast (Somalia and Kenya) as sawahil 
(pi. of sahil coast), and the southem coast (Tanzania and Mozambique) as zr11111j (pi. of 
za1y), and adds "mos, of its people are 2111111), extremely dark" (Hamdun and King 
1975:18). According to Hunwick (1970:102-8) the za11ji, za11jiyya, za11aji, za11ajiyya etc. 
were servile castes in the Mali and Songhay empires during the period 1400-1700. They 
included fishermen, boat keepers and their crews, domestic servants, bodyguards and 
blacksmiths along the Niger river in the sub-saharan region. See also Wansbrough 
1970:97-99. 
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bear the name al-Shirazi (of/from Shiraz, or of Shirazi origin)) but "No 
Persian inscriptions have been found in East Africa" (Strandes 1973: 145). 

Most of the earlier lranian influences in East Africa are from the Gulf 
region, the traders and settlers coming from both the Arabic and Persian 
speaking communities. There is much evidence of specifically Baloch (and 
a small number of Persian-speaking Bahraini) from the period after I 821, 
though Baloch speaking individuals and families might have arrived in East 
A fri ca and sett led there in earl i er times. 

The exact number of lranians, whether old settlers and their descendants 
or new arrivals during the last three decades, is difficult to ascertain since no 
census in Tanzania and Kenya takes into account such information. 
However, rather reliable statistics on speakers of different languages are 
known; but in the case of the lranians, most of the 'older' group would be 
included in the category of 'speakers of Swahili as the first language'. 

4.4.2. The Zanj and Shirazi. As seen earlier (in section 4.2), the Swahili 
coast was known to the navigators of antiquity in the Mediterranean, the 
Red Sea, the Arabian Sea and the Persian Gulf. With the advent of Islam, 
East Africa was linked properly with Arabia, Persia and indirectly India, 
with the settlement of Omanis in Zanzibar led by Prince Hamza in 695, and 
Arab fugitives from Mecca settled in Mogadisho in 740. After several minor 
migrations followed in 920 a group of rebel soldiers from Basra who 
established themselves as pirates in Socotra; their descendants later settled 
along the Somali coast. In 975 occurred the most notable migration in the 
region led by Ali bin Sultan al-Hassan, the legendary deposed ruter of 
Shiraz in Persia. These Persians settled in Mombasa (Kenya), Pemba 
(Zanzibar), Kilwa (Tanganyika) and Sofala (Mozambique), intennarried 
with the local people and founded several dynasties and more urban 
settlements <luring the centuries that followed. The descendants of the 
Persians and most of their subjects of mixed African, Arab, Persian and 
Indian origins identified themselves as Shirazi, a generic term used even 
today, especially in Zanzibar where a (arge majority of the people call 
themselves Washirazi. However, there is much ambiguity of Shirazi 
ethnicity (Allen 1993 passim) and its role in the history of East Africa in 
general and the post-World War Il politics of Zanzibar in particular (Prins 
I 967, Ricks 1970, Spear 1984, Torn in aga and Sheriff I 990). 

The Iranians and Arabs called the East African coastlands Zangibar, the 
land of the Zanj, i.e. the Black Coast. The Shirazi 'colonization' (Chittik 
1965) consolidated Islam making a formative contribution, both politically, 
economically and culturally, supplementing the Swahili language with the 
Arabic script thus supplying essential elements for forming a cultural unity 
along the coast which had many common denominators with other Muslim 
cultures of the Indian Ocean and the Middle East. This unity provided the 
Swahili/Shirazi with lucrative markets for their products. Trade was 
established with India and the Far East, and in I 071 and I 082 East African 
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emissaries were sent to China. Much later in 1415 a Chinese mission headed 
by an admiral of the Ming dynasty visited 'Zangistan' (Allen 1993: 136-138 
and section 4.7.1.). 

4.4.3. The Baloch.38 In 1821, the Sultan and Imam of Oman, Seyyid Said 
bin Sultan Al Busaidi hired an Iranian fleet to invade the island and port 
states of East Africa (see section 4.3.2.). The Iranian fleet leased by the 
Sultan of Oman consisted rnostly of Baloch and Sindhi/Cutchi mercenaries 
with a few Arab, Persian and Pathan officers. Almost all of these, after their 
families had arrived from Iran, settled in the coastal towns, in or around the 
forts and the newly built camps, e.g. Saa-teeni outside Zanzibar City, Fort 
Jesus in Mombasa (the largest fortification in East Africa), and the Baloch 
cavallery in Zanzibar City at the site of the present Haile Selassie School. 

With the expansion of Zanzibar trade and political influence in the 
interior of Tanganyika, Baloch squadrons were dispatched to Tabora in 
central Tanzania and Kigoma on Lake Tanganyika. In 1873, about half of 
the Sultan's 3000 Zanzibari troops engaged in the war in Unyanyembe in 
the interior against the Nyamwezi ruler Chief Mirambo were Bulushi 

(Baloch) and Shihiri (Hadrami) mercenaries. Some Baloch soldiers joined 
the trade caravans as guards and reached the Congo with the legendary 
trader Tippu Tip (Hamed bin Muhammad al-Murjebi, who is said to have 
had 1600 armed man in his caravans and depots, freemen and slaves, under 
his command). Tippu Tip became the first and only Zanzibari govemor of 
the copper province of Katanga (the present Shaba Province) in Eastem 
Congo, and later he became the first Belgian governor of Katanga for a short 
time after the European Scramble of Africa was concluded in 1890. 

The Baloch in East Africa are generally known as Bulushi (pi. 
Mabulushi), and almost all of them spoke Swahili at home until recently; 
nowadays, some of them speak a mixture of Balochi and Swahili. The early 
Baloch settlers frequently intermarried with other Muslims of East Africa of 
diverse ethnic origin and adopted Swahili as their home language, though it 
was common that Baloch households received 'fresh blood' from new 
arrivals from their old country, the lranian Baluchistan. For many Bulushi in 
East Africa, their 'Baloch' identity was self-perceived, as for most of the 
'Arabs' of East Africa - one was a Baloch because of one's patriline, even if 
one did not speak the Balochi language. 

The process of Swahilization continued until early 1960s when political 
unrest in East Africa had already triggered a northward movement of the 
coastal Muslims to the Persian Gulf and the Middle East. This culminated in 
1964-5 in the aftermath of the Zanzibar Revolution and the preferential 
system of Africanization in Kenya and Tanganyika when tens of thousands 
of East Africans, whose ancestors had come over the Indian Ocean 
generations ago, left East Africa for Europe, North America, the Middle 

38 See Lodhi (2000) for funher details on lhe Balochi in East Arrica.
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East, Pakistan and India, many of those coming from the coastal towns 
settling in the Persian Gulf region. 

4.4.4. The Bahraini. The Bahraini are called Bahrani (pi. Mabahrani) in 
East Africa. They were settled mostly in Zanzibar City and other major 
urban areas on the mainland where they worked as Imams of the Shia Imam i 
(Ithnaasheri) community. Some of them with western education were 
employed in the civil service and a few were in private business. They were 
trilingual in Swahili, Persian and Arabic, and their younger generation spoke 
mostly Swahili at home. They were mainly endogamous which led to the 
much publicised half a dozen 'forced marriages' between Bahrani females 
and 'African' males in 1967.39 

4.4.5. The linguistic and literary contribution of the lranians. Many Persian 
words in Swahili have been borrowed through Arabic and the Indian 
languages. Since Persian was the literary language of the Baloch in East 
Africa, later replaced by Arabic and Swahili, no direct Balochi loanwords in 
East Africa have so far been identified. Indirectly, the Baloch (and Indian) 
soldiers introduced Perso-Turkic words into Swahili, mostly military terms, 
which are used all over East Africa today, e.g.Jemadari (commander), singe 
(bayonet), Afande!/Afendi! (Yes sir!), b11nd11ki (gun, rifle) and Habedari! 
(Attention!, from the Arabic-Persian khabar-dar (Be alert!, Watch your 
tongue!) 

Quite a few of these Persian words were introduced in the lndo-Aryan 
languages after the Turkic-Mongol invasions of North lndia started by the 
slave king Amir Sakubtigin of Ghazni in AD 997. Some of these elements 
probably arrived in East Africa early <luring the advent of Islam in the 
eighth century and through the Shirazi period starting in the tenth century 
upto the Omani invasion of 1652, while other Persian and Turkish elements 
probably arrived and/or were more firrnly established with the final invasion 
of Seyyid Said of Muscat in the 1820s when the Omani forces, both the 
fleet, the cavalry and the body-guard, were predominantly lranian 
mercenaries from the Makran coast and Baluchistan, presumably all of 
whom were Sunni Muslims and had Persian as their literary language. The 
descendants of these people in East Africa are today almost completely 
swahilized. 

The Bulushi might also have consolidated the use of certain Persian items 
already found in Swahili and East Africa but which were not that common 
earlier, e.g. shali (shawl), cherehani (sewing-machine, any machine with a 
pedal) and karkhana, karakana (factory, workshop). Other Persian items 
related to aristocratic and patrician lifestyle were probably imported or 
brought into common use by the Iranians who came to Zanzibar with one of 

J9 Most of the Bahrani have now emmigrated to lhe Gulf states and lhe West. One of the 
Bahrani girls involved in the 'forced marriages', now senled in Denmark, was married to 
Dr. Salmin Amour, lhe current 'Shirazi' President of Zanzibar. 
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the queens of Seyyid Said, the Persian Princess Sheharzadeh, a daughter of 
Shah Muhammad Ali Mirza of Iran. 

However, the scholarly contribution of the Iranian Baloch to the Swahili 
language and literature is considerable. The late Sheikh Shihabuddin 
Chiraghdin of Mombasa and the late Maalim Mohamed Kamal Khan of 
Daressalaam produced a number of Swahili essays and school books. Both 
these scholars were staunch advocates of adopting Swahili as the national 
language of Kenya. They were also the founding members of the Kenya 
Kiswahili Association. Kamal Khan was also active in several language and 
literature bodies in Tanzania before he moved back to Mombasa, his 
birthplace. Their colleague Nurjahan H. Zaidi was the first Swahili poet(ess) 
to be honoured with the Presidential Kenya Award for Literature in 1974. 

Commenting on monorhymes and quatrains, Knappert (1979:35, 61) 
suggests certain Persian influence in Swahili in the development of rhyming 
long poems. "Swahili literary culture was inspired by Persian (and Indian) 
prototypes rather than Arabian ones" (Knappert 1979:59, Lodhi 1980a: 101-
102). There is also similarity ofmetric forms with lndonesian 'Pantun' and 
Spanish 'Copla' with two lines of metaphor (Knappert 1979:53-54). 

4.4.6. The lranians and their descendants in East Africa. East Africans of 
lranian origin are normally Sunni Hanafi. There are no special lranian 
mosques or community centres, but the Sunni lranians usually gather at a 
particular Sunni mosque and socialize freely with other Sunni Muslims. The 
few Shia lranians socialize more with the Asian Shia lthnaasheria whose 
mosques and community centres they use. There are also occasional 
bulletins in Persian published by the recent Iranian immigrants in Tanzania, 
dealing with their social affairs such as news about weddings, births and 
deaths, and change of address and telephone numbers. And there is at least 
one Tanzanian of lranian Baloch origin bom in Iran, Mr. Aziz Rostam, who 
is a Member of Parliament. 

4.4. 7. Persian cultural influence in East Africa. The Persian cultural 
influence in East Africa has permeated through all aspects of Jife, just as the 
Arabian/Muslim influence. The port-cities of the Swahili in the past 
resembled the mercantile cities of the Gulf region with white buildings of 
coral stones "and large public spaces where poets and minstrels recited epics and 
poems in front of !arge audiences ... In 1498 when the Portuguese reached Zandj on 
their way to India, they were impressed by the size and cleanliness of thc cilies, the 
quality of the houses, the luxurious good taste with which they were decoratcd and 
the beauty and elegance of the women who werc active participants in society" (A 

view from the South 1998:539). Every year each Swahili city elected a 
Shaha (poet laurate) and together they would select a Shaha wa Shaha 
(King of poets). Their cities were ruled by Miri (Princes, Emirs) who had 
Waziri (Minister, Vizier) to counsel them and Diwani (Councillors) to 
administer their Sarika/i (govemment). Each city or town had its own 
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bandari (port) and karkhana (workshops, factories) for the manufacture of 
s11kari (sugar), puladi (iron goods), etc.40 

Though the Persians and other lranians settling in East Africa during the 
early Islamic period were Sunni, there have been many Shia connections. 
Seyyid Rizvi (1975 :84-88) convincingly argues for a strong Shia lthnaasheri 
presence among the Swahili/Shirazi patricians whose numbers have 
undergone attrition due to the predominance of Sunni and lbadhi groups, 
intermarriage and change of dynasties. There is documented evidence of this 
in for example Utenzi wa Seyyidina H11seni bin Ali (The Epic of the Lord 
Hussein son of Ali) by Hemedi Abdalla el-Buhri (Allen 1971) and The 
Kilwa Chronic/e (Freeman-Grenville 1962). 

4.4.8. Persian linguistic influence in East Africa. Apart from lexical 
borrowings, which include mostly nominals with a few verbs, adverbs and 
adjectives, no other Persian/Iranian linguistic influence can be traced in 
Swahili or other East African languages. However, Mpiranya (1995) claims 
that Persian influenced Swahili to such a great extent that Swahili !ost tone 
distinctions which were simply replaced by the penultimate stress. Several 
Bantu languages of East Africa adjacent to Swahili do use stress, albeit 
together with tones or high pitch accent (Phillipson 1991 referred to by 
Piranya), and Swahili (with all its dialects) probably is the only language in 
the region to have completely !ost the use of tones. Piranya unconvincingly 
argues ( I 995: 16) "Accordingly, it appears probable that some bilingual speakers 
replaced toncs by stress in their speech and their mode( was finally adopted by the 
whole community." 

Other researchers have more convincingly stated that "the accent or tone 
systems differ considerably from one Bantu language to the othcr. Languages like 
Swahili, which appear to have originated as koines, instead show an accent that is 
fixed on the ncxt-to-last syllable of all words. The reason for this simplificatory 
development may have been that by dropping a feature which is idiosyncratically 
different from language to language, and by substituting in its stead a completely 
predictable feature, Swahili achieved a degree of deregionalizaion which made it 
more suitable as a koine" (Hock and Joseph 1996:389). 

There are also other arguments that counter Mpiranya's 'innovation 
hypothesis'. Firstly, though the lranians, who settled in Swahili-speaking 
areas towards the end of the first millenium AD and later about 180 years 
ago, had Persian as their literary language, historical data tells us that few of 
them were Persian speaking since most of them came from the Arabic and 
Balochi-speaking regions of Iran, and when they first settled in East Africa 
after the coming of Islam, Arabic had already been established as the 
literary language of the Swahili communities. One can not thus assume that 
all or most of the 'Persians' had Persian as their primary language. 

'° See Alidina (1993) for an intcresting description ofthe Persian influcnces in a day in the life 
of a Swahili gentleman. Alidina uses altogether 89 Persian toans in his text of only two 
rnagazine pages. 
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Mpiranya's hypothesis also assumes among other things that verbal 
extensions did not exist in Swahili before the coming of the Shirazi and that 
the Persians must have come in !arge numbers to affect deep-going and 
uniform changes in Swahili dialects over such an extensive geographical 
area as the Swahili coast. The Persian elements in Swahili are too few to 
support Mpiranya's conclusions. However, the 'innovation hypothesis' may 
have some validity as far as Arabic influences in Swahili are concemed (see 
Chapter 5). 

Physical contact leading to bilingualism between Swahili-Arabic, 
Swahili-Persian, Swahili-lndian and to some extent Swahili-Portuguese 
would in any case be limited to a small proportion ofthe Swahili population, 
i.e. the rulers, traders and menial workers in the urban areas - a great
majority ofthe population, which was rural, would not be influenced by the
speech styles of the outsiders who were in so sma ll numbers (and the
Portuguese in particular lived isolated in even smaller numbers in their
garrisons). Slaves were continuously being brought to the coast from the
interior of East Africa and were employed in the households, small
industries and farms and quickly assimilated into the Swahili society (Lodhi
1973 and 1992a). However, the peoples of the hinterland thus coming to the
coast in numbers much larger than those ofthe Iranians or 'Persians' did not
make substantial linguistic contribution to Swahili, not even stopping
Swahili from losing tone distinctions which were characteristic in their own
languages; instead they became swahilized.41 

The process of Swahilization (and "Shirazization" as de Vere Alfen calls 
it) was instrumental in the rise of the Great Shungwaya and its successor 
states, the centres of Swahili civilization (Alfen 1993:136-164).42 

Assimilation and integration of the Swahili with various peoples from the 
interior of Eastem Africa would at least be as great quantitatively and 
qualitatively, if not greater, as with those who came from across the Ocean. 

4.5. Indians and lndic languages in Eastern Africa 

4.5. l. Historical background. When lbn Batuta visited East Africa in 1331, 
he met an Afro-Oriental lslamic culture there. Regrettably he does not 
mention any specific Indian presence; but he does mention a couple of 
Indian linguistic and cultural elements still found among the Swahili coastal 
peoples, i.e. tambuu (bete! Ieaves) and popoo (areca nuts).43 Al ldrisi reports 
of some Indian settlement at the mouth of the Zambezi River around AD 
1150. However, when Vasco da Gama arrived in East Africa in 1498, there 

•• In 1887, an estimaced 23 % of the popularon of coasral Kenya was slaves or their
descendancs (R. F. Morton 1976 quoted by F. Morton 1990: I). 
•2 See Allen (1993:38-54) for deiails on the Shungwaya Complex. 
43 The etymology ofthe other Swahili wordpopoo ('fuful' in Arabic, and 'pupal' in Persian)
rccorded by him has not been sntisfäctorily established yet. 
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was a notable presence of Indians there, and a Muslim fod1ian pilot (with the 
Cutchi title Mälam < Arabic 'mualim', 'maalim', and in modem Swahili 
Mwalimu) led the Portuguese from Malindi in Kenya to the Indian port of 
Kalikat. According to Freeman-Grenville ( 1962) the Portuguese mention 
some permanent Indian settlement on the Kenya coast and regui]ar visits 
from India. Cooper (1974) also mentions existence oftitle deeds by Indians 
(Shia Muslims) on the Kenya coast in the 1500s. Atkins Hammerton, the 
first British Consul and Political Agent sent to Zanzibar in 1841 reported 
that the "Indian merchant class was indigenised" (Sheriff 1987:203, and Note 5 
Ch. 6). This merchant class was an offshoot of the Indian merchants of 
Muscat who started arriving in Zanzibar in 1804, and by 181'9 as noted by 
Captain Smee there were 214 Indian merchant houses 1in Zanzibar Town 
(Sheriff 1987:84). Almost all of these were from the kingdom of Cutch 1in 
northwest lndia. Still in the 1830s the capita] city of Mandvi in Cutch, 
"before being superceded by Bombay, was the Indian port with the ,largest 1rade with 
East Africa" (Sheriff 1987:40 and Note 16 Ch. 3.). 

Some Indian elements could have been borrowed into :Swah;ili already
before the Portuguese arrival in East A frica in 1498 when there was a 
notable presence of Indians on the Kenya coast, and som,e elements may 
have been borrowed <luring the Portuguese period up to the middle of the 
1700s when there were many Indians in the Portugues,e service. The Indian 
cultural intluence in East Africa is later than the Jranian one, and Muslim 
India itself was under great lranian impact with Farsi/Persian as the court 
language from the tenth century AD until the imposition of English after the 
Sepoy Mutiny of 1857-9 when the rest of the Moghul Empire was bmught 
under the British tlag. 

After the Omani invasion and occupation of the East Aföican coast 
beginning 1821, making Zanzibar Town the political and commerciäl capita! 
of the whole region, Indian presence there increased tr,emendously and 
became extremely important. Seyyid Said, the :Sultan of Oman and 
Zanzibar, because of his military, commercial and matrimon·ial ties with 
India, and close cooperation with the British in Bombay, encouraged Indian 
immigration to Oman and his possessions in East and Central Africa to 
finance the caravan trade with the interior and adminstration ofthe ports. By 
1886 there were 6000 Indians in East Africa (Were and WBson I 984:89). 
Indian pioneers were in the interior of Tangnyika and Uganda [ong before 
the Europeans, e.g. Musa Mzuri was in Tabora in 1825 (before Spe�e and 
Burton in 1860), and Alidina Visram established his business in Kampala in 
1896, before British settlement there. 

In Kenya and Uganda, the British railway building brought thousands of 
Indian workers, e.g. in 1895 there were 13, 000 Indians in Kenya (mosdy 
Hindus and Sikhs); in 1891 there were 9000 Indians settled in Zanzibar, 
who were mostly Muslim and linguistically swahilized (Bennett 1978:172). 
Most ofthe indentured Indians in Kenya and Uganda retumed to Ind1ia at the 
completion of their contracts. 
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World War I brought the British India Anny to Tanganyika to fight the 
Germans, and in its aftennath, several thousand Indians we,e brought to join 
the expanding British administration in East Africa. Most Indian merchants 
in Tanzania Mainland (Tanganyika) were, and still are, of Zanzibari origin, 
or they moved to the mainland areas after first settling in Zanzibar for a few 
years. Many of them from all over East Africa have llater sett led in Burundi,
Rwanda, Congo, Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe and other parts of southem 
Africa, and a few in the islands of the Comoros, Madagascar, Reunion, 
Seychelles and Mauritius. It is common even today that they have relatives 
spread in several of these countries since they conti1me to prefer to ma,rry 
within their castes and clans of loose affiliation across intemational 
borders.44 

After World War Il, Asian population in East Africa doubled reaching the 
highest figures in 1961/62, around the Independence of Tanganyik.a: Kenya 
177 000, Uganda 77 000, Tanganyika 88 000 and Zanzibar 20 000 (Census 
reports of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania). In November 1986, th,e Asian 
population in East (and Central) Africa was at its itowest, an estimated faH 
by half compared to the figures of 1961/62 (Africa South of the Sahara 
1986). The latest figures published in 1998 are as foHows: Kenya 89 185 
(August 1989), Tanzania 75 015 (August 1967), Malawi 5 682 (1977); no 
such figures are available for Mozambique, Uganda, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe.45 

4.5.2. Occupations of Asians. The Asians in East and Central Africa came as 
sailors, traders, financiers, soldiers, railway workers, technicians, 
administrators and also professionals such as doctors, lawyers, engineers, 
and skilled and semi-skilled craftsmen, and some ev,en as farmers (cattle 
keepers, milkmen and market gardeners). At Independence in ea,ch country 
in East Africa, about a third of the officers in the ann ed forces were Asians. 
During the 1960s, the policies of Africanization of the civil service, the 
unifonned professions and the parastatals, reduced tihe �ross over
representation of the Asians in these areas of occupation, e.g. ii!il Kenya from 
12% in 1961 to 8% in 1968; in Uganda from 2% in &961 to 1.3% in 1968. 
Most Asians in East Africa are today involved in the private or parastatal 
sectors justifying the misconceived reference 'the J ews of East Africa'. 46 

" See also Gangulee (1947) and Chaltopadhayaya (1970). 
45 Africn S0111h ofthe Sahara 1999 and Africa Review 1999. For compariscm, the number of
"Arabstt for the same year were 41 595 in Kenya and 29 775 in Tanzania. 
•6 Asians have been erroneously referred to as 'the Jews of East Africa' all<l compared with
the Jews in Europe and the Middle East. A shop survey conduc,ted by me in December 1978 
in Daressalaam in the Kariakoo area, Uhuru Street, lndependence/Samora Avenue and 
Morogoro Street, the major shopping quarters of Daressalaam, showed !hat 7 out of W Asian 
shopkeepers were first generation traders; their fathers and grandfathers had .a variety of 
occupations other than trading. See also postings in NAMASKAR-AFRICANA-L forum 
during September-November 1998. Fora recent balanced history of ,�he Asians, s·ee GPegory 
(1993). 
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Since lndependence Asians have become more urbanised, particularly in 
Tanzania, thereby making way for the African indig,enous petty bourgeou,ise 
to develop in the rural areas; but this caused serious problems in Tanzania 
where state involvement in replacing the Asian dominance [,ed to the 
collapse of retail trade, distribution and the loca[ transport systems. :(n 
Uganda, the summary expulsion of Asians led to a near-total collapse of the 
commercial and industrial infra-structure in the country. 

4.5.3. Political involvement and treatment of Asiarns. A myth prevails that 
Asians in East Africa were politically docile, or unconscious, or uninvolv,ed. 
Since about half of the Asians were not citizens of their country of 
residence, or even birth, they were legally barred from activeily participat,ing
in local and party politics. Many Asian individualls and interest gwups
everywhere supported the freedom movements, at t,imes ve.ry strongly, e.g. 
Makkhan Singh, the pioneer anti-colonialist agitator and trade unionist in 
Kenya, and Pio Gama Pinto who was with the Mau Mau guerilllas in Kenya, 
the Madhwani (in Uganda), the Karimjee merchant !houses (in Tanganyika 
and Zanzibar) and the Aga Khan Ismailis in general in all! the ,t,erritories; 
tlhere were several Asian MPs, ministers and high state officials in each 
country, and it is even so today in Tanzania wlhere, because of differe11t 
historical and political developments, the Asians are much mor,e politically, 
culturally and linguistically integrated. 

Asians have been treated differently in the different countries of the 
region in the post-lndependence period. In the extreme case ofUganda, lboth
citizen and non-citizen Asians were expelled from the country. In Kenya 
with its history of racial and ethnic tension and conflicts there was much 
coercion of non-citizens with Africanization applied thrnughout the 1960s. 
In liberal Tanganyika there was a strive towards national ,int,egration with 
Africanization applied only for a few years to ac'hieve racial parity in the 
civil service, the Police and the armed forces. In Zanzilbar there was no 
definite policy for Asians though there were cases of persecutio.n of Asian 
individual political opponents and sub-groups by Sheikh Karume during his 
dictatorial rule during 1964-72. In comparison, in central and southem 
Africa (except for in apartheid South Africa), Asians have generallly 
experienced a tolerant attitude of the regimes. 

Asians were not exactly, and are still not, "strangers in African society" 
as perceived by Jessica Kuper (1979). They were, and are toan extent, in 
the well-fonnulated words of Peter Nazareth, a Uganda Asian w,riter Jiving 
in exile, " .... anxious about their future in the country, and forcsaw ,the possibili,ty 
of being scapcgoats, or at least of being the victims af discrimination'" (Nazairetlh 
1972:55)47

. He further clearly expresses the point of view of the East 
African rulers and the growing young political elite stating "Whereas the 
Asians were nonexistent politically, physically they were aU too reat They were the 

H I am obligcd to Mr. Bcnegal Pcreira (Narnaskar-Africana-List) for refercnces ,to J. Kupcr and 
P. Nazareth.
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customs and immigration officials, the desk clerks and managers, the shopkeepers, 
landlords, etc. There were African businessmen and landlords, but thcy were 
invisible. The Govemment's task was to tum the town of Damibia into visible 
African areas only speckled with Asians and Europeans" (ibid.). In Uganda, 
almost a total 'Asian vacuum' was created after their tumultuous expulsion 
in the early 1970s. 

4.5.4. Asians - a false minority! Or many minorities! British sources 
document that a great majority of the Asians during the British period since 
the 1880s have come from Gujarat and Punjab, about a third of them being 
Muslim, and two thirds being Hindu, Sikh, Jain, Bhudhist and Christian. 
The only Parsee community with a temple was in Zanzibar City. Most of 
these have contacts with India or Pakistan. On the other hand, almost all 
Asians who have lost contact with their kins in India, and who claim that 
they have been in East Africa for five or more generations, maintain that 
their ancestors came mainly from Cutch/Sindh (and Gujarat). Most of thern 
were Muslim, or they converted from Hinduism to Shia Islam after coming 
to East Africa. 

They speak Gujarati, Punjabi, Urdu, Cutchi/Sindhi, Konkani (the 
language of the old kingdom of Konkan including the later colony of Goa), 
Hindi and Singalese as their home tongues. A lot of them in Zanzibar and 
the coastal towns speak Swahili at home, or a mixture of Swahili and 
Cutchi. On the whole the Hindu are divided along caste lines; the Sunni 
Muslim, despite intermarriage, were loosely re-grouped into Cutchi, 
Gujarati, Konkani and Punjabi speakers, which is noticeable to an extent 
even today; and the Cutchi/Sindhi-speaking Sunni Muslim were 
superficially organised into 'clans' based on their Hindu castes of many 
generations back. The Shia Muslim Asians betong to three different sects: 
the lmami Ithnaasheria, the Nizari Aga Khan lsmaili and the Musta'ali 
Bohra/Wohra. 

The British encouraged the Asians to have their own separate 
'community' schools, hospitals, dispensaries, cemeteries, sports clubs and 
scout troups, etc. This was partly to follow their language and religious 
needs, but it was also an integral part of the colonial policy of 'divide and 
rule'. However, Asians always used one another's communal educational 
and medical facilities, and in the post-Independence era it has not been 
difficult to tum such facilities into common public services supported by the 
state. Up to the mid-60s educational and health facilities initiated and 
developed by Asian investments and donations in the urban areas far out
numbered those of colonial administrations and western missions. It is 
generally accepted that such originally private Asian facilities functioned 
better than those completely controlled by the state or the municipalities, 
which is similar to the case of facilities and services offered today by 
Western NGOs and Christian missions with greater financial resources 
(Andersson-Brolin et al. 1991 ). 
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Asians in East and Central Africa today have a v,ery high degree of social 
intercourse across their traditional religious, language and occupational 
barriers of Indian origin. This has increased in the face of extemall political
threats, both British and African. The British practised the,ir 'd,ivide and 
rule' with separate segregating and discriminating educational and other 
facilities for the different 'races' and 'communities' in theiir African 
colonies, except in the Zanzibar Protectorate where such segregation did not 
exist. However, the various Indian 'communities' were 'encouraged' to 
maintain their own separate identities, and this has survived to some extent 
in the region. The White minority in Kenya constantly tr,ied with same 
success to tum the Asians into a buffer between themselves and th -e 
Africans, as in South Africa, where apartheid was a unique suppressive 
system that separated Asians from the others but gave them some rights 
which were denied the African indigenous majority. 

About the Uganda Asians, Kuper (1979:243-259) says: "The point has 
frequently been made that the Asian population of Uganda in no sense ,represented a 
community. 'Asian' was merely a racial category imposed upon sev-eral communities 
originating from the Indian subcontincnt and broadly differentiated from one another 
by language, religion, and area of origin in lndia and Pakistan, witih still further 
divisions according to caste or sect." And specifically on the Goans who were 
predominantly in govemment service, Kuper concludes: "From the point of 
view of class analysis, it can be argued that after independence they had more ·in 
common with African white-collar workers than with Asian traders." 

As i ans form less than I% of the total population af the region, in spite of 
continued immigration from India and Pakistan, and Uganda returnees from 
the West, but they are an easily noticeable minority sirwe they are 
concentrated in urban centres which after the exodus of As,ians and 
Europeans in the 1960s no longer have non-African majority. Mast Asians 
who left East and Central Africa migrated to the UK, USA, Canada and 
lndia. TI1e bottom figures reached in 1986 gave an estimated total of about 
250 000 in East, Central and Southem Africa (excluding the Republic of 
South Africa). Since around 1961, the number of Asians in tropica\ Africa 
has been reduced and it is estimated that it increases very slowly; in 
comparison, the number of 'Whites' is estimated to have mor,e than 
quadrupled because of the increasing size of foreign a,id agenci,es, NGOs, 
Christian missionary activities, establishment of multinationals and small 
businesses (particularly from southern Africa), and dip'lomatic missions. 

4.5.5. Major Asian 'ethnic' groups in East Africa. Tlle following Asian 
groups or 'castes' and 'communities' are found today in East Africa: 48 

48 Some daia on the caste system among the Asians of East Africa and rne languages they 
speak was gathered from NAMASKAR discussion forum �Indians of East Africa; Kenya, 

Uganda and Tanzania" < NAMASKAR-AFRICANA-L@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM > 
during the first week of October 1998 in which the following members itook adive part: 
Benegal Pereira, Peter Nazareth, Rahul Patel, Ashul Shah, Ramnik :Shah, Mar,io J. Afonso, 
lsh Tailor, Baqir Alloo, Rakesh Gadani, Mustafah Dhada, Ronald S. Eåari, Jaffar Manek, 
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Cutchi/Sindhi/Swahili-speaking Muslim (Sunni) (Tanzania) 
Cutchi-speaking Muslim (Sunni) (Kenya, Uganda) 
Cutchi speaking Bhatia (Hindu) 
Cutchi-speaking Leva Patel (Hindu) 
Cutchi/Gujarati/Swahili-speaking Aga Khan lsmaili (Shia) 
Cutchi/Gujarati/Swahili-speaking lthnaasheri (Shia, also called Shinashri) 
Gujarati-speaking Parsee (Zoroastrians of lranian origin) 
Gujarati-speaking Wohra/Bohra/Musta'ali/Dawoodi (Shia) 
Gujarati-speaking Sunni Wohra/Patel (also called Surti) 
Gujarati/Cutchi-speaking Banya/Wania (Hindu) 
Gujarati/Cutchi-speaking Jain (also called Lohana/Luana) 
Hindi-speaking Hindu 
Konkani/Urdu-speaking Kukni Muslim (Sunni) 
Konkani/English-speaking Goans (Catholics) 
Marathi-speaking Maharashtri Brahmin 
Punjabi-speaking Sikh 
Punjabi/Urdu-speaking Muslim (Sunni and Shia), 
Punjabi-speaking Hindu 
Urdu-speaking Pathan (Sunni and Shia) 
Sindhi-speaking Hindu 

Gujarati and Cutchi Hindus and Jains have the following main castes 
called 'Jati': Banya (traders), Brahmin (priests), Bhoi-dharji (tailors), Dhobi 
(washermen), Gola-rana (workers, labourers, later craftsrnen, and claim 
Rajput origin), Gowar (cattlekeepers/milkmen), Kanbi/Kum1i/Leva Patel 
(fanners), Kansara (tinsmiths), Kumbar (potters), Korhi/Koli (masons and 
builders), Lohar/Lohara (blacksmiths), Mochi (shoemakers), Patel (farmers, 
now traders, industrialists, bankers, clerks, etc.), Shah (merchants, etc.), 
Soni (gold/silversmiths), Suthar/Sutharia (carpenters), Warand (barbers). 

Among the Cutchi/Sindhi and Gujarati Sunni Muslims the following main 
sub-groups called 'Jamaat' are represented: Bada la or Kharwa (sailors, salt 
workers), Dhobi (washennen), Garana (farmers, now tumed carpenters and 
builders), Guwar (cattlekeepers, milkmen, camel riders), Hajjam (barbers), 
Khatri (soldiers, originally high caste Kshatriya Rajputs from Sindh), 
Kumbar (potters, including Manyoti who came to Mombasa as soldiers), 
Kanbi/Kunni/Patel (farmers), Loharwadha or Luwarwadha (blacksmiths, 
tinsmiths), Machiara (fishermen), Meman (merchants, originally Lohana or 
Luana of Sindh, most of whom converted to Islam in the middle of the 
1400s and moved to Cutch in the 1600s), Sonara (gold, silversmiths), Sumra 
(originally high caste Kshatriya from Cutch) and Suthar (carpenters). The 
Badala/Kharwa, Dhobi, Garana, Guwar, Sumra and Suthar are collectively 

Tim de Mello, Karamjit Bharaj, Micky P. Soorae, Jeremy Brennan and myself. Some 
details on the Cutchi in Kenya were gathered from David Schaad (1994). Specifically on 
the Ismailis, see Daftary (1990) and Nanji (1974 and 1978). 
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also called 'Lashkri Jamaat' (Warrior Community), since they frequently 
worked temporarily as soldiers in different annies, and were in Swahili 
called Sindikali, the ferocious Sindhis. In Mombasa they are called 'Samatri 
Jamaat'. The 'Lashkri' and 'Samatri' claim they have 'foji' (military) origin. 
The Guwar have three clans, viz. Juneja, Nareja and Sameja. The term 
'jamaat' is an Arabic loan. 

Some Asians, both Hindu and Muslim, further observe an endogamous 
dan-like affiliation called 'atak' based on their 'gaam' (the original Indian 
village or town and districts the founders of their households came from), 
e.g. among the Cutchi/Sindhi Sunni Muslims of Zanzibar, Daressalaam and
Mombasa, there are the Madhapuria Guwar (from Madhapur/Madhawpur),
the Manyoti Kumbar (of Manyot), the Bhujpuria Kumbar (from
Bhujpur/Bhojpur) and the Madiyar Kumbar and the Madiyar Hajjam (from
Maddai/Mandvi, the old capita! of Cutch). Many other sub-clan names
(called 'atak' in Cutchi, Gujarati and Sindhi) such as Bachani, Betai,
Gandai, Gundiyara, Halai and Kothari, derived from different place names
in Cutch, Gujarat and Sindh, are also found arnong both Hindus and
Muslims and are frequently used as surnames. This ethno-social self
identification in rather narrow contexts is similar to the different sub
groupings arnong the so called Arabs and some Swahilis of Zanzibar and the
Kenya coast, e.g. Barwani (of Barwan), Jiddhawi (of Jeddah), Riyami (of
Riyam) and Mkelle (of Mukalla). Among the Baloch and the Pathan, only
loose agnatic clan affiliation exists, and they are not endogarnous.

The Sikhs are again subdivided into Tharkan (craftsmen) and Jat 
(fanners). In Nairobi where there are two Sikh temples because of the !arge 
number of Sikhs there, the fonner go to the Ramgarhia Temple, while the 
latter to the Singh Sabha. But in other towns with smaller Sikh communities, 
such as in Arusha, Tanzania, "where there is only one temple the main cancern 
lies with who exactly becomes the Chairman, a Tharkan or a Jat! Other issues 
affecting the community take a secondary role" (Micky P. Soorae, Namaskar 7-
10-98). There are also two more small sub-groups of Sikh, viz. the Kuka
(with Hindu practices) and the less rigid followers Sikh Dhobi (Washennen
caste).

Among the Goans, there were also traces of Hindu castes such as tailors, 
fishennen and fanners, distinct from those with Portuguese admixture. 
These rather narrow distinctions among many Goans and other Asians have 
become blurred since Independence due to education and greater social 
mobility. Very few Asians in Eastern Africa are engaged today in the 
traditional occupations (based on the caste system) of their ancestors in 
India, but most of them continue to perceive themselves as belonging to 
loosely organised Jati (for non-Muslims) and Jamaat (for Muslims), few of 
which have any registration of members. 

There is much intennarriage among Asian Sunni Muslims, and between 
them and other Muslim groups of diverse origins. Since lndependence, this 
development has taken place mainly because of the anti-communalism 
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campaigns led from Zanzibar by Maulana Ahmadshah Qadiri Bukhari of 
Cutch who has been regularly visiting East Africa since the late 1950s, and 
the revival of Islam which exercises a unifying force on the Muslims. 

As for the Hindu and Jain communities, jointly referred to in Swahili as 
Baniani (pi. Mabaniani), efforts were roade in 1950s to reorganise them 
with the progress of the Arya-Samaj and the Brahma-Samaj movements to 
counteract the caste system, with some success among the Hindus in 
Tanzania. As for the different Shia groups, because of their somewhat 
insulatory and hierachical organization, there is less tendency for 
'matrimonial' assimilation, except for the Ithnaasheri men who have always 
been intermarrying with wives from other Asian, Arab and African groups, 
increasing particularly the African and Arab features of their community 
and maintaining their Swahilization. 

4.5.6. Language use and language shifts among Asians. Asians in East 
Africa regard themselves as North(west) Indians. Monolingualism is almost 
unknown among Asians in general. This phenomenon has two linguistc 
aspects, viz. multilingualism and diversity. The various subgroups of Asians 
however are not based on their community language, or 'nationality', but 
rather on their religious and denominational differences. 

The tenn Hindustani is used often in this study (and commonly in 
previous research and documentation on the subject) to include both Hindi 
and Urdu which are cognate languages. It is probable that the 'Hindustani' 
loans in Swahili are mainly from Urdu and not from Hindi, as most of the 
early Indian immigrants to East Africa during the pre-colonial period appear 
to have been Muslims having first Sindhi and later Urdu, which are both 
heavily infused with Perso-Arabic elements, as their literary and religious 
languages. 

The linguistic data collected in the 1967 Census (Kassam's 1971 Report, 
Polome and Hill 1980) gave a figure of 85 000 Asians living in Tanzania 
speaking five different Indo-Aryan languages, viz. Cutchi, Gujarati, Punjabi, 
Konkani and Urdu in descending order of numbers. About 40% of the 
Cutchi Sunnis, and almost all of the other Cutchi speakers (Shia Imami, 
Ismaili and Hindu), were literate in Gujarati, due to Gujarati medium 
primary schools they had attended; and most of the Asian Muslims of all 
denominations could read Koranic Arabic. 

Kassam's unique survey of language use among the Asians of 
Daressalaam in 1970 (included in Polome and Hill 1980) showed that they 
used Cutchi in 52%, Gujarati 14.5%, Swahili 7.3% and English 26% of the 
situations. The high frequency for English was a result of using English as a 
commercial and office working language. Some price tags and lists, and 
shop notices were in Gujarati, while both Gujarati and Hindi were used as 
written and printed languages. 13% of the Asians claimed they spoke 
Swahili at home; and according to the Tanzania Library Survey (Hill 1969), 
every tenth borrower in all the librariers of the country put together was 
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Asian. The Daressalaam survey may be taken as representative of the whol,e 
country. 

The linguistic situation of Asians in Kenya is more complex - a majority 
of the Punjabi and Gujarati speakers left the country in the aftermath of 
lndependence coupled with Africanization, reducing their numbers from 
174 000 in 1962 to 57 000 in 1974. Gujarati (with Cutchi) was spoken by 
70%, Punjabi 20%, English with Goan Konkani 10%, and tiny minoriti,es 
spoke Sindhi, Marathi and Bengali (Neale 1974). Almost 75% of the Asians 
were settled in and around Mombasa and Nairobi. In Kenya, they normally 
speak four languages, i.e. community language, Hi11.dustami, Swahili, and 
English; the last three are their links with Asians, Aföcans and Europeans 
respectively. In contrast in Tanzania, Gujarati rather than HindustanÅ is the 
main link with Asians, as a result of the language shiift anwng the dom,inant 
Ismaili group, from Cutchi to Gujarati, after a firman (decree) from th.e.ir 
religious leader the Aga Khan. This was also the case 'in. Uganda where 
Gujarati was dominant because of the Gujarati-speaking Hindus, Jains and 
Shia Muslims. 

Asians in East Africa, with English background in. Briitish India, (an,d 
Portuguese with some Latin in Goa), use Gujarati, Cutchi/Sindhi, Punjabii, 
Hindi, Urdu, Konkani and Bengali as regional v,emaculars. Zoroastrian 
Parsee Gujaratis and Shia Wohra Gujaratis in India a11.d East Africa speak 
their own subdialects of Gujarati which are both characteris,ed by the 
replacement of the dental It} with the retroflex It/, and tennino1ogy specific 
to Zoroastrianism and Shia Islam respectively. 

Asians also use Sanskrit, Ardhamagadhi Prakrit, Arabic, Persian/Farsi 
and A vestan as their liturgical languages. Earlier the Goans used aiso 
English with some Latin as their church language. Gujarati, Hindi and Urdu, 
occasionally with announcements and short sermons in Cutchi and Swahili 
are also being used in religious contexts. In Tanzania, the :Sunni Asians 
increasingly use Swahili as their religious language. 49 

The Arya-samaj and Punjabi Hindu use Vedic for prayer with explanation 
in Hindi, and the Swami Narayan Gujarati Hindu use Gujarati for prayer. 

Over the generations, the following language shifts have taken place 
among the Asians in East Africa: 
Cutchi > Gujarati for lsmaili and Hindu Batia and Banya/Wania 
Cutchi > Swahili for Sunni and Ithnaasheri 
Konkani > English for Goan Catholics 
Konkani > Urdu/Swahili for Kukni (Konkani Muslims) 

H Fieldwork in Zanzibar and Daressalaam during December 1992-fanuary 1993, July-August 
1994 and June 1998 showed that several Indian Sunni Muslim wedding cercmonies were 
conducted completely in Swahili or Cutchi, Swahili with Cutchi or Urdu, 011e ceremony ,in 
Swahili with some Arabic, and one in Swahili with some English Cor ,the fore,ign guests. Y.erses 
from the Koran were recilcd during all these wcddings in Arabic only. What Gabriele Sommer 
(1994:497) concludes for the language situation in northen Namibia, toa large extent holds also 
for thc language shifls in East Africa. 
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Punjabi > Swahili for some assimilated Muslim Punjabi in Tanzania 
Sindhi > Gujarati for Hindus 
Sindhi > Cutchi for Muslims 

The general language typology ofthe Asians is as foltows: 
a. regional Indic (Indo-Aryan) language at home, mixed with Swahili in
many cases
b. classical languages (Sanskrit, Persian, Arabic) as religious languages
c. standard languages (Gujarati, Hindi, Urdu) for nursery/primary
instruction, private correspondence, etc.

The case of Hindi/Urdu/Hindustani written forms is also complex: 
Punjabi Hindus use sanskritised Hindi in the Devanagari script; Punjabi 
Muslims use persianised Urdu in the Perso-Arabic Ajami script. Both these 
languages were mediums of instruction at the primary leve! <luring the 
colonial period in Kenya, while Gujarati was used <luring the first four 
classes in almost all Asian primary schools in Tanganyika, Uganda and in 
some schools in Zanzibar Town, and Gujarati Hindu institutions in Kenya. 
The Sikhs have gone over to the Gurumukhi script from the earlier Ajami 
script which today only the India-bom dying generation of elders can read 
and write (Neale 1974:72 and my own observation). 

4.5.7. Transmission from Asians to Swahili speakers. Away from the coast, 
where a majority ofthe Asians lived after the 1880s, social contacts between 
Swahilis and Asians were minimal <luring the colonial period, especially in 
Kenya and Uganda. Hence Indian cultural and linguistic influences in 
Swahili cannot be attributed to the up-country and later Asians and those 
(non-Muslims) who did not share their religious conviction with the coastal 
Muslim Swahili. For Asians on Mainland Tanzania, "In their professional 
activities, thc leve! and depth of contact with Africans was thc greatest for the 
lthnaasheries, the Sunnis and the Sikhs; it was lesser with the lsmailis and the 
Bohoras, and even more with the Hindus. The Goans kept aloof from the Africans, 
and the Parsees had practically no relation with them" (Polome 1980: 136). 
However, there were many cases of Asian men of different communities up
country married to African women, and some cases of Parsee men in 
Zanzibar who had embraced Islam and were married to non-Parsee Muslim 
wives of African-Arab descent. 

In the post-Uhuru societies of East Africa many forces and undercurrents 
are at work which have broken the communal, tribal and racial barriers, for 
Asians and Muslims in general in Eastem Africa. Ghai ( 1969: I 03-6) 
wondered if this in the long run would lead to genuine social integration of 
the Asians. Certainly, today there is greater linguistic integration of both the 
Asians and Africans who increasingly use Swahili. Extensive and intensive 
linguistic integration of the Africans, linguistic nationalization or 
Swahilization, has taken place in East Africa. A similar development has 
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been noted for the Asians, showing that knowledge of Swahili has improved 
tremendously, and cases of Swahili "as a mixed language of Kuchi l[Cutchi]
verbal stems with Swahili rnorphernes (Polome 1980: 135)" have lbecom,e 
uncommon. 50 

4.5.8. Indian influences in the arts and architecture in East Africa. frndian 
influences on East African art, architecture, literature and music have not 
been given much attention by researchers; not ev,en the most common 
Swahili, and East African, garment, the khanga, has be,en g,iven its due 
recognition as an Indian contribution (see khombi in the Li.st iin secti,on 
7.2.). 

The other main unnoticed Indian influence is in the genr,e of painting .. 
Modern painting as an art in East Africa was intmduced lby Indian 
signwriters such as the retired wrestler Nura Pahelwan and the singer/actor 
Ramzan Natakio, both of Zanzibar, who mass-produced indi:an motives on 
sheet glass to be put in frames on Indian and Swahiili 'Zanzilbar beds' which 
were also an important export item. Furniture of quaility was a•lmost 
exclusively produced in Indian workshops which h,owever employed many 
Swahili and other African workers. The paintings usually had li'lies and 
peacocks, a motive commonly found in Indian calendars which were very 
widespread in East Africa where almost every importer of any item bad a 
single piece calendar printed for him in Surat or Bombay for free 
distribution to his major customers, relatives, friends and neighbours in East 
Africa. It was these calendars, and other colourful pictures in Hindu al!ild 
Jainist homes depicting Indian mythology, which inspired Tingat,inga, who 
was a domestic servant in a Hindu family for severa1l years after his amival 
from Mozambique at the age of sixteen, to create the famous .art school 
named after him and copied all over East Africa.51

50 Field data collected <luring June-July 1983 included the following Cutchi creole Swahi1li 
sentences unered by two Hhnaasheri ladies in the transit lounge at the Daressalaam Airport 
(Cutchi elements in bold face, Arabic elements in /talics): 1. Bha yako (a)raampenda kama 

sago bapa wallahi. (Your brother, i.e. my husband, loves him l•ike .a real father. Swa'hili 
verbal cluster + function words.) 2. Nilo-piro (i)nachamke kama sacho hi,ro. (The 
greenish-yellowish shade shines like a real diamond. Cutchi-Swahili verbal cluster.) In this 
variant of Swahili, Indic verbal stems and adjectives are frequently used. 
si Together with Messr. Henry Blid and Christer Ågren of ,the Swedish Intemational 
Development Authority (SIDA), I spent one whole afternoon of late Decembeir 197l at die 
home of Tingatinga in Msasani/Daressalaam and interviewed him and his Zanz,ibar bom 
wife (who wore the Muslim Swahili buibui veil) for the Swedish writer and journalist Elly 
Ja1U1es who took notes; her daughter Elle Kari H0jeberg took a number of photographs. To 
<late, JaMes and Höjeberg have not published anything on Tingatinga. 

According to Tingatinga, his paintings were mostly based on pictures and caJe,radars with 
Hindu mythological figures and sequences which he had come across as a domestic servant 
in a practising Hindu family in Daressalaam. This was the only employment Tingat,ing.a bad 
after he arrived from Mozambique at the age of 16 until he star1ed painting, which lh.e was 
taught by his employer. Even the Sherani, tl1e Devil (and other ',evH spirits') in his 
paintings, was given a black face after the Indian demon king Ravana. He admiued ,that in 
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In the field of architecture, Indian influence is also enormous in East 
Africa; one can see the striking resemblance of the urban apartment 
buildings in East African towns to those in the Indian sub-continent. Most of 
the major housing areas and schemes in East African towns were planned by 
Asian architects, or Asians employed by British firms. The coastal 'Arab' 
carved doors with brass knobs and other brass or copper details, and the 
Zanzibari wooden carved doors and chests with brass details, are also based 
on Indian carved doors and chests. In the old parts of the coastal towns one 
can see beautiful examples of Indian influences in the mansions - the doors, 
windows and the balconies hanging over the stores on the street level. The 
Old Dispensary in Zanzibar city, now restored, is a magnificent example of 
this kind of Indian architecture raised by artisans brought from India. The 
mosques with minarets of the Persian and Indian type are also a recent 
phenomenon from the later half of the 19th century introduced by Indians; 
Swahili mosques as a rule did not have a minaret, and those few which did, 
have a very simple and short minaret of the Hadrami type without stages. 
However, there is very little early archeological evidence of Indian style 
pottery, metalware or tomb-types in the region. The Gedi ruins in Kenya 
show traces of the characteristic pre-Muslim Indian architecture, the 
corbelled-out arches (Kirkman 1954:2-3). 

Lewcock ( 1971) claims quite much archeological evidence of Indian 
influence in Swahili architecture which Allen places in the early 19th century 
because of the sudden influx of Indian merchants and capita! <luring the 
Omani rule, and the popularity of Indian fashions and styles after Seyyid 
Barghash 's stay in Bombay in the 1860s. A lien believes that "such cultural 
parallels from an earlier period are mostly between the Swahili world and the 
Deccan, where African mercenaries played a political role from the fourtecnth 
century onwards, and parts of which were actually ruled by dynasties of African 
origin in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Many of these mercenaries and 
perhaps even some of the rulers may have stemmed from the Swahili coast, and 
some of the cultural parallels may result from innovations introduced from East 
Africa to the Indian sub-continent and not the other way round" (Allen 1993:245). 
The ethnonyms of same Afro-Indians (African descendants in lndia), i.e. 
'Saheli' (Swahili), 'Shemali' (Somali) and 'Kafara' (Ar. 'käfir', non
Muslim; Sw. kafiri, non-Muslims and those tribes who provided slaves to 
the Swahili coast, especially from Mozambique; 'kaffer' in southem African 
derogatory usage meaning 'negro') show that they do originate in 
Kenya/Tanzania, Somalia and Mozambique respectively (Lodhi l 992a:83-
86 and Stone 1985:131-51). The Juma Masjid (the Great Friday Mosque) in 

all the paintings in his possession at that time, the devil was painted black, and not white as 
is the custom in Eastern Africa; and he had seen this in Indian ftlms which he frequently 
weni 10 see al the cinema houses. Several copies of one white bungalow with a peacock and 
stylised flowers were also copied from Indian calendars; the bungalow was ftrst drawn after 
the school building of St. Joseph's Convent in Daressalaam. Furthermore, Tingatinga did 
not hide the fact that he was signing all the paintings produced by his relatives and friends 
in the workshop in the backyard of his house. 
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central Ahmedabad in Gujarat, was designed by an East African 'Sidi' and 
the beautiful and detailed stone masonary is also the work of African 
art is ans. 52 

4.5.9. Indian contribution to linguistics, literature, music and drama in East 
Africa. There are only a handful of East Africans of Indian origin who write 
Swahili poetry, and none who writes prose fiction in Swahili. Towards the 
end of the nineteenth century and in the beginning of the twentieth century, 
there was very little Asian intellectual work conducted in East Africa, i.e. 
the Cutchi-speaking Alidina Somjee Lilani produced a Swahili grammar in 
Gujarati in I 890, and a Gujarati-speaking Parsee physician, Dr. A. Attan i, 
wrote in Gujarati a history of Zanzibar, commissioned by the Karimjee 
Jivanjee family in 1911. In the generations bom before the advent of World 
War Il, there were only a couple of Asians who wrote poems and only a few 
of them are extant, viz. Ustaad lsmail Raghi of Tanga, and his nephew 
Ustaad Mitu (alias Ayoub Ahmed Ayoub Rangooni) of 
Zanzibar/Daressalaam and Ustaad Mohamoud Rajab Damodar of Ndagoni, 
Mafia Island - there are fragments of Raghi's poems/songs; one song by 
Ustaad Mitu, Baba Pakistan, recorded by the 'Umm Kulthum' of East 
Africa, the Swahili singer Siti binti Saad in the 1940s and rerecorded on 
video recently by Bi Kidude in Zanzibar;53 Damodar's one surviving poem 
Sabasaba /964 is included by Saadani Abdul Kandoro, a founder member 
of TANU, in one of his collections (Kandoro 1972:127-129). Among the 
contemporary Swahili writers and poets, there are the prolific artist Ustaad 
Ahmad Nassir Juma Bhalo of Mombasa (whose paternal grandfather was a 
Cutchi Badala) and his cousin Ustaad Mohamed Bhalo the singer. Ahmed 
Nassir has published two poem collections (Poems from Kenya, I 966, with 
English translation, and several articles and cassette tapes of Taarab music 
(which is Swahili lyrics, and music influenced much by films from Cairo, 
Beirut and Bombay; some of the melodies are from Indian films, and a 
couple of songs are translated from Hindi with original Swahili melodies). 

In 1955 in Mombasa, Mr. B. V. Trivedi, a Gujarati-speaking Hindu 
teacher, published a short Gujarati-Swahili Shabdapothi (Gujarati-Swahili 
Dictionary). Dr. Farouk Topan of London (of the legendary Tharia Topan 
family in Zanzibar) has edited two Swahili poem collections on Azimio la 
Arusha, the Arusha Declaration, and written two Swahili satirical plays 
(Mfalme Juha 1971 based on a 131h century Gujarati poem 'Andheri Nagari 
Gandu Rajah', and Aliyeonja Pepo 1973, and a number of articles on 
Swahili literature - it  was he who introduced Swahili literature as a 
discipline at the University of Daressalaam in the late 1960s). Abdulaziz Y. 
Lodhi has published one poem collection (Tajkira, 1986) in Swahili and a 
number ofpoems in a couple ofSwahili joumals. 

52 Professor Jayanti K. Patel to A. Y. Lodhi, January 1991, Ahmedabad.
53 For details on Siti and the Taarab tradition see A. A. Suleiman (1969) and Issa Mgana

(1991). 
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Other Asian Swahili scholars of Indian origin are Maalim Jaafer Tejani 
(who was the first Director of the Institute of Kiswahili Research/IKR in 
Daressalaarn, now settled in Oman), Muhsin M. R. Alidim,, now settled in 
New York {who was with the IKR for rnore than 20 years, also as Director 
for sorne years), and Abdul Nanji of Daressalaarn, also now settled in New 
York. The Bhalo cousins and Farouk Topan are of rnixed Cutchi-Arab
African parentage. Tejani and Alidina are of Cutchi-Persian parentage; 
Nanji is of Cutchi-African parentage, and Lodhi is of Pathan-Cutchi/Sindhi
·Burrnese-Persian-Arab parentage.

During the 50s and 60s there was also in Daressalaam a Swahili scholar
by the name lbrahim Sardar of the Cutchi Sameja clan of Zanzibar. Sardar
was Head of the Swahili Department of the Aga Kban Secondary School in 
Daressalaam. Aided by the Balochi Swahili scholar M. K. Kban, he was also
the Swahili expert for all Aga Khan schools in Tanzania. His Swahili
compendiurn was used in many secondary schools.54 

Currently, there isa musical group of Cutchis from Mombasa (The Varda 
brothers and Co.) touring Kenya and Tanzania who have their own Swahili 
songs in their repertoire, together with Cutchi, Gujarati and Hindustani. 

During the 30s, through to early 50s there was a theatrical group in 
Zanzibar organised by a North Indian Ustaad Shahjee and his close 
associate Ramzan Natakio (painter and sign-writer of Cutchi origin, who 
used to play fernale roles as there was no female in their group) that often 
visited Daressalaam, Mombasa and Tanga. Ustaad Ramzan, his younger 
brothers Bape and Jussi, and Ustaad Mitu were taught Indian music by 
Ustad lsmail Raghi of Tanga, who introduced live Indian music 
perfonnances (in Mombasa, Tanga, Daressalaam and Zanzibar), and also the 
accordion (popularly called 'harmonium' in lndia and East Africa), which 
has now been replaced by the portable accordion in Taarab perfonnances. 
Ramzan's group which had its repetoire in Cutchi, Gujarati, Hindustani and 
Swahili, was often assisted by Mitu playing the hannoniurn, tablas and 
singing 'gazals' in Urdu. Mitu in tum taught several others who fonned 
their own orchestra under the leadership of Babu Ally (of the 
Cutchi/Swahili-speaking Turk farnily) of Zanzibar;55 this group ceased to 
exist some time in the late 1960s after the exodus of Indians of Zanzibar. 
Sheriff (1987: I 07) includes a plate showing Indian street dancers in 
Zanzibar around the year 1860. 

4.5.10. Cutchi in East Africa. Cutchi is one ofthe four recognised dialects of 
Sindhi, spoken mainly in the district of Cutch which today lies in the 

� I had 1he honour of doing my teaching practice (in Swahili, African History and African 
Geography) wilh Sardar and Kamal Khan at the Aga Khan Secondary School (1966) and St. 
Xaviar Secondary School (1967) in Daressalaam. 
55 Information supplemented by Mr. Baqir Aloo, London, through the NAMASKAR
AFRICANA-L neiwork, Oct 1998. Many Cutchi Sunni Muslim families in Tanzania and 
Kenya have sa ved a number of photographs of all these people. 
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western part of Gujarat, east of the desert stretches of the lndus river 
(Chatterji 1962:31-2, 349, IEL 3: 129). In 1971, there were more than 
471,000 speakers of Cutchi in Gujarat "and scattered in other states; also spoken 
in Kenya and Tanzania" (IEL 3:129). The name Cutchi is also spelled by 
various writers as Cuchi, Kachi, Kuchi, Katchi, Kacchi, Kachchi or Kautchy 
(ibid.). A Pakistan i variant of Cutchi is also spoken by more that 50,000 in 
lower Sindh, and is referred to as Kachi Koli, Kuchikoli, Kachi, Kachchi, 
Katchi, Kohli, Kholi, Kolhi, Kori, Vagri, Vaghri, or Wagaria by different 
writers (!EL 1:243). According to Masica (1991:17) "Beyond the Gulf af 
Kutch, however, the language, Kachchi, is more closely related to Sindhi." Later on 
Masica describes Cutchi as the "language of Kutch (desert wildemess in far NW 
Gujarat); sometimes considered a dialect of SINDHI; cultural allegiance is to 
GUJARA TI, which serves as written language" (Masica 1991 :431 ). Here Masica 
appears to have overlooked the pre-Partition history of Cutch and Gujarat 
<luring the British colonial period and the exodus of Muslim Cutchi-speakers 
that started several generations ago; moreover, the Gujarati "cultural 
allegiance" in today's Cutch can be attributed also to Gujarati Hindu 
settlement in Cutch and the resulting Gujarati predominance in general 
<luring the last two centuries. 

In East Africa, Cutchi has several sub-dialects, namely those of Sunni 
Muslims (heavily infused with Perso-Arabic and Swahili words and 
phrases), of Bhatia and Cutchi Banya/Wania Hindus (with much Gujarati 
intrusion) and of Shia Ismailis and Ithnaasheris (with both Perso-Arabic, 
Swahili and Gujarati influence). Along the Kenya coast, one finds a less 
Swahili-influenced form of Cutchi called Kibadala in Kimvita (Mombasa 
Swahili). It was the language of Kalua, the Indian sailors (belonging to the 
Sunni Muslim Badala and Kharwa castes) coming to East Africa during the 
Omani period.56 

Kikumbaro is a swahilized Cutchi fonn spoken as a mother 
tongue by Indian Sunni Muslims in Tanzania, with its base in Zanzibar 
Town and southem Unguja. The term Kikumbaro is derived from the 
Kumbar caste of potters of Cutch who beginning in the 1820s sett led in the 
Ng'ambo area outside Zanzibar Town and the Hadimu/Shirazi villages of 
Makunduchi, Kizimkazi, Jembiani, Paje, Unguja Ukuu and Fumba in 
southem Zanzibar. They owned pottery workshops and limestone kilns and 
intennarried with the Hadimu/Shirazi. They introduced in East Africa a 
number of Asian fruits and vegetables (e.g. embe za M11y11ni, a variant of the 
yellow Bombay mango growing in the south of Zanzibar island, and the 
'apple mango' of Mombasa), and professional skills and small industries 
such as carpentry and metal work, building and construction, and had in the 

$6 !EL 3:229 confuses this "Cutchi-Swahili: a Swahili-based creole spoken in Kenya by Sou!h

Asians" with • Asian Swahili. ". "Culchi-Swahili" is a Cu1chi-based Swahili creole, whereas 

"Asian Swahili" or Kibabu isa social dialect of ('broken') Swahili used by many Kenya and 
Uganda Asians, similar to the social dialect Kisetla 'Senler Swahili' or 'Kitchen Swahili' used 

by the European settlers in East Africa. 
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beginning virtual monopoly of rural retail trade and motor transport, 
particularly in Zanzibar and coastal and southem Tanganyika. 

The Swahili fonns of the lndic loans in the following l,ist, for example, 
show that the source of the lndic loans here is most prnbably Cutchi, which 
also establishes Cutchi as an Indic contributor. 

Swahili Cutchi Gujarati En.gilish 
bangili 'bangli' 'bangadi' bangle, annlet 
biri 'birT' 'bTdT' cigarette 
bofu 'föfilö/föfu lö, 'fiigo' baloon 
chamburo 'tämpro' 'tämpdo' tongs 
chupri 'tupri/fopri' 'Wpdi' book 
fataki 'fatäki/fatäkio' 'fatäkdo' fireworks 
gabacholi 'gäbächöQhi' swindling, cheating 
gzmia 'guni' 'gi1n' jute saclk 

(sukari) guru 'gur' 'gör' brown raw sugar 
jaribosi 'jarpös' 'zari' tinfoH, silverpaper 
jinjiroo 'jänjrö/jänjar' 'zänzar' bracelet with bells 
nanga 'nangar' 'langar' anchor 
ndimu , 1Tmi1' 'limbu' lemon. 
sonara 'sonärä' 'sönT' goldsmith 

The foregoing short list includes also a few indirect Persian. 1oans (nanga 
and ndimu) borrowed via Cutchi. 

4.6. Turkish contacts in Eastern Africa 

4.6.1. Historical background. Historically there is relatively !ittle Turikish 
influence on Ianguages in East Africa, and what is found has arrived 
indirectly via speakers of Arabic, Persian and Indian 1lan.guages. There ar,e 
only about a dozen Turkish loanwords in Swahili; however, a few of them 
are of a rather high frequency, e.g. bunduki (gun), baruti {ammunition) and 
mshikaki (shishkebab). The Turkish influence in East Africa originates 
indirectly in the Ottoman armies which can be seen from the semantic field 
covered by Turkish loans in Swahili (Mbaabu 1985:40-41). 

Parallel to the Portuguese expansion in the Indian Ooean at the beginning 
of the 1500s, the Ottoman Turks were also pushing their borders 
southwards. In 1517, the Turks conquered Egypt. Sailing south through the 
Red Sea, the Turks under the command of Mir Ali Bey entered the Indian 
Ocean and took Aden in 154 7 and Muscat in 1581, followed by the other 
ports controlled by the Portuguese. By 1585 they had passed through 
Mogadisho, Barawa, Pate, Faza and Mombasa on the Swah,ili coast, l(ootin.g
the Portuguese possessions. Almost all Swahili city scaoes ,became fora brief 
period vassals of Sitambuli, the Ottoman Sultan ,in lstanbul (Knappert 
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1979:10-13). Malindi, which had been visited by the Turks as earlly as 1542,
remained however a Portuguese ally. The Turkish fleet, without Swahili 
support, was later defeated by the Jarger Portuguese forces in Mombasa 
when the Swahili settlements were suddenly attacked by the wandering 
warriors Zimba trekking from the south. This ended the direct involvement 
ofthe Turks in East African affairs (Were and Wilson 1987:l8-21). 

4.6.2. Turkish presence today. Today among the Arnbs of the Gulf region 
and Oman and their descendants in Eastem Africa, 'Turki' aippears as a 
personal name, ultimately becoming a sumame. In one case in Zanzibar, it 
has become the sumarne of a family of Arab-Comorian origin. Another 
family of Cutchi/Sindhi origin in Zanzibar and Daressalaam has 'Turk' as 
their sumame, which has recently been swahilized to 'Turki'. In this 
particular case, 'Turk' was a sumame brought from lnd,ia in the 1870s by a 
couple of soldiers in the Sultan's am1y, presumably show,ing Turkish 
descent which abounds in Muslim India. So far, no other evidence ,of 
Turkish settlement or descent has been found in any traditional Swahili 
community. 

4.7 Chinese and lndonesian contacts with Eastern A
f

rica 

4. 7. l. Chinese contacts. The Sung-Shih Annals of the Sung dynasty, 
compiled around AD 1345 and referring to the period 960-1279 ar,e the 
earliest Chinese documents mentioning the Swahili coast. According to 
Sung-Shih, emissaries of the Amir-i-Amiran of Zangistan (the Prince of 
Princes of the Land ofthe Zanj, i.e. the Swahili coast) visited Ch,ina in 1'071 
and 1082. Much later in 1415, a Chinese mission headed by an admiral of 
the Ming dynasty visited Zangistan (Allen 1993: 136-138). Much chinaware 
from this period has been found at several sites in East Africa, ,especially in 
Unguja. 

An earlier Chinese docurnent dated 1225 describes Chao-Ju-Kua's visit to 
Somalia (Allen 1993:138). Local traditions in the Lamu archi1pelago claim a
couple of instances of Chinese shipwrecks in the past after which the 
Chinese survivors were gradually assimilated into the Swahili society. 

There are few loanwords in Swahili from China. The Chinese loans are 
most probably indirect toans via Indic e.g chai (tea), and Arabic, ,e.g. thumu 
(garlic) (Allen 1993:161, and Note 4). 

4.7.2. Malayo-Indonesian contacts. Because ofthe greater physical presence 
of the Malayo-Jndonesian peoples of Madagascar wlho started arriving in 
East Africa about 2000 years ago, the Swahili have brnrrowed mol'e from 
Indonesian than from Chinese. There are no written records of these 
migrations but there is much living and archeologicaJ evidence (Allen 
1993:63-69). The Indonesians brought the outrigger ngarawa or ngalawa 
and rnany fruits and vegetables to East Africa; some of these have typically 
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Jndonesian sounding names, e.g. birimbi (the star fruit), duriani (the dorian) 
and zambara11 (the purple java plum). 

Greater indirect contacts with the Malayo-Indonesian world were 
developed <luring the Portuguese period when a number of other Jndonesian 
products such as viazi vitam11 (sweet potatoes) and viazi vikuu (yams) were 
introduced in East Africa together with several botanical items from Latin 
America such as mpea (avocado ), mlimao (lemon) and m11hogo ( cassava, 
manioc). Malayan slave women were employed as 'dani;:adores' (dancers 

and servants) in the Portuguese wine-houses - hence the lndonesian loans 
mmalaya (prostitute, pi. wamalaya), 111110/aya (prostitution), and the 
Portuguese loan danguroni (brothel) in Swahili. The Indonesian loan 
mmalaya is much more common than its synonyms kahabalkahba or 
gahabalgahba of Arabic origin. The geographical name Malaya and the 
ethnomyn Malay in Swahili are realized as Ma/eya and Mmaleya!Wamaleya 
respectively. 

4.8. Swahili cuisine as a rctlection of the Indian Ocean food culture 
In East Africa there is a tremendous variation of kitchen culture, food habits 
and raw materials for the imaginative cooks.57 As an overall simplification,
one describes generally the East and Central African staple food as ugali 
(gruel, porridge) with some kitoweo (sauce, gravy) or mchuzi (spiced curry), 
the ugali being of mahindi (< Ar.lind., maize), muhogo (< SAm., cassava), 
viazi vitam11 (sweet potatoes), viazi vik1111 (yams), mtama (millets) or ndizi 
(bananas) and mikono tembo (plantains). This is sim ilar to the West African 
'fufu' and the southem African 'mealie', but of a much wider variety. 

However, from the port of Mogadishu in Somalia in the north to the 
coastal settlements ofnorthern Mozambique, the islands ofthe Comoros and 
coastal areas of northwestem Madagascar, the cuisine, rightly described as 
Swahili, is part of the Indian Ocean food culture; it is a complex blend of 
Arabian, Persian, Indian (from present day lndia, Pakistan, Srilanka and 
Bangladesh) and Indonesian dishes with several items, especially fötters 
with kamba (< Ar., prawns and shrimps), that remind of the Chinese and 
Japanese, albeit without pork or raw fish respectively. 

The staple food among the Swahili is wali or birinzi (< Pers., boiled rice), 
usually boiled in tuiltuwi, coconut milk/cream obtained by grating the 
coconut and squeezing the chicha (flakes) which are then used for making 
kashata (< Ar., biscuits and cakes), togwa (light alcoholic drink), fillings 
for sweeet pastries called sam busa tamu (< Pers.), or used as chicken feed. 
Wali is eaten with mchuzi, a relish ofdifferent kinds ofmeat, samaki (< Ar., 
fish), kuku (chicken), sea-food, peas, beans and/or tropical vegetables of a 

s, The Oriental and Oceanic items are in bold fnce. Whcn lirst rnentioned, they are further 
rnarked in brackcts as (< Ar.= Arabic), (< Pers. = Persian). (< Turk. = Turkish), (< Jnd. = 
Indian),(< Ch. = Chinese), (< Port.= Portugucsc), (< SAm. =South Amcrican Indian), and (< 
Sp. = Spanish). Purely Swahili terms arc given in italics. 
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wide variety. Rice may be boiled without tuwiltui but together w,ith fish, 
shrimps or boiled meat and is thus called pilau (< Pers.). Meat pi/au is the 
de facto national dish of Tanzania and Kenya 's Coast Province, usuaHy of 
mutton or goat meat as is the custom in the Persian Gulf. In the past, beef 
pila11 or biriani (< Pers.), a delicious white and zafarani (< Ar., saffron) 
coloured rice dish served with spicy meat sauce prepared w,ith maziwa ya 
kuganda (yoghurt), deep-fried onions and potatoes, was the most common 
dish at weddings and other festivities in the coastal towns, and high quality 
rice was a major item of import in East Africa. 

The coastal breakfast consists of white soft bread, mkate wa boflo ( < 
Cut.) or pau ( < Port., introduced by the Portuguese at the beginning of the 
1500s) eaten with a relish of tropical peas or beans, usually mbaazi (chick 
peas) or kunde (small beans), cooked with t11i the evening befor,e, and some 
mandazi (round or triangular doughnuts fermented with tembo, palm-wine, 
or hamira, (< Ar., yeast). Other items found at breakfast, depending on the 
economic situtation of the family, are chila (< Cut., pancakes of rice flour), 
mikate ya maji (pancakes of wheat tlour), mikate ya kumimina (steamed 
bread or cake of fermented rice flour dough), vit11mb11a (doughnuts of 
fermented rice flour), chapati (< Hindi/Punj., thin Indian loaves) or mikare 
ya kus11k11111a, mikate ya ajemi (< Ar., the small round Middle Eastem and 
North Indian bread commonly known in Indian restaurants .around the world 
as 'tandoori' bread), a variety of sembelsimaluji mzito (porddge), uji (thick 
or thin gruel, either salted or sugared), etc. Sweet milk cha·i (< Ch., tea, 
prepared in the Indian way and called chai ya maziwa), is drunk after all 
meals. Kunywa chai (to drink tea) means also 'to eat break fäst'. Often, .soon 
after sunrise, kahawa (< Ar., coffee) is dnmk by the elders after Sala ya 
Alfajiri, the first prayers before dawn. 

Other breakfast, and also supper, items are mikate ya mofa (brown bread), 
mikate ya chachu (sour bread), boiled or rried eggs, and omelett,es fried with 
onions and pieces of pilipili (< SAm. < Port., green or red chill,ies). 

Lunch is usually the heaviest meal eaten between one aud two in the 
aftemoon. It consists of mchuzi of one or more kinds, with either wali 

(cooked rice), wali wa mrama (boiled millets), boHed muhogo (< SAm., 
cassava), yams, sweet potatoes, whole maize, shelishell'i (< Fr., bread fruit, 
from the Seychelles), green bananas or plantains, all of which may also be 
prepared with meat or fish together with tui and served as separate dishe.s. 
With some kind of mikate (bread), two or more of these items make up the 
second course. The first course, if there is any, consists of pastries like 
sam busa(< Pers., piroshki or triangular samosa pas�r,ies of meat, ch.icken or 
tuna fish) or mkate wa nyama, a pie with two layers of dough. This pie is 
made of fried meat, onions and bo i led eggs, or it is prepared with kim.a ( < 
Pers., spiced minced meat and chopped onions). Sometimes a mkare wa 
kima (meat Joaf) is served as a first course together witih warm bread. In 
households with more Indian influence, ladu (< Ind., sweet baUs), mit0ka0 

(< Ind., yellow coloured sweetened saffron rice) with zabföu (< Ar., 
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raisins), lozi (< Ar., almonds), whole iliki (<Ar., cardamom) and d.alasini (< 
Pers., whole cinamon) may be served as the first dish. An alternative to 
mitokao is the tambi or sewa (< Ind., vermicelly fried hallf brown with 
sugar) and sometimes tambi ya malai (< Ind., cream) eaiten with cream, 
sultanas and crushed almonds or pistachio. Occasionally bumbwi (a light 
porridge of rice flour mixed with coconut flakes chicha, oocormt c,ream tui, , 
and sugar) is eaten by children. 

All the dishes are highly spiced in the Asian manner, the most cornmon 
ingredients being tangawizi (< Ind., ginger), thumu/thomu (< Ar. < Ch., 
garlic), bizari (< Ar., curry powder) of kotmiri (< lnd. coriander s·eeds), 
manjano or hardali (< lnd., turmeric), jira (< lnd., cumin), coriander leav,es 
and tomatoes, and are accompanied with chatini (< lnd., chutneys ) and 
achari (< lnd., pickles) of embe (< lnd., mango), ndimu (< Pers., lime), 
birimbi (< Malay, carambola, the Florida star fruit), pilipili (hot red 
chillies), tangawizi (ginger), thumu (garlic), sambaro (< Malay., pickle of 
raw papai, pawpaw), or chatini ya nazi (coconut chutney, a paste of grated 
coconut and hot chillies, salt and lime or lemon juice). Small quant,ities of 
powdered cinnamon, cardamom, pilipili manga ( < Ar., black pepper from 
Manga, i.e. Oman) and karafuu (< Sans, cloves) are used in sauces, 
whereas whole spices are used in preparing the different rice dishes s,o as 
not to discolour the rice. 

The third course is usually one or more of a dozen mahmda (fruits), either 
whole rruits or peeled and mixed as a fruit sallad, at t,imes sugared a littk, 
and even served with a little cream. A pudding made of rice flour cal

i

led 
firini (< Pers., pudding) or faluda (< Pers.), a jelly of starch prepared with 
milk, sukari (< Ar. < lnd., sugar), and scented with waridi (< Ar., rose) or 
pista extract ( < lnd./Pers. < Greek, pistachio ), is served as dessert <luring the 
fästing month of Ramadhan when naan (< Pers., bread ) or mkate wa 
zafarani ( < Ar., Persian saffron bread and buns) is serv,ed when breaiking 
the fast and eating futari (< Ar., the first meal ofthe day) at sunset The rest 
of the futari and some fresh dish are eaten as the late night mea ll dalku (< 
Ar.), during the fästing month. Faluda is served at other special occasions 
also. During Ramadhan, the ideal traditional food situation in wealthy 
families was half a dozen different items or dishes for each day of the 
month; and preferably they were not to be repeated during that month<! 

At lunch time one drinks water, juice or sharubati ( < Ar., sherbet or frnit 
juice) or in the hot season mtindi (Indian 'lasi', di.luted yoghurt, salted or 
sugared), dafu (drinking coconut), etc. Milk sherbet, sharubati ya maziwa 
which is sweetened milk with ice, flavoured with lavani (< Sp., vanilla) or 
waridi (< Ar., rose essence) and coloured with a tint of J)ista (pistachio) or 
waridi (rose) may be offered at weddings or circumcis,ion ceremoniies. [_n the 
evening one drinks chai (tea), mchachai (< Ch. chai, tea of :lemon grass) or 
chai ya maziwa which may be brewed in milk onJy with crus'hed Hiki (< 

Ind. cardamom). From the beginning of the long rains Masika in April up to 
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the end of July, chai ya tangawizi (ginger tea with powdered cardamom) is 
preferred in the evening. 

A small quantity of kachumbari ( < Ind., a sallad mixture of onions, 
tomatoes, cucumbers), with kotimiri (< lnd. coriander leaves), limao (< 
Port., lemon) or ndimu (< Pers., lime-juice) and siki, (< Pers., vinegar) is 
always present at lunch. Green or red pilipili (chillies) are eaten with food, 
or used as cooking ingredients, either fresh or dried and powdered. The 
kabeji (cabbage) and the karoti (carrot) were introduced .in East Afric.a lby
Europeans towards the end of the nineteenth century, and spread iin th,e 
region by Asians. Raw green vegetables were not c-onsumed much iby the
Swahili as fresh saladi (sallad) in the European or Middle Eastem fashion; 
however, the white radish, figili ( < Ar.), is a popular vegetable, both t!he 
leaves and the carrot-shaped white juicy roat. Tea or ,coffee may be served 
immediately after lunch or after a short siesta. 

The evening meal takes place between six and nine depending on the 
habit and size of the family. This dinner/supper consists of uporo (the 
remainder of the breakfast and lunch) and some freshly prepared 
supplements (which may also be bought ready-made from hawkers, stalls 
and restaurants or from families who sell such items at home, sometimes 
even on special order). The supplements are pastries, rolls, br,ead of .a 
variety, pancakes, bokoboko which is a hash of beef and whol,e nga.no ( < 
Cut./Guj., wheat) eaten with samli (< Ar., ghee) or siagi (< Ar., butter) and 
sukari (sugar), fried crispy samaki (fish), samaki wa kuchomwa (smoked 
fish), ngisi, (smoked and fried squid) and pweza (octopus), kababu (< Pers., 
meat halls), mshikaki (< Turk., shish-kebab), katilesi (fried potato ball 
filled with spiced minced meat, deeped in egg and rnlled in golden 
breadcrumbs), katilesi za samaki (fried balls of a m.ash of potato and fish 
dipped in egg), and different kinds of uji (gruel, either sugared, or prepared 
with bones with some meat on it). There is also mkate wa gole (a pancake 
containing minced meat, and fried on the under side and steamed on the 
upper side by covering) as an evening special ity. Tea is taken at supper also. 
Traditionally, many men drink their coffee out in the street with the coffee
seller; women may drink their coffee at home, either prepared by tlhemselves 
or bought from the coffee-seller at the street comer. 

East African coastal cookery is a complex art, which involves a wide 
variety of processes. Generally, there is more frying (kukacmga) than baking 
(kuoka) involved, hence the different pancakes and pastries; and frying 
preserves the food longer and protects it from going bad t,oo soon in the 
tropical climate. The different rice dishes and those cooked with coconut 
cream are finally baked by embers on the lid of the JPOt. Oven baking 
demands access to much more fuel, and therefore the different cultures ,of 
the mainland region also have developed 'ash and embers' baking and steam 
baking instead. In the past it was common among many inland cuiltures to
bake maize bread, cassava and other root crops by covering ,the food with 
hot ashes and embers. Many Swahili families would. steam bake by pu,tting 
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the dough, or meat-loaf, in a bowl which in tum is placed on a ring in a 
bigger vessel with a lid and some water and heated. This is how for example 
barai (< Ind.), beestings pudding, a delicious rare dish, is prepared from raw 
milk, or the curd of cows, and resembles the Swedish 'kalvdans'. 

Meat is always boiled with plenty of ginger and garlic, and onions are 
used generously. The only traditional soups are the serwa (< Ar., thin soups 
of meat, fish, chicken, lentils, mungbeans, split chickpeas, etc.). In the past, 
young men in the coastal towns frequently went to mkahawani (< Ar., 
tea/coffee-houses) in the late aftemoon after a walk on the strand to eat 
serwa ya paya (< Pers., soup of goat or sheep feet and head) or serwa ya

mifi1pa (soup of bone marrow) which were considered ta be aphrodisiac, 
mbatata (< Port., potatoes), also called viazi ulaya (< Ar. wiläyat, i.e. 
European potatoes) away from the coast, are used with different soups, 
curries and gravies, ancl preparing katilesi (fishballs of mixed fish and 
mashed potato, and potato balls filled with fried spiced minced meat). 

Samaki (fish) is eaten more than meat as the Swahili are a maritime 
culture. Fish may be cooked with spices, fried ar prepared with coconut 
cream. Dishes with rojo (a thick caconut cream) are called kuku wa kupakaa 
{chicken in coconut cream), samaki wa kupakaa (fish in coconut cream), 
etc. and are considered a special treat. Dried and smoked fish is also used 
widely. In the past, tons of dried fish such as papa (shark), nguru (kingfish), 
ngonda (scavenger), bumbla (< Ind., Bombay duckfish) and sonia (< 
Cut./Guj., dried prawns and shrimps) were imported from the northem 
trading partners of the Swahili in Somalia, Hadramaut and Socotra, the Gulf 
area and western India. This traffic has almost disappeared now with the 
death of the monsoon dhow trade. 

Confectionaries include kas hata ( < Ar., cakes and biscuits) of ufiaa 
(sesame seeds) and njugulkaranga (groundnuts/peanuts) prepared with 
melted brown sugar and gundi ( < Cut., gum copal) in the Persian and North 
Indian fashion, ginger biscuits and a variety of visheti (sweet fritters). 
Fritters and doughnuts may be dipped in syrup, honey or melted sugar; 
kaimati, are small balls of wheat flour, fried and dipped in syrap or asali ( < 
Ar., honey). Coconut flakes are also used to make kashata ya nazi (cakes of 
coconut with molasses) and sambusa ta11111 which is a pastry of grated 
coconut, sugared and spiced with anise and cardamom. A very common 
group of 'bitings' used any time of the day, is the Indian bajia (< Cut./Guj.) 
which are deep fried balls of flour of wheat, adesi (<Ar., lentils), dengu ( < 
Pers., grams, chick peas), etc. Sometimes slices of mbatata (< Port. < Sam., 
potato), onions, green chillies, biringani (< Bengali, brinjal), bamia (< Ar., 
okra) or binda ( < Cut./Guj., okra) and other tropical vegetables or shrimps 
are dipped in a dough of kunde (small beans) and other beans or dengu and 
fried in the Chinese fashion. Bajia are always eaten with some kind of 
chatini (chutney). Many families in towns (of both African and Oriental 
origins) even today make their living by frying bajia and other items and 
selling them at the doorstep, or through stalls and hawkers who go round to 
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schools, offices and workshops and the few parks and beach areas. Hawkers 
and stalls also sell roasted groundnuts (njugu, karanga), bisi (< Ind., 
popcorn), makai (<Ind. < Ar., roasted whole maize), juice of orange, limao 
(lemon), ndimu (lime}, nanasi (< Port. < SAm., pineapple) and 11111wa 

(sugar cane), and even genderi (< Ind., pieces of peeled sugar cane) and 
gubiti (peppennint rocks of Persian and Indian origin). 

Other delicacies prepared at home, but frequently bought from shops, are 
the previously named bokoboko and halua or hahva (< Ar., sweet meat or 
Turkish delight made of starch, butter and sukari guru < Cut., molasses), 
and varieties are made by adding sesame seeds, korosho (cashew nuts), lozi 
(< Ar. almonds) or badamu (Pers., almonds). Halua is usually served after 
religious ceremonies in the mosque or at home. 

The "poor man 's food" in Swahili is the ,nseto or kichiri ( < lnd., 
hotchpotch) which is prepared by cooking chenga (broken rice of low 
quality) with adesi (< Ar.; split or whole lentils), chooko (mung beans) or 
njegere (peas) and eaten with some ghee and raw onions. l11e Muslim 
Asians serve it as the first meal after a funeral to demonstrate their sorrow. 
However, kichiri, like ugali, may be served as a "rich man's dish" when 
prepared with choice ingredients and served with plenty of butter and meat 
or fish. This hotchpotch, when made with seven different grains and meat, is 
called by the Indic arnplicative form kichiro and is a popular dish among 
the lmami lthnaasheris ofthe coast. 

The foregoing is a somewhat exaggerated description of the Swahili 
cuisine if we compare it to the conditions today. However, these food 
traditions continue to exist, though on a smaller scale. The general 
impoverishment ofthe people, growth oftowns and an increasing nurnber of 
smaller households, growth of institutions, access to refrigerators, modern 
cookers, ovens, electric mixers, and also preserved and frozen foods, both 
locally produced and imported, have changed quite much the food habits 
and cooking processes of the Swahili' and other East Africans. But many of 
the items mentioned above, which are of Oriental origin, have become 
common in the rest of East Africa. The existence of some of these dishes 
700 years ago in East Africa, including various rice dishes with relishes of 
chicken, meat and sea food, and cooking bananas in coconut cream, are 
reported by lbn Batuta in his travelogue (Hamdun and King 1975: 15).38 

"The material civilization of the upper classes in the waning centuries of the Middle 
Ages wos at Ieast equal to that in most parts of Europe. It was in every way an 
Oriental, an lslamic civilization. Gold and silver ornaments were wom, ivory was 
exported in great quantities to India. Porcelain was imported from China and china 
bowls were used to decorate the mansions ofthe rich" (Knappert 1979:6). 

58 At the Kenya Evening organised during thc Annual Confcrence of African Linguistics
(ACAL July 1992) at the University ofNairobi, mony ofthe items mcntioned here were served 
as 'typical Kenyan stuft'. 
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4.9. Concluding remarks 
Sheriff, commenting on Chaudhuri's second magnum opus of 1990 on the 
Indian Ocean, questions the !imitation Chaudhuri imposes on East Africa as 
being in the periphery of the Indian Ocean, and that after having 
convincingly argued for a treatment of the "Indian Ocean as a cohesive world 
system based on common means of travel, movements of people, economic 
exchange, climate, and other historical forces" (Sheriff l 997b:2). The East 
African Swahili coast formed not only the western rim of the Indian Ocean 
but also the western part of its "bazaar nexus" that stretched from Zanzibar to 
Singapore, from long before the arrival of the Portuguese well into this 
century, and remnants of this compradorial system in East Africa still 
survive in Zanzibar, Mombasa and Daressalaam which continue to serve the 
huge hinterland with Asian commodities from Karachi, Bombay, Singapore 
and Hongkong, or European commodities for the past three decades mostly 
passing through the emporia in Dubai and Muscat. Sugata Bose (l 996) has 
questioned both Asian and African scholars and historiographers for 
ignoring these continuities and unities that persist in the Indian Ocean trade 
system. 

The civilizations of the northwestem Indian Ocean "wcre recognised by 
their respective rncmbers in their own time-frame to be separate and distinct from 
onc another. The limits and boundaries were established at scveral levels of 
perceptions and often the structural unities and disunities lay below the level of 
collective awareness. People who ate rice, fish and the derivatives ofthe coconut, to 
take only one example, sharply distinguished themselves from those who lived on 
bread, meat and dairy products. This was a separation largely mapped by climate and 
geography onto social habits and traditions. But the rice-eating communities were 
themselves divided by language, religion, culture and ethnic identities" (Chaudhuri 
1990:32-33). However, after the coming and spread of Islam, these divisions 
were blurred by the unifying force of the lslamic religion and the Arabic 
Janguage during the 'Columbian' period with the penetration of the 
Portuguese in the Indian Ocean. Moreover, the trade connections developed 
during the Portuguese period "not only entailed an exchangc of products betwecn 
continents but also fostercd by sea and river the spread of commodities which until 
then could only take place overland .... " (Mota 1978: 15). 

"As an exercise in comparativc economic and social history" of the Indian 
Ocean and to "locate the outer and inner limits of the different civilizations," 
Chaudhuri (I 990:34) divides further his "two 'sets' of 'housing' and 'food' into 
'sub-sets' and 'elements' associated with food habits, food production (techniques of 
rice growing), styles of housing, building materials and construction methods .... 
The outer limits of the two sets of 'food' and 'housing' are fixed in thc first instance 
by the linguistic sense of the words, and in the second by the expression Indian 
Ocean." 

Contrary to the claim in Chaudhuri (1990:36) that "In spite of its close 
connection with Islamic world, the indigenous African communitics appear to have 
been structurcd by a historical logic separate and independent from the rest of the 
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Indian Ocean," the Swahili cuisine, for example, as described above, shows 
clearly that the Swahili people were and still are an integral part of the 
Indian Ocean chain of civilizations and the Indian Ocean food cultures, and 
in fäet the most inclusive of all the cuisines found in the rim of the Indian 
Ocean, since the Swahili have blended well elements from the kitchens of 
the African, Middle Eastem/Islamic, Indian, lndonesian and Far Eastem 
members of the Indian Ocean food complex. This is clearly seen also in the 
Swahili history, language, literature, dress, architecture and music. 
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5. Arabic Loans in Swahili

S. I. lntroduction.

Quite a lot has been written on the history of Arabic, Arabs and Islam in 
Eastern Africa, their influence on the peoples, languages and cultures of the 
region, and the status of Arabic and Islam there. Particular attention has 
been paid to the impact of Arabic on Swahili, the most widely spread 
indigenous African language south of the Sahara (Lodhi 1986a, 1986c, 
1992b, 1994a, 1994b, Lodhi and Westerlund 1999). This chapter deals with 
the question of the status of Arabic in Eastern Africa, a few notes on Arabic 
lexical borrowings in Swahili, an inventory of Arabic structural loans and a 
short description of Arabic loan verbs in Swahili. 

5.2. The Status of Arabic in Eastern Africa

The question of the status of Arabic in East Africa is raised here in view of 
the fäet that it has minimal förmal and academic recognition in spite of its 
historical predominance on the East African littoral and the Indian Ocean in 
general. Arabic has had an enonnous impact on the languages spoken 
(especially) by the Muslims of the Indian Ocean rim and islands, and 
particularly on Swahili, the most widely-used literary indigenous language 
in Black Africa (Polome 1967, Whiteley 1969, Nurse and Hinnebusch 
1993). 

In East Africa, Arabic has never been more important than it is today when 
Arabic items in Swahili are increasing and automatically loaned into most 
other languages of the region (Polome 1980, Lodhi 1986a). Arabic items in 
Swahili are not properly documented nor satisfactorily analysed in spite of 
several existing studies in this field. (Krumm 1940, Ruzitka 1953, lmberg 
1973 and 1977, Zawawi 1979, Cassels 1984, Bosha 1993). 

Up to the conclusion of the Scramble for East Africa with the signing of 
the Heligoland Treaty in 1890 whereby the Sultanate of Zanzibar became a 
British Protectorate, Arabic had been the sole language of administration, 
commerce, diplomacy, education and liturgy in Muslim East Africa. Swahili 
however retained its rightful place as the literary language of the people. It 
gradually replaced Arabic in many fields during the 30 years of German 
occupation of Tanganyika; but after World War I, after the British takeover 
of Tanganyika, English was formally encouraged and spread there at the 
expense of both Arabic and Swahili. 

Arabic was replaced in all förmal contexts except for the following: 
a) constitutionally, Arabic was the first official language of the Zanzibar
Protectorate/Sultanate (including the Kenya Coastal Strip Protectorate),
followed by English and Swahili in descending order of importance, up to
the republican Revolution in January 1964 when the linguistic recognition
became quite the opposite, i.e. Swahili, English and lastly Arabic;
b) The National Anthem of the Sultanate of Zanzibar was in Arabic;
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c) Arabic was a compulsory subject at all Swahili-medium primary schools
and the Muslim Academy which trained teachers of Arabic, Swahili and
Diana (lslamic theology) - Arabic was the medium of instruction (up to
Class 4) only at the Arabic-speaking Primary School at Vikokotoni in
Zanzibar Town;
d) Arabic was offered as an option both at the Secondary, High School and
Teacher Training levels.

Some Koran schools (ch110/vy110/k11tab ), which were all private, also 
offered in the afternoon classes a minimum of instruction in Arabic to senior 
pupils who attended English or Gujarati medium primary schools in the 
moming and which did not have Arabic as a subject. 

During the colonial educational expansion up to the middle of the 1920s 
in Zanzibar, the educational status of Arabic was drastically reduced. In 
1910 for example, some govemment schools in the rural areas closed down 
because of Jack of pupils. Most parents boycotted the schools because of the 
English medium of instruction from the ftrst year of the primary school 
where Arabic was a compulsory subject, and Swahili was offered later as a 
subject, in the Roman script after the standardization of 1924. However, 
there was no demand from the parents to use Swahili as the medium of 
instruction in the schools of Zanzibar - they wanted Arabic, "the Janguage 
of their Prophet" (Bennett 1978:229).59 

According to a Zanzibar Govemment Report in 1939, 60% of the people 
in Unguja, and 35% in Pemba, were literate in Swahili in the Arabic script. 
However, the colonial govemment continued publishing its Swahili 
documents in the Roman script in spite of the fäet that only 2% of 
Zanzibaris were literate in it (Bennett 1979:229). 

After the Revolution, Arabic gradually disappeared from the school 
syllabuses in Zanzibar during the eight-year-long anti-intellectual reign of 
Sheikh Abeid Aman Karume, the first President of the Peoples' Republic of 
Zanzibar. The Muslim Academy was closed down and its functions partly 
incorporated with the Nkrumah Teachers College at Beit-el-Ras a few 
kilometers north of Zanzibar Town. Following the assassination of Sheikh 
Karume in 1972, through the personal incentive of his leamed successor Al
hajj Aboud Jumbe, a great revival of Arabic was realised. Since 1980, it is 
again a compulsory subject from Class 3 at the primary leve!, though a 
number of secondary schools do not offer it for lack of teachers or teaching 
materials. It is not yet included in the current teacher training programmes; 
instead Arabic teachers are recruited through the Institute of Kiswahili and 
Foreign Languages (IKFL) which is an affiliate of the University of 
Daressalaam, and the recently founded Zanzibar University in central 
Unguja in which the former Islamic College (the re-established Muslim 
Academy) has been incorporated. Both these institutions provide training in 

s9 Compare this with the casc of the British primary school for Zanzibari children of Indian
origin in 1891, cnd ofsection 4.2. 
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educational theory and practice. It is a compulsory subject at the Zanzibar 
University, whereas at the IKFL it is optional. 

However, during the 1998 calendar year, 46 out of the 300 Diploma 
students at the IKFL bad Arabic as their major subject. Despite this upswing 
in the status of Arabic in autonomous Zanzibar, there is no official statement 
defining its position. It has a de facto importance of its own as a language of 
religious transmission in a predominantly lslamic country (98% Muslim), and 
there are local and private plans to sta11 Jnstitutes of Islamic Studies in other 
parts ofEast Africa. An lslamic University similar to the one in Zanzibar, and 
having several secular disciplines, has been founded in Mbale, Uganda, to 
cater for the whole region. 

On Mainland Tanzania with ca. 50% Muslim population (Kettani 1982), 
Arabic has its social status among the Muslims and is taught in the Koran 
schools as also in Kenya, but the teaching is mostly limited to 'parroting' the 
Koranic suras. A !arge proportion of the population of Eastem Arrica (i.e. 
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Komoro, Mozambique, Malawi, Rwanda, and 
Burundi) is Muslim with Arabic as the spiritual Janguage (Kettani 1982). 60 

Arabic is also the 'Latin' of Swahili, the main language in this vast region. 
Although about 42% of the Swahili vocabulary is of Arabic origin (Bosha 
1993), Arabic is not offered at any leve( in the secular educational system of 
Mainland Tanzania (nor Kenya and Uganda), a system previously in the hands 
of nurnerous Christian Missions; neither is it included in the prograrnmes of 
the Institute of Kiswahili Research (IKR), nor the Department of Kiswahili 
and African Languages at the University of Daressalaarn. Only an extramural 
course is occasionally offered at the lnstitute of Adult Education in 
Daressalaam, but at the University of Daressalaam no graduate course in 
Arabic is offered.61 At the IKR, no specialist is employed to work with 
Swahili manuscripts in the Arabic script, and very little progress has been 
made in this field. 

However, Arabic loans are both important and popular. Some of the rnany 
hundreds of recent terms approved by the National Swahili Council are: 
mhifadhina (reactionary), msamiati (vocabulary), wakala (bill of ladding), 
mwakilishi ( elected representative), dhidi ya (against), thaura (political 
revolution), mpinga-thaura (counter-revolutionary) and harakati ya tabaka 

60 Journal lnstitute of Muslim Minority Affairs (JIMMA)Vol. IV 1982: I & 2 contains five 
articles on Muslims in the region. Statistics on followers of differem religions in Eastem 
Africa are notoriously unreliable. See also Lodhi and Westerlund (1999). 
61 During the 1960s, for a couple of terms only a shon introductory course in Arabic was
offered to Swahili language students. After the advent of the socialist/nationalist Arusha 
Declaration in 1967, some 'africanist' officials of the ruling parry TANU at the Universicy of 
Daressalaam branch, in their effons to 'de-arabize' Tanzania, asked the President's Office to 
cancel Arabic courses from the curriculum, which was done without written authorization, 
and in spite of increasing contacts with the socialist Arabic-speaking countries. lnfonnation 

received from Dr. Bashbishi in Daressalaam in August 1968, and conftm1ed by Dr. Yared 
Kihore and Professsor Abdu M. Khamisi, 16 June 1998, Daressalaam. 
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(class struggle) (Bosha 1993). These contributions are by Swahili experts with 
Muslim background and knowledge of Arabic. Swahili lexicography 
necessitates at least a working knowledge of Arabic, especially when one does 
not have the Muslim background.62 

The Janguage typology in Tanzania Mainland shows that Arabic appears in 
bilingual, trilingual, quadrilingual and plurilingual situations - not in 
monolingual! Until about three decades ago Arabic appeared in some 
multilingual shop notices (together with English, Gujarati and Swahili). 
Arabic has completely disappeared from auctions and market places, and 
Arabisms such as arbata-ashara (fourteen), khamso-ishirin (twenty five) and 
sitaa-alf (six thousand) have been replaced by original Swahili or swahilized 
Arabic tenns kumi na nne, ishirini na tano and elfu sila respectively. In the 
middle of the 1960s Arabic tenns such as these were frequently used in the 
auctions just as Hindi/Urdu tenns such as do chai (two teas) and tiin kaji 
(three coffees) were used in many restaurants. ''The proportion af those who can 
read Arabic appears to drop slightly with incrcasing education from 4% at primary 
leve) ta 2.8 % al secondary Form VI levet. Many primary school children have also 
received instruction at Koranic schools but such schools have not traditionally fostered 
academic study in the way that Christian Mission schools havc" (Hill 1980:223). 

The status of Arabic in Kenya, with ca. 25% Muslim population (Kettani 
1982), is similar to that in Tanzania Mainland, though on the Kenya coast, 
Arabic has more prestige which it has historically enjoyed through its 
geographical proximity and ethnic affinity to southem Arabia. In 
predominantly traditional Swahili societies of the Lamu archipelago and 
Malindi, Arabic is taught in some primary schools and many parents send 
their children to the Middle East for further studies. It is not uncommon to 
find Arabic as a second or third language in the Muslim families of the Kenya 
coast and among Muslims upcountry. lnstruction in Arabic is given at 
numerous Koran schools run by about 120 Islamic Societies. The Kenya 
Muslim Association has plans to establish Muslim Secondary and High
schools with emphasis on Arabic and Islamic studies in Mombasa and 
Nairobi. 

In Uganda with ca. 25% Muslim population (Kettani 1982), the situation of 
Arabic is rather sim ilar to that in Kenya and Tanzania Mainland in that it has 
no official recognition. It is taught only at Koran schools and lslamic lnstitutes 
whose activities are coordinated by the Uganda Supreme lslamic Council 
which has established the Uganda Muslim University at Mbale, a joint project 
by the Uganda Govemment and the Organization of Islamic Conference 
(OIC). A major reason given by Muslim leaders (including two Presidents of 
Zanzibar, viz. Alhaij Aboud Jumbe and Dr. Salmin Amour) for the 
establishment of the Muslim Universities in Uganda and Zanzibar was that 
theological colleges and faculties at the established universities in East Africa 

62 See J. W. T. Allen (1945). 
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dealt only with Christian theology, missiology and history of Christian ity, and 
peripherally traditional African religions, but not at all with Islam. However, 
at the tum of the 1911, century, Arabic was important in the military camps in 
Uganda; Furley ( 1959:321) suggests poor knowledge of Arabic on the part of 
the British officers as one major reason for the mutiny in Uganda in I 897. 

Malawi and Mozambique also have !arge Muslim minorities, ca. 20% and 
30% respectively (Kettani 1982), but the Muslims are loosely organised and 
instruction in Arabic is almost non-existent. However, knowledge of the 
Arabic script is widespread. The Muslim clergy from these countries, as well 
as from Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire (with less than 5% Muslim population in 
all), usually receive their higher education in Tanzania, Kenya, or Uganda. 

The lslamic Federal Republic of Comoro (the Comoro Islands) is wholly 
Muslim - the remaining fourth island in the Comorian archipelago, 
Mayotte/Maore, is almost wholly Muslim and continues to be a part of 
France. Komorian (Shingaz[ja/Shikomoro) and Arabic are the national 
languages with French as the second language of the Islamic Federal 
Republic. Swahili is generally understood and both Shikomoro and Swahili 
are written in the Arabic script; however, recent linguistic development is 
pointing towards the spread of the Latin orthography, although the Republic 
is the only country in Bantu-speaking Africa which is a member of the Arab 
League since 1994 (Ben Ali 1983, Ottenheimer and Ottenheimer 1976).63 

In Madagascar, despite several dozen Arabic loans in the Malagasy 
language which was earlier written in the Arabic script, Arabic as a 
language is almost non-existent with a dwindling Muslim population 
(Munthe 1984, Rajaonson 1980).64 

The Swahili-Arabic script is still in use among the Muslims in private 
correspondence, poetry-writing and religious instruction, but there is no 
newspaper or bulletin issued in this script since 1963, although during 
1969/70 the Bible Society in East Africa published in Nairobi the Swahili 
Bible in the Swahili-Arabic script printed in Stockholm for free distribution 
among old Christians and Muslims along the coast who were literate only in 
the Arabic script. 

To the East Africans, Arabic is not only a foreign colonial Janguage like 
English, it is also, unlike English, an integral part of the Swahili language, 
literature and culture in general. Most Arabic loans are not considered foreign 

63 pc Professors H. Otcenheimer and M. Ottenheimer, both of USA, in Scockholm, January
1997, H. Ottenheimer in Leipzig July 1997, and Dr. Djaffar Mmadi of Comoro in Uppsala, 
March 1997.
6

' Also pc Dr. Henry Rahaingoson, Eastern African Centre for Research in Oral Traditions and 
African National Languages (EACROTANAL), Zanzibar. May 1980. 
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because of their high frequency and commonness. In light of this fäet, a 
positive change in the attitude to Arabic has been observed in recent years. 

The efforts to encourage Swahilization in Tanzania and Kenya and limit 
borrowing from English - except for stabilised anglicizations like kesi 
(case), kuripoti (to report) - have increased drastically the number and 
frequency of both direct and indirect Arabic toans in East Africa, and in 
some cases even established English toans have been replaced with Arabic, 
Arabic-Bantu or purely Bantu elements in the fields of administration, law, 
mechanics and even Christian theology (KAMUSI 1981). In this section and 
sections 5.3.2., 5.3.3., 5.3.4. and 5.4.2., Swahili words of Arabic origin, or 
Arabic elements in swahilized words, are in bold face: 

taarif" (report) instead of ripoti 
korti 111(1/wkama (court) 

hakimu (judge) 
nguvufarasi (horse power) 
zuio (brakes) 
mfumbato (clutch) 
mkurugenzi (director) 
Mkuu wa Mkoa (Regional Commissioner) 
Baba Mtakatifu (Pope, Holy Father) 
waraka (epistle) 

jaji 
hosipawa 
breki 
klachi 
direkta 
Rejino Kamishna 
Papa 
epistola 

In the various sciences, the specialised terminologies have been greatly 
expanded with the help of Arabic toans such as -sharabu (absorb), kisllarabio 
(absorbent), usllarabu (absorption), ukabila (tribalism), utaifa (nationalism), 
kutaifisha (to nationalize), kuthibitisha (to probate), majaribio (probation, 
experiments), msamalm (amnesty), and llisabati (mathematics) (Maina 
1987:1-3). 

There are numerous new compounds with Arabic elements. Affixation with 
Arabic roots or reductions have given rise to specialised tem1inologies similar 
to the Greaco-Latin compounds in the European languages (Lodhi 
1986a:260): 

a. mwana-slleria (lawyer), kib(l{/ili-mwendo (cam) and 1111s11-kipenyo 
(radius) 

b. tlakuvu (fungicide), <labuibui (arachnicide), 1/adudu (insecticide),
danyungu (nematicide), tlakono (molluscicide), tlagugu (herbicide), etc. The
prefix da- here is from the Arabic loan dawa (drug, medicine, chemical)

c. elinumafsi (psychology) previously
e/imuviumbe (zoology)
e/imujamii (sociology)
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elim11bantu (bantuistics) 
elim11madi11i (mineralogy) 
elimumimea (botany) 

etc. 

5.3. Arabic lexical loans in Swahili 

taaluma ya lugha za kibantu 

taaluma ya madi11i 
taaluma ya mimea 

5.3.1. Introduction. ·'The most visible sign of outside encroachment in Swahili is 
in lexis, and the largest idcntifiable set ofborrowed lexis almost certainly slems from 
Omani Arabic in the last thrce centuries or so" (Nurse and Hinnebusch 
1993:321). Reinhardt (1894) has given an excellent description of this 
Omani Arabic dialect as spoken in East Africa during the peak years of 
Omani dominance there. 

The most exhaustive study of Arabic loans in Swahili is by Bosha (1993), 
one of the few researchers on the subject who are native speakers of Arabic. 
The studies undertaken so far on the influence of Arabic and/or Arabic loans 
in Swahili have concentrated on the toans as such, and on suggesting 
etymologies of mostly nouns (Krapf 1882, Krumm 1932 and 1940, Zawawi 
1979). Because of the existence of these works, a full study of Arabic 
nominal toans is not included in the present work. Relatively much has been 
written on the Swahili-Arabic script (e.g. Velten 1901, Allen 1945 and 
I 970, Polome 1967, lmberg 1975). Those few who have attempted to give 
the etymologies of Arabic verbs have in some cases given the wrong Arabic 
verb form as the immediate source (e.g. Johnson 1939, Sacleux 1939). 
Arabic has 15 different verb forms (VF). Swahili has borrowed from several 
of these verb forms. lmberg ( 1975) has pointed out in his essay these 
shortcomings. McCall (1969) in his long article has analysed Krumm's 
classical work on Oriental loans from a sociological and historical 
perspective on borrowing. 

5.3.2. Arabic nominal toans. A !arge number of Swahili nouns are derived 
from Arabic roots. A very common way of producing Swahili lexis is to 
borrow the various fonns already existing in Arabic and swahilise them with 
an anaptyctic or epenthetic vowel (Polome 1967: 166-176, Cassels 1984), 
e.g.

hisabu/hesabu (counting, accounts) > mahisabu (figures), 
> hisabati (mathematics)

haraka (hurry), harakati (struggle) 
safir/ (to trave!), msafiri (traveller), safari (a joumey ), msafara ( caravan) 

fikiri (to think),fikira/ftkra (thought),fikara (worries), tajkira (reflections) 
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5 .3 .3. Arabic braken plurals. Arabic braken plurals are also found as loans 
in Swahili, though few in number, as synonyms ofswahilized plurals, e.g. 

Swahilized singular 
binti ( daughter) 
sa/utba (companion) 

Swahilized plural 
111abi11ti 
masalwba 

111asahib11 

Arabic broken plural loan 
bmrnti 

as-haba (companion ofthe 
Prophet Muhammad) 

as-lwbu sah ib11 ( friend) 
wa/atl (child, boy) 11/QWllf(l(/i {llf//(1(/ 

uladi ( descendants) 

A small number of Arabic plurals also appear as singular nouns in 
Swahili and are pluralised as Bantu roots or stems, e.g. 11mlwjiri11a, 

mhajiri11a (refugee), mshirikim1 (one believing in superstition, magic, etc.) 
and 111hifadhi11a (conservative). Alternatively, some singular Arabic nouns 
are treated as plural and singular forms are derived from them, e.g. from 
Arabic 'mismär' (nail, pin)> Swahili misumari (pi.)> 111s11mari (sing.). 

5.3.4. Arabic adjectives and adjectival phrases. "In Swnhili there are few words 
which may be termed 'Adjectives'. There are, however, many ways of 
expressing an adjecti val concept" (Ash ton 1944 :46). 

Swahili adjectives of Arabic origin outnumber those of Bantu origin. 
Many of them are borrowed in the adjectival form whereas others are 
constructed or derived. Loans such as dhaifu (weak), glwli (expensive), 
huru (free), lai11i (soft), maskini (poor), 11adhift1 (pure), saft (clean) and 
about 50 more items belong to the first category. These are not inflected as 
is the case with the Bantu adjectives. Constructed or derived adjectives such 
as -m11i11if11 (reliable, honest from the verb k11ami11i to believe in, to trust) 
and -batl/1irif11 (extravagant, prodigal, from the verb kubtulhiri to squander, 
to waste) belong to the second, lesser category. Others are constructed from 
nouns, e.g. Jakiri (a pauper) > Jukara (poor). However, numerous other 
adjectival concepts are expressed by phrases constructed with Arabic roots, 
e.g.

a. phrases based on the -a of relationship:
111111 wa hak i (a just man) -a + noun
maneno ya kutibu (soothing words) -a + verb in the infinitive
mlango wa saba (the seventh door) -a + cardinal number
nyumba za zamani (old buildings) -a + adverb

b. particip le phrases based on the -o of reference as a relative particle:
gari iliyoharibika (a broken-down car)
vijana wasalitikao (infatuated young people)

c. using the possessive particle -enye (having) + obj.:
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(mtu) mwenye mali (one having wealth, a wealthy person) 
mti mwenye maradhi (a tree having sickness, a sick tree) 

d. using other nouns:
watu tajiri (rich people)
mtawala dhalimu (oppressive ruler)

A large number ofthese loans (together with other Oriental and European 
toans) have been borrowed from Swahili into many other languages of 
Eastem Africa as indirect loans (Mbaabu 1985 :49-53). 

5.4. Arabic Structural Loans in Swahili 

5.4. l. lntroduction. In this section I shall comment on Arabic grammatical 
or structural loans, specifically Arabic or Bantu-Arabic adverbs, 
conjunctions, prepositions and extension of Arabic loan verbs in SwahilL65 

Minor structural influence from a prestigious literary language sometimes 
occurs through the written medium alone, without actual oral bflingualism 
among borrowing language speakers. However, the structural infh1ence of 
classical Arabic on the languages of various Muslim peoples is somewhat 
different from the structural influence of Latin on the languages of various 
Christian peoples in Europe. The difference is caused by the fäet that most 
Muslims also frequently hear spaken Arabic, at 'kast being recited in 
numerous and regu\ar religious services and ceremonies. For exampie in 
Jndia, generally Hindu and uneducated Muslim speakers of Hindi/Urdu 
would use numerous Arabic loans without original[ Arabic phonemes, 
whereas educated Muslim speakers of Hindi/Urdu wou ild use the same 
Arabic toans with the original Arabic phonemes, e.g. lzf and fi./, the 
emphatics /si, It/ and lzf and the interdentals /8/ and /iJ/. A simdar 
phenomenon exists in East Africa in the two different variet<ies of SwahHi 
usage of Muslims and Christians where Arabic phonemes are close,ly 
reproduced by Muslim Swahili speakers. Many speakers of Turkish and 
several other Turkic languages of Central Asia treat Arabic loans similarly. 
Arabic has also caused minor syntactic changes in these languages. The 
Arabic coordinating conjunction 'wa' (and) realized in Turikish as 've' is 
frequently used as a hypotactic particle "where Turki,c languages would 
otherwise normally use ..... parataxis" (Comrie 1981 :48). This is very similar 
to the case in Swahili as given below. 

Other prestigious languages with long (over two mHJennia of) tradition of 
influence are Sanskrit and Chinese which have brought about a number of 
structural changes through grammatical intrusion in the Dravidian languages 
of South India and Japanese respectively (Sridhar 1978:202-206). Sanskrit 

65 On the diffcrcnt scales of lcxical and structural borrowing, see Ch. 4 langunge Ma,inte1mncc 
in Thomason and Kaufman ( 1988). 
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syntactic intrusion in Dravidian languages includes quantifiers, intensifiers, 
conjunctions and even derivational affixes, which is to an ,exte11t similar to 
the phenomenon of Arabic borrowings in general 'in for example Persian, 
Urdu and Swahili, the languages spoken primarily by Musilims. There is 
widespread evidence also of similar Spanish structural ;intrusion into
Amerindian languages of Mexico and Latin America in general. 

"Although the adoption of a handful of loanwords rnay be the mast common 
manifestation of borrowing - especially in the modern world, where a fow languages 
of international status proYide all the technological vocabulary - extensive strnctural 
borrowing is more common than has generally been recognised" (Thomason and 
Kau fman 1988 :65). 

Arabic loans appear in all word classes in SwahiH. In many cases they 
appear as synonyms to Bantu lexical items; in some cases we find Bantu.
Arabic phrases as function words; and in some cases the toans have replaced 
Bantu items. Moreover, items from all these word dasses are today 
spreading further as indirect Arabic loans from Swahili to many Bantu and 
non-Bantu languages of Eastem Africa. 

It is perhaps impossible to predict how and when structural borrowing 
will occur as factors affecting linguistic outcomes of contact s iitiuations are 
necessarily unpredictable. However, generally social factors .sucln. as the 
relative sizes of the groups in contact, their length and intensity of contact, 
and the degree of resulting bilingualism deterrnine how, when and to what 
extent structural borrowing may take place. "The trndiitional pr-erequisite for 
Structural Borrowing .... is the existence of a bilingual group whhin the borrowing
language speaker population" (Thomason and Kaufman 1988:66). 

5.4.2. Arabic influenced hypotactic structures in Swahili. To illvstrate the 
degree or extent of the influence of Arabic funct,ion words a,t different 
syntactic levels in Swahili, i.e. grammatical or structural loans, let u.s first 
look at the use ofthe Arabic loan kabla(< 'qabl') meaning 'before': 

a. Alirudi nyumbani kabla hajamaliza kazi.
Lit.: He returned home before he has not fin,ished work.
He returned home without finishing work.

The English sentence 'He retumed home without finishing work' can also 
be realised in Swahili by using the relative construcfion alipokuwa (when he 
was) as 

b. Alirudi nyumbani alipok11wa hajamaliza kazi. With -po- relative
particle.

c. Alirudi nyumbani kabla (ya) kumaliza kazi. The gerund in English
has the Swahili equivalent with the infinitive kumaliza (to fin,isb).:
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d. * Alirudi nyumbani kabla alikuwa amemaliza kazi.
Lit. He retumed home before he had finished work.

is grammatically incorrect in Swahili. The negative construction hajamaliza 
of sentence b. is frequently replaced by a positive one in the usage of non
native speakers of Swahili. This is probably because of the influence of 
English, e.g. 

d. *Alirudi nyumbani kabla alikuwa amemaliza kazi. 
I I I \ I I 

He retumed home before he was he has finished work. 
\ I 

he had finished (compound tense) 

Though sentence d. above is considered incorrect by native speakers of 
Swahili, whenever the sense is understood, constructions with the -me-tense 
(as in amemaliza) occur without the preterite construction with the -/i-tense 
(as in alikuwa). In longer or narrative contexts, -likuwa is used initially to 
introduce the past perfect, e.g. 

A likuwa amepika chai nyingi, amekunywa vikombe vitatu, na amekaa 
dirishani akisoma kitabu chake. 
She had made a lot of tea and (had) drunk three cups and was seated by the 
window reading her book. 

The meaning expressed by the above English sentence 'He retumed home 
without finishing work' may be expressed in the following various ways in 
Swahili: 

I. A lirudi nyumbani
He retumed home

2. Alirudi nyumbani

3. Alirudi nyumbani

4. Alimdi nywnbani

5. Alirndi nyumbani

(paratax) hajamaliza kazi.

(lit.) he has not finished work. 

k11/e!huko/hapo!pale 

while/when 
hajamaliza kazi. 

(pale) ambapo 
(then) when 

wakati ute 

at that time 

wakati ambapo 
at the time when 
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6. Alirudi nyumbani wakati hajamaliza kazi. 
when/at the time 

7. Alirudi nyumbani kabla hajama/iza kazi. 
before 

8. Alirudi nyumbani kabla ya kumaliza kazi. 
He retumed home before finishing work. 

9. Alirudi nyumbani kabla kumaliza kazi. 
He retumed home before finishing work. 

10. Alirudi nyumbani bilaya kumaliza kazi. 
He retumed home without finishing work. 

11. Alirudi nyumbani bila kumaliza kazi. 
He retumed home without finishing work. 

Sentence I. is paratactical, whereas all the others are hypotactical. In 
spoken Swahili, the paratax is marked by an ascending pitch contour, and 
after the tenninal, the utterance continues at a low pitch level. 

2. has Bantu locatives/demonstratives.
3. has Bantu locatives/demonstratives with ambapo relative.
4. has an Arabic noun with a Bantu demonstrative.
5. has an Arabic noun with a Bantu relative.
6. has an Arabic noun as a conjunction.
7. has an Arabic negative compound conjunction.
8. has an Arabic-Bantu negative phrase as a preposition followed by

an infinitive.
9. has an Arabic negative preposition followed by an infinitive.
I 0. has an Arabic-Bantu negative preposition followed by an infinitive.
11. has an Arabic negative preposition followed by an infinitive.

There are four more possibilities using the Arabic ·�al' (state, condition):

12. Alirudi nyumbani
13. Alirudi nyumbani
14. Alirudi nyumbani
15. Alirudi nyumbani

ilihali 
ha/i 
na ha/i 
na ha/i pale/huko 

hajamaliza kazi. 
hajamaliza kazi. 
hajamaliza kazi. 
hajamaliza kazi. 

Sentences 12. - 15. all literally mean 'He retumed borne in the state 
(where/in which) he had not finished work.' Similar examples can be found 
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in the following Bantu languages of East Africa for which native informants 
were readily available:66 

Chagga equivalents of Swahili sentences given above67 : 

I. Nnalewuya kanyi
2. Nnalewuya kanyi
4. Nnalewzrya kanyi
7. Nnalewzrya kanyi
9. Nnalewuya kanyi

Luyia equivalents68 

(paratax) 
a{ya 
keri kilya 
kabla 

kabla 

1. Yakalukha munyumba (paratax)
2. Yakalukha munyumba aliya
5 Yakalukha mzmy11111ba esikha
7. Yakal11kha munyumba imbeli
8. Yakal11kha munywnba imbeli ya

alammarisa kasi. 
nalammarisa kasi. 
nalammarisa kasi. 
nalammarisa kasi. 
yemarisa kas i.

nasili okhumala emilimo. 
nasili okh11mala emilimo. 
nasili okhwnala emilimo. 
nasili okhumala emilimo. 
nasili okhwnala emilimo. 

In the speech of the younger generation of Luyia speakers, in Sentences 7. 
and 8., imbeli and imbeli ya, may be replaced by the Swahili kabla and 
kabla ya respectively. The Luyia 'imbeli' and 'imbeli ya' have the Swahili 
cognates mbele and mbele ya respectively, used in this context almost 
exclusively by non-native speakers of Swahili who have other Bantu mother 
tongues. 

66 Information on the Chagga, Luyia, Ngoni/Nguni and the Nyamwezi-Sukuma group is 
collected from published sources given below. Appro11ima1e number of speakers for the 
languages were as follows in 1998: Chagga I million, Luyia 2.88 million, Ngoni 0.17 million 
and Nyamwezi-Sukuma 5.9 million {Grimes 1999). 

Of the four Banru languages taken for comparison here, the Nyamwezi-Sukuma clus1er, 
e11tending from the southem shores of Lake Vic1oria to Cen1ral Tanzania, has a long-time 
contac1 with Islam and Arabic; whereas Chagga spaken in the Kilimanjaro Region in northem 
Tanzania and Ngoni in southem Tanzania have been e11posed 10 Islam, Arabic and Swahili for 
only a few generalions from the middle of the nine1eenth century. On the other hand, Luyia 
lacks completely direc1 exposure 10 Islam and Arabic, and Swahili was introduced 10 lhe 
Luyia by the British towards the end of the nineteenth century. Less !han one percent of lhe 
Luyia are Muslim, but Swahili is widely unders1ood and used in Luya-speaking areas because 
of the Swahili mass media. For details on lhis see Whiteley (1974), Jungraithmayr and 
MöWig (1980), Polome and Hill (1980), and Grimes (1999). 
67 Sentence e11amples/equivalents for Chagga were provided by the native speaker Mr. Julian
M. Kimaro. 
68 Sentence examples/equivalents for Luyia were provided by the native speaker Mr. Osore
E. Ondusye.
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N . . I 69 yamwez1 eqmva ents 

I. Wasobwa kokaya (paratax)
2. Wasobwa kokaya aholkono
3. Wasobwa kokaya aholkono
5. Wasobwa kokaya matugo aga
7. Wasobwa kokaya malugo ukolkabla
9. Wasobwa kokaya kabla

akamali/e mlimo/milimo. 
akamali/e mlimo/mil.imo. 
akali kumala milimo. 
wavage akama/ile milimo. 
akamalile milimo. 
kumala milimo. 

The Nyamwezi equivalent ofthe Swahili hali!ilihali (12. - 15.) is 'hata/i', 
e.g. Wasobwa kokaya hata/i akamalile milimo.

In the pluperfect, the Nyamwezi equivalent of Swahili :Sentence b. at th.e
beginning of this section is a variant of Sentence 5.: 

Wasobwa kokaya (kabla) wavage akamalile mi/imo. 

Swahili sentences 10. and I I. also have their equivallents in the above
illustrated languages using the Swahili-Arabic loaned conjunctions bila and 
bila ya (without) followed by an infinitive or a 'verbal noun ', e.g. in 
Nyamwezi: 

I O. Wasobwa kokaya bila ya 
11. Wasobwa kokaya bila

Nguni/Ngoni equivalents70 

I. Akiliwiki kunyumba
2. Akiliwiki kunyumba
4. Akiliwiki kunyumba
6. Akiliwiki kunyumba

(paratax) 
kulalakona 
magono gala 
magono 

kumala mi/i1110, 
kumala milimo. 

angamala lihengu. 
angamala lihengu. 
angamala lihengu. 
angamala lihengu. 

Swahili sentences 8., 9. and I 0. with the infinitive have on!y one 
equivalent in Nguni: Alikiwiki kunywnba akona kumala lihengu. The 
equivalents of Swahili sentences 4. and 6. have the same construction. 

The "intrusion" of Arabic 'qabl' in Swahili seems to have its origin in th.e 
following Arabic constructions which are near-equivalents of th.e Bantu
Swahili sentences given above: 

69 Sentence examples/equivalents for Nyamwezi were provided by lhe native speaker Mr.
Kidumla Kamagi Kidumla. 
70 Sencence e�amples/equivalencs for Ngoni were provided by U1e native speaker Mrs.
Dorothy Luambano-Borgå. 
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1. huwa raga'i'a ila d-däri qabla 'i'an yantahiya min 'i'ämalihi.
2. buwa 'i'äda ilä d-däri qabla 'i'an yantahiya min 'i'amal,ihi.
3. huwa 'i'äda 'i'ilä d-däri qabla 1-intihä'i'i (qabla li-ntihä'i'i) m;in 'i'amalihi.
4. huwa 'i'äda 'i' ilä d-däri lammä 'ian intahä ('i'ani ntahä) min <1amalihi.
5. huwa 'i'äda 'i'ilä d-däri 'i'indä 1-intihä'i'i ('i'inda li-ntihä'i'i) min 'i'amal'ihi.
6. huwa 'i'äda \"ilä d-däri duna \"an yantahiya min 'i'amalihi ..
7. huwa 'i'äda \"ilä d-däri bi-duni 1-intihä\"i (bi-duni li-ntihä,i) min \i"amal'ihi.

The Arabic sentence 3. is also considered to be a near-equiva'lent of the 
Swahili sentence 9., and Arabic 6. and 7. are given as translations of Swahrni 
I 0. which, although it uses the Arabic compound lo.an bila (bi + lä = with + 
no = without), has no exact equivalent in modem Arabic.71 

The variety of similar constructions listed above in Swah'ili (and whkh 
are freely borrowed further as indirect loans by the other languages of 
Eastern Africa)72 illustrate well the various steps in the process of borrowing 
and assimilation before the item is finally accepted. Hope (1971:6[0) 
vividly puts it as a "preliminary stagc of tluctuation and exper,iment, qualified 
succcss and temporary rejection, during which the incomin.g word is subjwted 'lo .the 
environment of the recipient language and measured against the temp late of fonnal 
conventions in the new id iom. The extraneous element ent,ers l!lpon what I shol!lld 
like to call the interim period." 

5.4.3. Adverbs and adverbial concepts in Swahili. Amidu (1997) contiends 
that Swahili adverbs and adverbials are basically noun phrases (NPs), and 
they should be analysed and described as such. In this sectio:n there is 
enough evidence to support his contention. "Bantu mots basically adverbial are 
comparatively few in Swahili" (Ashton 1944: 158), 

e.g. mno too, too much, extremely 
tu only 

and adverbial functions are expressed in various ways with the use ofBantu 
or Arabic-Bantu items: 

I. by simple noun:
Alikufa usiku. He died at night. 
Waliijenga nyumba haraka. They built the house qu,ickly . 

Bantu usiku night; Arabic haraka hurry. 

71 The Arabic sentences have been provided by Mrs. Karima Feyli and t,ested wilh Dr. Zahitl 
Alizi and Dr. Mahdali Khajeh Najafi, all at the Dept. of AsiaA and African Languages, 
Uppsala University. 
12 I have checked Kikuyu with Mr. Alex Muigai and Taita with Mr. Mwandawiro Mghanga,

both languages of Kenya, and have found similar lendencies of Arabic/Swahih intrusion as 
for Luyia. 
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2. by adverbial noun in the locative case with the suffix -ni:

Wamekwenda mjini. 
Tulikwenda safarini. 

They have gone to town. 
We went on a joumey. 

From Bantu mji town; Arabic safar journey/travel. (See the post
position -ni below.) 

3. by ideophones:
Jlisikilika lang'. It sounded like a metal. 

Bantu lang' metallic sound. 

It is difficult to find Arabic influence in cases of th,is kind, however, there 
is in the phrase kufa kibud11 (to die a natura! death), a reshaped Ar. 'qabd' 
(afflicting gravely), with substitution of the Ba. adverbial prefix ki- for the 
Ar. initial radical ka- to indicate the manner (Polome 1967: 169). 

4. by phrases introduced by the associative/prepositional /om (with, by,
etc.) and other Bantu prepositional constructions such as katika (in,, at,
through), mpaka (till, until, as far as), tangu (since), and tokea (from):

lova 11z11ri (with Bantu noun) 
lova akili (with Arabic noun) 

nicely/beautifully (with niceness/beau,ty) 
intelligently (with inteilligence) 

5. by the enclitic -lo to show intensity:

Naonalo. 
Nastareheto. 

I see it well. (Bantu -ana see) 
I enjoy most. (Arabic -slarehe enjoy) 

6. by nominal and pronomina! Bantu and Arabic roots tak,ing the fol\owing
Bantu prefixes:

pa to express 
k11 
mu 
po 
ko 
mo 
vi 
vyo 

ki 
Il 

definite place, time or direction 
indefinite place, time or direction 
withinness, ongoing process or direction 
adverbial relation of definite place, time or direction 
adverbial relation of indefinite place, time ,or directio.n 
adverbial relation of withinness, process or d irection 
manner 
adverbial relation of manner, likeness, reason, cause 
or degree 
likeness, similarity 
state 
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Examples: 
Njoo hopa! 
Nenda k11/e! 
/mo humu. 
A nasema viz11ri. 
Wamevaa kiwngu. 

Tulivaa kitaifa. 

Come here! (with Bantu locative particle) 
Go over there! (with Bantu locative particle) 
It is in here. (with Bantu locative particle) 
She speaks well. (with Bantu root) 
They are dressed like Europeans (with Bantu 
root) 
We put on the national dress. (with Arabic root; 
lit. We dressed nationally.) 

Aliandika kwa 11z11ri. She wrote beautifully. (with Bantu root) 
Anasoma kwa 11/asaha. He reads elegantly. (with Arabic root) 
Wamechora kwa umahiri. They have drawn skillfully. (with Arabic root) 

7. by Arabic loans, many of which are nouns, and Arabic-Bantu phrases
used as adverbs and adverbials:

a. Oftime
adhuhuri
alfajiri
alasiril/aasiri
as11b11hi/11subuhi
awali
baadaye
baadein
daimaldaiman
ha/aji,
hatima
hatimaye
kabla

karibuni 
magharibi 
mara/marra 
mara moja 
marateni 
wa baada(hu) 
wakati 
zamani 

at noon/midday 
at dawn/daybreak 
in the aftemoon 
in the moming 
in the beginning, at first, firstly 
afterwards, later 
later 
continually, perpetually 
afterwards, presently, later 
finally, in the end 
finally (contraction of hatima yake = at its end) 
before (followed by -Ja- aspect or infmitive, 
as seen earlier in section 5.4.2.) 
recently (also hivi karibuni) 
at sunset 
immediately (preceding verbs) 
at once 
twice 
and after that 
when (followed by -po- adverbial construction) 
long ago, fonnerly (This is a Pers. loan via Ar.), 

e.g. Niliomwona Rais (wakati) alipowasili mji wetu. 
I saw the President when he visited our town. 

b. Of place
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maha/ilpaha/i, kwahali, mwahali (and mahala, pahala, mwahala), all 
derived from the Arabic toan 'mahall' meaning place, are followed by the 
locative constructions po, ko and mo, e.g. 

Walijenga hospital i mahali walipofyeka msitu. (with -po- infix) 
Walijenga hospital i mahali ambapo walifyeka msilll. (with amba-relative) 
They built a hospital where they (had) cleared the forest. 

When wakati (when) and mahali (where) are followed by the Arabic 
toans kilalkillalku/la (every), we get the adverbs 'whenever' and 'wherever' 
respectively; and kila + po-construction followed by a noun with the 
locative post-position -ni has reference to time only: 

Kila kijiji walipofika, walimtembelea Jumbe. At every village they arrived, 
they visited the Chief. 

Kila walipofika kijijini, walimtembelea Jumbe. Whenever they arrived in 
a/the village, they visited the Chief. 

Kila mahali walipofika, walimtembelea Jumbe. Wherever (at every place) 
they arrived, they visited the Chief. 

Kila wakati walipojika, walimtembelea Jumbe. Whenever (every time) they 
arrived (i.e. in the village), they visited the Chief. 

Other Arabic adverbs ofplace or direction are: 

magharibi 
mashariki 
shemali 
kusi(ni) 

(in the) west, westward(s) 
(in the) east, eastward(s) 
(in the) north, northward(s) 
(in the) south, southward(s), the South Monsoon 

c. Of manner, state and degree
abadi, abadan73 never (followed by a neg . construction) 
afadhali preferably, rather 
aghali dearly, expensively 
(wa) aidha, aidhan however 
bure freely, of free will; in vain; for nothing 
ghajla, ghafula abruptly, suddely 
haba very little 
hadharani publicly, in front of people 
halisi exactly (seldom used in this sense, but as an adj. 

meaning 'real/genuine/aboriginal') 

ll Thcse are ultimately derived from Persian äpa� (see section 7.2.). 
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hasa, hassa 
hata, hatta 
hata kidogo 
hata hivyo 
jinsi, gins i 

kabisa 

kadamnasi 
kadhalika 
kadiri 

kadiriya 
kama (vile) 

kama 

karibu 
katu, kattu 
kiasi 
kiasi cha 
licha ya 
licha ya kuwa 
mahsusi, mahususi 
maksudi, makusudi 
mathalan, mathalani 
minghairi 
nusra, nusura 

sana 
sasa 
sawa 
sawasawa 
tabaan 
taibu 
takriba, takriban 
taratibu 
thama, thamma 
yamkini, yumkini 
zaidi 
zaidi ya 
zaidi ya hayo 

especially, specially (also hususallmsusan) 
though, although, even, also 
not even a little/not at all (Ar.-Ba.) 
even so (Ar.-Ba.) 
as, how (followed by a -vyo-adv. construction); 
see kama). 14 

entirely, extremely; not at all (in a negative 
construction.) 
publicly, in public 
in like manner 
as much as, as long as, etc. (followed by a -vyo
adverbial construction) 
according to (followed by an NP) 
such as, like, resembling, approximately 
(followed by a -vyo-adv. construction or an NP) 
as, how (followed by a -vyo-adv. construction or 
an NP; seejinsi) 

almost, nearly 
never (with a negative VP construction) 
reasonably 
about, roughly, approximately 
let alone 
not only (that it is/was ... ) 
especially (after an NP) 
intentionally, with purpose 
as an example, for example 
not to mention .... , let alone .... 
about to happen/do (followed by a construction 
in the subjunctive) 
very, very much, thoroughly 
now, present ly, at present, these days 
equally 
properly 
of course 
well, rightly, certainly, good, very well 
almost, nearly 
carefully 
then, next, also, too, as well (also th11mma) 
possibly, probably 
more, increasingly 
more than 
furthermore, moreover 

"The Persian loan namna is also used similarly. 
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The noun makusudi is further treated as a plural of k11s11di (intention) and 
the adverbial phrases kwa k11s11di and kwa makus11di (intentionally) are also 
realised as synonyms of makusudi. 

In many Swahili dictionaries, one or more of the following items 
belonging to different word classes are omitted though they are all 
commonly used by native Swahili speakers and other speakers of Swahili: 
abadan (never), aidhan (also, moreover), daiman (always), h11susan 
(especially), mathalanlmathalani (as for example), sh11kran (Thank you), 
tabaan (of course), takriban (nearly, approximately), wa baada (and then), 
wa baadahu (and after that), wa katabahu (Yours sincerely, lit. And he who 
has written is ... ). This may be because the foregoing are viewed by many 
non-native speakers of Swahili as arabisms because of their Arabic -an and -
hu endings and the forward shift in accent. (And so far, most Swahili 
lexicographers and/or their assistants or informants have been non-Muslims 
or non-native speakers of Swahili, without much exposure to Arabic and 
Islam.) 

d. Of affirmation, negation and interjection

La! No! 
Naatn! 
Hasha! 
Si hasha! 
La haula! 
Wallahi! 
Al hamdulillahi 1 

lnshallah! 
Afanaleik! 
Astaghfurullah! 
Toba! 

e. Greetings
Asante/Ahsante!
Asanteni/ A hsanteni !
Ahsantum!
Asante sana!
Slmkran!
Shukran jazilan!
Tafadhali!
Tafadhalini!
Salaam aleikum!

Yes! 
Certainly not! By no means! Impossible! 
Certainly! 
God forbid! 
Really! By God! 
Praise be to God!, With the grace of God! 
IfGod wishes! 
Bravo! (reduced from afuan aleik) 
God forbid! 
Forgive me God! 

Thank you! 
Thank you! (swahilized plural) 
Thank you! (Arabic plural) 
Thank you very much! 
Thank you! 
Thank you very much! 
Please! 
Please! (swahilized plural) 
Peace be on you ! 
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'! This plural form is used even when greeting individuals; used also by Christians in general in 
Tanzania, and increasingly in Kenya. At a mecting in Stockholm on September I, 1999, The 
President of Tanzania Mr. Benjamin Mkapa, and his Foreign Minister Mr. Jakaya Kikwetc 
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A/eikum salaam! 
Sa/ama? 
Sa!ama! 
Salkheir! 
Asakheir! 
Sabalkheir!IS11balkheir! 
Masa/kheir!/Msa/kheri! 
Alamsiki! 
Maasalaam! 
Karib11! 
Karib11ni! 
Kwaheri! 
Kwaherini! 

Answer to Salaam aleikum! 
Are you well? 
I am fine! 
Good day! 
Let's hope for the better!}76 

Good moming! 
Good aftemoon/evening! 
Good evening! 
Goodbye! 
Welcome!, Come in! 
Wecome!, Come in! (swahilized plural) 
Goodbye! (Swahili-Arabic compound) 
Goodbye! (swahilized plural) 

Eid M11barak!, !di Mbaraka!, Minal-ahidin! and ils respopnse Minal
faizin! are Arabic greetings used during the Eid/Idd celebrations after the 
Ramadhan month of fästing and Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca. We may also 
add here Al hakir (I/As for myself), Wasa/aam! (With regards!) and the 
letter-ending Wa billahilmin-al!ahi tawfik! (lit. And salvation comes with 
the grace of God). 

5.4.4. Conjunctions. In Swahili there are few Bantu words which are 
basically conjunctions (Ashton 1944: 197), e.g. na (and/with) and kwa. 
However, there are different ways of joining words and sentences: by 
phrases based on kwa, by the aspect/tense forms -ka-, -ki-, japo, etc. and 
by Ar. loans. The Ar. and Ar.-Ba. coordinating conjunctions are: 

hata 
bila 
lena 
ama ama 
ama 011 
wala ... wala 
wa 

so, then, next 
without 
again, besides, furthermore, in addition 
either ... or 
either ... or 
neither ... nor 
and (instead of na is found in earlier texts, 
poetry and educated or arabised speech) 

wala may be followed by a negative VP both in the first and the second 
part of the sentence: 

grected the audiencc with "Salaam-aleikum!" and got the response ''Aleikum-salaam!" in 
unison; a majority of the audicnce were non-Muslim Tanzanians and Swedes. 
76 Used mostly ironically. During the last years of President Shcikh Abeid Amani Karume's 
repressive rulc in Zanzibar, this greeting was forbidden since it was used by many to express 
dissatisfaction with Karume's regime ( 1964-72). 
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Wala hakuna maji, wala hakuna maziwa./Hak1111a maji wafa (hakuna) 
maziwa. There is no water, neither there is any milk./There is neither water 
nor milk. 

bila, hata, tena and wa are conjunctions of addition whereas ama and 
wala express choice. There are a few more Arabic conjunctions which 
express contrast: 

aidha, wa aidha, aidhan 
bali 

further, moreover, next, then 
but rather, on the contrary 
but, except, unless ila/illa 

ila tu but only 
lakini but, nevertheless 
maadam, madam, midam(u) 
madhali 

since (because) 
since (because) 

walakini but, however 

The conjunctions of interference or reason are: 

(hva/ndiyo) maana/sababu for, because, the reason being, since 
(These are used as synonyms ofthe Bantu kwa k11wa and lovani.) 

kabla 

(kwa) maana 
(kwa) sababu 
lova sababu ya 
lova ajili ya 
lova ajili ya hayo 

before (followed by a neg. 1a-construction in the 
perfect -me-tense, or an infinitive. See section 
5.4.2 above.) 
because 
because 
because of 
because of, for the sake of 
whereof, and therefore 

Subordinate conjunctions in Swahili of Arabic origin, or which are 
Arabic-Swahili compounds, are: 

Ofpurpose 

Of condition 

i/i (lovamba) so that, in order that/to 

kama if, whether (synonym to Sw. kwamba, 
seldom used in this sense by native speakers ofSw.) 
kama kwamba as if (synonym to Sw. kana lovamba) 
laiti if only 

Of mere introduction kama that (synonym to Sw. kwamba,ya 
kwamba, kuwa,ya k11wa) 
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e.g. Alisema kama!kwamba!kuwa atafika hapa kesho.
Alisema (ya) kwambalkuwa atafika hapa kesho. 
He said that he will arrive here tomorrow. 

5.4.5. Prepositions and prepositional concepts in Swahili. "In Swahili there are 
no Bantu words which are basically prepositions, but thcre arc a few words based on 
the -a of Relationship which may be termed so" (Ashton 1944: 195). They are 
kwa (al, by, by means of, for, from, through, to, with) and na (by, with). 
See 5.4.4. above. 

The various subject pronouns + the -a ofRelationship give us additionally 
the prepositions cha, la, mwa, pa, vya, ya and za. The particle kwa has in 
addition the restricted meaning of 'motion to or from a living being'; 
however this restriction is not observed in the Kingwana dialect of Swahili 
spoken in Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire where kwa is used as a general 
'master preposition'. This is the case also with many other Bantu languages 
in Eastem Africa, native speakers ofwhich tend lo incorrectly use the kwa 
in Swahili. 

Other constructed Swahili prepositions are katika, kwenye, mwenye and 
penye, that refer to both time and space, and occasionally process. 

The post-position -ni puts the noun in the locative case, and also refers to 
place or direction to or from a place, e.g. 

ny11111bani 
darasani 
maktabani 

in/to/from the house, at home, etc. (Swahili noun + -ni) 
in/to/from the classroom (Arabic noun + -ni) 
in/at/to/from the library (Arabic noun + -ni) 

katika nyumba in the house 
katika darasa in the classroom 
katika maktaba at/in the library 

The preposition katika may be translated by different prepos1t1ons in 
English, including those denoting duration of time, such as 'during, whilst, 
in the act or. 

The Arabic and Arabic-Swahili prepositions are as follows: 

kwa ajili ya 
(kwa) habari ya 
kwa maana ya 
kwa sabab II ya 
kwa ajiliya 
baadaya 
badala ya 

for the sake of 
about, conceming 
about, concerning; to rnean (to say) 
because of 
for the sake of 
after 
instead of 
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bila (ya) 
dhidi ya 77 

kablaya 
karibu nalya 
mahali pa 
zaidi ya 
hadi 
hata/hatta 
kama 

without 
against, in opposition to 
before (foltowed by an inf. or an NP in a pos. sentence) 
near/close ( to) 
instead of 
more than 
until 
till 
like, resembling, as, such as 

The prepositions baada ya and kabla ya are used more often with 
reference to time, whereas their original Swahili equivalents nyuma ya and 
mbele ya respectively are used mosstly with reference to space. 

Some ofthese Arabic loans can also be used with their Swahili possessive 
pronouns as follows: 

baada yang11 
kablayake 
karibu yetu 
zaidiyako 
kwa ajili yake 
mahali pao 
badalayake 
kwa sababu yangu 

after me 
before her/him 
near (to) us 
rnore than you 
for her/his sake 
in their place 
instead ( of her/him/it/them) 
because of me 

In the Bantu languages of East Africa in general, many prepositional 
concepts are expressed with the use ofthe so called Prepositional or Applied 
Form where in English prepositions are used (Ashton 1944, Polome 1967, 
Lodhi and Otterbrandt 1987, Lodhi 1985). Frequently in Swahili and 
neighbouring languages, these prepositional or applied verbs are derived 
from Arabic roots, e.g. 

Watoto walituimbia nyimbo. The children sang songs to/for us. 
kuimba (to sing), kuimbia (to sing to/for) 

•• dhidi ya is absent in most Swahili dictionaries and gram mars except for Rechcnbach ( 196 7)
and Lodhi and Otterbrandt (1987); while in the KAMUSI (1982), the official mono-lingual
Swahili dictionary from Daresnlaam and in Bosha (1993), it appears only as a noun; and in
Bakhressa ( 1992) it is entered as a noun but uscd as a preposition in his exnmples 'Yeye sikt, 
zote ni dhidi ya11g11 kazi11i." (Hc is always against me at work.) and" .... k11piga11a dhidi ya 
homaya malaria .... " (to fight against malaria fever). Since dhidi is never used as a noun but 
only as a preposition in the form dhidi ya, lexicographically it should be entered as a 
preposition with the associative particleya. One can certainly find a few more Arabic adverbs. 
conjunctions and prepositions in the Swahili thcological writings of the late Sheikh Abdullah 
Saleh Farsy (the translator ofthe Holy Koran into Swahili and fom1er Chief Kadhi of Zanzibar 
and Mombasa, Kenya) and his collcagues, but it is not within the scope of this study to 
scrutinize such rich and hitherto unstudied linguistic sourccs. 
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Simba amlimhurumia Panya. Lion showed pity on Mouse. 
huruma (pity, compassion < Ar.), kulmrumia (to pity/have pity on) 

The Swahili noun huruma is of Arabic origin (a metathetic form of 
rehema or ruhuma); and many prepositional verbs are derived also from 
adjectives, adverbs, nouns and verbs of Arabic origin, e.g. 

saji/swafi 
clean/clear 

kusafiri 
to trave! 

kusajiri 

> kusafisha
to clean/clear

> kusafiria
to travet by

> kusafirisha

> kusafishia
to clean/clear with/for

> kusajirishia
to transport/export to transport/export by/with

A detailed description of this phenomenon is given in the following 
section. 

5.5. Arabic loan verbs and their extension in Swahili 
All Arabic toan verbs in Swahili are productive, i.e. they have one or more 
derivative or extended fonns. There are no tinguistic constraints met with in 
their extension, the onty restrictions being semantic or togical. 

a. Arabic toan verbs can be extended from nouns:

hesa bu ( accounts/accounting) 
> -hesabu (to count)
> -hesabia (to count for/with)
> -hesabika (to be counted)
> -hesabisha (to cause to be counted)

This can be compared with the English noun/verb 'record' > Swahili
rekodilrikodi (a!to record). 

Other examptes of derivations from nouns formed from Arabic roots and 
taken randomty from KAMUS/(1981), are: 

adabu (good manners) 
> -adibu (lo teach good manners)
> -adibika (to be good mannered)
> -adibisha (to make/force someone to team good manners)
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adhabu (punishment) 
> -adhibu (to punish)
> -adhibika (to be punished)

> -adhibisha (to cause someone to be punished)

adili (righteous conduct) 
> -adilika (to receive moral training)
> -adilisha (to teach good moral)

dhamira, dhamiri (real intention) 
> -dhamiri, -dhamiria (to intend seriously)

fikara/fikira (thought) 
> -fikiri (to think)
> -fikiria (to consider)
> -fikirika (to be conceivable)

hamasa (enthusiasm) 
> -hamasisha (to encourage)

jeraha (wound, physical damage) 
> -jeruhi (to wound)

sa/ara/safari (caravan/journey) 
> -safiri (to trave))
> -safiria (to trave) by/with/through)
> -safirisha (to transport/export)

b. Derivations from Arabic adverbs are also possible:

zaidi (more) 
> -zidi (to increase, intransitive)
> -zidisha (to increase, transitive; cf. the noun ziada)

makusudi (intentionally) 
> -k11s11dia (to intend), from the swahilized singular form kusudi
> -kusudisha (to insinuate)

c. There are also some derivations from Arabic adjectives:

dhahiri (open/obvious) 
> -dhihirisha (to show/demonstrate)
> -dhihirika (to be shown/disclosed)
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bora (better) 
< -boresha (to improve),
< -boreka (be improved) 

f11kara (poor) 
< -f11karisha (impoverish),
< -f11karika (be impoverished)

imara (strong) 
< -imarisha (to strengthen/fortify),
< -imarika (be strengthened)

saft (clean) 
< -safisha (to clean),
< -safishika (be cleaned, become clean)

Arabic loans such as dhahiri and bora appear both as adjectives and 
adverbs in Swahili. Other loans appear as both adjectives and nouns, e.g. 

dhalimu (tyrannical; a tyrant) (cf. swahilized synonyms/nouns mdhalimu, pi. 
wadhali11111) 

> -dh11/1111111 (to tyrannize)

tajiri (rich/wealthy; trader/employer, swahilized pi. matajiri) 
-tajirika (to become wealthy)
>-tajirisha (to enrich)

The Arabic loanword maskini (poor; a pauper, beggar) giving rise to the 
verb -maskinisha (to impoverish), is one of the many recent derivatives met 
with in spoken Swahili, but they are not yet standardised by the National 
Swahili Council (BAKITA). Single word causative neologisms of this type 
instead of phrases abound in the language, especially in the modem usage 
which has to meet the increasing demands of modern technology, science 
and socio-politico-economic developments, e.g. bora (better, best) > 
-boresha (improve, first recorded use by President Ali Hassan Mwinyi, the
founder of BAKIT A), taifa (nation)> -taifisha (to nationalize, first recorded
use by Mohamed Abdulrahman Babu at a political meeting in Zanzibar in
1962), Kiswahili (Swahili) > -swahilisha (to swahilize, first recorded use by 
Abdulaziz Y. Lodhi at a guest seminar in Daressalaam 1978), huru (free) >
-hurisha (to free/liberate, first recorded use by Sheikh Ali Muhsin at a
political rally in Zanzibar in 1963), hai (alive) > h11isha (to nurture/keep
alive, first recorded use by the poet Abdillatif Abdalla <luring a lecture in
Daressalaam, 1973), -staafu (to retire, intransitive) > -staafisha (to make
someone retire, first recorded use by President Julius K. Nyerere <luring a
talk in 1983). Similarly, all such derived verbs may have a passive form, e.g.
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-taifislnva (to be nationalized), -safishwa (to be cleaned), -boreshwa (to be
improved), -staajishwa ( to be retired) and -fukarishwa (to be
impoverished).

d. Swahili words may be deriv�d from Arabic verbs in several ways. Same
possibilities are:

ijitahad (Arabic Verb Form 8 Perfect) 
Verb> verb > -jitahidi (to make an effort, to struggle)
Verb> noun > jitahada (effort, struggle)

ijtihad (Arabic Verb Form 8 lnfinitive) 
Verb> verb > -Jitihadi (to struggle/try hard)
Verb> noun > jitihadiljitihada (great effort, hard struggle)

Other pattems ofverbal derivation from Arabic elements are: 
imtihan (Arabic Verb Form 8 lnfinitive) 
Verb> noun > verb > mtihani (examination) 

> -tahini (to examine)
> -tahiniwa (to be examined).

There are also several cases of swahilized verbs producing nouns: 
-tahini (to examine) > mtahini (examiner), mtahiniHia (examinee).

The Arabic root 'jahada' also produces in modem standard written 
Swahili the noun juhudi (efforts) and in colloquial Swahiti the derivative 
verbs -Juhudia (to make an extra effort) and -juhudisha (to help/make 
someone to try hard), again not standardised yet. The Swahili verb -j.itahidi 
(to struggle, to make an effort) is wrongly extencled by some non-native 
speakers of Swahili to produce a causative form in which the Ar. syHable 
-)i- is conceived to be the Swahili reflexive prefix, i.e. *-jitahidisha as in the 
following Swahili sentence of my Chagga infonnant Mr. l M. Kimaro, 
"* Anajitahidisha mwenyewe kuendesha maisha, atawezaje kuwasaidic1 
watoto wa kaka yake? " (He himself is struggling hard t,o su,rvive; how can 
he help the children of his elder brother?). The Swahili vefb root -jitahidi 
has not yet been reduced to *-tahidi, and therefore the .reduced causat,ive 
verb *-tahidisha and the reflexive verb *-jitahidisha do not ,exist in the ,usage 
of first language speakers of Swahili. Among a flora of extensions of non
native and non-standard Swahili verbs of Arabic origin Is the reflexive 
causative *-jibidiisha (to force onself to make a great effort) derived from 
the noun bidii (effort, struggle), met with several times in the Swahili usage 
of the above informant, who like many other educated second language 
speakers of Swahili in East Africa could not distinguish between the very 
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common Arabic loans ahadi (promise in general) and miadi (promise of 
meeting with reference to a particular time and place). A hybrid fonn 
*mhadi with the denotation of miadi was also met with in the Swahili usage
ofthree Chagga speakers.

A couple of dozen Arabic verbs of different fonns with the Arabic prefix 
ta- are also found in both written and spoken Swahili. Those ofVerb Fann 5 
are also used as imperatives e.g. Taaddab!, Taadabu! (Watch your tongue!, 
Don 't be impolite!) and Tahadhari! (Be careful!). 

-taadabu (Verb Form 5)
-taadhimu (Verb Fonn 2)
-taakhari (Verb Forn\ 2)
-tabaruku
-tafakariltafakuri
-taftiri

-tahadhari
-taharuki

-tahkiki

-tajlisi

Tafadhali! 

-tarakimu

-tathmini

to be polite (also -adibu, -adibisha) 
to glorify (also -adhimu, -adhimisha) 
to delay (also -akhirisha/-ahirisha) 
to obtain/seek blessings (also -bariki) 
to think, consider (also -fikiri) 
to translate (also -fasiri, and as noun, 
translation) 
to be careful/alert 
to hurry (normally -fanya haraka, 
lit. to make haste) 
to inquire/edit (also -hakiki, -hakikisha, 
and as a noun also, inquiry, editing) 
to go bankrupt (also -filisi, -filisisha, 
-filisika, and as a noun, bankruptcy)
Please!, Be nice! (extended to
-tafadhalisha, -tafadhalika; cf. Asante,
Asanteni, Kwaheri, Kwaherini, Karibu,
Karibuni, etc. in section 5.4.3. §7.c.)
to prepare figures/statistics (used also as
a noun, figures, statistics). This loan also
has synonyms, i.e. -rakimu (to calculate)
and rakamu (arithmetical figure, final
figure, sum-total)
to evaluate (also noun, i.e.
evaluation, estimation)

There are also about twenty Swahili verbs formed from the Arabic Verb 
Form I O (istafaa/a) with the Arabic prefix sta-(stative): 

-staajabu
-staafu
-staarabika
-staftahi
-stahamali

to be astonished 
to retire 
to be cultivated/cultured (< Ar. stfä rab) 
to eat breakfast (also noun) 
to be patient, have patience 
(also -stahimi/i, -himili, also noun) 
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-stakabadhi

-starehe

5.6. Concluding remarks 

to hand over, submit sameting to someone 
(also kabidhi, used also as the noun 'receipt') 
to enjoy (also noun) 

Swahili and other Bantu languages of East Africa consulted for this pmt of 
the research show current examples of both paratactic and hypotatic 
constructions with conjunctions and prepositions. The hypotax is preferred 
in both literary and colloquial Swahili and in many other Bantu languages of 
Eastern Africa which borrow freely from Swahili. [n all the three cas,es of 
structures with adverbs, conjunctions and preposit,ions, there is a mark,ed 
tendency to first use Bantu constructions, followed by Arabic-Bantu phrases 
to be finally reduced to Arabic independent function words - this advanced 
use of Arabic loans simplifies Bantu syntax by reduc,ing subordinate clauses 
to infinitive phrases, as in the use of kabla described above. 

There is an abundance of Arabic grammatical or strnctural loans in 
Swahili, however, syntactic Arabic intrusion in Swahili ;is nota wide-spread 
phenomenon since it is limited to a few structures on.Iy in Swahili and other 
Bantu languages of the region, where no Arabic-based pidg,in or creole 
variants, such as in the southem Sudan (Thomason 1996: 125-172), have 
developed. Swahili borrowed three new vowel seq,uences (ai, au, ei) and 
several consonants (th, dh, kh, gh) and consonantall cornbinations (st, .sht)
from Arabic, "But Swahili had if anything a substrate relationship ·to Arabic, ancl 
all these features are simply borrowed" (Nurse 1996:280). Nurse (1996:291) 
further concludes: 

"(iv) The structures of Swahili cannot be shown to result from signifi.cant 
linguistic contact between Arabic speakers and Bantu speakers. 
(v) Even in later periods it cannot be shown that Arab,ic speakers played any
direct role in restructuring Swahili. The Arabic contribut,ion to SwahiH dates 
mainly from the last four centuries and is primarily iexical, with a l.imited 
number of nonlexical features having been introduced via the lexis. 
Although many of the nineteenth-century plantations we,re owned by Arabs, 
and led to conditions in which pidgins could weH have existed, Swahih 
would have been the target language, and direct Arabic p,resence was 
probably minimal."78 

In the 1860s, at the peak of the period of plantat,ion economy based 011. 

imported slave labour, the working class population in Zanzibar Town 
consisting of both "free Swahili and slaves" was so integrated socially and 

78 Compare this wilh Mpiranya's arguments in section 4.4.8.
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Jinguistically that ''it had become extremely difficult to make a distinction betwecn 
them" (Sheriff 1987:149, referring to Menon 1978:43). Swahili was the 
target language of also the slave population, hence little 're-Bantu ization' of 
Swahili took place in Zanzibar. It was in the interest of both the Arabic 
speakers and the Bantu speakers to maintain, or even develop further, the 
simplification of Swahili structures. 

Though, among non-native speakers of Swahili, especially Christians 
and/or people away from the Swahili coast, there always has been a 
"tendency to use Bantu words which usually are cognate with the inland vernacular 
in which the Swahili speaker received his first education or with the Bantu languages 
which he currently uses in his narrow tribal circle" (Polome 1967: 166). There is 
no longer any conscious negative attitude developing towards Arabic 
elements of Swahili; on the contrary, Arabic continues to make important 
contributions to the development of the modem Swahili lexicon, and 
indirectly the lexicon ofthe other languages ofEastem Africa. 

Arabic is unique in this respect since the other major contributor 
languages in East Africa which came from the Indian Ocean (Persian, 
Cutchi/Sindhi, Gujarati, English, and Portuguese) have contributed mostly 
nominals - there are less than JO Standard Swahili verbs of English origin, 
and a few from the other contributor languages mentioned here, e.g. from 
lndic kuchapa (to print), with the applied form kuchapia and the causative 
kuchapisha, the rarely used Cutchi verbs kupinya (to gin/work with cotton) 
and kujangia (to whisk), the Indic imperatives Aste! (Slow down!), Jao! 
(Get !ost!) and Chup!/Chub! (Quiet!, Shut up!), and the reduplicated adverb 
aste-aste (slowly, very slowly, carefully), from Persian kusefidi (to whiten, 
to polish) and the Arabic-Persian Habedari! (Look out!, from xabar-där!), 
commonly found in Iran and the Indian sub-continent. 

Swahili has borrowed very few adverbs, adjectives, conjunctions or 
prepositions from languages other than Arabic; and this phenomenon has 
not been thoroughly studied yet. 

It would not be too sweeping a statement to suggest that in theory it is 
perfectly legitimate to use in Swahili any Arabic word of any word-class, 
because "Arabic is the 'Latin' of Swahili. And Persian was the 'Greek' in 
the past!"79 However, it is English which is the largest contributor to Swahili 
today, but its contribution is limited to nominals belonging primarily to the 
fields of modem technology and science (Lodhi l 986a:256-260). 

Many Muslim leaders and scholars in Eastern Africa consulted during this 
research believe that the future of Arabic appears to be bright with the 
growth and strengthening of Swahili and better educational facilities in the 
predominantly Muslim areas of East Africa. They also believe that reforming 
and reorganising the Koran schools (chuo/vy110) would improve the quality of 
religious instruction as well as strengthen the position of Arabic. The now 

79 Lodhi (1994b:72) and M. H. Abdulaziz in his keynote address to the 2nd World Congress of 
A frie an Linguistics, Leipzig, Aug., 1997. 
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stagnated Koran school system is the ongm of the Islamic colleges and 
institutes, whether established with or without the medium of Arabic. The 
stagnation of the Koran schools and the darsa/madarsa (sessions connected 
with the Mosque) from the m iddle of the 1960s to the 1980s de alt a severe 
blow to the further growth of traditional Swahili poetry, intellectual exchange 
and scholarly production in the fields of diana (lslamic theology), philosophy, 
interpretation of the Islamic Sharia and Afro-Oriental herbal medicine. The 
future development of Swahili and Swahili institutions is closely associated 
with further progress of Islamic institutions and recognition of Arabic in 
Eastem Africa. 
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6. INDIC LOANS IN SWAHILI

6.1. lntroduction 
Indian influences in East Africa are complex and their h'istory goes hack 
probably to the middle of the first millenium of our time. In section 6.2., I 
give a phonological analysis of the lndic toans in Swahih and show how 
their pronunciation or meaning has changed, and to what extent one can 
distinguish the various lndic languages as specific contributors .. 
Furthermore, it is not only purely lndic words that were brought to East 
Africa, but also Arabic, Persian, Portuguese and Eng llish words borrowed 
first in lndia were introduced in Swahili by Indians as indirect iloans. 
Consequently, in this section I also give the distinguishing features ofsome 
of these indirect Ioans. 

The lndic elements in Swahili are ofthree types, v,iz. 

I. Purely lndic elements found in Indo-Aryan languages spaken by fodians
in East Africa (Cutchi/Sindhi, Gujarati, Hindustani, Konkani, Punjabi,
Urdu); for these specific Indic etymologies are suggested.

2. Iranian elements found in Indo-Aryan languages and lranian
languages (including Persian, Baluchi, Pashtu) spaken by !rank 
speaking immigrants to the East African coast a) already in pre-Is'lam;ic 
times, b) after the Shirazi invasion of the middle of tbe tenith centllry, 
and c) after the Omani invasion of East Africa and settlement in the 
1820s. 

3. Indirect loans via Indic of English, Portuguese and other non-Indo-Iranian
origins such as English meli, skrubu, and English-Arabk (Anglo-lndian)
mamsablmemsab. Such Ioans are described and their specific etymolog,ies 
are suggested in section 6.3. 

6.2. Transfer phonology of Indic loans in Swahili 
As related in section 3.3. and 4.5., mast ofthe ear\y Indians who settf.ed on 
the coast of East Africa came from Cutchi/Sindhi and Gujarati areas; 
whereas among the later Indians of the colonial period who settled mostly in 
the interior of East Africa, there were many Hindi, Urdu and Punjabi 
speakers. The influence of these later Indians on the Swahili Ianguage and 
culture is thus not as strong nor deeply rooted as those of the earlier settlers, 
as described in section 4.5. 

Cutchi (and Sindhi) has roughly the same loans from Arabic and IPersian 
as Swahili has. This feature is shared also by other lndic languages spaken 
by Muslims; and Gujarati, Hindi and Punjabi are no exception to tmis. 
However, in the usage of Hindu, Sikh and Christian Indian speakers, many 
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Persian and Arabic toans in their respective languages have recently been 
replaced by Sanskrit words, both old tenns and neologisms. The Gujarati 
lexicon common to Cutchi also presents difficulties in exactly detennining 
the specific lndic source of some loans in Swahili. 

a. Liquids, laterals and flaps. In the Bantu languages of Eastern Aföica there
are several "r-like" sounds and varieties of /l/ (Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993 ),
but in modem Swahili (both Standard Swahili and dialects) there is only one
clear rolled /r/, distinguished from the clear /I/, which are allophones only in
half a dozen cases showing dialect variation, e.g. rowalfowa (to get wet),
terezaltefeza (to slide down) and randa/landa (I. to loiter; 2. carpente:rs
plane). In some languages in East Africa such as Kikuyu, there is no /l/, and
in many languages such as Kinyamwezi and Kihaya there is ,no clear fri or
/1/. These varieties of /r/ and /1/ are derived from proto-Bantu /*d/.

Similarly in the modem lndic Janguages of Cutchi/Sindhi (North-westem 
lndo-Aryan), Gujarati, Hindi and Konkani (all three Centra.I Indo-Aryan), 
there are many cases of /r/, /1/ and /dl variation in cognates that disting ,uish 
one language, or dialect, from the others. In many cognates the Hindi 
retroflex /qj has the Gujarati retroflex /q/ or fri as equ'ival,ents, Hindi flapped 
/I/ is realised as flapped /r/, in Gujarati, and their Cutch,i equivalents are 
sometimes retroflex /r/, and frequently a clear fri. I would therefore suggest 
specific Cutchi etymologies of lndic toans such as kachara (garbage) and 
karai (deep frying pan) since in the Cutchi forms they have a clear /r/., 
whereas the alternative form kachala, mostly used in the interior of East 
Africa away from the coastal Swahili, may have the specific Gujarati or 
Hindi etymology, or else the Cutchi clear fri is reproduced as /l/ because of 
the intereference of the local Bantu languages. For Swahili bangili (bangle) 
and pakari (tongs) I would also suggest Cutchi specific etymology since the 
Cutchi fanns have a clear /I/ and a clear /r/ re.spectively, whereas the 
Gujarati and Hindi forms have a retroflex /qj in both cases. 

"A retroflex tlapped /j/, contrasting with the ordinary /1/, is a .prominent feature of 
Oriya, Marathi-Konkani, Gujarati It is absent from most ot,her 
N[ew]I[ndo]A[ryan] languages, including most Hindi dialects, .... And from Sindhi, 
Kacchi, .... The retroflex tlapped /r/ is often taken as an allophone of Jdj, wi,th whic:fa 
it oftcn stands in complementary distribution: initial, gemina,te and postnasal for [cj.J; 
intervocative, final, and before or after other consonants for [r]. It has, however, 
come to contrast with [ct] in some environments in Punjabi .... Sindhi, ... in Modern 
Standard Hindi .... It may be or is reported as phoncmic ailso in .... , various Western 
Hindi dialects. . ... It remains subphonemic in Marathi, Gujarati, .. .. " (Masica 
1991 :97). 

"All five sounds [q, r, I, r, I] are closely related descriptively and also his-toricaUy 
.... It should also be noted that lrl is present phonemically in some 1[anguages 
(Western Hindi. Sindhi, .... ) that lack /j/ and absent from .some .... (Oriya, Marath,i, 
Gujarati) that possess / lf' (Mas i ca I 991 :98). 
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A few examples: 
lndic80 > 

'bangli' (armlet) 

'b"umb•fä' (Bombay duckfish) 

'j"Trä' (cumin seeds) 

'katrä' (rubbish) 
'katc1,ä', 'katrä' 

Swahili 

bangili, Cut. /1/ > Sw. /1/. 

bumbla, lnd. /1/ > Sw. /1/, or 

bumbura, lnd. /I/> Sw. lrl. 

jira, lnd. /r/ > Sw. /r/. 

kachara, Cut. lrl > Sw. /r/. 
kachala, Guj./Hindi lr- q/ > Sw. /1/. 

The initial lndic liquids /1/ or /r/ conform to the Swahili rule /n/ + fri or Il/ 

> /nd•/, e.g. 'limu' (lime)> ndimu in nominal classes 9-10.

b. Further, /w/ and /b/ are sometimes allophones in the lndic languages
involved here as they are generally in the Bantu languages of the East
African coast, but the phenomenon is not so common in Swahili itself.
Masica (1991 :88-89) discusses the problem of /p/ and / b/ in NJA; but in the

Jndic languages involved in East Africa /b/, /b•/ and /pi occur in

cornplementary distribution, e.g. Cutchi/Sindhi 'bäpä' (father),
Gujarati/Hindi 'bäp', Cut. 'bhä' (brother), Gujurati/Hindi 'bhäi' (brother)
and Cutchi/Gujarati/Hindi 'bäi' (sister), Cutchi/Gujarati 'pä' (a quarter, one
fourth), Gujarati 'bä' (mother).

Swahili bali (ear-ring), banyani (Hindu, Jain), bepari (trader, capitalist), 
bima (insurance), binda (okra, ladies fingers), and binda (loin cloth) are 
therefore most probably of Hindustani source (or Marathi/Konkani, 
Punjabi). These words in Cutchi and Gujarati have an initial /w/ instead of 
the /bl. It is possible that the /bl form has been preferred in Swahili to avoid 
confusion with the original Swahili words wali (cooked rice), wima 
(straight, upright, verticle), winda (to hunt, prey), and windo (prey, hunting 
ground) respectively; or that they were borrowed after the original Swahili 
/b/ became /w/, as in Old Swahili kubona (to see) > Northem Dialects 
kuwona > Southem Dialects kuona. Alternatively, this sound change may 
have taken place not long after the borrowing, not affecting foreign items 
which had not been properly assimilated, and thereby enabling Swahili 
speakers to distinguish foreign words. This is through a process of 
'innovation by interference' versus the normal process of 'interna! 
innovation'. "Whenever a linguistic form falls outside the productive rules of 
grammar it becomes lexicalised" (Antilla 1972: 151-2). 

In some cases, the lndic bilabial unvoiced/unaspirated /p/ is reproduced as 
voiced /bl in Swahili, e.g.: 

80 Fonns commonly found in lhe threc languages Cutchi, Gujarati and Hindi are given here as 
lnd. (lndic). 
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Cut. 'fämprö' (small pliers, tongs) > Sw. chamburo, /pi> Sw. /bl.
Ind. 'cup! '(Quiet!, Shut up!) > Sw. Chup.l, Chub.l, /pi> Sw. lpl or /b/. 

c. There is loss of aspiration in lnd. fbh/ and fkh/, unaspirated dental /t/ is
realized as the unaspirated alveolar /t/, aspirated dental /dh/ is reduced to
unaspirated alveolar implosive /cf/, and aspirated retroflex It"! and /q•/ are
reduced to unaspirated alveolar It/ and /dl respectively in Ioans, e.g.:

'bet"ö' (sitting) > kibeto (small house of one floor), lnd. asp. retr. 't"' 
> Sw. unasp. alv. It!.

'b•äng' (marijuana)> bangi, Ind. asp. 'b•' > Sw. impl. /5/. 
'b"öi' (domestic servant) > boi, Cut./Guj. asp. 'b"' > Sw. impl. /5/. 
'buqq"ä/ (old man)> buda, lnd. geminated asp. retr. alv. 'qq•' > unasp. 

impl. /cf/. 
'9.•öbi' (washennan) > dobi, lnd. asp. dent. '9.•' > Sw. impl. /cf/. 
'9."ö!i' (white cotton sarong) > doti, lnd. asp. dent. 'Q"' > Sw. alv. 

impl. /cf/, and Ind. voiceless dent. '!' to Sw. voiceless alv. It/.
'g"ö�"rö' (mattress) > godoro, Guj. asp. dent. 'Q'' > Sw. alv. impl. /cf/, 

retr. 'r' > Sw. clear /r/ 
'j"ök•am' (risk, responsibility) > jukumu, lnd. asp. 'k•' > Sw. unasp. /kl

'la!f'I' (stick)> kileti (small stick), Ind. gem. asp. alv. retr. 't"' to Sw. 
unasp. alv. It/ 

d. The allophones /g/-/'if /and /dy, common in East African Bantu, and
southem Arabic, appear to have been loaned from lndic without any definite
rule:

'giinT' Uute, jute sack) > gunialjunia, Cut. /g / > Sw. /g / or /dy

'sangar' (chain) > sanjari, [nd. /g/ > Sw. /dy
'sa_!rangI' (carpet ofstripes of7 colours) > satarangi, Ind. /g/ > Sw. /g/ 
'fa_!ranjI' (chess) > shatarangi, satarangi, lnd. /dy> /g/ and /J/ > Sw. /si

e. The choice of final vowel in lndic loans in Swahili is according to
established Swahili phonological rules, i.e. syllabic /u/ with labials, and /i/ 
with other consonants:

'cakkär' (full to the brim, drunk) > Sw. chakari
'cakram' (mad, crazy) > Sw. chakramu, chakaramu
'pakar' (pliers) > Sw. pakari

'ser' (Indian merchant) > Sw. seti
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But in the Indic imperative 'cup' > Swahili Chub!, no final vowel is 
added. This tendency is met with also in the Zanzibari usage in lndic words 
such as chakarlchakkar and chakram, and English loans such asjilam (film) 
and bom (bomb) instead of the standard forms filamu and bomu 
respectively. Arabic safari Uourney), mauti {death), English skuli {school) 
and skati (skirt), and Gem1an Benzi (Mercedes Benz), mbenzilwabenzi 
(owner/owners of Mercedes Benz, i.e. the newly rich or highly placed 
bureaucrats) are good examples of it. However, through a process of 
reduction, the syllables /nia/ become / fia/ in the Swedish loan 'Skania' 

(lorries) swahilized to /skafla/. 

f. In ankra (bil!, invoice), chakramu and kanchri (brassiere, bra), -kr- and -
chr- are rare consonant combinations in Swahili. -kr- is also found in the
English loan skrubu (screw), or rather the -skr- combination. But many non
native speakers of Swahili insert a syllabising (anaptyctic or epenthetic
vowel) a, i or u, e.g. ankara, kanchiri, skumb11/s11kurub11.81 In Swahili, the
syllabic /i/ is the most common vowel resorted to in the process of
borrowing not only Indic but other loans too.

g. Since sex-gender is absent in the coastal Bantu languages of East Africa,
Swahili does not take into consideration the Indic suffixes for the various
genders in Indic loans - -ö for singular masculine and neutral, -1 for
singular feminine and -ä for the common plural. The suffix is included in the
loanword but carries no meaning of its own in Swahili, e.g.

gofo (black man)< Cut./Guj. masculine < Pers. 'yölam' (serf/servant). 
handa (copper vessel for fetching/storing water) < Cut./Guj. masculine. 
jinjiroo (anklet with small bells) < Cut. masculine. 
kalasia (brass mug/jar without handle) < Cut./Guj. plural. 
kichiri (hotchpotch, untidy state of things/affairs) < Indic feminine. 
zari (gold/silver thread, brocade) < Guj./Hind feminine< Pers. 

However, both godoro (mattress) and godori (thin/fine mattress) occur in 
Swahili; godoro is singular masculine/neutral, whereas godori is singular 
feminine, or diminutive, from Gujarati 'gö�hrö' and 'gö�h1i' respectively. 

6.3. Transmission of non-lndic words in East Africa through Indian 

languages 
The peoples of the coastlands of present-day Pakistan and its hinterland of 
the Sindh area together with the Cutch peninsula east of the river Indus 
embraced Islam <luring the period AD 711-713 before the spread of Islam on 

81 The /b/ in skr11b11 is probably via the lndic form ·askrub' < English 'screw'. The older
Swahili tem1 for 'screw' isparafujo, which isa Portugucse loan. 
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the East A frican coast. Hence deeply rooted Islamic and Arabic cultural 
intluences have a longer history in western lndia than in East Africa. 
Probably, Arabic items such as duka (shop) came into Swahili via Indian 
shopkeepers, as alm ost all the early shopkeepers, and most of the later ones, 
were Indians. Also Arabic items such as 'kitäb' (book) and 'kalam' (pen) 
which replaced Jndo-Aryan usage in Muslim -lndia, though introduced there 
by Arabs as direct Arabic loans, were probably spread in East Africa by 
Indians who imported and sold these items (including Islamic literature in 
Arabic). 82 

Similarly, it could be argued that some Portuguese items were borrowed 
by the Swahili after they had been incorporated in the lndic languages in 
contact with the Portuguese. Because of greater cultural contact and 
physical presence of the Portuguese in India than in East A frica, it is more 
probable that toans such as kaptani and meza may have been indianised first 
before being taken into Swahili, e.g. 

Port. > Indic > Sw. Eng. 

armario almäri alman
113 cupboard 

bule bulr b11/i teapot 
kapitan kap!ån kaptani captain 
pao päu pa11 loaf of bread 

The lndic languages involed here are probably Konkani, Kannada, Oriya, 
Cutchi or the Gujarati dialects of the Portuguese enclaves of Daman and 
Diu. The Swahili nouns kapteni and kepteni (captain) are later direct English 
toans. 

English also has a Jonger tradition in lndia than in East Africa as a 
colonial language with all its importance in administration, education, 
commerce and journalism. The Swahili forms of same of the English Ioans 

11 An oral tradition among the Sunni Muslim Hajjams and Kumbars ofCutch claims 1hat 1hcy
are of mixed Arab-Indian origin, and they trace lheir history to lhe Muslim/Arab invasion of 
Sindh led by Muhammad bin Qasim who brought 1he message of Islam to them in the year 
AD 711. Arab senlement on coastal Sindh and Cutch is pre-lslamic (Kureishi 1969:14). The 
caste name Hajjam (barber/hairdresser) is in fäet an Arabic word, and the Hajjarn caste are a 
Muslim people. The professional Hajjam is also a circumcist (for boys only) and lhe barbcr at 
lhe lslamic ritual 'akika' ceremony when a child is shaven for the lirst lime. The Muslim 
Hajjam thus has a rather high social status in society, whcreas a traditional Hindu Warand 
(barber/hairdresser) has liulc religious function and relatively Jow social status (Usman 
1969). South Arabian male names Khamis and Juma (for boys born on Thursday and Friday 
respectively) and also the Cutchi namc 'arb•ä' for Wednesday (< Arabic 'arbä' four, 'yawm
ul arbå' Wednesday, thc fourth day of the Muslim week) are commonly found among 
Muslim Sindhi and Cutchi. 
•J The Portuguese loan almari is probably borrowed via Cutchi or Konkani. Similarly, Swahili
pa11 (for white loaf/bread introduced by the Portuguese in the 1500s) may have becn borrowed 
via Cutch or Konkani sincc uniil rccently it was produced in the coastal towns exclusively in 
bakeries owned by Cutchi Muslims, Konkani Muslims (Kukni) or Konkani Catholics (Goans). 
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clearly reflect the phonetic changes these words have gone through on the 
Indian lips - the Swahili versions differ from the Indian versions mostly as 
far as the addition of the final vowel is concemed. In the dir,e.ct English 
loans in Swahili, which are later, one can clearly see the ,influence of the 
native English pronunciation: 

Eng. Eng. Loan Loan in Sw. Loan in Sw. 
in lndic via lndic directly from Eng. 

office 'affs' ajisi ofisi 

officer 'afsar' afisa ojisa 

doctor 'däktar' daktari *dakta, *dokta
cup-board kabät kabati *kabadi
pound pawan pawni, pauni *paundi
screw askriib/sktiib skrubul skurubu *skruv,u
man ofwar manuwär manuwari *menowaa

manwar manwari 

chalk täk chaki *choki
chocolate cäklet chakfell.a4 *,chokleti, 

chokole.ti 
hospital ispi!äl ispitalilspitali hospitali 

Of the above list of direct English loans used in Swahiili, only ofisi, ofisa 
and hospita/i are included in Standard Swahili KAMUSI, and chokoleti is 
entered as an alternative. The other direct English loans (marked *) are in 
the other languages of East Africa and in the Swahili usage of non-native 
Swahili speakers. A few other indirect loans via lndic are included in the list 
in Chapter 7. 

8' Bakhressa (1992) gives only the form chak/eti. 
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7. Oriental Loans (other than Arabic) in Swahili

When a foreign word falls by accident into the fountain of a language, 
It will get driven around in there until it takes on that language's colour. 

(Jacob Grimm) 

7.1. Introduction 
This chapter consists of a combined list of Persian, Indic, Turkish, Chinese 
and Indonesian elements in Swahili presented with short comments where 
needed. The list in 7.2 includes all the documented Oriental loans other than 
Arabic in Swahili, and also previously unidentified Oriental loans (Indic, 
lndonesian/Malay and Persian) in Swahili which were identified <luring this 
research. A few indirect English loans via Indian languages are also 
included here because of their historical importance. The main results and 
the conclusions that may be drawn are given in the last chapter. 

Entries of loans are arranged in the following manner: 

I. Loan entry, in brackets the plural form if it is a noun, or its word class if it
is not a noun (vb., adj., adv., imp. for verb, adjective, adverb and imperative
respectively). The sign ( -) indicates a noun with zero plural. An R at the end
of an entry or definition indicates that it occurs rarely, or that the item has
now fallen out of use; however, these items may be found in the Swahili
usage of Asians. Entries or definitions marked with a Z are mostly in
Zanzibari usage in or outside Zanzibar, whereas items found mostly in the
Mombasa, Malindi, Lamu and Pate areas are marked as KC (Kenya Coast).

2. Definitions are given as reported in the sources. Definitions or
connotations marked with an X at the end are those items which neither my
field work of more than 20 years nor my being a native speaker of Swahili
has enabled me to verify. Additional connotations are entered here with their
sources.

3. Sources which document the item as an Oriental loan: the main sources
are given as LK (Krapf 1882), FJ (Johnson 1939), CS (Sacleaux 1939), BK
(Krumm 1942), CR (Rechenbach 1967), KA (KAMUS! 1981) and JK
(Knappert 1983); while minor sources are given as Nasir (1926), Robert
( 1960), Polome ( 1967), Adam ( 1979), Nabhany ( 1979), Bakhressa (1992),
etc. Terms recently coined and in use in the spaken mass media and political
speeches, such as ugabacholi (corruption) and Ukimwi (Aids), but not
recorded in published materials other than the press up to June 1994,
together with other undocumented terms collected from oral sources
(stories, songs, interviews) are given as AL (Abdulaziz Y. Lodhi). Some of
these were also identified <luring the initial fieldwork before the
monolingual KAMUSI was published in 1981. Most of these were submitted
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by me to the compilers of KA for inclusion in the KA. Items which Johnson 
or others mark as toans but give no source Jangu.age m-e marked here .as 
"nsl". Borrowed items which are included by the different authours but not 

marked by them as loans are marked here as "nml". 
Further, all items included in the KAMUSJ (1981) are marked KA. The 

KAMUSI does not mark loans, nor does it give any etymological 
information, and it is not consistent in giving cross references either. KA 
simply means that the Oriental item is included in it as part of the standard 
Swahili lexicon. Definitions from KA are translated from Swahth into 
English by me. 

For the Persian and Turkish items, the source JK is usualily given first as 
Knappert's list of 1983, which is the most recent study of its ikind, indudes 
the largest number of Persian and Turkish items; a.11 otlher sources are 
compared with JK. The etymology given here is nonnally that of JK, and r 
have verified JK 's etyma and accepted them; where necessary it is 
supplemented with my own suggestion, and in some cases references (with 
page or word-root number) are given to the etymological dictionaries of 
Belsare (1904), Moin (1982), Steingass (1892) and Tumer (1966, 1971, 
1985). 

4. The corresponding form in the donor language, in the translit,eratfon
system generally in use in studies of Oriental languages, is given as a
plausible etymology. 1l1e sources LK, FJ, CS and BK give their Oriental
etyma in the Arabic script for Arabic, Persian, Turkish and Hindi/Urdu.
These are transcribed here by me. Alternative etymologies are given if f
differ from the previous documentation. The meaning in the source
language is given here in brackets. CR only marks the loanwords and
mentions the source language without giving the etymology.

As for Indic loans, the main specific etymologies are given as Cut., Guj. 
for Cutchi and Gujarati respectively, or Hindi (Hindustani/Hind'i/Urdu). 
Other abbreviations used here are Ar. (Arabic), Eng. (English), P.ers. 
(Persian), Port. (Portuguese), SArn. (South American), Sw. (Swahili) and 
Turk. (Turkish). The term Hindustani instead of Hindi is used here 
sometimes since it is an earlier form of Hindi of which Urdu is a cognate. 1 

Because of poor access to Cutchi and Sindhi dictionaries and wordlists, 
for Cutchi and Sindhi etymologies I have relied mostly on my informants in 
East Africa who were native speakers of these language.s; further., the [ndk 
elements in Swahili have been verified by researchers in Bombay, Surat, 
Ahmedabad and Delhi in 1991. 

5. A short discussion on the phonological and/or semantic development, or
other fäets of interest, follows where necessary and relevant.

1 Sec Shnckle and Sncll (1990) fora good description ofHindi and Urdu. Sec also scction 4.5.6. 
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7.2. List of Persian, Indic, Turkish, lndonesian and Chinese l,coans in 
Swahili 

abadan (adv.) never, used only with negatives; abadi (adv.) ever, always, 
constantly. 
FJ, CS, LK, BK < Ar.; CR nml. 
Pers. äpaQ (without foot/beginning) > Ar. aba�an, abaQi; cf. azali. 

abaji (-, maabaji) a thousand million, R. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi abaj (a thousand million); cf. karori. 

abedari, bedari (-) pully. 
FJ, CR < Port.; CS < Ar.; BK < Pers. 
Ar. al-ba�ar (something round like a disc); cf. habedari. 

achari, achali (-) pickles. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi & Pers.; LK nml; BK < Pers.; KA. 
Guj./Hindi atär (pickles). 

adasi (-) fennel, R. 
JK < Pers. adas (fennel). CS gives adasi for adesi (lentils) < Ar. 
Pers. a�as (fennel). 
The standard tenn is mnanaa < Ar. nanä' (fennel). 

Afande!, Afandi!, Afendi!, Efendi! (interj.) My Lord!, Sir!, Master'! 
FJ, CR < Turk.; KA erroneously defines it also as 'sodomite' and ,as 
synonym of basha. 
Pers. afenQi < Turk. efen�i (lord)< Greek afthentis; cf. efendi. 

afyuni, afiyuni, afiuni (-) opium. 
JK < Pers. afyiin; LK, FJ, CR, BK < Ar. < Sans.; CS <Hindi; KA. 
Greek opion, diminutive of opos, "vegetable juice" (EOl:243); or Latin 
opium, via Ar. afyiin < Pers. (El:594). The tenn, which was borrowed from 
Greek into Latin, appears to have entered SwahiH either through Ar. or 
Pers.; in Cut./Guj./Hindi it is called aphTQ /affQ; cf. kasumba.

Aghaa, Agha (Maaghaa, Maagha) I. Lord; 2. reverend, Shia Muslim 
priest, Z. 
JK < Pers. äyä; AL. 
Turk. < Mongolian, " 'elder brother' and invariably 'father, grandfather, 
uncle' in various Turkic languages and dialects; also 'elder sister' or 
'princess' among the Mongols; . . . .  in Ottoman Turkish 'landowner, master, 
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chief, senior government or military official' " (EOI:246); Mod. Turk. äkä 
(elder brother); cf. kaka. 

alijojo (-) I. a kite blown away and !ost (hence rmbody's property); 2. a 
divorced young woman who has temporary love affa.irs, z.

AL; Bakhressa (I 992) gives arijojo, arijajo as I. lost kite, loss of a kite; 
and 2. bad behaviour, bad habits; KA gives 1the fonn arijojo., and 
erroneously gives the connotation 'doing something superficiallly, without 
following proper procedure', which seems to have develfoped from a 
confusion with the Swahili adverb juu-juu meaning superficial[y, e.g. 
Alifanyajuuju11/kij11uj1111. (He did it superficially.). 

Guj. are j'ö j'ö, or ali j"ö j'ö; see section 3.3. 

almari (-) chest ofdrawers. 
FJ < Hindi or Port. armario (cupboard); Bakhressa (1992) and KA 
erroneously defines it as 'drawer'. 
Konkani or Guj. almari (chest of drawers) < Port . 
Normally called mtoto wa meza, dawati or saraka. 

almasi (-) diamond. 
JK < Pers. almäs; FJ, CR, CS, LK < Ar.; KA. 
Ar. almäs < al almäs < Greek adamas (diamond). 

ana see anna 

anjiri (maanjiri, manjiri) fig, R. 
JK < Pers. anjir (fig); AL. 
The standard term is tinilmatini. 

ankra (-) invoice, bill of sale, bill of lading. 
CR defines it erroneously as "2. lable, ticket, 3. mortgage". 
FJ, CR, CS, < Hindi; BK < Guj.; KA. 
Cut. änkrö/änkrä (invoice/bill); cf. Guj. änkdö/änkdä, Hindi ank. 

anna, ana(-) 1/16 ofan Indian Rupee; 10 cents coin (4 pesa, East African 
Currency), R. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi änä (4 paisä); Tumer 1114. 

arijajo, arijojo see alijojo 

asa (-) mint, X. 
JK < Pers. äsah (mint). 

asmani see asumani 
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asmini, asumini (-) frangipane,jasmine, AL, KA. 
FJ yasmini, CR yasmini/yasimini/jasmin < Ar.; JK yasumini, yasamani < 
Pers. yäsaman; LK "jasmini", CS "yasmin" < Pers. The form Yasmin is a 
female personal name in East Africa. 
Pers. yäsmin. 

Aste!, Aste-aste! (interj.) Slowly!, Carefully!; aste-aste (adv.) slowly, 
carefully. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi äs!e (slow/slowly). 

asumani, asmani (-) sky, sky blue colour, R. 
JK < Pers. äsmäni (ofthe sky)< äsmän (sky); AL. 
Not to be confused with the male name Asumani/Asmani which are variants 
ofthe Ar. name Athman/Athmani or Othman, Osman. 

asumini see asmini 

azali (adj.) eternal, without beginning. 
FJ, CR, LK < Ar. 
Pers. äsar (without head/beginning) > Ar. azal (etemal). 

baba (mababa) father. 
JK < Pers. bäbä; FJ, LK nml; CS < Pers./Hindi/Ar.; KA. 
This word, together with, babu, chuchu, dada, kaka, mama!mma!ma

(mother) could be "nursery words" or "Lallwort" (Knappert 1983: 119, 123). 

babu (mababu) grandfather. 
JK < Pers./Urdu bäbu; FJ, LK < nml; CS < Hindi; KA. 
Not to be confused with babu (kind, sort, class, used in commerce) < Ar. 
bäb; cf. baba. 

Badala (Mabadala) Indian Muslim sailor/fisherman; Kibadala the Cut. 
dialect spoken by the Badala Indians in and around Mombasa and 
Daressalaam; the Sw. name for the Cut. language in Kenya. cf. Kikumbaro. 
FJ, CR < Hindi. CR defines it as "name of an Indian sect." 

Cut. b•adälä is a Cut.-speaking Muslim caste of sailors; the Guj. word for 

sailor is 'k"ärwä' (salt-workers, who are also fishermen and sailors). Cut.
speaking Hindu fishermen and fishmongers and those trading on the 
waterfront are called 'bhätia' in Cut. and Guj. cf. khalasi, kalua, Batia; see 
section 4.5.5. 

badamu (-) almond (as in halua-badamu sweet-meat or Turkish delight 
made of starch, sugar, butter and almonds), Z. 
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JK < Pers. ba2_äm (almond); AL, KA. 

badia see bajia 

badinjani see biringani 

bafta (-) white cotton cloth, thin bleached calico. 
JK < Pers.; FJ < Ar./Pers.; LK, CR < Ar.; CS < Ar./Hindi < Pers.; BK 
Pers./Sans.; KA. 
Pers. bäf!a (woven cotton cloth); cf. Cut./Guj. bas!ä. 

baghala, bagala (-) Indian sailing vessel with a large square stem, high 
poop and long prow, (resembling the neck and head of a crane ), R. 
JK < Pers. bayalah; FJ < Pers. stem of a ship; LK nml; CS < Ar. !arge Indian 
boat; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi baglä (seagull). Belsare 833 defines it as 1. a crane, a stork, 
2. Arabian merchant vessel; and he gives Ar. as the source Janguage.
Not to be confused with the Ar. loan baghala (mule), nonnally called punda
kihongwe!kirongwe.

baghami (-) careless person, simpleton, stupid. 
FJ <Ar., KA. 
Cut. beyami < Pers. bi yamT (without sadness/feelings). 

bagia see bajia 

bahaluli (-) spill, pipe light, X. 
BK < Pers.; "Originally the name of a Persian court-jester." 

bahameli, mahameli (-) velvet. 
FJ, CR <Ar.; KA. 
Cut. b"ak"rnal and Guj./Hindi mak'mal (velvet). 

bahashishi, bakhshish(i) (-) tip, gift, prize. 
JK, FJ, BK < Pers.; CS nsl; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. ba�m < ba��I2_än (to give/bestow). 

bahara (-) basilicum, X. 
JK < Pers. bahär. 
The standard term is mrihani < Ar. rihån. 

bahati, bakhti (-) luck, good luck. 
JK, FJ, LK, BK < Pers. baht (luck); CS < Ar./Pers./Hindi; KA. 
Both variants are common. 
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bajia, badia, bagia (-) small fried cake/ball of ground beans/peas etc. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; CS < Guj., KA. 
Cut./Guj. b•ajiä (fritters); the Hindi equivalent is pakoqä; Tumer 940 I. 

bakhshish(i) see bahashishi 

bakhti (-) see bahati 

balari (-) chisel, R. 
JK <Pers. ballar and adds it is doubtful etymology; CS nsl; AL, KA. 

bale (adv.) yes, indeed, lt's all right!, R. 
JK < Pers. bale (Yes!, Indeed!); AL. 

bali (-) ear-ring, R. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; KA. 
Hindi bäli (ear ring); cf. Guj. wäri; Tumer I 1407. 
Now replaced by the Eng. Joan hereni/he/eni < erenileleni < ear ring. 

balungi (mabalungi) pomelo; balungi dogo grapefruit; mbalungi 

(mibalungi) the pomelo tree. 
JK, FJ, BK < Pers. bälang; CR < Hindi/Pers.; LK nml; CS <Hindi< Malay; 
KA. 
Pers. balangu (pomelo). 

bamia (mabamia) okra, Jadyfingers. 
JK < Pers. bämiyah; FJ < Pers.I Ar.; CS < Ar.; KA; cf. binda. 
Pers. bämiyah. 

banagili, banagiri, banajili, banajiri see bangili 

bandari (mabandari) port, harbour, wharf. 
JK, FJ, LK, BK < Pers. ban!!_ar; CS < Ar./Hindi; KA. 
KA also gives the connotation 'gifts given to employees by a merchant 
when he goes on a long joumey'. These gifts were given at the port to 
servants accompanying the merchant to the ship; this connotation given by 
KA is simply an abbreviation of zawadi/hadiya ya bandari (gifts at the 
port). 
Pers. bandar. 

band i (mabandi) band, tie, bandage, stitching, a row of stitches. 
JK < Pers. band; FJ nml; LK nml "stitching"; CR, CS < Pers., Hindi or 
Balochi; KA. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi ban!!_"T (band, stitching); Turner 9136. 
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banduru, banduwara, banduweira, banduwera, (-) ship's well, hatch to 
enter the hold/bilge for bailing out water, R. 
JK < Pers./Hindi bunQwärä; FJ < Pers.; LK nml; CS nsl; KA. 
Pers. bun + dwara (bottom + door/entrance); bundwara > banduwara.
Commonly cafied/a/ka <Ar.talka, or hechi < Eng. hatch. 

bangaloo (mabangaloo) bungalow. 
AL; CS gives bangala < Hindi. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi banglä (palace, mansion, large house with a garden) < 
Bengali bangalä (a summer house, a country house), Belsare:824. 

bangi (-) bhang, marijuana, cannabis; mabangi (pl.) a bhang smoker. 
JK < Pers./Hindi bang; FJ, LK, CS < Hindi/Ar./Pers.; CR < Hindi; BK < 
Pers./Sans.; KA. 
Sans. b•ang"ä > Middle and New Pers. bang, and Ar. banj (EOI: I O 14, 
El:1/689). 
The loan in Swahili is probably from Guj./Hindi b•ang. In Swahili it 
describes all the three related plants, i.e. hemp (Cannabis sativa or indica),
henbane (Hyoseyamus niger etc.) and jimsonweed (Datura stramonium);
Tumer 354; cf. ganja, ganjo. 
Many plural nouns in Swahili, such as mabangi (a bhang addict), majisu
(one who carries a long knife), mapua (one with a !arge or deforrned nose) 
are used to describe characteristics of individuals. 

bangili (-, mabangili) bangle, armlet, bracelet. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; CS gives also banagili, bangli, bangiri, KA.

Cut. bangli (bangle); Tumer 9358. 
The forms banagiri, banajili, banajiri are also found in FJ, CR, CS, but do 
not seem to be in use; they may belong to languages adjacent to Swahili. 

Baniani (Mabaniani), Banyani (Mabanyani) 1. a Banyan, a Hindu of the 
merchant caste; 2. a Hindu or Jain; 3. Hindu banker, money lender. FJ etc. 
mistakenly define it as "Indian", which is Mhindi (Wahindi) in Swahili. 
FJ, CR, CS, BK > Hindi; KA. 
Hindi banyä (Hindu merchant caste); Tumer 11233-34; see section 4.5.5. 

barabar, barabara (adj. & adv.) right, correct, fair; quite right, exactly, 
properly; FJ gives a non-existent form baraba which is a typographical error 
repeated by CR & CS, and it should read barabar.
JK, FJ < Pers.; CR, CS < Pers./Hindi, LK nml; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi baräbar < Pers. bar-ä-bar; Tumer 9377(?). 

barafu (-) ice; adj. as in chakula barafu (frozen food). 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers.; CS< Hindi, and gives also "braf'; KA. 
Pers. barf/barfu (snow). 
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barai (-) bee-sting pudding, a delicious rare dish prepared by steaming raw 
milk, or the curd of cows, R. 
AL. 
Cut. baräi ('bumt' milk). 

barange(ni), barangi (-) a sailing vessel oftwo colours. 
FJ, CR < Pers.; KA. 
Cut. barangi (of two colours); cf. Guj. berangi, Hindi d"ö-rangi; Tumer 
6424; cf. dorange; see rangi. 

barasi , balasi (-) leprosy. 
FJ < Ar.; CS baras < Ar./Pers. 
Etymology unknown; the disease is known in East Africa as ukoma which is 
not a loanword. 

barasati, barsati (-) multicoloured woven fabric, R. 
CR < Hindi; CS defines it as cotton goods from "Katch"; LK kiberesati 

(viberesati) nml "from lndia"; KA. 

Cut. sa!-b"ara!, or Guj. sä!-b"ara! (embroidery of seven colours); probably 
metathesis in Ar. > bara!-sat > barasa! > Sw. barasati; Turner 13139. 

baraste (-) bifurcation of a road, Z. 
AL. 

Cut. baras!ä, Guj. berastä (two roads, cross roads, bifurcation). 
This term is homonymous with baraste (-) tarmac road, FJ < Eng. ballast, 
KA. 
In the 1950s in Zanzibar there was a half-finished road called Baraste 
Kipande (i.e. partly macadamised road), in the eastem Ng'ambo area, and 
there were several bifurcations and crossroads, with or without tannac, 
referred to as baraste; up until 1966 the Mkokotoni-Nungwi bifurcation near 
Mkwajuni Primary School in the north of Zanzibar island was known as 
Baraste by the inhabitants of the then North Region. 

barawai (-) a swallow. 
FJ, BK < Pers.; LK nml; CS mbaruway, mbaruwayu nml. 
Cf. mbayuwayu. 

barawaji, barawani, barwani (-) I. fabric with gold thread; 2. kerchief, 
mantilla (usually worn around the waist), R. 
JK < Pers. barwän;.FJ, CS < Ar.; CR < Hindi; CS gives also mbarawaji; 
KA. 
Pers. barwän (embroidered soft thin cloth). 
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baraza (mabaraza) hall for official reception, court, council, porch or 
platform outside a house; -barizi (vb.) to hold a reception, to meet and sit 
outside the house or on the balcony, AL, KA; -bariziana (reciprocal verb) 
to meet and sit outside one another's house, be on visiting terms, AL, KA; 
KA erroneously defines -bariziana also as 'to fight face to face'; kibaraza
(vibaraza) small meeting places, usually in the open, under a tree or at a 
market place. 
JK < Pers./Ar. barzän; FJ, LK < Ar.; CR nsl; BK < Ar./Pers.; CS < 
Ar./Hindi; KA. 
Pers. barzän. 

bari see bori 

barida (-) mail, post, R. 
JK < Pers. barr�ah; AL. 

-barizi see baraza

-bariziana see baraza

barnuni, barununi (-) b rocade, sewing silk, silk thread. 
JK < Pers. bamiin (brocade), cf. barawaji. 

barota (-, mabarota) diaper, R. 
AL. 
Cut. bärötä (diaper). 
Now replaced by the Eng. loan nepi.

barsati see barasati

baruti, barudi (-) gunpowder. 
JK < Pers./Turk. barut; FJ, LK < Turk.; CS < Pers./Ar./Hindi; KA. 
Pers. baru! < Turk. baru�, probably < Greek piritis. 

barwani, barawani (-) see barawaji

bas, basi (conj.) well, and so, therefore; Bas!, Basi! (intr.) Enough!, That 
will do!, Very well!; Bas?, Basi? Is it enough? Will this do? 
FJ, BK < Pers.; CR < Ar.; CS Ar./Hindi; KA. 
Pers. bas (enough, sufficient). 

basha (mabasha), pasha (mapasha) 1. king in play cards; 2. commander of 
a fleet; 3. sodomite, Z, KC. 
JK < Pers./Turk. bäd�äh; FJ < Pers.; CR < Turk. and he gives only mening 
l.; KA. 
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Pers. bäd�äh (king) shortened to bMä in Ar.; pä�ä is the Turk. fonn later 
borrowed into many European languages. The form pasha may have arrived 
in East Africa during the Turkish contacts in the 1540s and 1580s. 

basi see bas

bata (mabata) duck. 
FJ nml but he compares it to Ar. ba!a; BK < Pers.; CS Ar./Pers.; KA. 
Cut. bätä/bätö, Guj. ba!ak < Sans. vaf!akä (duck), Betsare 827; see 
batabata, batobato, batu. 

-bata, -batabata (vb.) walk flat-footed, waddle (like a duck); -batua

(reversive form used as an intensive vb.) to waddle heavily.
FJ nml; KA.
Formed from bata.

batabata, batobato (-) flat or open (ground for dancing, flattened or 
levelled by stamping of feet); -batabata (adj.) flat, leve I. 
FJ nml; KA. 
Fonned from bata.

batela (mabatela), betela (mabetela) a small Indian boat, sometimes with 
two sails. 
FJ < Port. or Hindi; CR < Port. batel; CS < Guj., and he gives also the 
diminutive kibetela; BK bettil < Mehri dialect of Arabic; KA. 
Belsare 827 defines it as "a-native sailing vessel" < Port. or Eng. batelä. 
Cut. badolä, Guj. bedolä (oftwo masts), or Port. batel (small boat). 
Vessels with two or-more sails were introduced in the Indian Ocean by the 
Portuguese and were soon copied by the Indians for faster long distance 
sailing to East Africa. 

bati (mabati) sheet iron/tin, galvanised/corrugated iron. 
FJ < Ar. or Hindi; CR, CS, LK nml; KA. 
Hindi pa!i, Cut./Guj. pa!ri/patrö. 

Batia (mabatia) a Cutchi and Gujarati Hindu caste engaged solely in trade 
in East Africa. 
AL; CS defines them as "noble caste Hindu". 
Cut./Guj. b"ätiyä. 
Originally in India, the 'Bhatiya' were small traders on the b"ät, i.e. beach 
and shore, Tumer 9655; see section 4.5.5. 

batobato see batabata

batu (mabatu) I. flat-footed person; 2. Donald Duck, Z. 
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AL. 
Formed from bata. 

-batua (vb.) see bata

beberu (mabeberu) I. he-goat; 2. strong man; 3. imperialist, dominating 
person; -a kibeberu (adj.) imperialistic; ubeberu imperialism. 
FJ < Hindi; CR, CS < nml; KA. 
Pers. bebr (leopard, tiger), Turk. bebur (leopard, panther, strong/powerful 
man), Hindi babar-�er (big lion, strong/powerful man). The Swahili 
connotations are probably derived from the name ofthe first Mogul (Turkic
Mongol) Emperor oflndia, Babur. cf. Hindi bakri (goat); Tumer 12056. 

bechaush see bishaushi 

bedani, behedani (-) a kind of perfumed hair-oil. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. behdäna; CS < Ar. and defines it as a female hair style; 
KA. 
Pers. behs!_äna < beh-.9.äne S!an (seed of something). 

bedari see abedari 

behewa (mabehewa) I. inner court, compound; 2. shed, store; 3. 
compartment on a train. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK < Ar.; BK < Ar./Pers.; KA. 
Ar. bahwa (veranda, balconey). 

bekari (-) idle person, unemployed; ubekari unemployment, idleness, R 
AL. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi bekär (without work), bekäri (idleness, unemployment) < 
Pers. bekär (inactive). 

belua, beluwa (-) riot, insurrection, mutiny. 
FJ; CR gives belmva "much trouble, great confusion" < Hindi & Pers., FJ 
also gives -beua (to scom, disregard, treat in a disdainful manner) as a 
Bantu verb. BK erroneously traces beluwa (-) to balaa and KA traces it to 
baa (-) and balaa (-). baa is a contracted form of balaa (trouble, difficulty, 
damage, grief, calamity, plague or pest) as given by FJ who claims Ar. 
source; Betsare 832 also gives Ar. source; cf. tandabelua, tantabelua. 

Cut. barwä, Guj barwä/balwä, Hindi balwä (riot, mutiny) < Ar. balwä; cf. 
Tumer 9161. 

bepari (mabepari) capitalist; -a kibepari (adj.) capitalistic; AL, KA also 
ubepari (-) capitalism. 
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CS, CR < Hindi; CR erroneously defines it as "rare" and "(dishonest) 
merchant, monopolist"; KA. 
Cut./Guj. wepäri (merchant, trader). 
These terms came in everday use with the new connotations <luring the 
political mobilisation of the 1950s, introduced by the late Marxist politician 
and journalist Mohamed Abdulrahman Babu of Zanzibar. President Julius 
K. Nyerere (1966), true to his socialist ideology and propaganda, translated
Shakespeare's The Merchant oj Venice as Mabepari wa Venisi (Capitalists
of Venice), instead of Tajiri wa Venisi (The Merchant of Venice) or
Matajiri wa Venisi (Merchants of Venice) (pc J. K. Nyerere, 23/11-90
Uppsala, I 0/5-96 Stockholm). These tenns are surprisingly missing in
Olderogge's Swahili-Russian dictionary of 1961 published in Leningrad,
though he does include the English toans mkomunisti (communist) and
11kom11nisti (communisim) leaving out msoshalisti (socialist) and usoshalisti
(socialism).

beramu (-) banner, flag. 
JK < Pers. beram (cloth); FJ < Port. beirarne (thin soft cloth); LK < Ar., also 
diminutive kiberamu; CS gives only kiberamu nml; KA. 
Pers. bayram (thin soft cloth). 
The standard tenn is bendera < Port. bandeira (banner, flag). 

besera (mabesera) poles/frame-work of a bed for hanging a mosquito net or 
canopy, usually in the phrase kitanda cha besera (bed with a top frame). 
FJ, CR < Hindi; CS < Pers. & Hindi and "sont de fabrication indienne"; KA. 
Guj./Hindi basirä; cf. samadari. 

betela (-, mabetela) see batela. 

bhalo (mabhalo) I. spear; 2. brave fighter, R. 
AL. 

Cut./Guj. b'älö (spear). 

Knappert (1974:287) mentions it as the origin of the family name of the 

renowned Kenyan poet Ahmad Nassir Juma Bhalo < Urdu b'älä, which is 

pronounced with a geminated or long /Il/ as /'b'allo/. This geminated /Il/ in 

Cut. and Guj. means 'one who is blessed, one who has the grace of God'. 
Further, the Ar./Sw. male name Juma (Friday) is common among 
Cut./Sindhi Muslim Indians, but seldorn used by other Indians.; see 
Footnote on Cutchis in section 6.3. Tumer 9161, 9409. 

bibi (mabibi) I. lady, madam, mistress of a household; 2. grandmother; 3. 
wife; 4. Queen in a pack of cards, AL, KA; bi (abbr.) Princess, Lady, 
Madam, Mrs., Ms., Miss. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers. bibT(lady, wife); CS < Pers./Hindi; LK < nml.; KA. 
Pers. bibi (lady, wife). 
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bika ri (-) com pass for drawing. 
FJ, CR; CS < Ar.; BK< Pers.; KA. 
Ar. bikär (compass). 

bilauri (-) crystal glass (vessel and material). 
JK, CS < Pers. bilavur; FJ, LK < Ar.; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi biliir, bilör (crystal glass, name of the city in India where 
crystal glass was produced), or Pers. bolur (crystal). 

bilingani see biringani 

bilula (-, mabilula) tap, tumcock. 
FJ, CR, CS > Ar.; BK < Pers.; LK nml; CS, KA give also bulule. 
Pers. b'iliila, b'iliileh. 

bima (-) insurance (policy). 
FJ, LK, CR, CS < Hindi; BK < Sans.; JK < Pers./Urdu; KA. 
Hindi/Urdu bimä; cf. Cut./Guj. wimä. 

bimbashi (mabimbashi) naval officer, R. 
JK < Pers./Turk. binbasi; colonel, naval commander; FJ < Turk. African 
NCO in the Gennan East Africa Anny; KA defines it as 'sergeant, and 
corporal (in the old military system).' 
Turk. bin (thousand) and ba� (heads) + poss. suff. -i, litt. head of a thousand 
(men); major (Redhouse 1994); cf. ombasha. 

binda (mabinda) okra, ladyfingers; mbinda (mibinda) the okra plant 

(Hibiscus esculentus); FJ, CR < Hindi; CS < Hindi & Guj. b'indal, b'indi; 
KA. 

Cut./Guj. b'inq'ä, cf. Hindi baingan; cf. bamia. 

bindari (-) store in the stem of a ship, R. 
JK < Pers. bindär; AL. 

Guj./Hindi b'anqär (store). 

bindo (mabindo), winda (-) loin cloth; kibindo (vibindo) diminutive of 
bindo foil of loin cloth for carrying money, tobacco. 
FJ, CR CS nml; CS also uwinda nml and campares it to -pinda (to bend); 
CR nsl ubinda (-) "type of loincloth wom by Indian traders"; KA gives 
kibindo, ubinda, uwinda. 

Guj. bindo, Cut. wincto (pi. wincl"ä). 

Guthrie 3 :45 states that it is only found in other Bantu languages adjacent to 
Swahili, which suggests that in those languages it is borrowed from Swahili 
and it is not a proto-Bantu item. 
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biri (-) a thin cigarette rolled in tobacco leaf, a cigarillo, Z. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; KA. 

Cut. bTrT, Guj./Hindi bTq_T; Turner 12045. 

biriani (-) a relish of meat/lamb/chicken with onions and spices cooked in 
yoghurt, eaten with fried saffron rice. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. biryän; FJ calls it "same as birinzt' and "a kind of pi/au"; 
LK nml; KA gives it as a synonym of birinzi, a rice and meat dish prepared 
with masala. 
Pers. biryän, biryäni (a dish of spiced meat and saffron rice). 

birika (mabirika) I. ]arge kettle; 2. ]arge container ofwater. 
FJ, CR, LK, CS < Ar. BK < Ar./Pers., KA. 
Ar. birka (tank, cistern); cf. buli, tangi. 

birimbi (mabirimbi) carambola, the Florida starfruit; 
(mibirimbi) the cucumber tree Averrhoa bifimbi. 
FJ nml; CR < Port.; KA. 
Malay mbirimbiri. 

mbirimbi 

biringani (mabiringani), bilingani (mabilingani) aubergine, brinjal; 
mbiringani (mibiringani) the eggplant Solanum melongena. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; BK < Pers.I Ar.; CS biringanya, bifinganya < Pers.; KA gives 
also bilinganyi; JK gives badinjan < Pers. and birinjali < Urdu barinjal. 
The form birinjali is probably from the Anglo-lndian term 'brinjal' 
introduced in East Africa by the British from India. 
Port. beringela/biringiela/bringella < Bengali baingäl (Hobson-Jobson 
1986). 

birinzi (-) a dish of spiced rice. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers.; CS < Pers./Hindi; BK < Ar.; LK nml; FJ, CR, KA give 
it as a synonym for biriani. 
Pers. birinj. 

bisbis, bisbisi, bisibisi (-) screw-driver. 
FJ < Hindi or Eng. "brace piece"; CR < Hindi; K A. 

Cut. q'Tspis, Guj. dTspTs. 

bishaushi (-) sergeant, African soldier in the German anny in Tanganyika, 
R. 
FJ, CR, BK < Turk.; KA; CS bechaush sergeant major in the German army, 
and ubechaushi the rank of bechaush < Turk. 
This is probably a conuption of shaushi by analogy of bimbashi. 
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bisi (-) pop-corn; -pigana ngumi koma njugu bisi (fight intensively), AL. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; AL, KA. 
Cut. bisi (popped maize). 

bisibisi see bisbis 

boflo, bofulo see bofu 

bofu (rnabofu) rubber balloon; kibofu (vibofu) bladder, gland; kibofu cha 
mate salivary gland; boflo, bofulo (-) white soft bread (Mediterranean type 
loaf). 
FJ, CR, CS, LK nml; Adam ( 1979: 152); KA does not give the förrn bofu. 
None of the dictionaries relate bofulo/boflo to bofu/kibofu which are 
derived forms. Adam ( 1979: 138) gives bojlo; CR suggests also Port. source. 
Probably Cut. föfilö, föfulö (baloon) > fofi1 > bofi1; cf. Guj. fiigö. 

bohari (-, rnabohari) grainstore, store-house, ware-house, !arge shop. 

JK < Pers. buhärT (dry storage room) or < Pers.I Ar buhär (srnoke; smoke 

used for fumigating the store room and keeping it dry); FJ < Hindi; CR, 
CS < Ar., LK nml; K.A. 
Hindi bohär (store). 

Bohora (Mabohora) Bohra/Wohra Shia (Musta'ali) Indian. 
FJ, BK, CS nsl; CR < Hindi. 
Hindi/Guj. bohärä (store-keeper); see section 4.5.5. 

boi (maboi) domestic servant; uboi employment/work/status of a domestic 
servant. 
FJ, CR, CS < Eng. 

Cut./Guj. b•öy (sed). There is a Gujarati Hindu tailors' caste called Bhoy
dharji in East Africa. In Cut. and Guj. the term has additional connotations 
of 'serf and 'slave'. Despite its frequent occurrence in current Swahili, K.A 
has removed it from standard usage because of its derogative connotations. 
(pc members ofthe KA committee, Daressalaam, June 1983); cf. golo. 
The standard term is mfllmishi (wa nyumbani). 

borna (maboma) fortification, garrison; AL -borna (vb.) fortify, R; -
bomoa (conversive vb.) and -bomolea (applicative vb.) demolish, bombard, 
destroy. 
FJ, CR, CS, BK < Pers. bom; LK nml; KA. -bomoa & bomolea are entered 
by F J, CR, CS, BK nml and as synonym of pomoa (standard Swahili 
poromoa to fall to ruins). 
Pers. bom (stone hedge for defence, fortification), Moin 122. 

bori (-, mabori) the fmit of the jujube tree (Zizyphus Jujuba), R. 
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FJ nml; Höftmann (1963) < Pers. 
Guj. bör; cf. kunazi which is the common term. 

bori (-) a tube, thin pipe, clay ball of smoking pipe, R. 
FJ, BK < Pers. burT; CS Hindi/Pers.; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. burT (reed, thin pipe). 

bori (-) large elephant tusks, R. 
Höftmann (I 963, 1989), AL bari. Sheriff (1987) gives 'buiri', which could 
be the Anglicised fonn; KA elephant tusks. This word ,is confösed with the 
Arabic \oan buri (a small elephant tusk, just begining to grow, as defined by 
FJ). 
Hindi/Punj. bori (big, large). 

boza (-) liquor. 
JK, CR < Pers. boza; FJ buji < Ar. buzi (beer); LK strong narcotic nml; CS 
< Hindi/Ar.; KA buza, buzaa (-) alcoholic drink made from honey. 
Probably < Eng. booze < Dutch buizen (to take water, i.e. dr,ink much). 

buchari (-) a large knife, R 
FJ, CR < Hindi; CS nsl. 

Hindi b"arT c"uri (large knife) > Sw. *bachuri > buchari via metath,esis. 

buda(-) old man; buda (adj.) old (male person or animalt).
AL; KA gives I. very old man, 2. toothless person; 3. very old elepharrt 
with bad or braken tusks; Bakhressa ( 1992) defines it as 1. a toothless 
person; 2. an old man; 3. an old elephant. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi buqq•a (old man, old people); Tumer 9271. 
Buda/Budha is a common sumame or first male name among the Cut Suinni 
Muslims; a boy may be named after his patemal grandfather and woulld thus
be referred to as buqqhä. This is similar to the Sw. sumame and ma'le fäst 
name Babu (grandfather); the term buda is never used for females. 

buli (-, mabuli) I. tea-pot; 2. baby bottle, Z. 
FJ, CR < Port.; CS, LK nml. 
Cut. buli < Port. bule; cf. birika. 

bulibuli, bulbuli (-) I. nightingale, 2. sweetheart. 
JK < Pers. bulbul; AL; CS nsl and KA additionally define it as a beautifully 
done white Swahili cap; and (adj.) lovely. 
Pers. bulbul (nightingale). 

bulule see bilula 

bumbla, bumbra, bumbura (-) Bombay duck fish (driied). 
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FJ, CR < Hindi; CS nsl; KA does not specify it is 'dried' fish. 
Cut./Guj./Marathi b•umb•lä (dried duck-fish). 

bunduki gun, rifle. 
JK < Pers./Turk./Urdu bunQuk or Greek pontikos; FJ < Pers./Ar./Hindi; CR, 
CS, LK < Ar. 
Turk. bunduk. 

bungala (-) I. Bengal, R; 2. of/from the Bengal (the red banana, also 
reddish rice and sugar cane originating in the Bengal), z.

FJ, CR; CS nsl *bangala and erroneously gives also bingili, bingiri as 
altematives, which are in fäet variants of bangili; KA erroneously defines 
ndizi bungala as "thick banana"; LK nml "kind ofrice". 
Bengali/Cut./Guj./Hindi bangärä (the Bengal). 
The original geographical name Bengal has now been replaced by the 
current official name Bangladesh. 

bustani (mabustani) garden, park. 
JK < Pers. biistän; FJ, CR < Pers. or Ar.; LK < Ar. 
Pers. biis!ån (flower garden) 

buza, buzaa see boza 

chabuki (-) whip, R. 
JK < Pers. täbiik; AL. 

chachari (machachari) I. mischievousness; 2. restlessness, excessive 
excitement; 3. (adj.) mischievous, restless; uchachari mischievousness. 
FJ, CR nml, CS nsl and enters also the verb -chacharika; K.A gives only the 
plural form machachari and the verbs -chacharika, -chachatika (to be 
excited), and -chacharisha (to excite); CR gives also the vb. chachatika and 
erroneously defines it as 1. tingle, sizzle; 2. insist, persist; 3. gesticulate; 4. 
run to and fro quickly; KA gives the plural form machachari (restlessness) 
which CS gives as adj. restless; AL chanjari (noun) and -chanjari (adj.). 
Guj./Hindi tantar (shrewd, smart, cunning person). 

-chacharika, -chachatika see chachari

chadari (-) a two-piece veil wom by Asian Muslim women, R. 
JK < Pers. tadär; AL; CS and LK give shadoro, shodoro (-) nrnl and also 
define it as 2. thin black cloth for sewing a veil. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi ta�ar < Pers. < täQ_ör. 
The one-piece veil wom by Swahili women is called buibui.

chagarnati, jagarnati (-) bleached cotton cloth from lndia, tafeta cloth, R. 
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CR chagernati < Hindi; CS nml; AL. 
Guj. jagannä!"i (fine white cotton cloth), Belsare 478. 

chagina (-) bold/brave person. 
FJ, CR nml; AL; CR gives also *jahina (adj.) < Ar. (which may be a 
typographical error); CS jagina (adj. brave) and ujagina valiance nml; LK 
nml (adj. & noun); KA gives the variant jagina. 
Guj./Hindi c•agan (bold, brave). 

chai (-) tea; mchai (michai) the tea plant; mchachai (michaichai) 
lemongrass used for brewing tea. 
FJ < Hindi & Pers.; CR < Chinese & Ar.; LK nml; CS < Ar./Hindi; JK 
"Arabic has �äy, which cannot be the origin of the Swahili word, which 
therefore must have come from India or directly from Iran. lts ultimate 
origin is northern China: cä-ye, 'tea leaves' ." 
Cut./Guj. cäi < Hindi cähi < Chinese cäh. 

chakari (adv.) very drunk, drunk to a high degree, only in the expressions 
kunywa chakari (to be extremely drunk), kuwa chakarilchakkar (to be drunk 
to the point of swaying), AL. 
FJ, CR nml; KA defines it simply as the adv. 'abnonnally'. 
Cut. cakka:r, Guj./Hindi cikkär (full to the brim). 

chakram, chakaramu (-) mad, insane person. 
AL;KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi cakram (crazy). 

chaku (-) pen-knife, clasp-knife, R. 
JK < Pers. cäku; AL. 

chama (vyama) party, association, union, society. 
BK < Pers. camän; FJ, CR, CS nml; KA. 
Pers. camän (party of friends för feasting, entertinment, etc), Steingass 398. 

chambuki (-) magnet, R. 
JK < Pers. cumbak or Skr. cimbuk (magnet); AL. 
Pers. cunbak. 
Commonly called sumaku (magnet) and usumaku (magnetism). The Swahili 
form of the Persian loan seems to be a metathesis of vowels. 

chamburo (-) small, flat-nosed pliers, tongs. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK nml; LK gives chambura (pincers); KA. 
Cut. cl!mpro, Guj./Hindi cämpqo. 

champal (-) (beach) sandals, Z. 
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AL. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi campat. 
Commonly called kanda mbili. 

chana, chanuo, shana, shanuo (-) a comb; -chaua/-chanua (nywe/e) (vb.) 
to comb. JK, FJ < Pers. �anah; CR, LK nml; KA. 
The most common form is kitana (a comb); the verbs -tana and -tanua are 
found in the northem dialects of Swahili. 

chandarua (vyandarua), chandalua (vyandalua) mosquito net, canopy. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; BK < Guj.; SC nml and gives also shandarua, shandalu 

(which seems to be an erratum); LK nml and describes it also as something 
"that protects against the sun"; KA. 
Hindi can_Qarwä (canopy); cf. Cut./Guj. macc•ardäni (mosquito net). 
In East African settler English it is called 'shandaroa'; Wilson (1964:57) 
wrongly defines it as "tarpaulin" which is correctly called turubali < Eng. 

chando (-) a dance in which the partners meet in the centre of the ring, and 
after dancing some steps they return to their places, each time using a 
different combination of steps and movements, R. 
FJ, CR, CS nml; KA. 

Guj./Hindi cän_Q (moon, ring, circle); or Cut./Guj.Hindi c•and (dancing 
steps). 

chanjari (adj.) see chachari 

chanjari (noun) see sangari 

chapa (-) brand, model, print, edition; -chapa, -chapisha, -piga chapa 
(vb.) print, publish; -chapa makofi (vb.) hit hard with palm of hand, strike; 
-chapa miguu (vb.) tramp with foot, march quickly; -chapua (reversive
form used as an intesive vb) strike hard; mchapa (wachapa), mchapaji
(wachapaji), mchapishaji (wachapishaji) printer, publisher;
uchapaji (-) typography, printing; uchapishaji (-) publication, publishing.
FJ, LK < nml; CR, CS < Hindi; BK < Hindi & Pers.; JK < Pers. täpa &

Urdu t•apa; only Lodhi & Otterbrand (1973/1987) & KA give -chapa as a
verb.

Cut./Guj./Hindi c•ap (a brand, a mode!, a print); Cut. c•äpinu, Guj. c•äpwu,

Hindi c•apna (to print).

chapakhana, chapkhana (-) printing press/house, R. 
AL. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi c'äp (print, printing) + Pers. khäneh (house). 
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Now replaced by the Standard Swahili kiwanda cha kuchapisha (workshop 
for printing). The second part in this compound, khairn, is a Pers. word 
denoting place and is used in the Pers. loans karkhana (Zanzibari usage 
factory/workshop e.g. karakhana ya soda factory for soft-drinks, karakhana 
ya taa electric works, chapakhana printing press), karakana (standard Sw. 
workshop), and charhani, cherehani (sewing machine, any machine with a 
pedal). In East African English there is also 'gymkhana' (a gym, gymnastics 
or sports hall/club). 

cha pati (-) Indian flat bread either roasted or fri ed (tandoori). 
JK defines it as "thin cake of unleavened batter''' < Pers. tapäfi, and 
continues, "This word is ultmately from Skr. carpatf 'flat br,ead' ." AL. 
Hindi/Punj. capätT; cf. Cut. mäni, and Guj. rötT. 
This term was introduced in the interior of Kenya and Uganda by the Ind'ian 
railway workers speaking Hindi and Punj. towards the end of the 19th 
century. 

-chapisha see chapa

-chapua see chapa

charas (-) 1. an intoxicating preparation made from bang,i; 2. addi,ction. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. caras, Guj./Hindi caqas. 

charhani, charahani see cherehani 

charo (-) 1. caravan, a company of travellers; 2. joumey, safari, R; 
mcharo (wacharo) member of a caravan. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK nml; KA. 
Cut. cärö (a company of travellers); cf. Cut./Guj./Hind,i ,c;äll (walking, gait).
Commonly called msafara. 

chatini (-) chutney. 
CS < Hindi; AL. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi catni (chutney). 

chauchau (-) I. bribe; 2. corrupt person demanding brilbes. 
AL,KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi tabtab 1. to bite/chew, biting/chewing; 2. one who is 
always chewing/eating, metaphorically "consuming other people's 
property''. 

chausi, shaushi (·, machausi) commander, officer in charge., R. 
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JK sergeant; FJ corporal < Ar. < Turk.; JK < Pers./Turk. cavu�, and Pers. 
cävus; CR NCO, corporal <Turk.; CS gives *shauss, shaush.:i, *shawishii < 
Turk. cävus; BK gives saush, shawishi, beshaush, ushaush < Turk./Ar.; CS 
chausi nml, and shaush, shawishi < Turk. 
Turk. favus, military commander (Clauson 1972:399); "Th,is word occurs 
as cäbis in the oldest Turkic texts of the 81h century" (pc Larry CJerk, 
Mainz/Uppsala, Nov. 1999). 

cheni (-) (with aspirated /tJ•!) blacksmith 's chisel. Z. 
AL. 
Cut. c'eni (blacksmith's chisel). 

cherehani, charahani (-) sewing machine, machine with a pedal. 
JK < Pers./Urdu carkha; FJ, BK < Pers.; CS gives it as a synonym of 
karkhana < Ar./Hindi < Pers.; AL charhani; KA. 

Pers. fark'än (machine with a pedal), cf. chapakhana, karakhana. 

cherehe (-) steering wheel of a ship, KC. 
BK, CR, JK < Pers. car�; LK grindstone < Pers.; CS < Pers.; KA, Nabhany 
(1979). 
Pers. car� (wheel). 

cheti (vyeti) chit, note, short letter, card, certificate. 
FJ, CR, BK < Hindi; CS < Hindi < Eng.; LK nml; JK Pers. < ciththah & 
Urdu ciththf, and he adds "This is, of course, Eng. chit, chitty, ultimately 
from Skr. citra." KA. 
Cut. cet-r•r; cf. Guj ./Hindi cit"t'f. 

chiku (-, machiku) the kiwi fruit; mchiku (michiku) the kiwi plant/tree. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. cfkii. 

chila (-, vila) pancakes of rice tlour and coconut cream, Z. 
AL. 
Cut. cilä (pancake). 
Pancakes of wheat tlour and eggs are called mikate ya maji, or *pankeki in 
non-native Swahili usage; cf. manda. 

chilamu see shilamu 

chiraghi (-) lamp, torch, lantern, KC. 
JK < Pers. ciräy; AL; KA gives siraji, which is < Ar. siiräj < Pers .. 
Pers. ciräy (torch). 
The common standard term is mwenge. 
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chiza (-) a pair of tweezers (for depilation), small tongs, R. 
JK < Pers. tizah; AL. 

chokora (-, machokora), chokra (-) young boy, kitchen boy. 
AL, KA; CR < Ar. and also defines it as "one who works at odd jobs, 
servant performing heavy duty/work" and confuses it with chotara "half
breed, mestizo"; CS confuses it with Hindi cäker (servant), and equates it 
with boi (domestic servant). 

Cut./Guj. c•ökrä (young boys). 
The Cut. and Guj. speaking Asians in East Africa frequently use the 

abbreviated Cut. forms c•örö (pi. c"örä) and c•öri (pi. c•öriu) for 'kitchen 
boy' and 'kitchen gir!' respectively. 

choli see chori 

chopi (-) extremely drunk person; kmva chopi to be extremely drunk, litt. 
the alcohol is where his hat should be. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK nml; CR gives also "crooked, lopsided, be lame, limp" 
(which may be results ofbeing drunk or intoxicated); Adam (1979:200). 
Cut./Guj./Hindi töpI (cap, hat)> Sw. chopi through the northem Sw. dialects 
in which the It/ is frequently reproduced as /tJ/. 

chora see shura 

chordho (-) very drunk person; kuwa chordho to be very drunk. 
CS gives choridho nml; AL; Adam (1979:200), Hashil (1999:26). 

Cut. car�"yö, litt. 'a man who has been climbed', i.e. one in whom the 
alcohol has reached his head. 

chori, choli (-) thief, robber. 
AL. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi cör (thiet). 
This word has been confusedly used as the second part of the compound 
gabacholi, which see below. 

chotara (machotara) a person of mixed African-Asian, African-European 
or Asian-European descent. 
JK "Although supposedly of Persian origin, this word has only been found 
in Urdu." < Urdu thutahra. FJ, CR < Ar.; CR erroneously gives it as a 
synonym of chokora; CS defines it as a person of African-Indian parentage; 
KA. 
Cut. tutärä; cf. Guj. tiit-wärä, Hindi!Punj. Wt-wälä. Originally a vulgar 
Indian expression meaning 'offspring of the vagina' (which has now been 
replaced by tiitiyä in Cut./Guj./Hindi/Punj. in East Africa). The original 
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Indian meaning in East Africa (bastard, illegitimate child of mixed ethnic 
parentage etc.) has since long been replaced by the non-derogative Swahili 
meaning; and the current Asian pronunciation in East Africa is as in Swahili 
with an /o/ instead of the original /u/. New synonyms of chotara are the 
Eng. loan hafukasti (a half-caste) and the Congolese shombe (derived from 
the name of the Congolese leader Moise Tshombe who was of mixed 
African-European descent) which have a derogative connotation; cf. 
nawara, sonara, waria. 

Chub! see Chup!

chuchu (machuchu) nipple, teat. 
JK < Pers. cucii; FJ < Hindi; CR, CS, LK nml; KA; kichuchu (vichuchu) 
small breast; AL, KA -chuchuka (vb.) to reach puberty (of girls); KA gives 
also secondary connotations by extension, i.e. 1. to grow in height and 
become tall; 2. to grow slowly and with difficulty; cf. baba. 

Chup!, Chub! (interj.) Shut up!; Silence! 
FJ nml, CS < Hindi; CR gives only the form ch11b nml, KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi cup. 

chupri (-) packet of ('Rizla ') cigarette paper (packed like a book). Z 
AL. 
Cut. cupri/cöpri, Guj. cöpadi/cöpdi/cöpri (book). 

daba (-, madaba) a small meta! box, R. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; CR erroneously gives it also as a synonym of debe and 
as sheet meta!; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi/Punj. qabbä (tin, meta! box); cf. debe.

dabiri (madabiri) secretary, manager. 
JK < Pers. dabTr; CS, KA give also -dabiri (vb.) to manage, organise; CS 
gives also the forms dabiria (applicative) and dabiriana
(associative/reciprocal). 

dabusa (-) cabin on a ship. 
JK < Pers./Urdu 9.abiisä; AL. 

dada (madada) elder sister. 
JK, BK < Pers. �ä9.ä; FJ, CR, LK nml; CS < Ar.; KA; cf. baba. 
Pers. dädä. 

daftari (-, madaftari) 1. ledger, 2. desk. 
JK, LK < Pers. dafter; FJ, CR < Ar.; BK < Ar./Pers.; CS < Pers./Hindi; KA. 
Pers. 9.af!ar < Greek diphtera. 
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dagla (-) a long omamented coat, R. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; CS gives also dagila and KA gives aiso d,egle. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi daglä (coat, robe). 

dalasini (-) cinnamon; mdalasini (midalasini) the cinnamon tree. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers. Qär-e-cfnI (the Chinese tree); LK nml; CS giv,es aJso 
darasini < Ar./Hindi; KA gives only mdalasini; FJ mdalasini < Ar. 
Pers. Qär-e-cfnI, or Guj. Qäl-cin < Sans. Qär-cin (Chinese tree). 

dalia ( -) yellow powder used as make-up. 
FJ, CR, CS < Ar.; Middleton (1993:220) says it is "impmted from India"; 
LK nml; KA. 
Cut./Guj. däriä (peeled roasted chick peas). The yellow flour of däriä mixed 
with turmeric was used as make-up. 

dalki see talki 

dama (-) game of draft. 
BK < Pers. Qäm; FJ < Port.; CS < Ar. LK nml; KA. 
Port. <lamas. 

damani see demani 

dandalo (-) the stick dance (a kind of dance where the dancers carry two 
short sticks to clap with), normally called kirumbizi, R. 
FJ, CR nml, KA. KA also deftnes it erroneously as poles/posts for electric 
cables; CS gives danda (step in a ladder) nml. 
Cut. dänd•alö/dänd•iyö (pi. dänd•ä, dänd'iyä) Guj. dändalö (pi. dändalä), 
Hindi dandä (stick). 

danedane (-) the cameval (to celebrate the birthday of ,the Agakhan), Z. 
AL, KA also gives danadana (-) and (adv.) with rejoicing/celebration. 
Cut. Q•anQ•an (camival, with the stick dance dandalo). 

danga (-) stock ofthe anchor. 
CS, LK nml kudanga (vb.) to take up carefully from water. 
JK < Pers. Qängä. 

-dara (vb.) to size, catch, arrest, X.
FJ < Pers. Qär; CR touch, feel < Pers.

darabi (-, madarabi) rose apple; mdarabi (midarabi) the rose apple tree 
(Eugenia jambosa ). 
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FJ, CR < Pers. Qar-ab, "splendid tree"; CS < Ar.; LK nml; KA; see Knappert 
1984: 113 for his comment on darabi.

Pers. Qarabi (sweet-sour citrus fruit, bigger than an orange). 

daradaki (-) T-shaped tool. 
Nabhany ( 1979). 
Pers. Qärak (something T-shaped). 

darasini see dalasini

dari (-) ceiling, attic. 
JK, FJ < Pers.; BK nsl; KA. 
Pers. där. 

darisha see dirisha

darubini, derubini, durubini, durbini (-) I. binoculars; 2. microscope. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers. dur-bin; CS < Ar./Hindi; LK nml and gives 
durabini, derabini; KA; cf. harubini. 
Pers. dur-bin. 

darwishi (madarwishi), derwishi (madarwishi) dervish, ascetic. 
JK < Pers. �arvg; AL. 

dasi (-) bolt rope sewn along the edges of a sail. 
JK < Pers. & Urdu das; F J, CR < Pers.; CS < Ar.; KA; Nabhany ( 1979). 
Pers. das (bent stick or pole, bow); originally dasi was the upper edge of the 
triangular sail which was sewn on to a slightly bent pole. 

dasturi, desturi (-) I. bowsprit; 2. customs, traditions. 
JK, FJ, LK < Pers. Qastur; CR < Ar.; BK < Pers.I Ar.; Nabhany (1979); KA. 
Pers. dastur. 

dasumali see dusumali 

dawati (-) inkpot (and by extension the desk or drawer where the inkpot is 
kept); kidawati (vidawati) diminutive of dawati.

JK ink < Pers. dawät; FJ writing desk < Ar.; CS < Ar./Hindi; KA drawer of 
a table. 
Pers. Qawät (inkpot) 

debe (madebe) l. meta) box, tin; 2. volume of 4 gallons. 
FJ, CR, BK < Hindi, CS < Pers, KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi/Punj. qabbä (tin, metat box); cf. daba.
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debwani, dibwani (-) silk cloth with embroidered red or brown stripes used 
as turban or sarong. 
JK, FJ, BK < Pers.; CR < Ar.; LK nml but says it is "coloured cloth from 
India"; KA. 
Pers. diba. 

degi (madegi) !arge cooking vessel of copper. 
AL. 
Cut. deg, Guj. Qeg < Pers. Qfg. 

degle see dagla

demani, damani (-) I. sheet, the rope controlling the mainsail.; 2. leeward; 
3. South Monsoon season from April to November_; 4. The seconcl hailf or
the end ofthe South Monsoon winds from August to November.
JK, FJ, BK < Pers. �aman; CR < Ar.; CS < Hindi; LK nml; Nabhany (1979);
KA.
Pers. daman.

dengl!I (-) chick peas (Cicer arietenum); mdengl!I (midengu) the chick pea 
plant. 
JK, FJ < Pers. Qangu "kind of lentils"; LK nml and defines it as "peas from 
India"; CR defines it as lentils < Hindi; BK nml; CS nsl and defines as 
Indian beans used by Hindus; KA erroneously gives it as a synonym of 
adesi (green lentils). 
Pers. �angU (chick peas, soup of chick peas, 'bakalla' peas Faba sativa).

derubini see darubini

derwishi see darwishi

desturi see dasturi

diana (-) (Islamic) theology, religious knowledge. 
AL. 
Ar. Qiana! < Pers. �rn (religion); cf. din i. 

dibaji (-) preface, foreward in a book; udibaji (-) decoration, 
omamentation on a book cover. 
BK, JK < Pers. dibatah; FJ, CR, LK < Ar.; CS < Ar./Pers.KA.; CR define.s 
udibaji wrongly as elegance, refinement. 
Pers. dibatah. 

dini (-) religion. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK < Ar.; BK< Pers.; LK < Ar.; CS < Ar./Hindi; KA. 
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Ar. Qin < Pers. Qin; cf. diana. 

dirisha (madirisha), darisha (madirisha) window, porthole, stern port. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers. Qarite; CS < Hindi < Pers.; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. darite. 

diwani (madiwani) l. councillor; 2. collection of poems, essays. 
JK, BK < Pers. Qiwän; FJ, CR, CS, LK < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. dTwän. 

diwari (-) masonry, brickwork, R 
JK < Pers. dTwär (wall); AL. 
Commonly-called kuta, ukuta.

dobi (madobi) washennan; madobini (pi. locative.) place where 
washennen do their laundry and dry it; AL, Jssak ( 1999: 146); udobi 
washennan 's work/profession. 
FJ, CR, CS, BK < Hindi; LK nml; KA. 
Cut./Guj.Hindi g•öbT (washennan). 

dohani (madohani) chimney. 
BK < Pers. duhän; FJ, CR, CS, LK < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. duhän:- -

dorange (-) a carpet of stripes of two colours. 
AL. 
Hindi Q•ö-rangT; Turner I 0560; cf. barange, rangi.

doria (-) white muslin (cloth). 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; BK < Guj.; KA. 
Cut. döria (of threads) < döra (thread), Guj. görä. 

doti (-) I. white cotton sarong; 2. two yards of full width of cloth, or four 
yards of narrow width. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; BK < Pers.; LK nml and defines it only as cloth offour 
yards of length; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi Q•oti (white sarong of 2 yards of length). 

dowari (-) capstan, windlass (for hoisting sails etc.), R. 
JK < Pers.I Ar dawwär (capstan, windlass); AL. 
Ar. gawwär; aiso called bakara < Ar. 

dubwana (madubwana) monster, colossus, giant, huge person or animal. 
FJ, CR < Hindi ?; CS nml; KA; Bakhressa (1992) defines it as an unusually 
)arge person or a thing. Bakhressa (1992) and KA also give kidubwana 
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(vidubwana), kidubwasha (vidubwasha) as a small thing without a name, a 
toy 
Dubwana is a derogative/amplicative formed from the original Swahili word 
mwana > bwana > dubwana, and it is not a loanword. 

dubwasha (madubwasha) I. same as dubwana; 2. used euphemistically of 
things and sexual parts of the body, cf. dude; 3. loud (dull, reverberating 
sound); kidubwasha (vidubwasha) diminutive of dubwasha, same as 
kidubwana. 

AL; CR < Hindi. 
Derogative synonym of dubwana, and it is nota loan. 

dude (madude) something worthless, also the diminutive forms kidude 

(vidude) and mdude (midude). 
BK < Pers. �uQe; FJ, CR nsl; CS, LK nml; cf. dubwana, dubwasha. 

duka (maduka) shop. 
FJ, CR, LK < Ar.; CS < Ar., Pers., Hindi; BK < Ar. & Pers. < Aramaic. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi �ukän < Ar. QUkkän, ultimately < Akkadian. 

dukawala (madukawala) shopkeeper (used mostly in East African Eng.). 
AL. 
Hindi/Punj. 2ukän (shop)< Ar. + wälä (owner); cf. duka. 

dulabu (-) steering wheel. 
JK < Pers.; CR < Ar.; AL; KA defines it as spinning wheel. 
Pers. diiläb. 

duriaui (maduriani), doriani (madoriani) the dorian fruit; mduriani 

(miduriani) the dorian tree Durio zibethinus. 

FJ < Malay duri and erroneously equates with breadfruit, which is correctly 
called shelisheli, shesheli (< French Seychelles, i.e. the fruit from the 
Seychelles); CR < Malay, and wrongly defines it as "fruit of the breadfruit 
tree"; CS nml; KA also likens it to jackfruit. 
Malay durian. 

durubini, durbini see darubini 

dusumali, dusamali (-) I. silk handkerchief, scarf, 2. towel. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers. dastmäl; LK < nml; KA. 
Pers. Qastmäl (piece of cloth). 

efendi (maefendi) military officer or high official in the Sultan's 
administration in East Africa in the pre-colonial period. 
BK native officer < Turk.; cf. afande. 
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Efendi! (interj.) see Afande! 

embe (-, maembe) mango fruit; mwembe (miembe) mango tree. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi & Guj.; BK < Ar.; JK < Pers./Urdu; LK nml; KA. 
Guj. ärnba; cf. Hindi äm, Cut. ämä. 

ewani, iwani (-) hall, gate-porch. 
JK < Pers. 'fwän; cf. Standard Swahili uani, uwani (enclosure, compound, 
courtyard, backyard). 
Pers. eywän. 

fahirisi, faharasa (-) list of contents, catalogue, index. 
JK < Pers. fehrist; FJ, CR < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. fehrist. 

fairuzi see feruzi 

faja (-) stab le. 
JK < Pers. pägäh; FJ, CR < Ar.; BK < Ar./Pers.; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. pägäh (place to stand, i.e. where horses stand); probably via Arabic in 
which Persian /p/ and /g/ are changed to /f/ and /dy respectively. 

faluda (-) I. jelly (of starch), dish of sweet jelly, amidon; 2. jellyfish, AL. 
FJ,CR < Ar.; FJ defines it as "gruel made of milk and maize tlour"; CR 
defines it as "porridge made of com/maize"; KA defines it only as "jelly"; 
CS < Ar., Pers. 
Pers. fälu2ah, falu2e, palu2e (jelly). 

fan usi (-) lantem, I ighthouse. 
JK < Pers. fänus, or Greek pharos; FJ, CR, BK, LK < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. fänas. 

farasahi (-) distance of ca. 5 km. 
JK < Pers. farasah; LK < Ar. 
Pers. farasah < Greek parasangos. 

farisi (mafarisi) skilled artisan, craftsman. 
JK < Pers. färs'f, färisI (a Persian); FJ, CR < Ar.; FJ confuses it with the Ar. 
loan farisi färris (skilled rider); CR also gives it as adj. skillful, expert, 
capable; ufarisi skill, capability, expertise; KA. 
Pers. färsI, färisI (a Persian; and by extension, skilled as a Persian artisan). 

farumani see foromali 
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fashini (-) rudder block. 
FJ, CR < Pers.; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. fä+ sineh (opposite/other side + prow/stem of ship). 

fataki (-) I. gun cap; 2. crackers, small fire-works. 
FJ, CR, CS, BK, LK < Ar.; CR also defines it as electric fuse; KA. 
Cut. fatäkio (fire cracker), cf. Guj. fatäkqö, Ar. fasfat 

fatila (-) I. wick, yam for caulking boats, 2. fuse for ignition. 
JK < Pers. fätiläh. 

feleji, felegi (-) steel of high quality. 
FJ, CR < Pers. pulä2; LK nml; cf. pua. 

Ar. falaj < Pers. pulä! 

fenesi (mafenesi) jack-fruit, mfenesi (mifenesi) the jack-fruit tree. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; BK, CS < Guj.; CR defines it wrongly as "durian" and 
"bread-fruit" which are in fäet called doriani and shelisheli respectvely and 
are two different fruits; KA. 
Cut./Guj. faQas; cf. Hindi p•a1,1as. 

ferdausi, ferdawsi see firdausi 

feruzi, firuzi, (-) turquoise, used also as a male name. 
BK, JK < Pers. ffrözah; FJ, CR < Ar.; AL fairuzi, firozi; KA. 
Pers. firözah. 
All the variants of this word are used as male names. 

finjani (mafinjani), pingani (-) porcelain dish, bowl, !arge teacup, 
omamented cup, R. 
JK < Pers. pingän, and< Pers.I Ar finjän < Pers. pingän; AL. 
Pers. pingän, Mod. Pers. fengän. 

firdausi, firidausi (-) paradise. 
JK < Pers.I Ar firdawsi < Pers. pardes; FJ, CR < Pers.; LK nsl; KA. 
Ar. firdawsi < Pers. parde�. 
Normally called peponi. 

firingi {-) matchlock. 
JK < Pers. firing; AL. 

firini, firni (-) custard pudding; jirini ya (unga wa) mchele pudding of rice 
flour, R. 
AL. 
Cut. firni (pudding) < Pers. firni. 
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Wrongly called faluda by many. A manufacturer in Daressalaam also 
incorrectly lables custard pudding as faluda. 

firozi see fcruzi 

firumani (-) firman, decree, order, official warrant. 
JK < Pers. fannan; AL. 

firuzi see feruzi 

fishangi (-) cartridge, R. 
JK < Pers./Turk. fishang; AL. 
Pers. fishang (cartridge). 

foriti, foliti (-) a children's game. 
AL,KA. 
Cut./Guj. forT!T (name of a children game). 

foromali, formali, foromani, farumani (-) lateen sail, main sail. 
JK < Pers. fim1än, and Urdu pirmän or Sans. pramana; FJ, CR, BK < Ar.; 
LK nml; KA; Nabhany ( 1979) defines it as yard that carries the sail. 
Pers. firrnän (sail). 

frasila, farasila (-) measure ofweight ofc:a 35 pounds. 
FJ < Ar. or Eng.; CR, BK, CS < Ar.; KA. 
Cut./Guj. fräslä (weight of ca. 35 pounds). 

fudina, fudino (-) mint leaves (used in preparing meat pastries/delicacies), 
2. 
AL; JK podina < Pers. pödinah, Mod. Pers. piineh. 
Cut./Guj. tudinä < Pers. 
Commonly called naana, nanaa < Ar. 

fuladi, puladi see pua 

fuleki see puleki 

fuludani (-) flower pot/vase, R. 

AL. 

Cut. ful/p•ul, Guj. tul, Hindi p•ul (flower) and Pers. dän (container) > 

Cut./Guj./Hindi ful�äni, p•ul�änT. 

gabacholi (magabacholi) swindler, corrupt person, economic criminal, 
maffia; ugabacholi swindling, corruption, economic crime. 
AL. 
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Cut. g'äb'äfö�'T; originally a vulgar expression in Cut. meaning 'sexual 
intercourse with a calf hence a forbidden act in ,taw and tradition; by 
analogy any forbidden or illegal act such as bribing, cheating, smugg'ling., 
stealing, swindling and usurping; cf. chori. 

gadero (magadero) an alcoholic, drunkard, R, Z. 
AL. 

Guj. gaQ'erö (donkey, ass). 

gadi, gudi (-) see gati 

galawa see ngarawa 

galolo see golola 

gamti (-) 1. unbleached coarse cotton cloth; 2. unpolished rice, rice of !low 
quality, R. 
FJ nsl, CR, CS < Hindi; BK < Guj.; KA. 
Cut., Guj. gämt'T (rural, belonging to the countryside, henc,e of coarse natur,e 
or low quality) < gäm (village); cf. Hindi gäii (villag,e, town). 

ganja, ganjo (-) Indian hemp, bhang, marijuana 
AL. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi gänjä, Cut./Guj. g'änjö (hemp); cf. bangi. 

garduni (-) something revolving, a wheel, R. 
AL. 
Pers. gardiin; cf. gurudurnu. 

gari (-, magari) car, wagon, van, vehicle, cart, carriage; kigari (vigari) 
diminutive of gari, wheel barrow, trolly; kigari cha mtoto pram.; gariwala 
(magariwala) charrioteer, coachman, R; lkijigari (vijigari) 
minutive/derogative of gari, CR defines kijigari as scooter, 3-wheeler; AL. 
JK < Pers./Hindi g'äri; FJ, CR, KA, CS; CS gives also gariwala, gariwan < 
Sans. which seem to betong to the Swahili usage of Punjabi and Hindi 
speakers in Kenya and Uganda; LK nml and says it is "cart from [ndia". 

Cut./Guj./Hindi g'ädi and diminutive g'addi (cart, carriage, vehicle). 

gati (-, magati) 1. embankment, pier; 2. docks, dockyard, wharf 
FJ, CS < Hindi; CR gives gudi, gadi and also 3. pillar, support for trnld,ing a 
boat straight on the shore; LK nml and gives only the third meanfog; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi gät (embankment, pier); cf. godi. 
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gazi, gezi (-) rod for measuring depth of water, R; -geza (vb.) try on (a 
gannent), take measurements for sewing a garment; kigezo (vigezo) 
pattern, measurements for making clothes, measuring rod or tape, normally 
calle ruta< Eng. foot rule. 
FJ, CR < Pers.; KA. 
JK < Pers. gaz (cubit). 

genderi (-, magenderi) peeled sugar-cane pieces. 
AL,KA. 
Cut. ganderI (peeled sugar cane). 

-geza see gazi

ghulamu (-) boy, !ad, youth. 
FJ, CR, BK < Ar. 
Ar. yuläm < Pers. yöläm (servant, slave); cf. golo. 
Ghulam is a common male name among the Shia Muslims (e.g. Ghulam-ali 
servant of Imam Ali and Ghulan-Hussein servant of Imam Hussein). 

gilasi (-) drinking glass. 
JK < Pers. giläs. "Even if we assume that Sw. gilasi 'drinking glass' is from 
English, we may have to sunnise that it came via Persian" (Knappert 
1983: 126). 
Eng. glass. 

Goa (Magoa), Mgoa (Wagoa) Christian Goan; Port. Indian subject; Kigoa 

Goanese dialect of Konkani spoken by the Christian Goans. 
AL; CS nsl; CR < Hindi. 
Konkani göa (Goa); cf. Kukni. 

godamu see godoni 

godi, gadi, gudi (magodi, magadi, magudi) dockyard, R. 
CS; BK < Pers. ga�i; AL. 
Sometimes confused with mgodi (gold/diamond/copper mine) borrowed 
from Eng. 'gold' via different Bantu languages of central and southern 
Africa. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi gät (embankment, pier); cf. gati. 

godoni (-, magodoni) go-down, shed or store in a harbour; AL godamu, Z. 
JK < Pers. gudäm. 
The forn1 godoni appears to be derived from the Anglo-Indian 'go-down' 
(warehouse) < Hindi gö�äm taken here from the usage of British settlers in 
Kenya. 
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godori (magodori) thin soft mattress; small mattress, R. 
AL, Nassir (1939:74, written around 1820) has the fonn majodori. 

Guj. gö�'r"f feminine of go�•rö (mattress ); cf. Cut. gä�"IL 

godo ro (magodoro) mattress. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; BK < Hindi. & Guj.; LK nml; KA. 
Guj. gö�'rö (mattress); cf. Cut. gä�•Jö. 

gole (magole) pellet/tablet of opium, chewing tobacco or medicine. 
FJ, CR < Pers. and Hindi; CS < Hindi; CR <Pers. and erroneously defines it 
also as mucus, phlegm (probably because gole produces much saliva); KA. 
Hindi/Marathi göli, Cut./Guj. gori (pellet, tablet). 

goli (magoli) I. female slave; 2. black/negroid woman, R. 

AL. 
Cut./Guj. göl"f (feminine of golo); cf. ghulamu. 

golo (magolo) I. slave, serf; 2. black/negroid man. 
AL. 
Cut. abbreviated fonn gölö < Pers. ghöläm; cf. ghulamu, goli. 

golola, gololo, galolo (-) cannon ball, large marbles, R. 
AL. 
Cut. amplicative galölö (pi. galölä) < Pers. guliilah. 

gololi (-, magololi) I. marbles; 2. ball bearings; 3. glass ball to close 
bottles. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. gu!Olah; AL, KA. 
Cut. feminine/diminutive galöl"f (small glass or metal balls) < Pers. gu!Olah. 

goshi, joshi (-) tack of a sail, windward side; kwenda joshi to sail fast 
ahead, sail speedily with the wind; joshi (adv.) at a gallop, energetically, 
CR nml. 
JK < Pers. gös-e-bä�bän (ear of sail); FJ, CR < Ar.; LK nml; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi j"ö� (energy, force) < Pers. ju� (boiling, heat); cf. Cut. j-M

me/j"ös-se, Guj. j·ö�-säte and Hindi j"ös-karke (with force, energy, 
intensity). 

goti (magoti) knee. 
FJ, CR, SC, LK nml. 
This word is found only in the Bantu languages adjacent to Swahili; it is 
probably from Guj. göntaQ, gönr. 
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gubiti, gubeti (-) sweets made of melted sugar, peppermint rock/roll, 
lollipop. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. kubitah; LK < nml; KA. 
Pers. kubT�e > Cut. gubT!. 

gudi see gati 

gulabi (magulabi) I. litchee; the litchee fruit, Nephe/ium lappasceum; 2. 
pink colour; mgulabi (migulabi) litchee tree (also called shokishoki and 
mshokishoki respectively). 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. gul-äb; JK defines it also as rose apple; KA; cf. darabi. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi guläbi (rose/pink cplour) < Pers. gul-äb (rose water). 

gundi (-) gum, glue, rubber solution. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; BKnsl; KA. 
Cut. giin�'; cf. Guj./Hindi giin�ar (gum) 

guni (-) carpeneter's rule, X. 
BK < Pers. 

gunia (magunia), ju nia (majunia) coarse bag or sack made ofjute. 
FJ, CR, CS, BK < Hindi; FJ, CR also give guni as sack of palm leaves for 
transporting dates (which seems to be from the Arabic usage in Hadramaut 
and Oman); LK nml also gives guni as "bag from lndia"; KA. 
Cut. g'ii1,1T, Guj./Hindi g'iiQ Uute sack). 

guru (-) as in sukari guru unrefined lump sugar, molasses. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; LK nml; KA. 
Cut. gur (unrefined sugar); Guj./Hindi gör; cf. sukari, shakari. 

gurudumu (magurudumu) wheel. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers. gardiin; LK nml gives "gurutumu" which is not 
Swahili; KA; cf. garduni. 

guwaro (maguwaro) Indian Muslim cattle keeper or milkman, the Guwar 
caste, Z. 
AL. 
Cut. guwär, Guj. gowär (cattle keeper). 

guzara (-, maguzara) barge, R. 
JK < Pers. guzärä; AL. 
Normally called tisha/i (which is of unknown origin). 

gwaru (-, magwaru) the duster beans; mgwaru (migwaru) cluster beans 
plant Cyamopsis psoraloides. 
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FJ nml, CR < Hindi; KA gives only mgwaru. 
Cut./Guj. gwär. 

Habedari! (interj.) Careful!, Take care!, Attention!, Be alert! 
JK, FJ < Pers. habar-där; KA. 
Ar . .!!abr (knowledge) +Pers.där (be with). 
Sometimes heard as abedari. 

hajjari see hazari 

halesa (mahalesa}, halisa (mahalisa) oar, R. 

JK < Pers. halisah; AL. 
Commonly called kafi (makafi), kafya (makafya), kasia (makasia). 

halimu (-) asparagus. 
JK < Pers. halyum. 

haluari (-) plank (on ship}, R. 
JK < Pers. alwär, AL. 

hamadi (-) possession, X. 
BK < Pers. 
Etymology unknown. 

handaki (-) ditch. 
FJ, CR, CS < Ar.; BK < Ar./Pers.; KA. 
Ar. xan�aq. 

hando (-, mahando) a copper/brass vessel (with narrow opening at the top) 
for carrying/storing water. 
FJ, CR, CS, < Hindi; BK < Guj.; KA. 
Cut./Guj. händö; cf. Hindi händä. 

hanjam (-) I. untrustworthy person, one who unrightfully withholds things 
or information from others; 2. sexual desire/appetite; 3. false anger or 
annoyance. 
AL; KA gives the form hanjamu with the two latter connotations. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi hajam (digesting, and by analogy, swallowing, usurping, 
making false pretences to property etc.). 

haragwe (maharagwe) (brown) broad beans, usually in the plural form; 
mharagwe (miharagwe) the bean plant. 
JK "a type of beans < Pers. harqi, a kind of grain", FJ, CR < Pers. "a bean"; 
KA. 
Pers. harqi (beans). 
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harita (maharita) soapberry; mharita (miharita) the soapberry tree. 
F J, CR < Ar.; KA gives only mharita.

Guj. harit'ä, Cut. äritä. 

harubini, hurubini, kharubini (-) microscope, R. 
AL. 
Pers. _!!ur�e + bin (tiny + vision, close view), cf. darubini. 

hawara (-, mahawara) mistress, paramour, lover, concubine; uhawara 
concubinage. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; LK nml, and erroneously gives "catamite" which is correctly 
called hanithi.

Cut./Guj./Hindi äwärä (vagabond). 

Haya! (interj.) Quick!, Quickly!, Be quick!, Come along!, Hurry up! 
FJ, CR, CS < Ar.; BK < Pers.I Ar.; LK nml; KA. 
Ar. hayyä. 

hazarangi see huzurungi 

hazari (mahazari) a thousand, R. 
JK < Pers./Urdu hazär; AL hajjari. 
Pers./Hindi hazär, Cut./Guj. hajär and the emphatic form hajjär. 

hindi (mahindi) grain of maize; mahindi (pi.) maize crop; Mhindi 
(Wahindi) Indian, Indo-Pakistani; muhindi (mihindi) maize plant; Bara 
Hindi, Uhindi the Indian sub-continent. 
LK nml; FJ nsl and does not give any cross-references; CR < Ar.; AL, KA. 
Ar. hing_I < Sans. sin�'i (of/from the land of Sindhu or Indus River, i.e. 
lndia); cf. makai. 

hori (-, mahori) a dug-out canoe; a wooden trough. 
FJ, CR < Pers.; CS < Guj.; BK < Ar., gives the diminutive kihori (vihori) 
and defines it also as "creek"; KA. 
Cut. hori, Guj. hori/hoji, Hindi holi (canoe). 
In the past in Zanzibar city before the bridges were built over the Creek to 
connect the Stone Town with the Ng'ambo (The Other Side) area on the 
main island of Unguja, kihori were the ferry points where canoes were 
available for crossing the Creek. Today, there are no bridges there, the 
Creek is reclaimed, but the Creek Road is still there dividing Zanzibar City 
into the Stone Town in the west and the Ng'ambo and Michenzani 
(Mandarin Trees) in the east. All sources consulted here give an additional 
connotation of 'manger or trough for feeding and watering animals' as used 
in the Bible. This meaning has been developed by the missionary Bible 
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translators. FJ gives Pers. and CR gives Port. source for this connotation. 
The connotation "creek" is derived from Ar. 'hur' probably from a southern 
Iraki dialect meaning a 'bay, inlet, creek, or a narrow passage in a swamp'. 

hua, bula(-) Lesser red-eyed dove. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK nml; KA. 
Cut./Guj. hölö (pi. hölä), the /u/ in Sw. is probably through the influence of 
Ar. 

huka (-), hoko (-) hookah, hukkah, smoking water pipe. 
AL,KA. 
Hindi/Punjabi/Marathi hukkä and Cut./Guj. hukkö. 

hulia (-) fenugreek. 
JK < Pers. hulyah. 
In Zanzibari usage it is called meti. 

hundi (-) draft, cheque, money order, bill ofexchange. 
FJ, CR, CS, BK < Hindi; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi hundr(a promissory note). 

hurubini (-) see harubini 

huzurungi (-) of countless colours. 
BK < Pers.; AL hazarangi (-). 
Pers. hazär-rangi (of a thousand colours); not to be confused with 
h11dh11r11ngi (ofyellow colour) < Ar.; cf. rangi.

ijasi (-) plum, prune, R. 
JK < Pers. ijäs, AL. 

iliki, hiliki (-) cardamom; mwiliki (miiliki), mhiliki (mihiliki) the 
cardamom plant/tree. 
FJ, CR, CS <Hindi; BK < Pers.; KA. 
Hindi eläicT, Guj. elci, Cut. eräcT. 

ispitali, spitali (-) hospital, Z. 
AL. 
Guj./Hindi ispi!äl < Eng. 

iwani see ewani

jaba (-) coat ofmail, armour, R. 
JK < Pers. jabah. 
Commonly called juba.
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jadhiba (-) I. magnetism; 2. charisma. 
JK < Pers. < Ar. ja�ibah. KA gives jazba, jaziba, jadhba, jadhiba and 
defines it as 'intluence so strong on the m ind that one forgets onself. 
Also called usumaku; cf. chambuki.

jagarnati see chagarnati

jagina (-) see chagina

jaha(-) I. rank, dignity, honour, glory; 2. fortune, property. 
JK, FJ < Pers.jäh,jähah; LK < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. jäh, jähah. 

jaha ni (-) the universe, world, R. 
JK < Pers. jahän; AL. 
Occasionally found in the female name Nur-jahan (Light of the Universe), 
of Perso-Arabic origin, after a Mogul empress of Delhi/Agra. 

jahazi (majahazi) sailing vessel. 
LK nml; FJ < Ar.; BK < Pers.; KA. 
Pers. jahäz. 

jahi (-) North Pole. 
JK < Pers. jäh; LK nml. 
Pers. jäh. 

jamadari (majamadari) I. cup-bearer; 2. major-domo, R. 
JK < Pers. jämdär; AL; cf. jemadari. 
Pers. jämQär (cup bearer) 

jamanda (majamanda) round basket with cover; kijamanda (vijamanda) 
diminutive ofjamanda.
JK, FJ < Pers. jämaQän; CR < Ar.; LK nml and gives only the rare 
diminutive chamanda; KA. 
Pers. jämeQän (basket). 

jambia, jembia (majambia) curved dagger (ofthe South Arabian type). 
JK, FJ < Pers. jambiyah; BK < Ar.; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. jambiyah. 

jamdani, jama dani (-) tlowered cloth, white brocade, R. 
JK, FJ, BK < Pers. jämQänI. 

jamisa (-) type ofbeans, X. 
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JK < Pers. jämisah 

jamvi (majamvi) mat of coarse material. 
JK < Pers. zambII; FJ < Pers.I Ar.; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. zanbII; cf. zambili. 

jando (majando) male initiation/circumcision rites; jandoni (maja11.doni) 
(loc.) camp/place for male initiation. 
F J, CR, CS nml; KA. 

Cut. JaQ�hö (lit. He will give birth). l11e rites and ceremony introduced by 
the Cutchi Badala sailors along Kenya coast. This term was not found in 
other Bantu languages of East Africa until recently. See Eile (1990) for 
details onjando. 

-jangia, -jangina (vb.) to whip, whisk, mix; kijangio (vijangio) a whip,
whisk, R.
AL.

Cut. j'anghinu (to whip, whisk).
Normally called kukoroga (to stir, whisk, mix).

jangili (majangili) poacher; ujangili poaching. 
AL; Bakhressa (I 992) and KA give only the form jangili (majang,ili); CS 
gives *jangaro "wild variety of rice" nml. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi j'ang'li (wild, belonging to the jungle or wi,ldemess) < 

j'anghal (forest with wild animals). 
jangiri (majangiri) and ujangiri in the dialects of Zanzibar. 

Jao! (interj.) Go!, Get lost!, R. 
AL, Adam (1979:52). 
Guj./Hindi j'äö (Go!). 

jaribosi ( -) (coloured) tin-foil, silver/gold paper. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; KA. 

Cut. j'arpös < Pers. zar + baf! (woven gold). 

jasoti (-) R aluminium. 
AL. 

Cut./Guj. j'asöt (aluminium). 
During the first half of the twentieth century, the term sent i was also u·sed to 
mean aluminium. This meaning was derived from the first cents minted by 
the British for the Uganda Protectorate, which were made of aluminium. 
This was before cooking pots and other utensils made of alumin;ium became 
common in the interior af Eastem Africa. Aluminiun utensils wer,e preceded 
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by copper/brass vessels from lndia, and later enamel ware imported from 
lndia, China, Britain and Germany. 

jebu (-) woman 's breast ornament, or wom under the chin, X. 
JK < Pers.I Ar jayb; FJ, CR < Hindi; LK nml "hangs on the chin"; KA. 
Etymology unknown. 

jelebi, zelabia (-) a spiral yellow-coloured sweet made of chick peas or 
wheat flour. 
CR gives chelebi < Ar.; CS givesjelebia, zalbia < Ar.; KA. 
Cut. /elebi, Guj./Hindi j"alebi. 

jemadari (majemadari), jamadari (majamadari) general, commanding 
officer; Jemadari Mk1111 Commander-in-chief (of armed forces), military 
title of the President of Zanzibar; cf. Amiri Jeshi < Ar. amir al jay� 
(commander ofthe army), military title ofthe President ofTanzania. 
JK, BK < Pers. jam'�är; FJ < Pers./Hindi; LK nml; KA. 
Ar. jamä'a (people) + Pers. �är (having/commanding). 

jeta (-) lazy/feckless person. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; FJ jät "a tribe"; CS nml; KA. 
Cut. Jatt (lazy, feckless). 

jeu (-) barley; R. 
JK < Pers. jäu, white millet, which in fäet is called mtama (mweupe) or 
juwari; AL. 
Cut./Guj. j'aw (barley). 

jinjiroo (majinjiroo) anklet with small bells. 
AL. 
Cut. j•inj'Tiii (small bells), Guj. j"änj"ar, j"änj'ariii. 
Normally called njuga. 

jira (-) cumin seed (Cuminum Cyminum); also called bizari nzima (lit. 
whole spice); *binzari in non-native Swahili. 
FJ, CR nml; KA also gives bizari ndogo (lit. small spice). 
Cut./Guj./Hindi j"irä. 
Several writers confuse this with caraway seed (Carum Carvi) which is 
kisibiti in Swahili < Ar. sibit. 

jodori (majodori) see godori 

joha ri (-) jewel, precious stone. 
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JK < Pers. gauhar "may have come to Swahili via Arabic." FJ, CR, LK < 
Ar.; CS < Ar./Hindi < Pers.; KA. 
Ar. < Skr. jawähar (see Gren-Eklund 1998:42). 

joho (majoho) long, loose coat/robe. 
BK< Pers./Ar./Turk.; FJ, CR < Ar.; CS <Ar. < Turk.; LK gives jokho and 
*juoho nml; cf. juba.
Ar. jux.

jora (-) a length of calico of c:a 30 yards. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; KA. 

Cut. j"örä (roll of cloth of double length). 

jore, jori, jozi (-) pair of shoes etc., pair in game of cards; name of a card 
game. 
FJ, CR give only jozi < Ar. and confuse it with Ar. loan jozi meaning nut, 
kernel; CS nml; BK givesjozi < Ar.; KA gives also cheuzi. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi j"öri (a pair); the sound change fri> lv is common in East 

African Bantu languages. 

joshi see goshi 

juba (majuba) a long coat with collar, wide sleeves and open in front; cf. 
jaha, joho. 
FJ, BK < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. jabah. 

jukumu (-) I. danger, risk; 2. responsiblity. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; BK < Ar.; LK suggests an Amharic source; KA. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi j"ökham (danger, risk). 

jungu (majungu) l . jar; 2. !arge earthen cooking pot. 
JK < Pers. jung; FJ, CR, LK nml., define it as "!arge pot" (amplicative form 
of ch11ngu earthen pot). 
Pers. jung. 
The variant chungu (ki+ungu) appears to have been derived as a diminutive 
of the loanjung11 Ui+ungu) in whichji- is later regarded as the amplicative 
prefix/marker of the noun class 5. 

junia see gunia 

juwari (-) white sorghum, nonnally mtama mwe11pe, R. 
AL; Sheriff ( 1997:8); cf. karachi. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi j"uwär (sorghum). 
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kababu (-) meat ball, kebab/kebob. 
AL,KA. 
Cut./Guj. kabäb (meat ball)< Pers. kebäb (roasted meat). 

kabati (-) cupboard, wardrobe. 
FJ, CR, CS < Eng.; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi kabät < Eng.; cf. kabadi in other languages of East Africa. 
This loan, together with many other direct English loans, is not included in 
LK which may suggest that they either did not exist in Swahili <luring the 
1860s or that they were not in common use; cf. pataro. 

kabuli (-) north Indian yellow pilau (of Afghan/Kabul origin, a popular 
delicacy <luring Mogul times), R. 
FJ, CR, CS < Ar.; KA gives the alternative form kubuli and as a homophone 
of the Ar. loan kabuli (acknowledgement). 
Cut./Guj. < Hindi/Urdu käbiilT < Pashtu käbiilT (of Afghan/Kabul origin). 

kachara (-), kachala (-) I. rubbish; 2. (adj.) worthless, good-for-nothing. 
CR < Ar.; AL, KA. 
Cut. kacrä; Guj./Hindi kacrä (rubbish, garbage). 

kachiri see kichiri 

kachumbari (-) sallad mixture offresh onions, tomatoes, chillies, coriander 
leaves and cucumber. 
FJ, CR < Hindi and erroneously define it as pickles; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi kacumbar (chopped vegetables), Belsare 196. 

kafuri (-) camphor. 
JK < Pers. kärur; FJ, LK < Ar.; BK < Sans.; KA. 
This word has most probably arrived in East Africa through Arabic and with 
Islam. Also called karafuu maiti; see Koran 76:5. 

kagazi (-) paper, R. 
JK < Pers. kägaz; AL. 
Pers. kägaz, and Hindi/Urdu kägaz < Pers. 

kaharabu (-) amber. 
FJ, CR < Pers.; KA. 
Pers. kahrubä (amber). 

kaharubai (-) electricity, X. 
JK < Pers. kahrubäT. He gives this as the literary form of karabai or 
koroboi, and defines it as "electric lamp". 
Pers. kahrobåi, kahrubäi (electricity). 
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kaka(-, makaka) elder brother. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers. käkå;, LK nml; KA; cf. aghaa, baba. 

kaki, khaki (-) khaki drill (cloth); khaki shorts/trousers/unifonn. 
FJ, CR < Pers.; CS < Hindi via Ar. < Pers.; KA. CR erroneously defines it 
also as "kind of pastry made of rice-flour and sugar" which is correctly 
called mikate ya kumimina, and its dough is fermented with coconut cream. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi khäkhT, k•äkT (cloth of ash colour) < Pers. khåq (ash). 

kalafati, kali fati, kalufati, kalfati (-) caulking (of boats, ships). 
JK < Pers. kalfa!; FJ, CR, BK < Ar.; LK nml; K.A. 
Pers. kalfat. 

kalai (-) tin (metal), R; tia kalai to tin brass/copper surfaces. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. kalai (tinning ofbrass/copper); cf. tindikali. 

kalasi (-, makalasi), khalasi (makhalasi) (Indian) sailor. 
JK < Pers. khaläsT; LK "lascar ?"; AL; KA gives kalasi and wrongly defines 
it as 'a kind of sailing vessel'. 
Pers. k"aläsT (sailor) > Cut./Guj. khaläsT (sailor). 
This word, like many others spelt with a simple <k>are often and correctly 
pronounced with an aspirated fk•/. 

kalasia, karasia (-) small brass vessel with narrow neck and no handle (ca. 
half a litre in volume). 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; BK nsl;., LK nml; KA. 
Cut. karsiä, Guj. karsiä/karsiä (goblet, jug) < Sans. kalas (water pot). 

Kalasinga (Makalasinga) see Singa, Singasinga 

kalibu (-) modet, mould; -kalibu (vb) to model, to mould. 
FJ, LK < Pers.; CR < Ar.; see. 
Pers. kalbu� (model, mould); cf. kelubudi, -kelubidi. 

kalua (makalua) I. Indian sailor/fisherman; 2. boat-boy. 
FJ, CR suggest Hindi source. KA gives the form karua, and the first 
meaning, but wrongly equates it with the Indian Kumbar caste of potters. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi khärwä (salt workers/miners, hence also fishermen, sailors 
and traders in dried fish, the production of which demands much salt) < 
Sans. k"är (salt); section 4.5.5. 

kamani (-) mainspring ofa clock/watch/gramophone, spring. 
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JK, FJ, CR < Pers. kamänT; KA. 

kamari (-) I. belt, sash, cummerbund, R; 2. water-line, wale ofa slhip, R. 
JK < Pers. kamar; AL. 
Not to be confused with kamari < Ar. (gambling). 

kamba (-) rope. 
JK < Pers. kanabä (tlhread); FJ, CR < Ar.; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. kanabä (thread). 
Not to be confused with kamba < Ar. kanbä (shrimp, prawn, lobster). 

kamuha (-) brocade, X. 
JK < Pers. kamhäh. 

kana(-) small rudder or handle; ear on the steering wheel; cup hand,le/ear. 
FJ < Hindi; CR < Port.; CS < Ar.; KA. 
Cut. kan, Guj./Hindi kän (ear). 

kanchiri (-) a sleeved breast-band; brassiere. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; KA. 
Guj. käntri (brassiere). 

kandagari (-) carving, engraving, sculpture. 
JK < Pers. kandagärT. 
Pers. kandakärT. 

kande (·) (staple) food, AL. 
FJ, CR I) stores, supplies, provision for a joumey, usuUy whole maize and 
millet grains; 2) a partcular dish of food cooked for New Year's day 
(Nairuzi) in which seven kinds of grain are included. (cf. kkhiro); KA 'I) 
food; 2) a dish of whole maize, beans and millets' and as a synonym of 
pure. Bakhressa (1992) also defines it as 1. food, and 2. synonym of pure; 
Polome (1967:23); Farsy (1960:14) defines it as d,ishes of riice (mchele), 
beans (kunde), pigeon peas (mbaazi), bullrush millet (mawele), sorglhum 
(mtama), simsim (1ifi1ta)and groundnuts (njugu). 

Probably Cut. k·ä�"ä, k·ä�·ej"ö, k•e1,1j'ö (food, provis;ions), Guj. k·ä�änu.
All along the coast of East Africa, most of the suppliers of provisions to 
caravans and ships, and most owners of shops selling such supplies, were 
Cutchi speaking Muslims and Hindus. In the caravans and on board ships, 
the most common food was maize, beans and miHets eaten with rice or 
bananas, cassava, sweet potatoes and yams. In Cutchi k·ä�·e-j'ö means .also 

a feast, and k·a�•e-me (locative) means the place where a feast is arranged. 

kandi (·) sugar, sugar-candy. 
JK <Pers.kan�, qan� (candy, sweets). 
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kangeri (-) lace, embroidered ribbon, R. 
AL. 
Cut. känger"f (lace). 
Now replaced by the Eng. loan lesi.

kanji (-) 1. starch; 2. arrow root; 3. gruel, thin porridge drunk w,ith sugar, 
or salt and black pepper. 
FJ, CR, LK nml; BK < Hindi; KA. 

Guj. känj'T (gruel, thin porridge). 
Commonly called wanga, waranga. 

kanju (-, makanju) cashew nuts, R; mkanju (mikanju) the cashew inut tree. 
FJ, CR, CS <Hindi; LK nml; KA. 

Cut. käjii, Guj. käjhii < Port. acajou < SAm. The nasalization in Swahilli is 

probably due to the explosive j" in Gujarati; Cutchi has implosive j. 

kapani (-, makapani) scales, balance. 
JK, FJ < Pers. kapän. 
Pers. kopän (scales, balance). 

kar, kari (-) ten million (abbreviation of karori); kareini (-) 20 million 
(two karlkarori, arabised form of kar, from the analogy of alfein!elfeni two 
thousand < Ar. alfu thousand); CS <Hindi < Sans.; LK erroneously gives "a 
million (Indian expression)". 
For etymology, see karori. 

karabai (-) pressure lamp, gas lamp. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; KA. 
This is probably from Eng. 'carbide lamp/torch'; cf. kahan11bai, koroboi. 

karachi (-) white sorghum from Sindh/Karachi and Cutch. 
CS nsl but adds that it is from Cutch. 
Sindhi karäci (geographical name). 
Normally called mtama mweupe (white millet), cf. juwari. 

karafuu (-) cloves; mkarafuu (mikarafuu) the clov,e tree. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; CS <Ar. < Greek; BK < Greek; LK nml gives garofuu (which 
is not Swahili), and kara/1111 maiti (camphor); KA. 
Sans. karanfiil (the karan tlower/bud); cf. kafuri. 

karagosi (-, makaragosi) 1. puppet; 2. Punch and Judy show, AL. 
CR < Turk., AL, KA. 
Turk. kara guz (black eyes, name ofthe villain in a puppet show). 
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karai (-, makarai) deep-frying pan (with two handles), wok. 
KA defines it also as a container for mortar/plaster, and water tub; the 
technical tenn for a mason's container for mortar is tagari. CR nml and 
defines it as "wash basin, fying pan". 
Cut./Guj. karäi (deep frying pan); cf. Cut. !aräi, !af (flat frying pan); cf. 
tawa. 

karakana (makarakana), karakhana (makarakhana), karkhana 
(makarkhana), karahana (makarahana) factory, workshop. 
JK, FJ < Pers. kar-b,äna; BK karhane < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. kär-häna. 

karakoni, korokoni (-, loc.) guardhouse, sentry-post; prison. 
JK < Pers.ffurk. karakol; FJ < Turk. kurkun; BK karakol < Ar.ffurk. 
Turk. karakol < Mongolian karagol, guard (pc Roberta Micalef and L. 
Clerk, Uppsala, Nov. 1999). 
Probably from the Swahili locative fonn karakolini > karakoni > korokoni 
through regressive assimilation or vowel harmony. 

karani (makarani) clerk, secretary. 
JK < Pers. kärran; FJ < Ar. or Pers.; BK, CR, LK < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. kärrän. 

karasia see kalasia 

kareini see kar, karori 

karela (-, makarela) the bitter vegetable Momordica charantia, mkarela 
(mikarela) the plant of the karela. 
FJ, CR; CS < Hindi, Guj.; KA. 
Cut. kärelä, Guj. kärelä, kärelii 

kariji (-) cabin, compartment (on board a ship), X. 
JK < Pers. karfj. 

karkasari (-) economizing. 
AL; Sheriff (1987: 105) defines it as "strict economy". 
Cut./Guj. kar-kasar (economizing) 

karko (makarko) pauper, bankrupt. 
AL, Adam ( 1979: 175), on p. 20 I he defines it as "not having money". 
Cut. karko, Guj. kaqko (pauper). 
Commonly called mujlisi < Ar. muflis. 

karo (-) tax, R. 
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AL. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi kar (tax). 
This word is confused with the original Swahili word karo (sitting < kukaa 
< *kukara/kukala to sit) which according to an old tradition is a fee or
present a pupil is expected to give to his teacher (for sitting in front of him,
i.e. attending classes); FJ, CR & KA define it thus. FJ & CR trace it to Ar.
karäa (wages, salary).

karo (-) (with aspirated /k'/) anger, R 
LK nml gives karo as "sudden anger, wanifanyia karo mimi, thou art angry 
with me." AL, KA. In modern standard Swahili it would be Wanitolea 
uka/i./Unanikaripia. CR nml, defines it as "sudden fit of anger" and 
confuses it with kano (refusal) which is from the verb -kana (to refuse). In 
several Bantu languages of the Sabaki group, -kari/-ka/i (angry, fierce, 
sharp, intense etc.) appears as an adjective, and -karipia (to be angry with) 
as a verb in the applicative; but not karo as a noun, nor does the simple verb 
form *kara exist in Swahili with any of these senses; but the inceptive 
derived verb -kalimpa occurs in some languages such as in Nyiha. Traces of 
the Proto-Bantu root *kädl can be seen in many languages all over the Bantu 
speaking areas. Coincidentally, in Cut./Guj. k'är is a noun and k'ärö is an 
adjective in the masculine singular. 
Probably Cut./Sindhi/Guj. k'är (anger); cf. Sindikali. 

This word is homophonous with karo (gutter, sewage, with aspirated fk.•f). 

karori, korori, kururi (-, makarori) a hundred lakhi, ten million. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi karör (ten million); cf. kar, kari. 
The form korori is through vowel hannony or regressive assimilation, 
whereas kururi is the arabised fonn. 

kasa(-) cup, goblet, cylinder X. 
JK < Pers. käsah. 

kasa (-) (with aspirated fk•f) turtle. 
FJ, CR < Pers.; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. käsah 

kasabu (-) cloth of gold, brocade. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; LK nml; CS < Ar./Hindi; KA. 
Ar. qa�ab ( cane, reed, the thin golden skin of a cane used for embroidering); 
cf. kashabi. 

kasai (-) butcher, R. 
AL. 
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Cut./Guj ./Hindi kasäi (butcher, slaughterer). 

-kashabi (vb.) crush, squeeze out, press, R.
FJ, CR < Pers.
Pers. qa�ab < Ar. qu�ab sukr (to press sugar cane); cf. kasa bu.

kashida (-) embroidered shawl (us ually wom by Muslim clergy). 
JK, FJ < Pers. ka�r�ah (embroidery); KA. 
Pers. ka�Tdah. 
Also called shali, and kitambi in the northem dialects. 

kasumba (-) I. opium; 2. hangover (after the night before), AL. 
FJ nsl, CR < Hindi, BK< Guj.; KA. 
Cut. kasumb'ä, Hindi kasumbä, Guj. kasumbö (opium); cf. afyuni. 

The Swahili pronunciation is close to the Cutchi with an aspirated /b'/. 

katani {-) linen, flax (in northem dialects), sisal (Standard Swahili). 
JK < Pers. kattän; FJ, CR, BK, LK < Ar.; CR and KA give also kitani (-). 
Pers. ka!!än (linen). 

katara {-) (with aspirated fk•I) I. old motor vehicle; 2. lorry, truck, bus. 
FJ, CR < nml; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi k'atärli (old, wom out vehicle or wagon). 

katu (-) katechu, an essential ingredient of chewing betet. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; BK < Guj.; LK nml; KA. 
Cut./Guj. kä!'ö; cf. tambuu 

kauri, kaure, kori (-) I. cowrie shells, 2. porcelain. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; CR gives also kaule, KA defines it also as clay for 
making porcelain; cf. sini. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi kaori, körT, ködr (shell, cowrie shell; in the past, used also as 
the smallest unit of money in Sindh, Cutch, Gujarat and Eastem Africa). 

kazi (-) work. 
BK < Pers.; FJ, CR, CS nml; KA. 
Pers. kär (work, doing, activity) > Sw. •kari > kazi. Cf. BK 117 for a 
discussion on this term. 

keimakamu (makeimakamu) I. deputy, lieutenant. 
JK < Pers./Turk. kaimakam. 
Ar. qaTm + makamu > kaim il makam (deputy). 

kelubudi (-) modet, mould; -kelubidi (vb) to mode!, to mould, AL. 
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JK < Pers. kalbud; cf. kalibu. 

kengele (-) bell. 
FJ, CR, CK, LK nml; BK < Pers. kingirI (?). 
This word is found only in Bantu languages adjacent to Swahili. It is 
probably from Cut. gingrI > Sw. •gingiri/gingili/gengele > kengele; also 
called 11}11ga. 

kharubini (-) see harubini 

Khoja (Makhoja), Koja (Makoja) Indian Shia Muslim (Ismaili and Imami 
lthnaasheri). 
BK < Pers./Hindi; AL. 
Cut./Guj. k"Öj'ä < Pers. k"wäj"ä. 
Not to be confused with koja(-) necklace, string of pearls. 

khombi (-) a thin shawl of fine material, dyed red with black, white and 
yellow spots, used at weddings by the Cutchi and Sindhi, R. 
Cut. k'ömb•i. 
This is probably the origin of the Swahili khanga, the East African cloth 
which was originally spotted like the kanga, the East African speckled 
guinea-fowl. Khangas were originally imported from India. 

kibaba (vibaba) a dry measure of ca. half a litre. 
JF, CR <Ar.; BK < Pers.; LK nml kebaba; KA. 
Cut./Guj. kibäbä (a dry measure of ca. half a litre). 

kibadala see Badala

kibaraza see baraza

kibatari (vibatari) small oil lamp. 
FJ, CR < Pers. ba!il; KA. 
Pers. batil (oil lamp). 
The initial syllable ki- in the Sw. word is the singular noun prefix of Class 7. 

kiberamu see beramu

kiberesati see barasati

kiberiti, kibiriti, kibriti (viberiti, vibiriti, vibriti) I. sulphur; 2. matchbox, 
matchstick. 
JK < Pers./Ar./Turk. gawgir�, kibri!; FJ, CR, BK < Ar.; KA. 
Ar. kibrit. 
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kibeto (adj.) (as in nyumba ya kibeto) a small house of only one/ground 
floor. 
AL (several times on Radio Tanzania Daressalaam July 1974). 

Cut./Guj. bet'ö ghar (lit. sitting/seated house, i.e. of one floor). 

kibindo see bindo 

kibofu see bofu 

kichiri, kichri (-) hotchpotch of broken rice and split millets or mung 
beans. 
AL; CS nml and KA give kachiri. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi k'itrr. 

kichiro (-) R hotchpotch of seven choice grains served as a delicacy by 
Indian Muslims. 
AL. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi k'itrö. 

kichuchu see chuchu 

kidebuli see Udebuli 

kidubwana see dubwana 

kidubwasha see dubwasha 

kidude see dude 

kigari see gari 

kigezo see -geza 

Kigoa see Goa 

Kihindi, -a kihindi see hindi 

kihori see hori 

kijamanda see jamanda 

kijangio see -jangia 

kijigari see gari 
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kikamshi see mkamshi 

Kikukni see Kukni 

Kikumbaro see Kumbaro 

kileti (vileti) I. a small stick used for twisting in rope-ma1king; 2. vileti (pi.) 
crutches. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK nml, K A 

Cut./Hindi latt•r, (stick; the Swahili word is in the diminutive form, i.e. a 
piece of a stick). 

kima (-) minced meat; mchuzi wa kima Bolognese sauce. 
FJ < Pers. & Hindi; CR < Pers.; KA. 

Pers. k"Imeh minced meat. 
This term is almost non-existent in the Swahili usage of second or third 
language speakers; not to be confused with kima (-) monkey and kima 
(vima) < Ar. I. price, value; 2. measure, stature, heigbt. 

kinanga, kinangiri see nanga 

kinara (vinara) I. embroidered edge/collar of a dress, seam, hem; 
embroidered band, ribban; 2. shoreline, AL. 
JK < Pers. kinär (edge); FJ, CR < Hindi; LK < Ar.; CS nml; Nabhany 
( 1979) outer board of a ship; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi kinärä < Pers. kinär (edge, shoreline). 

kipamba see pamba 

kipatu see patu 

kipilipili (adj.) peppery; nywele za kipilipili pepper com ,or wooly/negroid 
hair. 
FJ, CR < Pers. 
Formed from pilipili. 

kipuli (vipuli) crescent or tlower shaped ear ornament. 
FJ < Hindi; CR, CS, LK nml; KA defines it only as an ear ring ,(heleni 
which is an Eng. loan). In the oral usage and mass media the p'lural form 
vipuli means (small) spare parts, washers etc. 

Cut./Hindi p"ulf (ear ring). 

kirumizi (-) crimson colour. 
JK < Pers. k_!!irmiz; AL. 
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kishenzi (adv.) in a barbarous, savage, uncultured ma,mer; -a kishenzi 
(adj.) barbarous, savage, uncultured. 
LKnml; AL. 
For etymology, see mshenzi, zanji. 

Kishinashiri see Shinashiri 

kishumishi (makishumishi), kishimishi (makishimish,i) kis!J;1mish,i (-) 
currant, raisin, Z. 
JK < Pers. ki�mi�; AL. 
Nonnally called zabibu < Ar. 

kitana see -chana 

kitani see katani 

kitara (vitara) 1. a short curved Indian sword, scimitar; 2. surgeon 's knife. 
JK < Pers.; FJ, CR < Hindi; LK nml; CS < Balochi; KA. 
Pers. qi-9.ärah > Cut./Guj./Hindi ki!är. 

kitimiri see kotmiri 

kizamani see zamani 

kodi ( ·) rent, tax; -kod is ha (vb.) let on hire, lease. 
JK, BK < Pers. kö-9.; FJ < Pers./Hindi; KA. 
Hindi kurhi (house-tax). 

koho, kuhu (-) vulturine fish-eagle. 
FJ < Hindi; CR < Ar.; KA. 
Swahili koho; the variant kuhu is probably through the influence of Arabic 
in which Swahili lo/ is realised as /u/ both in the oral and written fonns. 
Etymology unknown. 

Koja see Khoja 

kombora (makombora) bomb. 
FJ, CR, CS < Ar.; BK < Pers. !!umbra. 
Ar. qumbar. 

kori see kauri 

korija (makorija) a score/lot/bundle of20 pieces ofdoth etc. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; BK < Aden Ar.; KA. 
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Cut. körijä {bundles of20). 

koroboi (-) young boy/girl freed from slavery and staying at  a Christian 
mission station, R. 
FJ gives the reported Eng. source "call a boy" with two other non-Swahili 
connotations also: kind of rifle (having Eng. source), and a small lamp 
without chimney. This last meaning is commonly found among many non
Swahili East Africans and is often synonymously used with karabai the 
pressure lamp. CS gives koroboy < Eng. 'crew boy' and gives the more 
common Sw. alternative mateka (captive, prisoner ofwar, slave). During the 
anti-slavery and abolition campaigns, captives and slaves freed by the 
British were called mateka both by freemen and the freed persons 
themselves since they were considered to be captives ofthe British. Mbotela 
(1934 passim) uses this term throughout his famous autobiography when 
referring to his parents and others who were freed by the British. CR 
erroneously gives for koroboi < Eng. 1. muzzle loader, 2. small lamp. 

Cut. kärö b"öi, Guj. käriö b"öy (black servant/serf). 

korori see karori 

kosa (makosa) I. mistake, a miss, error, fault, wrongdoing, sin. 
BK < Pers. (?); FJ, CR, CS, LK nml; KA. 
This is an inherited word, and not a toan. 

koshi (-) leather shoe, slipper. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. kaw�; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. kaB (slipper). 

kotia, kotiya (-) a (arge fast sailing ship with two sails, R. 
CS nml and adds it is from Cutch; BK < Guj.; KA. 
Cut./Guj. kotya. 

kotmiri, kitimiri, kutumiri (-) coriander leaves (Coriandrum Sativum). 
AL; KA defines it just as a vegetable, and adds 'cooked with meat/fish to 
remove bad smell'. 

Cut./Guj.köt"mir. 

Kukni (Makukni) Konkani/Marathi-speaking Indian Muslim (cf. Goa); 
Kikukni the Konkani language spoken by Muslims and Catholic Goans. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. kukni < Marathi könkani (the Konkani language of southem 
Maharashtra and Goa, probably a dialect of Marathi). 

kuli (makuli) port-worker, labourer, coolie; AL ukuli porterage. 
FJ < Hindi & Eng.; CR < Hindi; CS Anglo-Hindi < Turk. 
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Hindi kulf <Pers.< Turk. 

Kumbaro (Makumbaro) I. generally Sunni Indians of Zanzibar; 2. Sunni 
Indians of the Kumbar (potters) caste in East Africa; Kikumbaro the Cut. 
language in Tanzania (cf. Kibadala) 

AL, Pascoe ( 1960:30). 

Cut./Guj./Hindi kumb•är (potter). 

kunazi (makunazi) the Chinese date, the cherry-like small stone fru it of the 
jujube tree (Zizyphus jujuba); mkunazi (mikunazi) the jujube tree; kikunazi 

(vikunazi) clitoris (euphemistic). 
FJ < Pers. kunaj; cf. bori. 
Pers. kunaj. 

kururi see karori 

kutu (-) rust, oxidation. 
FJ, CR nml; KA. 
This word is found only in the Bantu languages adjacent to Swahili; it is 
probably from Cut. kel, kut; cf. Guj. kät. 

kutumiri see kotmiri 

kuzi, kuza (-) pitcher. 
JK < Pers. kiizah (jar with long neck); FJ < Ar.; CR nml; KA. 
Pers. kiizeh < kiizah. 

ladu (-) ball of sweet-meat, confection form ed like a ball. 
FJ, CR, CS, BK < Hindi; KA. 
Guj. lädu, Cut./Hindi ladda. 

laka (-) gum, lac. 
BK < Pers. 
Port. lacca (lac, vamish, polish) 

lakhi, laki (-, malakhi) a hundred thousand; lukuki (-) countless, myriad. 
FJ, CR, BK < Hindi; CS Pers. < Ar. < Hindi; KA. 

Cut. lak"k', Guj./Hindi läkh. The long or geminated /k•/ in the pronunciation 

of many older Swahili speakers suggests that it is specifically borrowed 
from Cutchi. The fonn lukuki is from lukiik, the pluralised loan in Arabic. 

landa see randa 

lasi (-) I. coarse silk, lint; 2. silkworm. 
JK, FJ < Pers. läs (tusser), Moin 1111. 
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Iazuari (-) lapis lazuli, azure, bright blue. 
JK < Pers. läzward. 

lelam, lilam (-) auction, place of auction, R. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; CS < Ar. but he does not define it in his Appendix; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi liläm. 

Iijamu, lijami, lujamu (-) bridle, rein. 
JK, FJ < Pers. ligäm; LK < Pers. horse's bit; KA. 
Pers. ligäm. 

limau (malimau) lemon. 
JK < Pers. lemiin, and does not distinguish it from Swahili ndimu (lime); F J 
< Hindi limii; BK < Pers.I Ar.; KA. 
Port. limao < SAm.; cf. ndimu. 

lipu (-) plaster (in building); -piga Iipu to plaster. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; KA. 
Hindi lip, cf. Cut./Guj. lep. 

Iozia, lozina (-) sweet cake, almond cake. 
JK < Pers. lawzinah, lawziyah. 
Ar. lawz (almond), lawziyah (something made of almonds). 

lukuki see laki 

ma, mama, mma (-) mother. 
JK < Pers. mämä; FJ, CR, LK nml; KA; cf. baba. 

machachari see chachari 

Madiba, Udiba the Maldive islands; Mdiba (Wadiba) Maldivian, of the 
Maldives. 
AL; Allen (1993:169-172, 175-178). 
Ar. mälQibä (> Sw. madibä) < Maldivian mäl�"vTpa (fish islands). 

madobini see dobi 

mahafali see mahefili 

mahameli see bahameli 

maharaji, maraji (-) I. Hindu priest, Brahmin; 2. Hindu owner of 
restaurant where only Indian vegeterian food is served, Z. 
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AL. 
Guj. mähräj, Cut. märäj (Brahmin, Hindu priest). In the past, the Hindu 
professional cooks and restaurant owners in East Africa were almost alt of 
Gujarati Brahmin origin. 

mahefili (-) I. gathering ofpeople to celebrate something; 2. music party, 
concert (usualty during Sunni Muslim Asian wedding celebrations). 
AL; KA gives mahafali. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi mahefil, mehfil (gathering ofpeople to celebrate something, 
music party) < Pers. me�fil (gathering of people) < Ar. ma�fil (place of 
gathering). 

majipesa see pesa 

makai (-) roasted maize. 
AL. 
Ar. makkä > Cut./Guj. makäi (maize/corn from Mecca/Arabia). 
Com from Mecca, i.e. introduced by the Arabs to the Cut. and Guj. Indians 
who ate maize roasted and not cooked as the Swahili people did in the 
beginning; cf. hindi, bisi. 

malai (-) I. milk cream; 2. jelly in unripe drinking coconut. 
AL; CS < Hindi malay; KA define it only as milk cream. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi maläi (cream). 

malaya see mmalaya 

malbari (-) a kind of soft printed cotton shawl from the Malabar. 
CS nml, AL. 
Cut./Guj. malbäri (of/from the Malabar) < Marathi maläbäri; cf. pachori, 
putara. 

malidadi, maridadi, mardadi (adj.) 1. richly/well dressed, dandified; 2. 
rich, wealthy, R 
JK < Pers. mäl-där (rich, wealthy); FJ < Ar./Pers.; CR, LK nml; KA. 
Ar mäl (wealth)+ Pers. Qlir (owner) > Pers. mälQär (wealthy). 

malmal see melmel 

mama see ma 

mamsab (-), memsab (-), memsabu (mamemsabu) Madam!, lady; used by 
African and Indian servants to refer to British (and other European) wives in 
colonial India and East Africa where the term no longer has this colonial 
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connotations. In current Swahili the tenn is of an adorative reference to ones 
own or somebody else's wife. In lndia it simply means 'Madam'. 
FJ gives also mamsahib which is probably from Hindi/Punjabi mem-sähTb 
as used by Indian railway builders in Kenya at the tum of the century. 
Abbreviated compound of Eng. madam and Ar. sahab, borrowed into 
Anglo-Indian and brought to East Africa. Despite its occurrence in current 
Swahili, KA has consciously removed it from its lexicon because of its 
colonial subservient connotation. (pc KA committee members, Daressalaam, 
June 1983). 

manchan (-) scooner, small steamship. 
AL. 

Cut. mant•an, probably from the rolling of a small ship which makes one 

feel sick < man (mind), and t•an (fall). I have not been able to verify this in 

any dictionary. 

manda (-) 1. rolled thin dough for stuffing and making pastries (e.g. 
sambusa, similar to the dough for making Chinese rolls); 2. baked small 
bread of rice flour. 
FJ, CR, CS nml; FJ defines it as "a kind ofbread made from rice flour", CR 
defines it as "pastry of rice flour and grated coconut", KA defmes it as "egg
shaped rice bread". In Unguja Swahili fried round "dough-nuts" ofrice flour 
ferrnented with coconut cream are called vitumbua, pancakes of rice flour 
are called chila, pancakes of wheat flour are called mikate ya maji, and 
those ofwheat flour mixed with minced meat and chopped onions are called 
mikate ya gole. 

Cut. mänd•ä. 

mani, manni (-) a weight ofca. 2 kilos. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; BK < Pers. < Ar. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi man. 

maraji see maharaji 

marijani, maarjani (-) coral, red semi-precious stone. 
JK, BK < Pers. marjän; FJ, CR < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. marjän. 

masala (·) cun)' powder, mixture ofspices for various dishes. 
AL; Bakhressa ( 1992) erroneously defines it as red chilly powder; KA 
erroneously defines it as cumin powder. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi/Punj. masälä ( curry powder, spices). 

mashenzini see ushenzini, shenzi 
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mashua (-) rowing boat. 
FJ, CR, BK < Hindi; CS < Hindi & Ar.; KA. 

Cut./Guj.matt•wä (fishing boat) < Sans. rnatt•a (fish). 

masota (-) pot-holder of cloth/leather, oven gloves, R. 
AL. 
Cut. masötä . 

matayarisho see tayari 

mbalungi see balungi 

mbarawaji see barawaji 

mbari (-) extended farnily, clan (also called mlango, door) 
FJ, CR, CS nml, KA 
Cut. iirnber, iimbrö (doorstep, outlet, 'where one comes from'); cf. Cut. ag

iimb"rö (the front entrance/outlet, vagina) and put•-umb'Tö (the rear 
entrance/outlet, anus). 

mbaruway, mbaruwayu see mbayuwayu 

mbayuwayu (-) a swallow, also called barawai. 
JK < Pers. bäluwäyah; FJ, LK nml; KA. 

mbilingani see biringani 

mbinda see binda 

mbura (-) the plum-like fruit of the mbura (mibura), the plum tree 
Parinari c11ratellaefoli11m. 
JF, CR, CS nml, and do not give the fru it name; KA. 

C ut./Hindi b'iirä. 

mbirimbi see birimbi 

mchapa, mchapaji, mchapishaji see chapa 

mcharo see charo 

mchiku see chiku 

mdalasini see dalasini 

mdarabi see darabi 
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Mdebuli (Wadebuli) an inhabitant ofthe port ofDaybul, India. 
CS gives mdebule, mdebure, mdibuli; (Allen 1993: 169). 
For etymology, see Udebuli. 

mdengu see dengu 

Mdiba see Madiba 

mdimu see ndimu 

mdude see dude 

mduriani see duriani 

meli (-) steamer. 
FJ, CR < Eng. mail; CR erroneously gives the connotations "cargo" and 
"imported goods"; KA. 
Cut./Guj.Hindi mel (steam ships which brought mail from England) < Eng. 
mail. The term is derived from the names of the early steamships that were 
carrying mail between Britain and the Indian Ocean ports and which were 
called Bombay Mail, Hongkong Mail etc. 

melmel, melimeli, malmal (-) muslin, thin cotton cloth. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; KA. BK < Pers. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi malmal. 

Meman (-) Indian Memon; a Sunni Muslim Indian trading caste. 
BK < Pers.; AL. 
Ar. mu'min (Muslim, a believer). The name was adopted by a section of the 
Lohana/Luwana Indians of Sindh/Cutch and Gujarat when they converted to 
Islam in the 151h century; see section 4.5.5. 

membei (-) cotton goods (ofhigh quality) from Bombay, R. 

FJ; Brode (1907) in Tippu Tip's autobigraphy of 1902 gives mumbai. 

Marathi/Hindi mumbai. The term has now been replaced in Swahili by the 
Anglicised form Bombei. 

memsab, memsabu see mamsab 

meski see miski 

meti (-) fenugreek. 
AL. 

Cut./Guj. metT; cf. hulia. 
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meza (-) table (fumiture). 
Konkani/Cut./Guj. mez < Port. mesa. 
Almost all the early Indian carpenters in East Africa were from Cutch. 

mfenesi see fenesi 

mgwaru see gwaru

mharita see harita 

Mhindi see hindi 

mhuri see muhuri 

miski, misiki, meski (-) musk. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; BK < Ar./Pers./Turk.; KA. 
Ar. misk. 

mitokao, mitokau (-) sweet cooked and baked rice with saffran and raisins, 
R,Z. 
AL, Lodhi (1986:59, 93). 

Cut. mif'ö (sweet) k"äö (rice) ; cf. Guj./Hindi l!äwal (rice). 

mkakaya (mikakaya) the acacia tree, flamboyant. 
JK, FJ < Pers. akäkiya; KA. 

mkamshi (mikamshi) a small wooden spoon, teaspoon, soup ladle (of 
wood); kikamshi (vikamshi) a little teaspoon. 
LK nml; FJ, CR <Hindi; CS gives mkamshe nml; KA defines it as soup 
ladle. 

Guj. l!aml!T, Cut. l!:imfi < Pers. l!amceh. 

mkanju see kanju 

mkarafuu see karafuu 

mkarela see karela 

mkebe (mikebe) can, tin; makebe metat box, case. 
FJ < Ar.; CR < Hindi. 

Ar. muka�b. 

mkunazi see kunazi 
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mma see ma 

mmalaya (wamalaya), malaya (-) prostitute, whore; umalaya (-) 
prostitution. 
F J < Pers. baläya; CR < Ar.; K.A. 
Malay/Indonesian. The tenn is derived from the Malay/lndonesian women 
who were brought by the Portuguese from the East Indies to work in the 
Portuguese depots on the Swahili Coast. Also called kahba, kahaba, gahba 
< Ar. 

mndimu, mdimu see ndimu 

moro (adj.) as in maziwa moro unsweetened canned milk, R, Z. 
AL. 
Cut. mörö (not sweet). 

mpamba see pamba 

mpapai, mpapayu see papai 

mpatiari see patiari 

msandarusi see sandarusi 

mshenzi (washenzi), shenzi (mashenzi) barbarous, savage, uncivilized or 
uncultivated person; kishenzi (adv.) in a barbarous, savage, uncultured 
manner; -a kishenzi (adj.) barbarous, savage, uncultured. 
FJ, CR < Pers. zanji; LK nml. Tippu Tip consistently uses this tenn in his 
autobiography to refer to those tribal people of the interior of East Africa 
with whom he was not on friendly tenns (Murjebi 1958 passim); ushenzi, 
barbarity, savagery, uncouthness, paganism; AL and Mbotela (l 934:65) 
ushenzini (mashenzini) (loc.) in the savage country, in the bush, in tribal 
lands or tribal culture. 
Probably from Pers. zangi (dark-skinned); cf. zanji. 

mshikaki (mishikaki, mishkaki) shishkebab. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK < Ar.; CR, LK give also mshakiki; CS gives also the 
diminutive form kishakiki, X. 
Turk. sik; see shishi. 

Mshirazi (Washirazi) a major Swahili-speaking people of Unguja, Pemba 
and Tumbatu. 
BK < Pers., AL. 
This ethnonym appears in scores of historical, anthroplogical and political 
writings; see section 4.4.2. 
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msingu see singu 

mstadi see stad i 

mstafeli see stafeli 

mstahivu see stahi 

msukani see sukani 

mtambuu see tambuu 

muhindi see hindi 

muhuri, mhuri (mihuri) seal, stamp. 
JK < Pers. muhur; FJ < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. mohr. 

Mukhi, Muki (-) I. Shia Muslim Indian merchant/moneylender; 2. (interj.) 
Sir!; synonym ofSet, Seti. 
BK < Hindi; AL; Adam (1979:52) gives also mukki and mistakenly uses the 
title for a Hindu merchant character in his novel. 

Cut., Guj.muk'k'i. 

mumiyani (-) I. magic medicine, witchcraft, according to FJ, KA, AL it is 
supposed to have been made of human blood of kidnapped persons; 2. 
witch, AL. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers. mumiyäf (wax, for mummifying corpses); LK nml 
mummy; KA further adds the connotation 'kidnappers who setl blood of 
their victims.' 
Pers. mumiyäT. 
The form mumuyani is probably in the locative meaning the place where 
corpses were mummified, and by extension the people who work there. 
Reports about the mumiyani appear in the Tanzanian press at almost regular 
intervals. 

muraba (-) marmelad,jam, fruit preserve, R. 
AL. 
Guj. murabbä; not to be confused with muraba, mraba (square) < Ar. 

mwembe see embe

mzandiki see zandiki 
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Mzanzibari see Zanzibar

mzingafuri, mzingefuri, mzingifuri see zinjifuri

naan (-) sweet saffron bread (eaten only during the fästing month of 
Ramadhan), Z. 
AL. 
Pers. nän (bread). 

nachi (-) Indian dance, nautch. 
AL,KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi nät < Sans. nä!Ya, nä!Yam. 

nahodha (mahodha), nakhuda (-) captain, master of ship. 
JK, CR < Pers. näwhozä; FJ, LK < Ar.; KA; Nabhany (1979). 
Pers. nä!!.ödä, näw!!_odä, and Cut./Guj./Hindi näk'iiQä < Pers. 

nai (-) flute. 
JK < Pers. näy; KA. 

nairuzi, nauruzi, niruzi, neruzi, nerozi, naurozi (-) Swahili Mwaka

Kogwa celebration. 
JK, FJ,CR, CS< Pers. nawruz (New Day, Spring Equinox, Iranian New 
Year); LK gives neros, nerosi; KA. � ��c:;. ,..
This day is not fixed in the Swal1itfcalendar, and it moves backwards in 
relation to the Gregorian calendar (Gray 1955 passim, CS 637, 804). 

nakama (-) unreliable person; (adj.) useless, worthless, R. 
AL; Lodhi ( 1986:60, 93). 
Cut./Guj./Hindi nakämä < nä kämä (without function, useless); cf. nawara,
waria. 

namadi (-) felt. 
JK < Pers. nämad. 

namna, namuna (-) sort, kind, manner, sample, brand, pattem, modet; 
(adv.) as, how (followed by a -vyo-adverbial construction). 
JK, FJ, CR, BK, CS < Pers. namunah; LK < Ar.; KA 
Pers. namiinah. 

nanga, nangiri (-) anchor; kinanga (vinanga), kinangiri (vinangiri) small 
anchor. 
FJ, CR, CS < Pers.; BK < Guj.; LK nml; KA; Nabhany (1979). 
Cut. nangar < Pers. langar; cf. Guj./Hindi langar. 
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nankatai (-) biscuit/cookie made of semolina, Z. 
AL. 

Cut. nan-k'atäi (name of a cookie ). 

nargisi (-) daffodil. 
JK < Pers. nargTs; FJ, CR < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. nargis. 

natiki (-) drama, theatre-play. 
AL, KA mistakenly defines it as a synonym of nachi. Robert (l 960: 17, 68) 
defines it as play, drama, theatre. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi nätak (play, drama). 

naurozi, nauruzi see nairuzi 

nawara (adj.) idle, inactive. 
Lodhi 1986:53, 92. 
Cut./Guj nawrä < nä wärä (lit. not with, i.e. not having anything to do, idle), 
cf. nakama, chotara, sonara, waria. 

ndimu (-, mandimu) the lime fruit; mndimu (mindimu), :mdimu (midimu) 
the lime tree Citrus aurantifoli. 

JK < Pers. lfmiln; FJ, CR < Pers. & Hindi; CS, LK nml; KA. 
Pers. limil > Cut.!Tmii, Sw. n-class marker + limu > ndimu; cf. Guj. limbU, 
Hindi nimbil, nTuil. Pers., Cut., Guj, and Hindi do not dist,inguish between. 
lime and lemon; cf. limau. 

neli (-) a tube, thin pipe. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi nali. 

nerozi, neruzi see nairuzi 

ngalawa see ngarawa 

ngano, nganu (-) wheat. 
JK < Pers. gandum or Urdu ger,iliilQ; FJ, CR, LK nml; CS < Bengali n.gam; 
KA. 

Guj. g'aii, Cut. g'aii, Hindi g'ehii. 

ngarawa, ngalawa (-) an out-rigger with two wings. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK nml; CS however states it is commonly found ,in ttie 
Comoro, Madagascar, Malaya, Melanesia, Polynesia and Ceylon. Knappert 
(1970:82) claims it is from Greek 'karabos'. LK and CR give also ,galawa. 

Malagasy ngadava < Malay gadawa (one-winged sailing boat). 
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niruzi see nairuzi 

nishai (-) 1. intoxicant; 2. intoxicated person; ana nishai or yule nishai (he 
is imagining, hallucinating, he is a liar). 
AL. 
Probably from Cut./Guj./Hindi nasä (drunkenness, intoxication). 

nishani (-) signal, emblem, medal, sign, mark, token. 
JK, BK < Pers. nTsän; FJ, CR, CS < Ar.; KA. 
Probably <Cut./Guj./Hindi nisäni < Pers. nTsän. 

njuti (-) shoes with strings. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; KA. 
Hindi j"il!f, small shoes ( diminutive of j"il!ä). 

nokoa (manokoa), nokora (manokora) overseer, foreman. 
JK, FJ < Pers. nawkar (servant); LK nml; KA. 

noshada (-) salt ofammonia (chloride/nitrate). 
JK < Pers. nawsadar. 
Pers. naw!fädör. 

not i (-) bank or treasury note, paper currency, 2. a note in music. 
FJ, KA. 
Though noti could be directly arrived from English, I would support its 
indirect etymology via lndic since British 'notes' had been in circulation for 
several generations in India before they were introduced (together with the 
British Indian currency) in East Africa in the 1880s with the colonisation of 
Kenya and Uganda; and in the beginning, paper money in East Africa was 
almost exclusively used by Indians. 

ombasha, ombashi (·) corporal. 
JK < Pers./Turk. onbasi; FJ, CR, CS, BK < Turk. 
Turk. on (ten) + bas (heads) + poss. suff. -f, lit. Head of ten (men); corporal 
(Redhouse 1994, Clauson 1972:856); cf. bimbashi. 

pachori (-) thin shawl used as head dress, R, AL; also pachuri, pacholi. 

CR, CS define it as a perfume from India, and also vyungo vya mche/e 
spices to be cooked with rice, which I have not been able to confirm. 

Hindi pat•öqi (shawl offine material); cf. malbari, putara. 

padeshaha (-) the emperor of Iran, or India. 
JK, AL. 
Pers. päQesäh (supreme ruler); cf. shah. 
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paja (mapaja) I. thigh; 2. ham (of animal); also upaja (paja); paja ni (loc.) 
lap, in the lap. 
FJ, CR, LK, CS nml. 
Pers. päjah (leg); cf paya. 

pajama (-, mapajama) pyjama. 
AL. 
Hindi/Urdu päyjämä < Pers. päy-jämeh (covering for legs, thin loose 
trousers). 
Through Anglo-fndian, the tenn has then spread to many languages of the 
world; cf. paya. 

pajani see paya 

pakari (-) tongs, pliers. 
CR nml; AL, KA. 
Cut. pakar, Guj. pakaq. 

palani (-) pack-saddle. 
JK < Pers. pälän. 
Pers. pälän. 

palita (-) roll ofcotton or lint, cooton wool, wick. 
JK < Pers. pali!ah. 
Pers. pa1I!ah . 

pamba (-) cotton; mpamba (mipamba) cotton plant; kipamba (vipamba), 
AL, KA upamba tuft/patch of cotton wool for medical application. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers. panbah; KA. 
Pers. panbah. 

pampati (-) the Indian 'paan'. 
AL. 
Cut. panpatT, Guj. pän-paftT; cf. tambuu. 

panjihato (-) a very tall man (lit. five hands high), R. 
AL. 

Cut. panj'-hat'ö (offive hands). The late Ustaad Mitu, one ofmy informants, 
described Fumo Liyongo, the legendary Swahili national hero, as panjihato, 
'he stood a head above all heads'. 

panjimaro (-) I. hero in a story of five exploits; 2. an adventurous person 
(in the Kimakunduchi/Kikae dialect). 
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AL; one of the 60 stories collected from oral tradition in southem Zanzibar 
and included in Tigiti S. Y. Sengo's unpublished Ph. D. thesis of 1985, 
Daressalaam, is about this character. 

Cut. panj"-märiö (one who has killed five times). 

panka (-, mapanka) I. a fan (aspirated /kh/); 2. mud-guard of a bicycle or 
vehicle; AL. pankaboi (mapankaboi) person who fans (in the past, ususally 
employed for the purpose); cf. boi, sidiboi. 

AL; Bakhressa ( 1992), KA. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi pank'a (fan); pank•ä b'öy (servant who fans) < Sans. pank" 
(wing, something on the side) 
Safari and Akida ( 1991) give Eng. 'fan' as pangaboy; Yunsheng and Gencai 
(1983:65) erroneously translate 'fan' as pangaboi; Adam (1979:202) defines 
pankaboi as both an electric fan and the air circulated by such a fan. 
Currently, the Eng. toan feni (previously used only in mechanical contexts) 
is more common. No written source gives the second meaning which is 
commonly expressed by the Eng. loan madigadi. 

papai (mapapai) pawpaw fruit; mpapai (mipapai) the pawpaw tree. 
FJ, CR, LK < Hindi; CS papay < Brazilian Tupi; BK < Hindi ambapaya; 
KA gives also papay11. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi pappai < Spanish/Port. < Caribbean. 

papuri (-, mapapuri) Indian popadum; this term is used wrongly as a 
synonym of pure/puri (fried thin bread), due to a confusion between Indic 
päpact and puqr. 
FJ, KA, CS, BK < Hindi; BK also gives *papuli, *papali which I have not 
come across in native Swahili usage. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi päpaq (popadum). 

para (-) cake of sesame seeds. 
FJ < Hindi; CR nml; BK < Pers.; KA. 
Etymology unknown. The common term is ufuta. 

paratange, paratangi see patangi 

parigara (-) a pair ofcompasses. 
JK < Pers. pargär. 

partange, partangi see patangi 

paru (maparu) paste of opium or bhang mixed with sugar and chewed with 
bete! leaves. 
FJ, CR nml; KA. 
Cut. por (little piece of a lump, layer). 
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patangi (-) a (paper) kite. 
CR, CS < Hindi; CS also gives partange; paratange; Bakhressa ( 1992) 
gives also pwitangia; AL, KA. 
Guj./Hindi patang (kite); cf. Cut. paräi. 
Normally called kishada; cf. paratange, .paratangi, partange, partangi,

potangi, portange, portangi, purutangi, pwitangi.

Patani (Mapatani) a Pathan of north lndia or a Punjabi Muslim (usually a 
soldier in East A frica). 
AL. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi pat"än (an Afghan warrior tribe). 

pataro (-) cupboard, wardrobe, R. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. patärö (wardrobe). 
Normally called kabati.

patasi (-) carpenter's chisel. 
FJ, BK nsl, CR < Ar., CS gives diminutive kipatasi (vipatasi); KA. 
Cut. patäsi, Cut./Guj. p"aq_sI. 

pati, pachi (-) dress, X. 
CS< Hindi. 
Etymology unknown. 

patiari (mapatiari), mpatiari (wapatiara), patiara (mapatiara), putiara (-) 
thief, deceiver; upatiara (-) thievery, deception, X. 
CS < Hindi;. 
Hindi putiyär. 

patu (mapatu), upatu (patu) I. the gong; 2. wooden dish or tray; 3. gifts 
put on a wooden tray for the bridal pair, musicians, circumcist; 3. brass or 
silver box for keeping betel leaves and nuts; kipatu (vipatu) diminutive of 
patu. 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; LK nml; KA gives only upatu (-). 
Cut./Guj. pät (round wooden tray) < Cut./Guj. pätiyä (wood, plank) and Cut. 
pätii (brass /silver box, especially for keeping tambuu, popoo, etc.). 

pau (-) white bread/loaf of the Mediterranean type 
CS < Hindi < Port.; AL. 
Port. päo > Cut./Guj. päu (loaf of bread); cf. boflo. 

pauni, pawli (-) I. a Pound Sterling; 2. a measure of gold or silver (weight 
of one gold Guinea, I O grams). 
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FJ, CR,CS give it erroneously also as measure of pound weight which is 
correctly called ratili, ratli < Ar. 
Cut./Guj. pawan, and diminutive päwli < Eng. Pound (Sterling). 

pauro (-, mapauro) shovel, spade. 
AL. 
Cut. päwrö/päwrö, Guj. päwqö/päwrö (shovel). 

pawli see pauni 

paya (-, mapaya) I. foundation ofa building, Z; 2. legs offurniture, Z; 3. 
feet of an i mals for making soup, senva ya paya soup of goat feet, Z. 
AL. 
Pers. päjah (foot), payah (leg); cf. paja; pajama. 

pesa (-, mapesa) money, wealth, coins, 1/16 ofa rupee, 1/40 ofa shilling. 
FJ < Hindi; CR < Port.; CS < Anglo-lndian < Port.; KA; mapesa (pi.) small 
money, coins; AL majipesa (amplicative pi.) great wealth. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi paisä (money). 

piala (-) I. a small dish, bowl, cupel (used by gold/sivenniths}, R; 2. wine 
glass, R. 
JK < Pers. piyälah; AL. 

pichi (-) screw. 
JK < Pers. pTc. 

pilau, pilao (-) pilaf, dish of rice and meat prepared with whole spices 
(cumin, black pepper, cinnamon, cardamom, ginger), onions, garlic and 
raisins. National dish in Tanzania. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK, CS < Pers. puläw, pilav; LK nml an Indian dish; CR gives 
also the non-Swahili fonn bilau < Pers.; KA; cf. birinzi. 
Pers. puläw, pilaw. 

pilipili (-) pepper, chilly pepper. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK <Pers.pilpil or Sans. pippa!; LK nml.; KA. 
This word is derived probably from a South American Indian language 
through the Spanish/Portuguese 'piripiri' to the languages of the Indian 
Ocean. 

pingani see finjani 

-pinya (vb) to work with cotton/wool/kapok; to gin cotton; pinyaro
(mapinyaro) cotton ginner; one who makes mattresses and pillows, R.
AL.
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Cut. pipnu (to gin), pipärö (ginner). 

pipa (mapipa) barrel, oil drums. 
FJ < Port./Hindi, CR < Port.; KA. 
Port. pipa (barrel, !arge round container). 

pipalwadi (-) the Banyan tree, R. 
AL. 
Guj./Hindi pipalwädi. 
There is a street and a quarter in Stone Town, Zanzibar, called Pip al wadi. 

piringi (-) copper plate. 
JK < Pers. piring. 

pishi (-) a measure of four vibaba, or about two litres. 
BK < Pers.; FJ , CR, CS, LK nml; KA. 
On the plantations in Zanzibar, cloves and other spices were measured in 
pishi, and the pickers were also paid by the pishi. 
Etymology unknown; cf. kibaba. 

pishori, pishore, peshore, peshori (-) a type of very high quaility Pakistani 
rice originally from Peshawar, also called pisori, pisore in Mombasa. 
Lodhi (1986:59, 93), AL, KA. 
Cut./Guj. pisöri < Punj. pesäwari (from Peshawar). 
Pishori was a major import item in Zanzibar; its importation was later 
prohibited <luring the reign of President Karume 1964-72 to save export 
eamings. Bhalo (1974: 128) laments the scarcity of this kind of rice in hiis 
poem P isore. 

pochi (-, mapochi) wrist-chain, bracelet, chain bangie. 
FJ < Pers./Hindi; CR < Hindi; KA. 
Cut. pöti.; not to be confused with pochi (-) wallet < Eng. pouch. 

pocho (-) weak in school studies, producing poor results at school, Z. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. pöfö (soft, weak). 

podina see fudina 

popoo (mapopoo) areca nut. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. pupal; CS < Ar./Hindi < Malagasy fomforo; LK nml; 
KA. 

Malagasy foroforo < Malay/Indonesian; cf. sopari. 
The Swahili form is derived from *poroporo > poporo > popoo. 
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portangi see patangi 

-posha see posho

posho (maposho) I. portion, daily or weekly portion/ration/allowance, 2. 
trifle, very little, a farthings worth of something; -posha (vb.) to ration, to 
supply daily or weekly ration of food/subsistence, maintenance to workers, 
labourers, sailors. 
BK < Pers.; FJ, CR, CS nml. 
French portion (daily or weekely portions rationed out to plantation 
workers). This term was probably introduced together with the other French 
loan shamba (plantation). See section 3.3. 

potangi see patangi 

pua (-), pula (-) steel, as in chuma cha pua (hard iron). 
FJ, CR < Pers.; CS < Pers.I Ar.; LK nml; KA; JK, AL also fuladi, puladi. 
Pers. pula9.; cf. felegi, feleji. 
The Sw. form is a result of the loss of the final Id/ and the intervocalic /]/. 
Not to be confused with pua (nose ). 

puleki, puluki, fuleki (-) spangle, tinsel ornament, paillette, glitter. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. piilak; CS nsl; LK nml; FJ gives also "scale of fish"; KA. 

Cut. p"Cilekr (tinsel) < Pers. 

pure (mapure), puri (mapuri) deep-fried flat Indian cookies/small bread 
(usually of wheat flour spiced with cumin seeds). 
AL; FJ and CR define it as "a dish made from maize and beans" which is 
found in the Kimvita dialect of Mombasa (Bakhressa 1992 defines it as a 
dish of maize, broad beans and small beans); KA gives it as a synonym of 
kande. 

Cut. purr, Guj./Hindi puq_i; cf. papuri. 

puri (-) a small packet of local tobacco or bhang, z.

AL. 
Cut. purr, purTki, Guj. puct,iki/paqkr (very small packet). 

purutangi see patangi 

puta (maputa) cardboard, millboard, pasteboard. 
AL. 

Cut./Guj./Hindi puWä (cardboard, that which covers the back < pilt' back, 
back side). 

putara (-) thin shawl used as head dress by women, R. 
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AL. 
Cut. putärä (thin shawl); cf. malbari, pachori. 

putiara see patiari 

pwitangi, pwitangi see patangi 

ramba (-) a cloth of coloured stripes. 
FJ, CR < Malagasy; KA. 
Malagasy ramba. 

ram ba (-) a fine leather-knife. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; KA. 
Hindi rambä. 

ramfeli (maramfeli) the soursop fruit Anona muricata, usually called 
stafeli (kubwa), R. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi rämfal (the fruit ofthe god Rama). 

ramishi (-) singing, music, entertainment. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. rämis; FJ -ramisi (vb.) to enjoy, ramsa (-) place of 
enjoyment, a fair < Pers.; KA. 

randa, landa (-) carpenter's plane. 
JK, FJ, CR, CS, BK < Pers. randah; LK nml; KA; Nabhany (1979). 

rangara see rangi 

rangi (-) colour, paint; rangirangi (-) ofmany colours; rangirangile (adj.) 
I. fickle, volatile; 2. gay, channing.
JK, LK < Pers. rang; FJ < Hindi/Pers.; CR < Hindi; CS < Ar./Hindi; BK <
Pers. < Sans.; KA; BK gives rangirangi < Pers./Guj.; LK nml; AL rangara
(adj.) transparent; cf. barangeni, dorange, huzurungi, satarangi.
This is an Indo-lranian word, commonly found in lranian and Indian
languages.

rawandi (-) rhubarb. 
JK < Pers. räwanQ; AL. 
Pers. räwand. 

rikshoo (marikshoo), riksha, rikisha (-) rickshaw,jinricksha. 
BK < Japanese < Chinese. 
Cut./Guj. rikfö and Hindi/Punj. rikfä < Japanese jin (man)+riki (power)+ 
sha (vehicle). 
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The marikshoo, derogatively called punda-111111 (human donkey), were 
banned in Zanzibar after the Revolution in 1964, and the rickshaw drivers 
were forcedly retired by the govemment. 

roshani (-) balcony, verandah, projecting window. 
FJ, CR, CS, BK, LK < Pers.; KA. 
Pers. rMani (light, brightness, hence where the light enters the room). 

rumali (-) handkerchief, R. 
JK < Pers. rumäl, rumäli; AL. 
Also called leso < Port. 

rupi (-) beauty, shine; silver colour, R. 
AL, Lodhi ( 1986:61, 94). 
Cut./Guj./Hindi rup (beauty), riipä (silver). 

rupia (-) a rupee. 
FJ, CR, BK < Hindi; CS < Hindi & Pers.; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi rupä (silver). 

rupurupu (marupurupu) perquisites, extra income, privileges. 
CR nml, gives only the plural form and defines it as "increase, extra 
compensation, discount, rebate"; KA. 
Cut. rupö (silver, gifts of silver or gold given to the midwife or circumcist 
on top ofthe cash fee), Cut./Guj./Hindi rupä (silver); cf. rupi, rupia. 

safida, sefida (-) white lead, carbonate oflead; safida (adj.) white, R. 
JK Pers. safidah; AL. 
For etymology, see -safidi. 

-safidi (vb.) to make white, clear; salidika (stative verb) to be cleaned,
whitened; safidisha (causative vb.) same as safidi; also via Ar. tasifida to
clear, whiten; usafidi (-) whiteness, cleamess, neatness;
FJ, CR, CS < Pers.; LK to clean < Pers. and confuses it with saft (clean) <
Ar.; FJ, CR define usafidi only as cleanliness; AL.
Pers. sefi9.e (white); cf. sawida (blacken, blemish) < Ar. aswa9. (black).

salubia (-) garden sage, salvia. 
JK < Pers. salubTyah. 

samadari (-) bed with poles and frame for hanging a canopy or mosquito 
net. 
FJ, CR < Hindi; CS < Pers.; KA. 
Cut ./Guj. sämän-där (equipped bed) <Hindi< Pers.; cf. besera. 
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samani (-) implement, tool, fumiture, equipment, parts of a machine. 
CR, CS, FJ, BK < Hindi & Pers.; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi sämän < Pers. 

sambara (-) pickle of raw pawpaw fried with green chillies and mustard 
seeds. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. sambärä < Malay/lndonesian samba! (hot chilly pickle). 

sambo(-) sailing ship. 
JK < Pers. sambuk; CS Malagasy sambu or Ar. sumbuk; KA; Nabhany 
(1979:88) "archaic"; AL sambuk, sambuku, sambuk,i. 
Pers. sam buk; cf. Malay/Javanese sampan (a kind of small lboat). 

sambusa (-, masambusa), semusa (-) I. samosa (Indian meat pastry); 2. 
triangular design/pattem, AL; sambusa tamu pastry of sweetened coconut 
flakes prepared with cardamom, AL. 
CS < Ar./Hindi/Pers., BK < Ar. < Hindi/Pers.; FJ, CR < Pers.; JK "spiced 
meat in triangular pastry," < Pers. sanbusah; LK "small loaves eaten <luring 
Ramadan" nml; KA does not define the pastries as triangular in shape; none 
give the second connotation. 
Ar. sanbiisä < Pers. sanbiisä; cf. Cut. sambiisä, Guj./Hindi/Urdu samösä .. 

sandali (-) sandal. 
JK < Pers. san9.al; AL. 
Pers. sandal. 

sandali (-) sandalwood; msandali (misandali) the sa11dalwood tree. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; CS < Ar./Hindi.; BK < Ar./Pers.; KA. 
Ar. sandal< Sans. candan. 

sandarusi (-) gum copal; msandarusi (misandarusi) the gum ,copal tree 
Trachylobium varucosum. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; CS < Ar./Hindi.; KA. 
Ar. san9.args < Pers. samg• �arak"! (sap from a tree). 

sanduku (-) box, case, trunk. 
JK < Pers. san�uk; FJ, CR < Ar.; CS < Ar./Hindi/Pers.; KA. 
Pers. sanduk. 

sangari, sanjari shangari, shingari (-) I. chain (for anchor), meta! chain; 
2. (adv.) in file, column formation, in convoy; cha inja,ri (vyanjari) 
diminutive of sangari. 
JK < Pers. sangal; CR < Pers.; FJ < Pers.I Ar.; CS < Ar.; LK nml; KA. 
Cut./Guj. sangar < Pers. zanjir . 
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santuri, senturi (-) music box, gramophone. 
JK < Pers. san!tJri; FJ, CR, CS < Ar.; BK < Pers.; KA. 
Turk. santur. 

sarahangi see sarange

sarai (-) inn, R. 
JK < Pers. saräy; AL. 

saraji, saruji (-) saddle; AL -saruji (vb.) to saddle, ride. 
JK, BK < Pers. sarj; FJ < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. säriij (saddle). 
Not to be confused with saruji (cement, mortar) < Ar. 

sa raka (-) drawer of a chest of drawers. 
JK, FJ < Pers. saräfah; KA. 

saramala, sarmala see seremala

Sarandiba see Serandibu

sarange (masarange), sarangi (masarangi), sarahangi, serahangi, serange,

serangi, serehangi (-) ship's captain, commanding officer, second in 
command. 
JK, FJ < Pers. sarhang; CS suruhangi < Hindi/Pers.; KA; Nabhany (1979). 
Pers. sarhang. 

sardari (masardari), seredari (maseridari) field-martial, commander in 
chief, R. 
JK < Pers. sardär (head, leader, commander); AL. 
Also loaned into Cut./Guj./Hindi/Urdu/Punj. sardär (used as a sumame or 
title ofhonour) < Pers.; cf. komodori <Port.and kamanda < Eng. 

sare (-) I. Indian saree/sari; 2. uniform; sare (adv.) I. -vaa sare wear 
uniform or sim ilar clothes; 2. -tokea sare end a game in a draw. 
FJ < Ar.; CR, CS nml; KA. 
Cut. särT, Guj./Hindi säqT. 

saredani see seredani 

sarmala, saramala see seremala 

saruji see saraji 
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-saruji see saraji

sata (-) lees of coconut oil, X. 
BK < Pers. sa!a; AL oil cake of copra (in the past used as fodder.for milk 
cows). 
Etymology unknown. 

sata (-) a kind of Indian sweet with crust of melted sugar. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. sätä. 

satarangi, satrangi (-) a soft mat of cotton threads of stripes of seven 
colours. 
AL; KA gives sataranj, also as a homophone of shataranji game of chess. 
Cut. sa! (seven) + rang, (coloured); cf. rangi. 

sataranji, shataranji (-) chess; bao la sataranji chess board. 
FJ < Ar., CS gives also shatrangi, shatranje <Ar < Pers. < Hindi; BK < 
Pers. & Ar.; KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi �!!!ranj"I (game of chess). 

satua (-) chance, possiblity. 
CR nsl; AL, KA. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi sä!", sa!''Wä (assistance, support of someone to accomplish 
something). 

savia see sewa 

sefida see safida, safidi 

sepahi, sipahi (-) I .  soldier, policeman, sepoy, R; 2. Indian soldier in the 
British India Arrny; R. 
JK < Pers. sipähI; AL. 
Pers. sipähI. 
This word is commonly used in many Indic Janguages also. 

serahange, serahangi see sarange 

Serandibu (-) Ceylon, Sri Lanka. 
JK < Pers. serandiba; AL Sirandiba, Sarandiba, R. 
Ar. siran�ib < Singhalese < Sans. singhal-�vipä (island of lions). 

serange, serangi see sarange, sarangi 

serashi (-) muslin, women's thin veil material. 
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JK < Pers. siräs; AL. 
Pers. siräs. 

seredani, saredani (-) charcoal brazier. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. sarä�än; CS nsl; KA; Nabhany (1979) brazier, meta! 
fireplace on board a ship. 
Pers. sur�-�äneh (a bumer with embers); cf. shilamu, sigiri.

seredari see sardari

serehangi see serange

seremada (-) etemity. 
LK < Pers. sanna!. 
Pers. sar äma�i (ofthe first/highest degree) 

seremala, sermala, saremala, saramala, sarmala (maseremala) carpenter. 
JK, BK < Pers. sannäl; FJ < Pers./Ar.; LK nml; CS < Malagasi soromala < 
Malay srimala, which appears to be loaned from Persian; KA. 
Pers. sarmäl. 

serikali, serkali, sarkali, sirkali (-) govemment, ruling authority. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers. sarkär; CS Ar./Hindi < Pers.; LK nml.; KA 
Pers. sar (head) +kär (activity) > Hindi/Guj. sarkär, Cut. serkär (ruler). 

sermala see seremala

Set, Seti (-) Indian merchant/banker/moneylender, wealthy Indian, z.

AL. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi set/ser (merchant); cf. Mukhi.

setaha see staha

Seti see Set

sewa (-), savia (-) vermicelli (in Kenyan usage). 
CS < Hindi, AL. 
Guj./Hindi sew, Cut. sewrT. 
Not found in Tanzanian usage; commonly called tambi.

shabashi (-) praise, applause, cheers. 
JK < Pers. sädbäsi; AL and KA also Shabbash! (interj.) Bravo!, Well done! 
Cut./Guj./Hindi säbbMi (noun) and säbbäs (interj.) < Pers. sä�bäsi. 

shadoro see chadari 
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shafa (-) application, ointment, suppository. 
JK < Pers. säfah. 
Pers. sära (heal). 

shah (-), shaha (-) I. king; 2. poet laurate. 
JK, BK, LK < Pers. säh; FJ, CR < Ar.; CS < Ar./Hindi < Pers.; KA; CR 
confuses it with sheha (chief of a village or part of a town) and shehe 

(Sheikh, ruler gentleman, elder, leamed man, Muslim priest) < Ar. 
Pers. säh (ruler); cf. padeshaha. 

shahabandari (-) chief port officer, Comptroller of Customs, R. 
JK < Pers. säh-e-ban�ar; AL. 
Pers. säh-e-ban�ar (ruler of a port); cf. shah. 

shahari, sheheri (-) town, city, R; -shahiri (vb.) to rule (a town or city), R. 
JK < Pers. fahr, and Cut./Guj. faher (town) < Pers.; AL. 
Not to be confused with shahari, shahri (month) < Ar. sahar as in shahri 

Ramadhani (the fästing month of Ramadan). 

shakari (-) brown sugar, R. 
JK < Pers. sakar; AL. 
Pers. < Sans. sakara; cf. sukari guru. 

shali (-) shawl, like the Spanish mantilla. 

JK <Pers.säl; FJ, CR, LK < Ar.; CS < Ar./Pers./Hindi; KA. 
Pers. säl; cf. shatoruma. 
This word is commonly found in Cut./Guj./Hindi/Urdu. Norrnally called 
kitambi. 

shamu (-) dark, shining black colour. 
JK < Pers. säm; AL dark-skinned. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi syam < Sans. syam (dark skinned). 
Not to be confused with Shamu (Syria) < Ar. 

shana, shauuo see chana 

shangari see sangari 

shanuo see chana 

shataranji see sataranji 

shatoruma (-) scarfar kerchief tied around the waist. 
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JK she-camel < Pers. suturmädah; FJ, CR < Pers. "a shawl, ususally wom 
round the waist by Muhammadans and preachers and that type of person, 
Cashmere shawl"; CS < Ar.; KA. 
Ar. säl taruma (Cashmere shawl); cf. shali. 

shaushi see chausi 

sheheri see shahari 

shenzi see mshenzi 

shilamu, chilamu (-) I. the stem of a hukkah/water-pipe; 2. a small char 
coal bumer to keep tea/coffee warm; 3. spitoon, sputum cup . 
FJ, CR, CS < Hindi; KA gives only the first definition. 
Hindi cilam (stove); cf. seredani, sigiri. 

The third meaning is from the Cut./Guj. word tilamtT (spitoon). 

Shinashiri, Shinashri (Mashinashiri) Shia lthna-asheri/Imami Muslim; 
Kishinashiri a Swahili creole influeenced by Cutchi, spoken by the 
Ithnaasheri Asians in East Africa. 
AL. 

Ar. i0nä'iäsärI (a Twelver, one who follows only the first twelve Imams of 

the Shiite denomination). 

shingari see sangari 

shisha (-) sandglass, timeglass. 
FJ, CR < Ar.; CS < Pers./Hindi; AL glass bottle, R. 
Pers. sgä (glass bottle). 

shishi, shisi, shizi (-) wine made ofpalm, bambu shoots or cashew apple; 
LK nml, defines it as sweet dark palm wine ofthe best quality; AL, KA. 
Cut./Guj fäI (small bottle) < Pers. fää (bott le); this wine was stored in 
glass bottles to mature, it was not consumed within a day as ordinary 
palmwine . 
Not to be confused with sizilmasizi (soot on cooking pots). 

shishi (-) spit, skewer. 
JK < Pers./Turk. fä. 
Old Turk. sis, (spit, skewer, "related to tis, tooth", Clauson 856, pc L. Clerk, 
Uppsala, Nov. 1999). 

shodoro see chadari. 

shokoa (-) forced labour, corvee. 
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JK < Pers. fakar; FJ, CR < Pers. �äkär; LK shogoa nml.; KA. 

shura (-) saltpetre. 
JK, FJ, CR chora < Pers. �örah; CS < Pers./Hindi; LK nml. 
Pers. �ure. 

shurua, surua (-) measles. 
FJ, CR < Pers. surhar; CS < Hindi; KA. 
Pers. surhark. - -

Sidi (Masidi) Afro-Indians, i.e. Indianised descendants of Africans in India, 
some of whom were later settled in east Africa; Sidiboi (-, Masidiboi) 
African crew member on a British warship, R. 
AL; CR nsl; CS erroneously defines sidiboi as "Indian soldier in Sultan's 
anny" and gives the etymology < Eng. Sindhi-Boy, i.e. servant from Sindh. 
CS has apparently confused this with sindikali (soldiers from Sindh in the 
Sultan's anny). 
Ar. �ey�r (captive, prisoner of war sold away as a slave) > Cut. sfQ"T & Guj. 
STQT (African mercenaries in Muslim India, Afro-Indians) + Cut./Guj. b"öi 
(serf, servant); Lodhi 1992. 
This tenn is frequently used in historical accounts about warfare and sailing 
in the Indian Ocean, a synonym of Anglo-Indian 'krumen' < Eng. crew man 
(Messages by Janet Eva( on Nuafrica network list, 1997); cf. boi. 

sigiri, sigri (-, masigiri) coal-cooker/stove. 
AL. 
Cut. sigrr; Guj. sigqr (stove); cf. seredani, shilamu.

siik, sikhi (-) roasted minced meat on a skewer; also called siik kababu.
AL. 
Pers. sikh< Turk. fä; see shishi, Pers. m-kebäb (minced meat on skewer) 

siki (-) vinegar. 
JK, FJ < Pers. sirkah; LK < Ar.; JK, AL also sirke, R; KA. 
Pers. sirkah. 

silsil, silsili, silisili (-) chain for anchor, X.

CS < Ar./Pers./Hindi, KA. 
Etymology unknown. 
The common expression is mnyororo wa nanga.

sima (-) kind, sort. 
JK < Pers. sima (similitude). 
Not to be confused with sima (maize flour for making porridge). 
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simu, sim (-) telephone. 
JK, FJ < Pers. sim (wire); KA; AL simu ya barna telegraph, banm ya simu 
telegramme. 
FJ, CR, CK, BK < Pers. 
Pers. sim (meta! thread, wire). 

Sindikali (Masindikali) ferocious soldiers from Sindh employed in the 
Sultan's anny in East Africa. 
AL. 
Abbreviation of Sindi mkali (the ferocious Sindhi). 
For etymology, see karo, and section 4.5.5. 

sineri see soneri 

Singa (Masinga), Singasinga (Masingasinga) a Sikh Indian; Kalasinga 
(Makalasinga) previously derogative form of Singa. 
AL,K.A. 

It is believed by many Asians (Namaskar 1998) that the term is derived 
from Kala Singh, a famous Sikh hunter who was in Masailand for a long 
period at the end of the 19th century. 
Hindi/Punj. sing• (lion, a common personal name and honorific in lndia, 
especially among the Sikh Punjabi). 

singe (-) bayonet. 
JK < Pers./Turk. silngU; FJ < Turk; KA. 
Turk. silngti (Clauson 1972:834); "In the oldest Turkic texts of the 81h 

century si.lngU Lance, Spear" (pc L. Clerk, Uppsala, Nov. 1999). 

singu (masingu) a green fibrous finger-like long vegetable; msingu 
(misingu) the singu plant. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. singil. 

sin i(-) I. China (in older texts); 2. porcelain (from China); sinia (masinia) 
a !arge plate, tray (from China). 
FJ, CR, CS < Ar.; LK nml; BK < Pers.; KA defines sini only as the clay for 
making porcelain; CR gives also Sini, Sina as China< Ar. 
Ar. �in, �TnT (China, Chinese) < Sans. cTn, cTnT < Chinese cin (name of the 
Chin dynasty which united the lands which became China in the year 221 
BC); cf. kauri. 

siraji (-) lantem, torch. 
FJ < Pers.; CR < Ar.; CS < Ar./Hindi/Pers.; KA. 
Ar< Pers.; cf. chiraghi. 
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Sirnndiba see Serandibu 

sirke see siki 

sitadi see stadi 

sitahi, stahi see staha 

Sitambuli (-) the Ottoman Emperor in lstanbul. 
JK, AL. 
Turk. istanbiil. 
This tenn is used in Swahili poetry. 

soli, sol(-) sergeant major (in the German army in East Africa). 
JK, FJ, CR, BK, CS < Turk. solu; KA. 
Turk. salu (left), Clauson 1972:824. 

sonara (masonara) gold/silver-smith, jeweler. 
FJ, CR, KA, CS < Hindi. 
Cut. sönärä < sön+wärä (owning gold or working with gold), Guj./Hindi 
sönL; cf. chotara, nawara, waria. 

soneri (-) gold colour; (adj.) golden. 
CR, Höftmann (1989) give sineri < Hindi as gold/silver paper, tin foil, 
which is correctly called jaribosi 

Cut. söneri/sönj"ö, Guj. söneri/sönänii (golden); cf. Hindi sunhalä, sunharä, 

swarQim, swarQmay. 

soo (masoo) a hundred-shillings-note, R. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi sö (hundred). 

sopari (-) areca nuts. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. sopäri; cf popoo. 

stad i (adj.) expert, master (thief etc.). 
FJ, CR mstadi (wastadi) < Ar.; LK sitadi < Ar.; CS < Ar. < Pers.; AL, KA; 
usitadi, ustadi (-) skill, expertise; AL ustaad, ustad (maustaad) title of 
honour (artist, master, maestro, professor, poet, musician, schalar); Z, KC. 
JK < Pers. ustäd. 

stafeli (mastafeli) the custard apple (used both for the soursop Anona 
muricata, and the sweetsop Anona squamosa); mstafeli (mistafeli) the 
custard apple tree. 
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FJ, CR < Hindi; CR also erroneously defines it as cinnamon; CS < Hindi & 
Guj.; KA. 
Cut/Guj si!äfal, Guj./Hindi Si!äp"al (the rruit of/for the godess Sita) cf. 
ramfeli. 

staha, stahi, sitahi (-) respect, honour; -stahi (vb.) to respect, honour; 
-stahivu honourable, estimable; mstahivu (wastahivu) one who respects,
honours; ustahivu (-) courtsey, respect, honour, reverence;
JK setaha, sutaha < Pers. sutuh; FJ< Pers.; CR < Ar; LK nml; KA.
Pers. su!uh (veneration).

suheli (-) south, Canopus in the southem sky. 
JK, CS < Pers.I Ar suhayl; CR, LK < Ar.; KA. 
Ar. suhayl. 

sukani (-) helmsman, steerrnan, quarterrnaster on a ship, R; usukani (-) 
steering wheel, rudder. 
JK < Pers. sukkäni; FJ,CR, CS, LK < Ar.; LK steerrnan nml; KA gives 
sukani only as pi. of usukani; Nabhany ( 1979) gives 'rudder'. 
Pers. sukkäni (helmsman) < sukkän (helm). 
In the current usage it is msukani (wasukani) as entered by FJ, CR. 

sukari (-) sugar; sukari guru rnolasses. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK < Ar.; BK < Ar./Pers. < Sans., KA. 
Ar.< Pers.< Sans. sakkara; cf. guru, shakari. 

sumbara (-) whetting stone, tool for honing. 
JK < Pers. sunbärah; AL. 

sumbula (-) the zodiacal sign ofSpica Virginis. 
JK < Pers. sunbulah; AL. 

sundusi (-) silken, brocaded cloth. 
JK < Pers. sun�usi; AL, KA. 

surahi (-) flagon, )arge wine or honey bottle. 
JK < Pers. surähi; AL. 

surati (-) a kind ofloin cloth or sarong from Surat, lndia. 
CS nrnl; AL. 
Guj. siira! (the city of Surat), siirati, siirti (of/frorn Surat). 

suri (-) a cutter/cracker for cutting betel/areca nuts. 
KA; CS < Ar./Hindi. 
Cut. siirI, Guj. siiqi, Hindi sac:tr < Sans. sur1. 
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suruali, surwali (-) trousers; surwafi kipande shorts. 
JK < Pers. salwär; FJ, CR, BK, BK < Ar.; CS < Ar. & Hindi; KA. 
Pers. salwär. 

surudi (-) singing, chanting, melody. 
JK < Pers. surdud. 

suruhangi see sarange

surukari (-) business, concem, occupation. 
JK < Pers. surokär. 
Pers. sarokär (main activity). 

surunai (-) clarinet. 
JK < Pers. sur-näy. 

surwali see suruali

sutaha see staha

suzani (-) quilt. 
JK < Pers. sözanL 

taba see tawa 

ta ba riu (-) hatchet. 
JK < Pers. tabar. 

tafeta (-) silken/shining cloth, taffeta, gloss. 
JK < Pers. täftah; AL, Z. 
Pers. täf!ah (shining cloth). 

tafusila (-) rich silken material. 
JK < Pers. tafsT!ah. 

tagari (matagari) a container for mortar/plaster, Z. 
AL. 
Cut./Guj. !agä(L 

tahati (-) board, bench. 
JK < Pers. taht. 

tako (matako) buttock; kitako (adv.) on the buttock. 
FJ, CR, CK, LK nml; KA. 
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Probably Cut./Guj q•ekö (buttock). 

taji (-) crown. 
JK < Pers. !äj; FJ, CR, LK < Ar.; CS < Ar./Pers./Hindi; KA. 
Pers. !äj. 

talki, telki (-) the quick ambling gait of a donkey; hallf walk - hailf run; 
kwenda telki to go at a trot, R. 
FJ telki< Hindi dulki; CR < Ar., CS delgi, delji < Hindi; KA g,ives also 
dalki. 

-

Cut./Guj./Hindi �·acJ.ak, �·aqaki (sudden movement, gallopping). 

tamasha (-) spectacle. 
JK < Pers. tamäsä, and also "entertainment, feast" which ,is by ,extension; FJ, 
CR, LK < Ar.; CS nml; KA. 
Pers. !amäsä (spectacle). 

tambuka (-) stirrup, leather ring for a foot. 
JK < Pers. tambukah. 

tambura, tamburo (-) Persian/North Indian lute with four strings, a 
Turkish guitar, R. 
JK < Pers./Urdu tamburäh; AL. 
Guj. !amburä (pi. of!amburö) <Pers. < Ar. Betsare 580. 
This term is used also as an euphemism for penis. 

tambuu (matambuu) betet leaves, Indian paan; mtambuu (mitambuu) 
piper betet plant. 
FJ, CR < Hindi/Pers., CS < Ar./Hind; BK < Hindi; CR also gives the non
Swahili *dhambuu; KA. 
Guj. tambut, Hindi tanbul < Sans. tanbul. 
This word is mentiÖned by lbn Batuta 1331 (see sec,tion 3 .3); cf. pamp.ati.

-tana, -tanua see -chana

tandabelua, tantabelua (-) strike, riot, mutiny, R. 
CR < Hindi tanta; KA gives 'a state of confusion, compticati-on, much 

bustte, hurry, medley and crowding' (which all cause armoyance) w,ifäout a 
cross reference to beluwa.
Cut./Guj. !an!, fantö, Hindi tantä (quarrel) + Ar. batwä (unrest); cf. beluwa.

tandu (-) centipede. 
JK spider < Pers. tandu (spider); F J nsl but compares to Pers. tandu (spider); 
CR < Pers.; LK centipede; CS nml; KA. 
Pers. !anan�u. !anQO. 
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tanduri (-) grilled roast meat. 
JK < Pers. !annurT, and he adds "This no doubt arrived with the Indian roast 
chicken" (Knappert 1983: 136). 
This tenn is used by Asians and Europeans in East Africa with the same 
connotations as in British English for roasted meat/chicken etc. and the 
North Indian thin flat roasted bread; it is not found in Swahili usage in East 
Africa; cf. tanuru.

tangawizi (-) ginger; rntangawizi (mitangawizi) the ginger plant. 
FJ, CR, CS nml; KA. 
Sans. rangawira, (see section 3.3); cf. zanjabil.

tangi (matangi) tank. 
FJ, CR, CS < Eng. 
Pers. tankara, tankira (Steingass 329), Guj. tänki, tänku (Betsare 536), Cut. 
tänki,-tängi. 

tantabelua see tandabelua

tanuru, tanuu, tanuri, tunuri (-) oven, kiln. 
JK < Pers. tannur and adds "This word is Koranic and probably came into 
Swahili thrÖugh Arabic" (Knappert 1983: 136); FJ, CR, CS, LK < Ar.; KA. 
Ar. !annor < Pers. !annur (Steingass 331, Al-Firuzabadi 1952/1 :395); cf. 
tanduri. 

taraju (-) I. scale ofbalance, platter, weight; 2. fig. equilibrium, hannony. 
JK, FJ, CR, LK < Pers. !aräzil; AL also tarazi (-) melody, tune, R. 
Pers. !arllzii (balance, harmoney). 

tari (-) I. a small drum; 2. a dance in exorcism rituals; 3. a warrior dance 
where men carry fighting sticks and swords. 
JK string of an instrument < Pers. !llr; F J, CR < Pers. and give meanings I., 
2., and FJ "shaking and trembling"; LK defines it only as "a kind of drum" 
< Pers.; KA gives all the three connnotations. 

taruma (-) I. curved line, bow, bend; 2. supporting plank, pole. 
BK < Ar./Pers.; CS nml. 
Pers. tärumä. 

-tasifida see safidi

tawa, taba (-) frying pan, skillet, R. 
JK, FJ < Pers. täwä, ti!bah; CR < Ar., CS < Ar./Hindi; AL tawii, taii, KA. 
Pers. !äbeh; Steingass Pers. !abeh, !aweh, Moin 274. 
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Commonly called kikaangio.

tayari (adj.) ready, preparerd; -tayarisha to prepare, make ready; 
matayarisho (pi.) preparations; utayari (-) readiness. 
JK < Pers. !ayyär; FJ, CR < Pers./Hindi; CS < Ar./Hindi; LK nml; KA 
Pers. !ayyär, Moin 1013. 

taza ru (-) pheasant. 
JK < Pers. tazaru. 

teli (-) gold thread. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers. tili (gold); BK < Turk.; CS < Ar.; KA. 
Pers. !ili (gold), MÖin 2229. 

tezi (-) stem/poop of a ship. 
JK, FJ, CR < Pers.tezi (point, edge); CS nml; KA; Nabhany (1979). 
Pers.!ezT (point, edge). 

thaumu, thomu, thumu (-) garlic. 
FJ gives also *tumu, *sumu < Ar. 0awm; CR th11m11, *saumu, *tumu < Ar.; 
CS *somu, *soumu; LK thom nml; BK thumu < Ar. 0um. 
Ar. 0um, 0awm < Chinese tung. 
For a discussion on this, see Hasan (1974 passim) and Lodhi (1982:93). 

tindikali (-) acid/boraz (for soldering). 
JK < Pers. tinkäl; FJ < Pers./Hindi; CR < Per.; KA; cf. kalai.
Pers. !inkäl (acid). 

tota (-) a measure of weighing gold/silver/herbal oils/perfumes, ca. 1/2 
ounce or 14 gms. 
FJ, KA, CR, CS < Hindi. 
Cut./Guj./Hindi !Olä. 

tofangi, tufangi (-) barret ofa gun, R. 
JK < Pers. !Ufang; AL. 

tumbako, tumbaku (-) tobacco; mtumbako (mitumbako) the tobacco 
plant. 
JK < Pers. !umbäku; FJ, CR < Hindi; BK Haitian >Port.> Ar.; KA. 
Guj./Konkani !amäku < Port. < Caribbean. 

tumbu (-) metal hook for fastening a window, door bott. 
JK < Pers. !ambah; LK catch, staple nml. 
Pers. < !anba, Steingass 327 bar of a door. 
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tundabu (-) dissolving fluid, X. 
JK < Pers. tund-äb 
The etymology of this word is unknown; it is probably from Pers. ffzab 
(sharp water), Moin 321. 

tunuri see tanuru 

turbali, tnrubali (-) tarpaulin, oil cloth; karatasi ya turbali wax paper. 
BK < Turk.; FJ, CR < Eng.; CS < nsl; KA gives also turubai, tonobari. 
Eng. tarpauiin. 

tutia (-) vitriol, zinc sulphate, antimony. 
JK < Pers. !tJ!Tyä. 

tutun (-) turkish tobacco, R. 
BK < Turk.; AL tutuni. 
Turk. ttittin (tobacco prepared for smoking or chewing). 

ubepari see bepari 

ubeshaushi see bishausi 

ubinda, winda see bindo 

uboi see boi 

uchachari see chachari 

uchapaji see chapa 

uchapishaji see chapa 

udadisi (-) partnership. 
CS > Pers. �ä�istan (?). 

Etymology unknown. 

Udebuli, Udebulini (-) ancient port city of Daybul; ancient west coast of 
India south of modem Bombay; kidebuli (adj.) of/from D.aybul (farsy 
1960:60); Mdebuli (Wadebuli) a native ofthe Daybu1J coast of India. 
AL, Farsy ( 1960:59). 
Marathi �aybul. 

Udiba see Madiba 

udibaji see dibaji 
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udobi see dobi 

ufarisi see farisi 

Uhindi see hindi 

ujagina see chagina 

ujangiri see jangiri 

ukuli see kuli 

umalaya see mmalaya 

upamba see pamba 

upatiara see patiara 

upatu see patu 

usafidi see -safidi 

ushenzi, ushenzini see mshenzi 

usitadi, ustaad, ustad, ustadi, see stadi 

ustahivu see staha 

usukani see sukani 

utayari see tayari 

uwaria see waria 

uwaziri see waziri 

uwinda see bindo, winda 

uzandiki see zandiki 

vinjari (pi.) double crossing; -tilia vinjari to double-cross, cause obstacles 
(lit. to set out a net, small traps), Z, AL. 
FJ < Ar.; CR, CS nsl enter it as a verb, to cruise about, be on the watch, esp. 
of ships, patrol around etc. These meanings have probably developed when 
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the British Navy was patrolling in East African waters to check ships 
carrying slaves, weapons and ammunition, enforcing the Bruxelles 
Agreement of 1882. 

Guj. /ärr, Cut. järr (net). There is nasalization in the Swahili word probably 

because of the Guj. affricate /dy and the noun is allocated to classes 7/8 
kinjarilvinjari. 

wari ( ·) a measure of ene yard, three feet. 
FJ, CR < Pers. wär; CS gives also *ware, *wara, *wala < Eng. ward, BK < 
Pers. 
Guj. wäl, Cut. wal. 

waria (·, mawaria) skilled worker; uwaria (·) skilt, workmanship. 
FJ nml; CS < Hindi wala. 
Cut. wära, Guj. wara, Hindi wälä (having something); cf. chotara, nawara, 
sonara. 

wazi (adj.) open; waziwazi (adv.) openly, frankly. 
JK < Pers. wäz; FJ < Ar. "or Bantu valt'; LK nml; KA. 
Pers. wäz (open). 

waziri (mawaziri) mm1ster, v1z1r; wizara ministry; uwaziri office of a 
government minister. 
FJ, CR < Ar; CS < Ar./Hindi; KA. 
Pers. wazir < Ar. 

waziwazi see wazi 

winda, ubinda (-) (manner of putting on a) loin cloth, R. 
AL, Adam (1979:51). 

Cut. wrnd'ö (pi. wrnd'ä); cf. bindo. 

wizara see waziri 

yahomo (adv.) as in /cwenda yahomo (to sail freely with the wind from 
abaft; Ya hom! (interjection) Sail ahead! 
AL, Nabhany ( 1979). 
The etymology of this tenn is uncertain. It is commonly found in Ar., Pers., 
Cut., Guj. and several other languages ofthe Indian Ocean. 

Yala yala! (interjection) Go on!, Come along! Hurry up! 
BK < Pers.; AL. 
Ar. yäla yäla! (Go on!, Come along!, Hurry up!). 

yasmini, yasumini, yasamani see asmini 
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zabaki see zebaki 

zabani (-) language, tongue, R. 
JK < Pers. zabän; AL. 

zaji (-) allum, copperas, proto sulphate ofiron, green vitriol. 
JK < Pers. zäj. 

zalbia see jelebi 

zamani, zama (-) era, epoch; zamani (adv.) long ago; zamani/zama za 

during the era/period/times of; -a zamani (adj.) old, oflong ago; kizamani 

(adv.) in an earlier way, earlier; -a kizamani (adj.) old fashioned. 
FJ, CR, CS, LK, BK < Ar.; KA. 
Ar. zamän < Pers. zarwän (time). 

zamba (·) quick silver, mercury, X. 
JK < Pers. zanbah. 
Pers. zanbah (iris flower), Moin 674; cf. zebaki. 

zambarau (mazambarau), zambarao (mazambarao) I. the purple Java 
plum; 2. purple colour. 
FJ nsl; CR < Ar. and also adj. purple; CS < Ar. jumbii < Hindi �ambalii; LK 
nml;KA. 
Malay jambaräo. 

zambili (-) basket of rough material. 
JK < Pers. zanbTI; AL. 
Pers. zanbrl; cf. jamvi. 

za m bu ru ( -) vice, princers, forceps. 
JK < Pers./Hindi zambur. 
Pers. zambur. 

zandiki (mazandiki), mzandiki (wazandiki) hypocrite, pretender, liar. 
JK < Pers. zan�Ik; JF, CR, CS < Ar.; BK defines it as heretic < Pers.; KA 
gives -zandiki (vb.) be a hypocrite; uzandiki (·) hypocricy. 
Ar. zan�Ik < Pers. zan� (follower of Zend); cf. mzandiki, uzandiki. 

zangefuri see zinjifuri 

zanjabili (·) ginger. 
JK < Pers. zanjabTI; however, JK adds "Zanjabil is Koranic; the 'pure' 
Swahili word tangawili is based on the original Skr. �rngavera, cf. Sw. !anga 
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'sand' with its southern equivalent shanga." See Koran 76:7 and section 3.3; 
cf tangawizi. 

Zanji, Zenji, Zinji (-, Mazanji, Mazenji, Mazinji) inhabitant of the East 
African coast in precolonial times. 
JK < Pers. zanji (negro). 
Pers. zangi (dark brown, colour of rust, dark-skinned or negroid person, 
African); see footnote on Ibn Batuta section 4.4.1. 
Akasheh and Izady ( 1997: 161-166) argue for a Kurdish etymology of the 
term zangi and claim it has arrived in East Africa indirectly through Persian; 
cf. mshenzi, shenzi, ushenzi and section 4.4.2. 

Zanzibar I. official name of the autonomous republic of Zanzibar; 2. non
Swahili name of the island of Unguja in Zanzibar; Mzanzibari 
(Wazanzibari), Zinj ibari (-) inhabitant of Zanzibar. 
Ar. zanjibär < Pers. zängibär (the black coast); see Zanji. 

zarambo (-) high quality spirit distilled from palmwine. 
FJ, CR < Pers. zar-äb (golden water); CS nsl. 
Pers. zar-lib. 

zardo (-) curry, yellow curry powder. 
CS < Pers/Hindi; AL. 
Guj. zar�ö, Cut. j"ar�"ö, Hindi/Urdu/Punj. zar�ä < Pers. zar�ä. 

zari (-) gold/silver thread, braid, brocade. 
JK, FJ, CR, BK < Pers.; CS < Pers./Hindi 
Guj./Hindi zari (gold/silver thread) < Pers. zar (gold); cf Cut. j"arT. 

zarniki (-) arsenic. 
CS < Ar./Hindi; KA defines it as rat poison; TUKI 1996:32 gives the Eng. 
toan aseniki <Latin < Greek < Syriac. 
Ar. zarnix < Syriac zarnig. 

zawaridi (-) Java sparrow Padda orizivora.

JF, CR < Ar.; LK nml; BK < Pers. zawä gäri. 
Ar. zawärid. 

- -

zebaki, zabaki (-) quick silver, mercury. 
JK, BK < Pers. zebaq; FJ, CR < Ar.; cf. zamba. 
Pers. zebaq. 

zelabia see jelebi 

Zenji see Zanji 
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zihari (-) bladder. 
JK < Pers. zihär. 
Pers. zihär, Morn 567, part of stomach below the navel. 

Zinji see Zanji 

Zinjibari see Zanzibar 

zinjifuri, zingefuri, zingifuri, zinjafuri, zinjifura (-) 1. cinnabar for 
making red ink; red ink, made from red lead oxide; 2. antiseptic liquid; 
mzingafuri, mzingefuri, mzingifuri the anatta plant Bixa Ale/lana. 
JK < Pers. zinjafr, zinjifra; FJ < Ar.; CS zangeji1ri; LK nml singeji,r; KA. 
Pers. zinjafr. 

Zuhura (-) the planet Venus. 
JK < Pers. zuhrah; FJ < Ar.; KA. 
The forms Zuhura, Zuhra and Zohra are used as female names. 
Pers. zuhrah, Moin 2:674. 

zumaradi, zumaridi (-) emerald. 
FJ, CR, BK < Pers; CS < Ar. zumuMiQ; KA. 
Pers. zumarid. 

znmbura (-) type ofgun, rifle, X. 
JK < Pers. zunbiirah. 
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8. Summary and Conclusions
No language, or culture, is an island! And" ... languages are transmitted through
social interaction and not through genetic inheritance" (Fox 1995:309).

In the post-modernist discussions on issues of language use and language 
development, Pauline M. Rosenau ( 1991: 158) rightly concludes "Marxists 
deny language is autonomous by arguing that it is intertwined with ideology, class, 
context. and history. They contend that narrow post-modern focus on language 
reduces everything to discourse, and thus makes post-modernism frivolous and anti
political." The theory of 'acculturation' explains how different cultures 
influence each other. According to Hunter ( 1976) 'acculturation' is one kind 
of cultural change, specifically the processes and events which come from 
the configuration of two or more formerly separate and autonomous 
cultures. Cultural change usually brings about cultural borrowings 
(Bloomfield 1965:444, Heath 1994:393). 

Oriental loans express various aspects of life in Eastern Africa: they 
describe religious ideas and practices, both Islamic and Christian, and are an 
essential part of the tenninology of lslamic religious life and the Swahili 
Muslim culture. Oriental loans are found in all social aspects. They describe 
the Eastern African concept of time and telling time, and are met with in 
mathematics (counting, arithmetic, enumeration) and in many aspects of 
material culture (architecture, dress, food), art and music. Most basic 
educational, technological and scientific terms and paraphernalia (such as 
book, pen, paper, ink, desk) are borrowed from the Orient. In Swahili 
literature one finds much lslamic or Muslim and Oriental influence 
described in Arabic or Persian literary tenns and imagery embedded with 
Middle Eastern tradition; and for obvious historical reasons Oriental loans 
abound in the realms of administration, commerce, law, poetry and politics. 

Oriental loanwords, particularly Arabic loans, fall into all categories in 
Swahili, and cover all aspects of Iife in the Swahili society in particular, and 
the Eastern African region in general, as noted by Ruzitka (1953) and Effat 
(1997). The south Arabian contacts however refer particularly to parts of a 
ship and shipbuilding, more common among the northern Swahili who are 
geographically closer to the Hadramaut coast of Yemen and who have 
mixed very much with the Hadrami people. Emigration from the Swahili 
coast to the Persian Gulf region and Oman, immigration from Hadramaut 
and Iran to East Africa, and Arabian and Iranian integration with the Swahili 
people continues even today (Fuglesang 1994, Lodhi 2000). Contacts 
between various peoples of the north-westem parts of the Indian Ocean are 
numerous, only in the second half of the twentieth century the movement of 
the people has been mainly from East Africa to western and south-westem 
Asia. An estimated 250 000 East Africans and their descendants of diverse 
ethnic origins are today living and working in the Middle East (Sandberg 
1994 and Lodhi 1986c). 
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The general leve! of culture contact can be detemrined to an apprecia:bile 
extent from a study of the stratification of the vocabulary of the Ianguages 
involved as Specht (I 947 section 12:2 quoted by Fox 1995) suggests for 
reconstructing culture in language families. His "older Jayer" of vocabulary 
which is less productive and less regular includes mostly words without 
stem forming roots and having particular kinds of meantngs (Fox 1995:323). 
This is assembled in five groups: 1. stars, time, the weather arnd the naturall
world, 2. animals and their products, 3. trees and plants, 4. parts of the 
body, 5. the family, home and tools. In Swahili, there are nine loanwords of 
Arabic origin pertaining to group 4. parts of the body (and body liquids): 
balghamulba/aghamu (phlegm), damu (blood), the altematives dhakarilzubu 
(the male sexual organ, for the original Swahili taboo/vulgar terms 
mboolmboro and several euphemisms), fiwdi (heart, poetical term for the 
common moyo/nyoyo), hedhilhezi (menses, menstruation blood/cycle), the 
synonyms maniilshahawa (semen/sperms) and wajihi (face); six P,ersian: 
chuchu (nipple), kunazilkikunazi (clitoris), paja (thigh), pajani (lap), paya 
(foot, leg) and zihari (bladder, abdomen below the nav,el); and probably 
three Indic: goti (knee), kibofi, (bladder, salivary gland) and tako (buttock). 
As for groups 1. and 5., most of the loanwords are of primarily Arabic, and 
secondarily of Persian and Indic origin, whereas in groups 2. and 3. many of 
them are of mixed oriental origin. Most of the neologisms of the last three 
decades in all types of registers of terminology are bas,ed on 'int,emational' 
or European (Greaco-Latin, French or German) terms indirectly borrowed 
from English. 

In this study, the research on the Arabic toans is restricted to grammatical or 
structural loans. Hitherto very little serious research has been conducted cm 
the question of Arabic grammatical intrusion in Swa'hili, which is further 
spreading to the other languages of Eastern Africa. The presence of indirect 
Arabic grammatical loans via Swahili in five other major Bantll languages 
of East Africa (Chaga, Kikuyu, Luhiya, Ngoni and Nyamwezi) has been 
illustrated by a short comparative study of hypotactic structures in these 
Ianguages. My contention is that such indirect influence ,is more widely 
spread, or is spreading throughout Eastem Africa, than what ,is shown by 
this limited comparison, not regarding the question of abundant Arabic 
indirect lexical borrowings in these languages. Nevertheless, my data tend to 
support the view that there is a general resistance to stmctural borrowing, 
and some linguistic pattems are borrowed to a greater extent, or with greater 
ease, than others. Whitney observed more than a century ago (1881 :5-26) 
that nouns are most easily and commonly borrowed, follow,ed by suffixes, 
inflections and finally individual sounds or sound comlbinations. Haugen
also supports this view re-emphasising Whitney's statement that "Whatever 
is more forma! or structural in character remains in that degree free from the 
intrusion of foreign material" (Whitney in Haugen 1950:224). 
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It would not be an exaggeration to state that a very !arge majority of the 
Asians in Eastem Afi-ica indeed originate in what is today the Republic of 
lndia though quite a few of them, as a rule Muslim (with the exception of a 
few Sindhi-speaking Hindu families), claim their ancestors came originally 
from what is today Pakistan, or (for some Muslims) their political 
sympathies lie with Pakistan. All available linguistic and historical evidence 
however places their origins to western and north-western parts of modern 
India. Some of the few thousand Christian Indians of Konkani origin, 
generally known in East Africa as Goans, claim they are of mixed Indo
Portuguese origin, and some ofthem identify themselves as Portuguese. 

Because of the North-east Monsoon the early Indian visitors to the 
Swahili coast most probably would have been from both the northem and 
southem parts of the western coast of India. Linguistic and caste evidence 
among the Indians of East Africa suggests that the early settlers from lndia 
were mostly from Sindh, Cutch, Kalikat, Konkan (mainly from the port city 
of Goa <luring the Portuguese period up to 1652) and later from Gujarat and 
Punjab during the British times. Indians on the coastal belt of Mozambique 
are also from these same regions of lndia, and many of them had (and have 
even today) relatives in the Tanzania coastal towns. 

Hindi and Punjabi influences in East Africa can be traced to a much later 
period beginning during the last quarter of the 1800s in the interior of Kenya 
and Uganda when thousands of railway workers arrived there followed by 
the British lndia Army during the two World Wars and the resulting 
expansion of the British colonial administration and the legal, educational 
and health services in East Africa. Phonological and historical evidence 
points mostly to, chronologically, first Cutchi and then Gujarati etymologies 
of many lndic loanwords and the cultural influences they represent. 

Hindi/Hindustani sources for lndic loans in Swahili are assumed by all 
writers consulted here, and they are in tum quoted by others. Krumm gives 
Gujarati etymology in only 5 cases. There is enough evidence to claim that 
most of the early Indians in East Africa came in fäet from the 'native state' 
of the Kingdom of Cutch, and the ports of Gujarat and the Malabar Coast, 
especially those who came to Zanzibar and Mombasa. Cutchi/Sindhi and 
Gujarati rather than Hindi/Hindustani or Urdu may be suggested as major 
Indic contributors, and Cutchi as a major early Indic contributor. We also 
have to take into consideration Konkani and Punjabi, both lndo-Aryan 
languages which have commonly borrowed from Arabic, Persian and 
Turkish. The Konkani influence may be traced to the Portuguese period 
when Konkani-speaking Christian Goans served in the Portuguese fleet and 
garrisons in East Africa. Because of the greater physical presence of the 
Portuguese in Konkan/Goa than along the Swahili Coast, some Portuguese 
items are likely to have been borrowed first in Konkan and then in East 
Africa. The Punjabi and Hindi/Urdu influence is much later, from the 1880s 
when Punjabi and Hindi/Urdu speakers arrived in East Africa with the 
British. 
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In the later part of this research, about 280 lndic J.exical 1oans have lbeen
identified, some of which are of rather high frequency and importance e.g. 
embe (mango), bepari (capitalist), ubepar (capitalism), gar (veh,ide, wagon, 
car, cart), bima (insurance), ankra (bill/invoice), hundi (bank draft), godoro 
(mattress), chandarua (shandaroa, mosquito net), jangiri (poacher), ujangiri 
(poaching), and the currently overused Cutchi Ioan gabacholi (swindler, 
corrupt person) and its derivatives ugabacholi (corruption, swind'ling, tax 
evasion), magabacholi (swindlers, economic criminals) and the adjective -a 
kigabacholi describing any illegal activity in general. 

As related earlier in section 1.4, Johnson (1939), the most w,idely used 
Swahili dictionary and which has been reprinted at least tihirty-five times, 
includes altogether only 105 lndic toans for which the author gives a 
definite Indic source or suggests a possible Indic somce. He forther enters 
several items as non-Bantu but does not give or suggest any source 
language, e.g. for the Indic loans gamti and gulabi. He implies Bantu soume 
to lndic items such as bandi, chachari, chamburo, ch11p, guiaru, jando and 
tangawizi. He also assigns other etymology (Arabic, Eng!ish etc.) to several 
lndic items such as for boi,fataki, kanchiri and karafuu. 

Johnson gives Hindustani (Hindi) source to all lndic items. In the course 
ofthis present research I have identified as Indic toans about 9() words given 
by Johnson and/or others as of Bantu or other non-lnd,ic origin; and I have 
also found about 90 more lndic words (excluding place names and 
ethnonyms) in oral usage and different texts, not documented hy any 
lexicographer before. Another 23 items entered only by KAMUSI hav,e also 
been identified by me as Indic. Variants, or alternative forms, ar,e not 
included in these figures. Historical data and phonologica1] analysis 
generally favour Cutchi and Gujarati etymology in many of these cases. For 
example, I have identified boi as Cutchi/Gujarati 'bhöy' (servant, sert) and 
patasi (carpenter's chisel) having the Cutchi origin 'patasi' or 
Cutchi/Gujarati 'phaq_sI'. Further, my analysis has shown that about 65 lndic 
words are specifically of Cutchi/Sindhi origin, 16 Gujarati, three Bengali 
and only I O Hindi/Urdu; about 190 words occur commonly in the Indic 
languages present in East Africa. 

My present list in this thesis includes at least four,teen Swahili verbs of 
Persian origin (e.g. k11safidi to whiten/brighten, and kuzandiki to be a 
hypocrite) and five of Indian origin (e.g. kuchapa to print, and kujangia to 
whip/whisk), excluding extended verbs such as Persian kubomoa (�o 
demolish, from the noun boma fortification) and lndic chacharika -
chachatika (to be excited, from the noun chachari, excitement). Further, six 
Persian and three Indic adverbs have been identified; and there are also 
seven Persian and seven Jndic adjectives, plus derived fmms, and three 
interjections each from Persian and Indian languages. This study has shown 
altogether about 290 Persian loanwords and about 280 lndian., 16 Turkish, 
eight Malay. or Indonesian, four Chinese and one Japanese in Swahili 
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excluding derivations. In addition, there are many words of Persian-Arabic 
origin (e.g. Habedari! Attention!), Persian-lndian (e.g.ji1/11dani flower vase) 
and Arabic-Indian origin (e.g. kareini twenty million). 

The I 000-word list of Nurse and Hinnebusch ( 1993) showed a very small 
set of Jndic loans in Swahili, found along the whole coast. "Its general 
phonological uniformity points to its fairly reccnt introduction into the language in 
the fields of trade, plants, food types, ornaments and kinship terms. In the dialects 
from Mombasa south, thcre is a particular set of itcms of Indian and Persian origin, 
some quite 'basic' (e.g. goti 'knee', chuc/111 'nipple/breast', paja 'thigh'), which 
appear to centre on Pemba and Zanzibar" (op.cit.:329). 

Persian and Indian words show a wide range of cultural activity, but they 
are prominent for maritime tenns, tools, architecture, textiles and garrnents, 
and they generally depict the patrician life style of the urban Swahili upper 
class. 

The lists of borrowed words in Swahili (and the languages of Eastern Africa 
in general) are extensive, whereas the lists of Swahili words (and Eastern 
African words in general) borrowed intemationally by languages outside 
Eastem Africa are very limited, e.g. 'safari' (and by analogy 'seafari' and 
'airfari' in East African English, and 'fiskfari', fishing safari, in current 
tourist Swedish), 'Uhuru' (Freedom, Independence), and 'jumbo' ()arge like 
an elephant, derived from Jambo, the Swahili name of the first elephant 
brought to the London Zoo). This indicates that perhaps Eastern African 
peoples need to reflect also upon what has been borrowed by others from 
their languages (and from them), and what they themselves have borrowed 
(and leamt) from the others, because "loanwords can function collectively 
as a mirror for the culture from whose language they are borrowed" (Higa 
1979:290). As for Swahili and Indic loans from East Africa in the Hadrami 
variant of Arabic, AI-Aidaroos (1996, 1997 and 1998) has prepared three 
studies which describe one northward movement of East African influences 
in the western Indian Ocean. 

Oriental and European cultures have both influenced Swahili society, a 
linguistic consequence of these influences has been cultural borrowings. 
Oriental items have been entering for more than two millennia now, and 
European items (other than a few Greek and Latin early indirect toans) 
started with the arrival of the Portuguese in 1498, but mostly in the second 
half of the twentieth century. 

More plausible or reliable new etymologies of some already documented 
Oriental loans, and also loans previously unidentified, have been suggested. 
This enables us to appreciate the de facto socio-cultural impact of 
particularly the Indians in Eastern Africa and also justly attribute the 
specific cultural influence to particular donor Indian sub-groups - in the 
case of the linguistic borrowings, for example, it is the (Muslim) Cutchi
speaking Indians who are suggested as a major Indic contributor on 
historical and phonological grounds. I have tried to establish correct Indic 
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etymologies by historical and phonological analysis. A historical scrutiny of 
the various Indian communities in Eastem Africa and their socio-cultural 
background in lndia, with a view of the sociology of their 'communities' in 
East Africa, combined with a phonological analysis of the Indic loans in 
Swahili, is carried out to arrive at convincing results. 

East Africans originating in Iran and the Indian sub-continent (modern 
Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka) constitute less than one percent 
of the population of East Africa. Their economic and intellectual efforts 
have been well documented; their political involvement vis-å-vis later 
isolation has often been described, but their social/cultural importance has 
not been studied in satisfactory detail. Knowledge of Indic linguistic loans 
and cultural contribution is inadequate, and the source of Indic loans is 
frequently traced to Hindi, which is not correct to a large extent. Some of 
the Indic loans have very high frequency and so they are 'everyday words', 
e.g. ankra, bepari, ubepari, bima, embe, gari, godoro, hundi, papai, serikali
and ujangiri. Some ofthem, e.g. godoro, appear in classical Swahili poetry
such as the Al-Inkishafi of AD 1750 and some wedding songs.

The Persian and Indian contribution to the material culture of the Swahili, 
and the East Africans in general, can be appreciated from the list of Persian 
and Indic elements in Swahili (in the previous chapter). The Oriental 
influence on Swahili cookery is also immense and it has been described in 
section 4.8. These Oriental loans and cuisine influences are spreading deep 
into the heart of Africa, from the Indian Ocean to the Lakes, with the spread 
of the Swahili language and its urban mode of life. 

This research has shown the interaction between the fields of linguistics and 
history in East Africa which is illustrated with examples of loans with 
reference to cultural history, and the use of linguistic data in providing 
historical information. 
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